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Abstract
This thesis argues that the Catholic Church did much to improve the status of
Aboriginal women at Port Keats. Although missionary endeavour towards the
Australian Aboriginal people has been unmercifully criticised, the Missionaries of
the Sacred Heart (MSC) and their colleagues, the sisters of Our Lady of the Sacred
Heart (OLSH), were particularly gentle in their approach towards the Wadeye
people.
Port Keats, now known as Wadeye, is used as a case study to relate how the Church
attracted trust and respect from the Wadeye people. The MSC earned the reputation
of sending out good people to work amongst their Aboriginal charges and the
pioneering priest, Richard Docherty, was a prime example of the calibre of staff
recruited by the MSC during the early part of the twentieth century.
It is Docherty's leadership and his determination to improve the lives of the Wadeye
women and girls that provides the focus of this thesis. Although critical of some of
the customs and traditions, particularly those that appeared to denigrate or physically
harm women, Docherty used reason rather than force to persuade the Wadeye people
to change. It was only with the support of the Wadeye elders that monogamy was
introduced and forced marriages and brutal punishments of women and girls were
ended.
Polygamy, forced marriages, rape, domestic violence, female genital mutilation and
cruel punishments, previously excused on the grounds of "culture" or "religion", are
now considered violations of basic human rights; they are treated as criminal acts in
many countries around the world. Wadeye women used Docherty, and the other
missionaries, as protection against the abuses of their own and the settler societies.
Even so, many other customs were preserved, such as hunting and gathering,
traditional dancing, singing and art, as well as a revised form of marriage bestowal.
The community still faces many problems of adjustment in the settler society and
Wadeye women, noted for their strength and determination to improve the quality of
life, are a driving force to eradicate this social malaise.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Missionary endeavours towards Indigenous people in many countries around the world
have been frequently condemned. They are often seen as aiding in the conquest of
countries by the enforcement of European Christian values and religion. In many cases
missionaries are accused of "cultural genocide". This has been defined as:
The effective destruction of a people by systematically (intentionally or unintentionally, in order
to achieve other goals) destroying, eroding, or undermining the integrity of the culture and
system of values that defines a people and gives them life.'

G.E. Tinker claims that missionary work destroys the cultural structures by limiting
people's freedom to practise their culture and to live in culturally appropriate patterns. It
attacks their spiritual foundations by denying the existing ceremonial and mythological
sense with the sacred "other". It erodes a people's self image by attacking or belittling
every aspect of Indigenous culture.2
This thesis examines one Australian mission, established in 1935 by the Catholic Church
at Wadeye, in an isolated area in the north west of the Northern Territory. Wadeye refers
to both the place and the Indigenous people living in the location and the township is
still generally known by its European name of Port Keats. For the purpose of this thesis,
the European name will be used.
Port Keats/Wadeye is situated at the head of the western arm of Wadeye Creek on land
owned by the Nangu clan, one of eleven clans having Murrinhpatha as its common
language.3 The township forms part of the Daly River Port Keats Aboriginal Land Trust
land that stretches from the Daly to the Fitzmaurice Rivers and covers an area of forty
five thousand, five hundred (45,500) square kilometres. It is situated two hundred and
Tinker, G.E., Missionary Conquest: The Gospel and Native American Cultural Genocide, Fortress press
Minneapolis, 1993, p. 6
2
Ibid
Reynolds, R., "Catholic Sacrament Engaging with Wadeye Ritual", PhD Thesis Northern Territory
University,1999, p. 42

sixty kilometres south west of Darwin and serviced by a gravel road from the Da!y River
Township. This road is subject to flooding for much of the year. A barge, carrying
supp!ies from Darwin, regularly visits the community and a locally owned and operated
airline, Murin Air, is the only all weather transport between Port Keats and other centres
of settlement.
The thesis argues that missionary work is not always destructive of Indigenous culture to
the extent that Tinker describes. In some cases, missions have actually contributed
towards its retention. Further it is argued that the Wadeye people instigated the mission
and used it as a source of tobacco, education and protection. The mission helped to halt
the dispersal of several different language groups to areas of European settlement,
saving them from probable extinction, and contributed to an increased birth rate that
enabled the Wadeye people to resurrect ceremonies that it had lost or that had lain
dormant.
The thesis provides a chronological history of the mission at Port Keats from 1935 until
1958. The period has been selected because the original missionary priest, Richard
Docherty, spent these twenty-three years in establishing the mission, and consolidating
its work. The time frame also coincides with the implementation of the assimilation
policy that was designed to assist the Australian Indigenous people to integrate with the
Anglo/European population.
This dissertation includes some background history of the region and gives a short
account of the Catholic Church's role in the Northern Territory. It examines the
personality of Richard Docherty and his mentor, Bishop Frances Xavier Gsell, and
demonstrates that much of the success of a mission relies solely on the qualities and
methods of the individual missionary leader.
While there are several studies on other missions in the Northern Territory, Port Keats
has been noticeably neglected. Very little has been written about this community,
possibly because of its isolation, and yet it is one of the largest Aboriginal communities
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in Australia. A systemic history of Port Keats is long overdue and may give
governments, the Catholic Church, and other interested organizations, valuable insights
and a better understanding of the township's problems.
The findings of this study will not only benefit Port Keats, but will be of national
relevance, because the problems and issues that were experienced by the Wadeye people
are echoed in slightly different ways in communities, missions and institutions across
Australia. The micro focus of well researched regional history can raise a valuable
reflective mirror on national concerns.
in order to produce a fair and reasonable analysis of missionary policies, the thesis must
be placed within its chronological context. There is considerably more historical and
anthropological material available now than there was in 1935. On the other hand,
missionaries and the early anthropologists were in a position to study the Australian
Indigenous people in an era when Aborigines still lived in a traditional manner, or at
least spoke with people who had direct experience and memories of it. Modern writers
can only use those reports, build on them and make relatively unbiased and informed
speculations.
The prevailing discourse on gender and race issues is of crucial significance in a study of
this type. Attitudes of governments, anthropologists, missionaries and the general public
are studied and taken into account, from the time preceding the establishment of the
mission and for the duration of the Docherty era. The thesis investigates the various laws
and mission policies that were instigated to protect Aboriginal people and to raise their
perceived status, within both their own society and the white society. The manner by
which this discourse influenced Catholic missionary policies is examined.
Aboriginal women are given special consideration here. There has been a plethora of
data produced in the latter half of the twentieth century addressing their perceived role
and status within traditional society. However, scant attention has been paid to
missionary endeavours to raise their status, even though it was held as a very high
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priority, perhaps even higher than the conversion to Christianity. All missionary
enterprises concentrated on the abolition of polygyny and marriage bestowal laws.
Furthermore they placed great restrictions on young women and girls in an attempt to
protect them from a society that appeared to treat women as "chattels".4
There has been a great shift in recent years of social attitudes towards both Indigenous
people and to issues pertaining to all women. The main contributors to the discourse on
Aboriginal women's lives have been anthropologists and it was not until 1935 that a
woman, Phyllis Kaberry, conducted scientific research into their role and status within
traditional society. Today researchers from a diverse range of disciplines are
contributing to this discourse. Christine Choo is one of these new contributors. In 2001
she produced an interesting work, Mission Girls, which focused on the experiences of
Aboriginal women at Catholic missions in the Kimberley region of West Australia.
Choo claims that Aboriginal women constitute the back-bone of Aboriginal society:
They maintain the memory and oral tradition of their families and communities. They remember
the genealogies and keep social networks alive. Generations of Aboriginal people have been able
to trace their aboriginality and links with Aboriginal communities through the women... Not only
have Aboriginal women quietly and consistently passed on the essential elements of language,
social values, customs and traditional beliefs to their children, wherever they have had the
opportunity to do this, but they have borne Aboriginal children to both Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal men. It is through their Aboriginal mother that many claim their Aboriginality.6

In Port Keats, Wadeye women's importance within the community is formally
recognized. The elders of the Thamarrur Council, a traditional form of governance,
described them as being "untapped sources of innovation and inspiration".7 The women

Harris, J., One Blood: 200 Years ofAboriginal Encounter with Christianity: A Story of Hope, Albatross
Books: Sutherland, 1990, pp. 793-795
Kaberry, P., Aboriginal Woman: Sacred and Protàne, Rutledge: London, 1939
6
Choo, C., Mission Girls: Aboriginal Women on catholic Missions in the Kimberlev, Western Australia,
1900-1 950, University of Western Australia Press: Crawley, W.A., 2001, p. 1
"Proposal to Develop Tripartite Agreement Between Commonwealth Government, Northern Territory
Government and Memelama / Thamarrurr Wadeye, NT., to Re-Establish Traditional Family Values (Way
of Life) through the development and Implementation of Family Support Project: Kardu Darrikardu
Ngumannianpinu and Complementary Community Infrastructure". 1999, p. 6, in Tha,'narrur Council of
Elders: Background Papers Concern ing Community Development Issues 1995-1999
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themselves consider that they are "a force to be reckoned with".8 One of these women,
Theodora Narndu, was, in 1997, elected the first female president of the Kardu Numidia
Council, (meaning "one people"), an organization that is responsible for community
administration. She has led the way in developing strategies to improve the way of life
for the Wadeye community.9 Theodora is also a member of the Strong Women's Group,
established in 1994, which manages and develops various programmes, including health,
family life and literacy.'0
Since Port Keats was virtually governed by the Catholic Church for almost fifty years,
this study will concentrate particularly on Docherty's perceptions of Aboriginal
women's status and his efforts to improve their position. It will demonstrate that the
protective measures adopted by the missionary at Port Keats towards women in
particular helped to increase the population, and to save the people from possible
extinction.
Docherty not only protected Wadeye women from exploitation and oppression from
white men. He also protected them from the worst excesses of the institutionalised abuse
of women, including spearing and other cruel punishments, of their own society. The
introduction of monogamy allowed younger men to obtain wives, preventing sexual
abuse of very young girls, who were considered too young for marriage. Women were
also given a greater choice of marriage partners and encouraged to marry at a later age.
Young mothers were better cared for and given access to medical services, especially
during childbirth. Abortion and infanticide were discouraged, infant mortality was
greatly reduced, and sexually transmitted diseases, which often resulted in sterility and
death, were promptly treated and the number of cases severely curtailed.

8

Kardu Numidia Inc. "Women's Council", in "Community Management Development Strategy
Overview October 1996, p. 15, in Background Papers Concerning Community Development Issues,
1995-1999
"Meme1me1, A Submission to Gatjil Djerrkuru OAM and the ATSIC Act Review Team by the People of
the Port Keats! Daly River region 18th December 1997," p. 25, in Background Papers Concerning
Community Development Issues, 1995-1999
10
Reynolds, R., 1999, End Notes no. 4, p. 16
",
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Mission presence helped to diminish tribal fighting, much of which was associated with
women; jealousy and wife stealing were commonplace. Mission education allowed
higher status for both women and men within the western society, allowing the people to
demand better and fairer treatment and to fight for land rights. To this end the thesis
concentrates on the broader issues of health and education, but also investigates the
manner by which Docherty encouraged monogamy, and attempted to stamp out
traditional practices that he considered denigrated women or caused them physical harm.
This thesis recognises the need to understand the Aboriginal viewpoint, especially from
the women concerned, and every endeavour has been made to gain an accurate insight
into their experiences on the mission. However as a non-Indigenous writer I cannot
speak on behalf of the people there and it is anticipated that the Wadeye people
themselves will address this omission sometime in the future. The topic requires
considerable rapport to discuss what would be very personal issues. This was impossible
to achieve given the isolation, the time restraints and the lack of accommodation at Port
Keats.
There is also considerable debate about who has the right to speak on Aboriginal issues
and who has the authority to write on Aboriginal topics. Henry Reynolds, possibly the
first non-Indigenous historian to attempt to see contact history from an Aboriginal
perspective, once remarked:
If the Aboriginal experience is to be woven into new interpretations of Australian history,
changes will be necessary. We will have to deal with [them] as equals or they will see our sudden
interest in their history as merely another phase of our intellectual usurpation of their culture and
their traditions. 11

An article, by Marcia Langton, would indicate that for many Aboriginal people this
interest in Aboriginal experience constitutes "cultural theft":

11 Reynolds, H., The Other Side q,f the Frontier: Aboriginal Resistance to the European Invasion of
Australia, Penguin: Ringwood, 1982, p. 199

on

Aboriginal people regard the white version of history since colonization as colonialist
propaganda, as a denial of our set of truths... our resistance must therefore continue in the realm
of history as well as in the political forums. We must stop cultural theft.'2

My own position is to encourage Aboriginal people to tell their histories, through
whatever channels are available to them in an effort to contribute towards a better
understanding of Indigenous Australia. The diversity in language and culture within the
Aboriginal population is acknowledged and because of this I suggest that the history
should come preferably from the Wadeye people themselves. However other avenues
should also include working with the non-Aboriginal researcher.
Henry Reynolds' work has done much to change white attitudes towards the Aboriginal
people. If non-Aboriginal historians are discouraged from trying to obtain the Aboriginal
perspective, historical research will quickly revert back to a one sided white view and
Aboriginal versions will lose much of their credibility. Tact, diplomacy, respect for
customs, acceptable behaviour, and a great deal of integrity are necessary requirements
for any historian and a formalized code of ethics should be made mandatory for any
researcher, whatever their race or nationality.
The Wadeye elders with whom I discussed my project at Port Keats seemed genuinely
enthusiastic for me to proceed with my research. They believe that they are probably the
least understood race of people in Australia".'3
In my effort to introduce an Aboriginal perspective into the thesis I have used taped oral
histories held at the Kanamkek-Yile Ngala Archives, at Port Keats. Kanarnkek was a
mythical figure responsible for scattering the Wadeye people into different language
groups, while Docherty was known as Yile Ngala, the one who reunited them.

12 Langton, M., Cited by Taylor, P., in Telling it Like it is: A Guide to Making Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Histovi', Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander Affairs: Canberra,
1992, p.6
13
"Proposal to Develop Tripartite Agreement", p.3 in Tliainarrur ('ouncil otElders: Background Papers
Concerning Community Development Issues, 1995-1999
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The histories were collected over many years by various non-Aboriginal personnel. The
president of the Thamarrur Council gave me permission to have access to these and
other documents associated with the community. In addition, several of the elder
Wadeye women permitted me to interview them; their memories of the mission era
provided much valuable information and allowed me to gain a limited view of the
Aboriginal experience. Any analysis associated with this material is necessarily my own.
Accordingly I have approached this thesis from four different perspectives: that of the
missionaries themselves; that of the Commonwealth government; that of the
anthropologists; and, to a lesser degree, that of the Wadeye people. As previously stated,
very little work has been published on the community at Port Keats. I now discuss the
literature that was available to me.
The works of early anthropologists feature strongly since they lived and worked with the
Indigenous people during the period that this thesis covers. They were able to provide a
relatively scientific view of Aboriginal people in their traditional lives. Those that were
particularly relevant to my study include W.E.H. Stanner, J. and A. Falkenberg and
Phyllis Kabeny. These early works have proved the basis for much of the present day
understanding of Aboriginal customs and mores.
Stanner is possibly the most important source since he was at Port Keats with Docherty
when the mission was established. He had already spent many months in the Daly River
area and was enthusiastic to accompany the priest on his new venture. Docherty was also
keen to have him along and the two became good friends. Stanner stayed at the new
mission for several months and was able to write a number of items that helped to
determine the lifestyle of the Wadeye people at the time the mission was established.
These articles included "Murinabata Kinship and Totemism",'4 White Man Got No
15
Dreaming and "After the Dreaming".16 He was adamant that the people were leaving

14

Stanner, W.E.H., "Murinbata Kinship and Totemism", in Oceania 1936, Vol.7, pp. 186-216
Stanner, W.E.H., White Man Got No Dreaming, Australian National University press: Canberra, 1979
Stanner, W.E.H., "After The Dreaming", Bover Lectures, The Australian Broadcasting Commission:
Sydney, 1969
'
16

the area voluntarily in search of European goods. His observations gained international
importance when he perceived what he termed an "ideological and social revolution" in
a culture that was then considered to be static and unchanging. He described the Wadeye
people as "still uncivilized" and claimed that:
until a mission was opened at Port Keats in June 1935, the tribe was still nomadic, only a few
individuals spoke or understood English, niany of the children had not before seen whites, and
the characteristic mode of life was still for the most part, aboriginal. The margins of tribal life
were however already feeling alien influence. 7

It is unfortunate that Stanner was not able to comment much on the position of Wadeye
women, but this was a common occurrence with male anthropologists at this time.
Instead he focused more on male religious and ceremonial matters. Nevertheless his
work identifies certain rituals that caused great harm to women, and allowed other
researchers, like the Falkenbergs, Robyn Reynolds, and Peter Hearn, to augment his
work in this area.
Johannes and Aslaug Falkenberg visited Port Keats in 1950, stayed there for six months
and published two extremely useful books, Kin and Totem' 8and The Affinal Relationship
System.19 Their works provide considerable information on kinship and marriage, and of
punitive measures that were meted out to Aboriginal women and girls. Being a married
couple they were able to collect information from both men and women and give a better
balanced description of the people's lives.
Although the mission had already been established for fifteen years, the Falkenbergs
claimed that the missionaries did comparatively little to change the traditional lifestyle.
They asserted that it was not until after the war that serious missionary work began and
they praised Docherty for his efforts to retain the people's culture:

17

Stanner, W.E.H., 1936, p. 188
Falkenberg, J., Kin and Totem: Group Relations ofAustralian Aborigines in the Port Keats District,
Oslo University Press: Norway, 1962
'
Falkenberg, A. & J., The A/final relationship System: A New Approach to Kinship and Marriage among
the Australian Aborigines at Port Keats, Universitetsforlaget: Oslo, Norway, 1981
I1

The missionaries have not systematically tried to persuade the Aborigines to abandon their
cultural traditions, customs and mores, unless these, from the missionaries' point of view, are
in direct opposition to Christianity. Father Docherty has, on the contrary, encouraged the
Aborigines to preserve their traditional crafts and has given extra rations to those who have made
especially handsome things. He has also allowed them to perform corroborees at the mission
station for the purpose of convincing them that the mission does not disapprove of their culture.
And Father W H Flynn, who came to the mission station in 1946, has learned the Murin'bata
language, which he uses in all of his sermons.. On the whole the missionaries remain neutral in
regard to the process of cultural change among the Aborigines. They are purposefully fighting the
initiation ceremonies, and circumcision is performed on very small boys at the mission hospital.
The missionaries further disapprove of polygamy and certain Aboriginal punishments for women,
but otherwise they try to disturb the Aboriginal culture as little as possible. 20

Phyllis Kaberry, although she did not work at Port Keats, nevertheless gave some very
interesting insights into traditional women's lives in the Kimberley region through her
Aboriginal Woman: Sacred and Proj2ine. There were many similarities among the
Aboriginal people in the North West of Australia and a number of Wadeye people had
previously travelled to and worked on cattle stations near Wyndham. Kaberry's research
was carried out in the years 1934 to 1936, a time when white settlement of over forty
years had already disrupted much of the Aboriginal culture. Kaberry explains:
With the exception of those living on the missions, most of the natives in this region are
concentrated about the station homesteads, and are employed in stock work, gardening, and
domestic duties. They wear European clothes and receive rations of flour, tea, beef, and tobacco.
It is only during the "wet" season, when work slackens off between September and March that
they go "walkabout" in the bush to hold their inter-tribal meetings for initiation and mourning
ceremonies. 21

Very little research occurred on Aboriginal women prior to this time and the
anthropologist A.P. Elkin encouraged Kaberry to conduct her valuable work.
Anthropology was still a male dominated profession and the dearth of information
regarding Aboriginal women was excused on the grounds that it was improper for a

20
lj
-

Falkenberg, J., 1962, pp. 19-20
Kaberry, P., 1939, p. x
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male to enquire too deeply into some aspects of a woman's life.22 Despite being some
forty years late, Kaberry's work proved a very sound basis for later female
anthropologists who speculated on what traditional life for Aboriginal women was really
like.
Some of these recent works include Diane Bell's Daughters of the Dreaming,23 which
concentrates on the Walpiri and Kaytej women in central Australia. Again, many of their
experiences would be similar to those at Port Keats. Bell's work has done much to raise
awareness of women's rich religious lives.24 Although her work is controversial and
some recent anthropologists criticise her ideas, Bell laid the foundations for further study
relating to women's secret ceremonies and their role in traditional society.
Bell argues that the inequality in Aboriginal gender relations was the result of patriarchal
colonial intervention the result of changes in the mode of production which, combined
-

with ideological interventions via the Church, the pastoral industry and State, eroded and
devalued women's solidarity and autonomy in their social and religious life.
Bell's premise that Christianity led, at least in part, to the oppression of Aboriginal
women is strongly contradicted by Robert Tonkinson, who argues that contact with the
Church led to increased equality between Aboriginal women and men, giving Aboriginal
women greater opportunities to acquire access to community information and later
allowed them to assume positions of authority in decision making bodies and
community government councils.2 This has certainly occurred at Port Keats.
Jane Goodale's Tiwi Wives26 was another useful source. She studied the women from
Melville Island, and although there were some quite distinct differences, she gained
Elkin, A. P., "Introduction" in Kaberry, P., 1939, p. xx
Bell, D., Daughters of the Dreaming, Allen & Unwin: Melbourne, 1983
4 Reynolds, R., 1999, p. 180
2
Tonkinson, R.. "The Changing State of Aboriginal Women: 'free Agents' at Jigalong" in Tonkinson, R
and Howard, M., (Eds.) Going itAlone? Prospects ftrAboriginalAutonoinv, Aboriginal Studies Press:
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insights into their sexual lives that would be very difficult for an outsider like myself to
achieve in Port Keats. In particular, Goodale relates details of the "sexual instruction"
given to young prepubescent wives by their husbands, and the Tiwi belief that only
sexual intercourse would bring about the formation of breasts, the growth of pubic hair,
menarche and subsequent menstrual periods.27
Missionaries' publications are also examined and they provide considerable information.
They require careful analysis since they were written not only to inform, but also to
defend their vocation, resulting in substantial bias towards missionary endeavour. These
include the works of Brother John Pye, who wrote several books on MSC missions and
those by John Harris, an Anglican priest and the son of a missionary, who focused on
Church Missionary Society (CMS) missions in the Northern Territory.
Pye's work, The Port Keats Story,28 is the only book available on the history of Port
Keats. Pye spent several years at the mission, from 1941 to 1944, and again worked
there from 1970 till 1976. It was during his second sojourn that he wrote the history. It
was not meant to be a comprehensive history and was therefore written in a secular
manner to be enjoyed by the general public.
The Port Keats Story is a very short book of about fifty pages and contains a collection
of entertaining stories and memoirs. It includes many photographs, is written in a lighthearted style and peppered with humour. Pye uses what is now considered
"inappropriate language", including terms like half-caste and lubra and makes jokes
about the Aborigines. However, on meeting and speaking with Pye, it is clearly evident
that he holds the Aboriginal people in very high regard and that no racism, whether
implicit or explicit was ever intended. The assumption of white cultural superiority is
very apparent, but Pye's wry sense of humour is applied equally to those of his own
race.
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Two volumes produced by John Harris, One Blood29and We Wish We 'd Done more,30
analyse the impact of Christian missions on the Aboriginal people, and, unlike those of
Pye, are professional and scholarly works. Harris vigorously defends missionary aims
and practices. He urges the reader to form opinions based on the context of the times. He
asks the question of what else was done to help the Aboriginal people and what would
have happened to them if missionaries had not stepped in. Harris accepts that some
practices were questionable and acknowledges that some missionary personnel may not
have been as moral or as scrupulous as they should have been. He concentrates on CMS
missions in Arnhem-land and Groote Eylandt; there is little on Catholic endeavours.
Although Harris addresses policies of eliminating polygamy and the imposition of extra
restrictions on young girls, it is not a gender based study. There is also considerable bias.
However his work is quite invaluable as a model for my own dissertation. It serves as a
good comparison to missionary practice performed at Port Keats and contributes to a
better understanding of the missionaries' perspective.
A similar study that deals specifically with Catholic missions, this time in Western
Australia, is that by Mary Durack, The Rock and the Sand.3' Like Harris, she defends
mission work, but this time from a Catholic woman's point of view. Her perspective is
very noticeable when she discusses mission policies towards women; she does not
question those policies but seems to accept them unconditionally. Despite this, her work
provides another tool with which to build my own analysis of the mission at Port Keats.
Durack claims that had it not been for the philanthropy of missionaries many Aborigines
would not have survived:
The work of missionaries, sometimes inspired, sometimes blind, was the only evidence the
Aborigines had of anything in the nature of consistent altruism with an otherwise ruthless and
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self seeking economy. It provided a ray of hope in the prevailing gloom of their predicament. It
was for many their only means of survival and their sole reason for regeneration.32

Another publication that I found extremely useful, A Theology of Mission: Diocese of
33
Darwin 1949-1985 was written by Peter Hearn, a Catholic priest, and appeared in

2003. Like the work of Harris, it is a well researched and scholarly book. It provides
insights into the attitudes of the Catholic Church towards the policies of assimilation,
especially those of Bishop O'Loughlin who replaced Gsell in 1949. These attitudes
impacted considerably on the management of Port Keats and may have provoked
Docherty's subsequent transfer. As such, this volume was invaluable to my analysis of
the events that took place just prior to, and just after, Docherty's removal.
Christine Choo focuses on Aboriginal women's experiences on the same Catholic
missions that Durack described. Choo's analysis is from an Asian perspective, or as she
puts it, that of a "woman of colour" rather than the predominant Anglo-European view.
However, apart from placing greater emphasis on the history of relations with Asian
people, her perspective differs little from my own. I found her method of using
Aboriginal women's covert resistance to oppressive policies quite useful as a measure of
their collective strength and ability to survive:
An important element in the discussion of the situation of Australian Aboriginal women is
resistance, much of which is not immediately apparent because it is hidden and private rather
than public. The forms of resistance taken by those living within oppressive environments tend to
be covert and long term rather than overt and dramatic, because covert forms of resistance ensure
the eventual survival of resisters.34
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However, much of this resistance occurred because of the state of affairs that arose as a
result of government legislation to remove children of mixed descent. The Beagle Bay
mission was used as a home for these children and many were forcibly removed from
their families. The same institution was also reluctantly used as a reform school for
"wayward" girls. This situation rarely occurred at Port Keats, and it is quite difficult to
find parallel situations. Rather, it is much easier to locate both covert resistance and
blatant defiance of Aboriginal women and girls towards their traditional society,
particularly in relation to forced marriages.
On the whole, many of Choo's examples appear to support the activities of the
missionaries, indicating that women utilised mission staff for their own protection from
the rigours of both their own society and that of the colonising Europeans. Her work
formed a useful tool with which to build up my own interpretation of the situation at
Port Keats.
Aboriginal Australians and Christian Missions, edited by Tony Swain and Deborah
Rose,35 provides some enlightening perspectives and proved to be extremely helpful to
my understanding of missionary endeavour. The book consists of thirty three articles all
related to mission work with the Aboriginal people in various parts of Australia. None
deal specifically with Port Keats and most are written about Protestant endeavour rather
than Catholic, but they provide much food for thought. The contributors, mostly
academics, are sometimes quite scathing about mission work, while others are defensive.
Diane Bell's article, "Choose Your Mission Wisely",36 is of particular value since it
deals with women's experience with the missionary enterprise. Robert Tonkinson's
"Reflections on a Failed Crusade"37 is also very significant as it addresses the problem
of bias.
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The prevailing discourse on race issues is already well documented. Particularly relevant
is Gordon Reid's A Picnic with the Natives,35 which covers Aboriginal -European
relations in the Northern Territory until 1910. It describes events and attitudes just prior
to the establishment of the first MSC mission on Bathurst Island, the Jesuit mission at
the Daly River and the "dispersal" there that prompted government action to legislate for
the "protection" of the Aboriginal people.
The story is taken up by Tony Austin's Never Trust a Government Man,39 which
describes Aboriginal policy in the Northern Territory from 1911 to 1939. Paul
Hasluck's Shades of Darkness4° concentrates on Aboriginal Affairs from 1925 until
1965. All three publications contributed significantly to my understanding of
government attitudes and legislation during the years up to and including the Docherty
era.
Julie Wells' PhD. Thesis "The Long March",4 ' focuses specifically on assimilation
policies from 1939 to 1967. It is an excellent source for understanding current attitudes
and the legislation introduced to address the "Aboriginal problem". Since all missions,
including that at Port Keats, acted as agents for the government to enact this legislation,
the thesis is a useful tool in measuring the extent that the founding priest, Richard
Docherty, absorbed the ideas into his own policies. Wells' research into the government
operated institution at Bagot provides a good contrast to missionary practice at Port
Keats.
Two other theses were especially useful to my research. One by Robyn Reynolds42
actually centres on Port Keats. She explores how Catholic liturgy has been incorporated
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into Wadeye ritual. It is not a history and its focus is quite different from my own
research, but it contains much relevant information. Of particular interest is data about
the Merrk ceremony, a ritual performed by women to initiate young girls into
womanhood. This ceremony was extremely important in establishing a woman's role in
traditional society and was apparently banned by Docherty in 1945. Details of the
ceremony are highly restricted, and I have been forced to use information about similar
rites practiced in other areas to speculate on the situation at Port Keats.
Anthropologist Noni Wales' honours thesis "Accounting for Aboriginal Christianity",43
confirms that missionary policies of intervention were certainly gender specific and that
missionary women themselves played a key role in ensuring effective translation of
these policies into practice. This provokes questions regarding non-Aboriginal women,
such as missionary wives, or in the case of Catholic missions, the religious sisters, and
their attitudes towards Aboriginal women and girls. They wielded considerable power
over their charges in the process of "elevating" their status. Wales concentrates her study
on Protestant missions in East Arnhem Land, but again this work gives useful insights
that would also apply to Port Keats.
Since many Wadeye people worked at nearby cattle stations and farms just prior to the
establishment of the Port Keats mission, an account of their lives is important to the
understanding of their eagerness to return to their country and of the willingness to
accept the presence and authority of the Catholic priest. Noted historian, Anne McGrath,
concentrates on the position of Aboriginal women in the pastoral industry. Her Born in
44 and "Black velvet"4
the Cattle
were particularly useful to my thesis. McGrath's
works offer a new dimension to conventional ideas about Aboriginal sexuality. She
questions the perception that Aboriginal women were mere chattels or slaves within
their own society and implies that they were able to use their sexuality to gain power
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and prestige. However, she also claims that Aboriginal women were often pleased to see
a white man, that they possessed a certain novelty value sexually and had a plentiful
supply of food and other useful goods. In some cases, and of great importance to this
thesis, McGrath claims that they used white men as protection; they were useful if the
women needed to evade tribal punishments or to avoid marrying a promised husband
whom they feared or disliked.46
Since this study is concerned with Catholic missionary endeavour, several books and
articles helped me to understand Catholic history, policies and doctrine, particularly as it
pertained to the order of the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart, (MSC), and the
companion order of the Daughters of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, (OLSH).
James Cuskelly's comprehensive history, A Man with a Mission: Jules Chevalier, 18241907, was especially useful, particularly for chapter two of this thesis. It outlines the
foundation and the aims of the MSC order. Tony Caruana's Monastery on a Hilt 8
describes the MSC's history in Australia, and Mary Venard's similar work, History of
the Australian Province of the Daughters of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart,49 was also
helpful.
Venard provides an account of the formation of the OLSH order at Issoudin in France
and relates how the sisters were able to maintain autonomy even though they were
created as a companion order to the MSC. She also gives brief accounts of missionary
work performed by the OLSH in many parts of Australia, including Port Keats. However
the information about Port Keats proved disappointing. It was gleaned from unreliable
secondary material, contains several errors.
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Mary Rosa MacGinley, also a religious sister, wrote a more scholarly account of women
religious in A Dynamic of Hope: Institutes of Women Religious in Australia.50 She
examines the origins of male and female religious from the first century onwards and
describes the differing orders that evolved, including a short account of the OLSH. Her
work provides a sound basis for those academics that appreciate the value of religious
women's stories in feminist history.
Patrick O'Farrell provides some excellent material in his Documents in Australian
Catholic History51 and many books and articles provided by the Catholic Enquiry Centre
gave me an insight into what Catholics believe. These include publications such as Why
do Catholics...?: Catholic Culture Explained52 and Catholic Answers to Bible
Christians, 3 written by Paul Stenhouse, and a complete set of pamphlets called Enquiry
into a Community called Catholic.54 Katherine Massam's work, Sacred Threads,5 ' was
also helpful to my understanding of Catholicism. In particular, Massam explained the
use of the Rosary, the reasoning behind Catholic devotion to Mary, and the Catholic
tradition of honouring certain people as saints.
The autobiography of Francis Xavier Gsell, (the MSC's first bishop to the Northern
Territory), The Bishop with 150 Wives,56 provides a history of his own personal
background, a history of the mission at Bathurst Island, the formulation of his policies
especially with regard to Aboriginal women, and his attitudes towards the Australian
Indigenous people during the first fifty years of the twentieth century. Gsell became
famous for his unorthodox methods of stopping marriage bestowals and introducing
monogamy to the Aboriginal people. He purchased the marriage rights of the young girls
°
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from their promised husbands and other relatives, enabling him to have control of their
lives and to select their future spouse.
There are some discrepancies in the work, owing to Gsell's age at the time of writing
and also problems with translation. Nonetheless, the book is a valued source and,
together with Cuskelly's history of the MSC, provides the bulk of the information for
chapter two.
There are many other books and articles that I have used as a background to this study.
These include the work by Anna Haebich57 that documents the treatment of Aborigines
in the southwest of Western Australia and the legislation that was introduced to control
them. Peggy Brock's 8 research on several missions in South Australia is also helpful,
not merely as comparisons to those in the Northern Territory, but also because she
questions the criteria used to assess the success of a mission. Bain Attwood's The
Making of the Aborigines59 examines the manner by which colonial forces shaped the
structures within which Aborigines lived out their lives. In particular the opening chapter
focuses on missionaries, whom, Attwood claims, "historians have recently belittled and
condemned more than they have attempted to understand".6° While these works have
influenced my own perspectives, very few concentrate on Port Keats.
Maurie Fenton published a small booklet 39 Radar Port Keats,61 about the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF) unit that was stationed at Port Keats during World War
Two. Several of the servicemen who contributed towards the book reminisced about
Richard Docherty and the Wadeye people. These stories gave some entertaining insights
to the situation at Port Keats.
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One of the religious sisters, Teresa Ward, wrote a short book about the language and
culture of the Wadeye people, The Peoples and Their Land Around Wadeve.62 It was
written to:
share some of the riches that I have acquired by living with Aboriginal people at Wadeye
something of what they have shared with me. In turn, I hope it will help others understand a little
bctter the cultural context in which we are living amongst traditional oriented peoples and also to
come to respect their way of life.63

In particular the book contains some very useful maps that identify place names and
language groups in and around Port Keats. I have used the work as a basis to ensure
correct spelling of these, since orthography has been very problematic in other writings.
Another booklet, The Founding of the Mission at Port Keats64 was produced by the Our
Lady of the Sacred Heart (OLSH) school and features stories about the "coming of the
mission", as told by the Wadeye people. These were recorded on tapes, translated and
transcribed, and are now held at the Kanamkek Yile-Ngala museum. In addition there is
a transcript of an interview with Richard Docherty recorded in 1974.
A catalogue of Port Keats' artists and their work, compiled by Mark Linkson and Robin
Nilco, Art and Cmli' of Port Keats/Wadeye,6 gives a brief history and mythology of the
area and explains the methods and meanings of Wadeye art. Some of this artwork
illustrates the history of the region, both before and after the mission contact and the
high quality of work, and success of the artists, has evolved, at least partly, from the
early encouragement of the young missionary priest.
The MSC's own periodicals, The Annals of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, were
especially valuable. These contain several articles that relate specifically to the mission
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at Port Keats and are written by the religious themselves. They give a great deal of
information about the development of the enterprise, the problems incurred and the
perceptions of the missionaries towards the Wadeye people. They were written soon
after the events described and therefore provide a reliable source. Nonetheless, since it
was the missionaries themselves who wrote the articles, rather than professional
anthropologists or historians, detailed scrutiny is required to guard against any bias. A
complete set of The Annals are held in the MSC library and archives at Sydney.
None of the available published or unpublished works described above give a
comprehensive history of Port Keats. Neither do they focus on the experiences of
Wadeye women and girls in relation to Catholic missionary methods to raise their status.
Even studies that pertain to Port Keats are concerned with mainly religious and
ceremonial issues. They are written either by anthropologists or by missionary personnel
and the community has so far been ignored by other disciplines. By delving into what
primary sources are available, and by using the above secondary material, I hope to
remedy this omission.
I had no trouble gaining access to materials held at the MSC library and archives in
Kensington even though I had made it known that I was writing a thesis and that I was
not a Catholic. Tony Caruana, the custodian, gave me full access to files and even
provided a catalogue of sources available in the Darwin collection. It was in these
archives that I found much of my material on Richard Docherty's background, the
original extracts of his diary and the original autobiography. In addition there were
several items of important correspondence, and several related articles.
The custodian of the Kanamkek Yile-Ngala museum, Mark Crocombe, at Port Keats
was also extremely helpful. Newspaper articles, photographs and a wide variety of
printed material were made available. However the oral history collection was of
particular importance. It was here that the Wadeye people recorded their own stories
about the mission and of their lives before Docherty's arrival. Many of the tapes are still
in the local language, but several have been translated.
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Mark Crocombe, a non-Aboriginal man now married to a Wadeye woman, has spent
more than thirty years in the community and recorded many of the interviews. He built
up the kind of rapport that I could not possibly achieve in the short time that I had
available. Even so, an independent female recorder would have been preferred and the
recordings required careful examination.
In addition to the tapes mentioned above, I was able to interview several Wadeye
women myself. All had fond memories of the "dormitory days" and had high regard for
the religious sisters and Richard Docherty. All but one married her promised husband
and all retained the Catholic religion. These oral narratives, including the ones from the
archives, are vital to my analysis of Wadeye perceptions.
Government records were available from the National Archives of Australia in Darwin,
(NAAD) and contain reports of the mission from its inception to the late 1950's. The
reports include those related to the missions' request for subsidies soon after its
establishment, ongoing "annual reports" and other material pertaining to medical and
education policies. Much information was gleaned from the reports and other
government correspondence both to the missionaries themselves, and to staff from other
departments. Some of the files, through my request, have only recently been opened to
public perusal.
The Northern Territory Archives Service (NTAS) holds a wealth of material about Port
Keats, including police reports for the region and an excellent oral history collection. In
particular, several mission staff members, including some who are now deceased, have
given interviews for the Archives' oral history collection.
In addition to those in the NTAS, I also recorded several interviews with a number of
missionary staff. These include interviews with Brother John Pye, whose books are
mentioned earlier. I spoke of his personal experiences, his family background and
reasons for joining a religious order. I also found him a very valuable source of
knowledge on Richard Docherty, and was able to question him more closely on his
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books and particularly his perceptions of the position of Wadeye women in the early
nineteen-forties.
Several religious sisters allowed me to interview them. They worked with the Wadeye
women and girls from 1946 onwards and collectively were an excellent source of
knowledge about the dormitory system and marriage bestowal practices. They also told
me about their family backgrounds and reasons for joining the order and from these, and
other oral histories held at the NTAS, I was able to glean information about the calibre
of people who were employed by the MSC in the Territory.
Other interviews with non-Aboriginal people included members of the RAAF who were
posted at the Radar station a few kilometres from Port Keats. One of these was with Bill
Eacott, who served at Port Keats but whose family also employed a Wadeye woman as a
domestic servant just prior to the establishment of the mission. This woman recognized
Eacott on his arrival with the RAAF unit and greeted him affectionately, much to his
immense embarrassment.
I received much valuable information from another RAAF consultant, Bob Meredith,
who wrote several letters about his experiences at Port Keats. He too, seemed to have
considerable knowledge of the Wadeye people in those early war years, and was another
source on the personality of Docherty. Both Meredith and other RAAF men offered
photographs, newspaper cuttings, diaries and other useful information.
There are many other primary and secondary sources that have informed my research of
this thesis. They are too numerous to be able to describe here. However those outlined
above are most important in guiding my arguments.
The thesis has been written as a narrative and is generally in a chronological order. It is
divided into ten chapters, including this introduction and a concluding chapter. Chapter
two centres on the history of the Catholic Church in Australia. In particular it focuses on
the Order of the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart (MSC) who represented the Catholic
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Church's missionary endeavours in the Northern Territory. This religious order, which is
of relatively recent origin, had very strong principles regarding the conversion of nonChristian people. Its northern representative, Francis Xavier Gsell, who eventually
became Bishop of Darwin, served under the founder himself and carried these principles
to northern Australia. Gsell's unorthodox methods of establishing monogamy provided
the basis for future MSC missionary policy.
Chapter three focuses on the life and personality of the MSC missionary priest, Richard
Docherty. Docherty was guided by his mentor, Bishop Gsell, but his own unique
personality allowed him to persevere with a group of Aboriginal people who had a
formidable reputation as a very hostile community. His determination, down to earth
attitude, his patience and fearlessness, and above all his respect for the people with
whom he was working, were integral to his acceptance and respect by the Wadeye
people.
The fourth chapter examines the background history of the Wadeye region itself. This
chapter demonstrates that the people were not forced off their land as in some other
areas, and that many voluntarily left their country in search of European goods. The
Wadeye people already had many years of alien contact, either directly or indirectly and
their culture was already breaking down and in some cases, severely depleted prior to
the arrival of the Catholic missionary. Changes had already been made with new
customs coming up from the South. The people were, in Stanner's terms, experiencing
an "ideological and social revolution',66 that had nothing to do with Docherty's coming.
The missionary's arrival had been predicted by a Wadeye man two years earlier and
there is evidence that some of the Wadeye people actually requested Docherty to start a
mission in their country.
The fifth chapter gives a background to government policies and social discourse current
when the Port Keats mission was first established. It emphasises the restrictions that
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were imposed on missions and the reasoning behind them. Since the subject is so well
documented elsewhere, I have used reliable secondary sources for much of this
chapter. Nevertheless, it is very apparent that there was much confusion and dissension
among the white society in its behaviour towards the Indigenous people of Australia.
A thorough understanding of current political, scientific and social thought is mandatory
for a fair judgment of mission activities. Many mistakes were due to the paucity of
knowledge about the very complex Aboriginal civilisation which, even today, many find
difficult to understand. Docherty used his knowledge of philosophy and psychology and
whatever other information that was available at that time. in addition, in his anxiety to
learn more about the people, he encouraged and became finn friends with the
anthropologists who visited Port Keats.
Chapter six investigates the position and experiences of Aboriginal women both in
traditional life and in the post-contact era. It draws on material from anthropologists,
historians and Aboriginal people themselves. Wadeye women's situation was similar to
that of other tribal women in many parts of the Top End of the Northern Territory and in
the Kimberley region in Western Australia. The chapter looks particularly at the
situation that Wadeye women were in at the time of the establishment of the mission,
and their readiness to seek protection from the missionary priest.
Chapters seven, eight and nine give a detailed history of the mission from the time of its
establishment through the war years and post war period, until Docherty's departure in
1958. Government reports, newspaper articles and the extant remains of Docherty's
diary are used. It is in these chapters that the testimonies taken from missionary staff,
visitors to the mission, the RAAF personnel, and from the Wadeye people themselves,
are most valuable. The reader learns of Docherty's methods of improving the lot of the
Wadeye people, particularly the women and girls.
The final chapter gives a summary of Docherty's methods, and the reasons for his
apparent success. It demonstrates that the Wadeye people welcomed the missionary and
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still respect and admire him. The community has grown from a small handful of people
to a population of almost three thousand, and while there are many problems still to be
faced, the people are determined to solve them. Wadeye women have emerged as
particularly strong leaders in the creation of new strategies towards the advancement of
their community.
Language is an important factor in the construction of this thesis and I wish to clarify
some of the terminology that has been used. Although the Australian Indigenous people
are widely diverse in their culture and languages I use the term Aborigine or Aboriginal
people to describe them all and Aboriginal to describe their culture. Where possible, I
use the name of their specific language group, rather than tribe or clan, and sometimes I
use the collective name of Wadeye denoting people who currently live at the community
and include those who come from several different language groups in the region. I
avoid, where possible, the use of individual names of people now deceased out of
respect for the customs of the Wadeye people.
Local languages and spellings of different localities have also varied enormously.
Where possible I use the local name for an area and have checked its spelling with the
Wadeye people. I also use its European name where one has been designated. Aboriginal
names are particularly problematic for the historian because there is no standard
orthography in the written texts. Names are usually written as they sound to the person
who is creating the written record, and when quoting from these sources I have used the
original form of spelling.
The language of the written primary sources of the period of my study reflects the
ideology and the values of the times. Sources include documents that were written by
government officials, missionaries and others. In these documents, the preferred or
chosen referents for people were words denoting their "colour", or "blood", for example
white, black, half caste, and full blood. In addition Aboriginal people were often referred
to as natives, blackfellas, aborigines, and occasionally niggers. Other expressions, even
more derogatory were often used to describe Aboriginal women. These include lubra,
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gin and black velvet. Those who lived in a more traditional lifestyle were referred to as
mvalls, bush blacks, or wild blacks. When quoting from these primary sources the
original wording is faithfully followed. This is done to maintain the integrity of the text
and I apologize for any offence that these terms may incur to Aboriginal readers. The
terms do not reflect in any way my own ideology and values.
The use of a generic term for people other than Aboriginal is also problematic. Mostly I
use the terms European or white, for people of non-Aboriginal descent. These terms are
frequently used as a self-referent in primary and secondary materials for the people of
light coloured skin. Such people also come from a diverse range of ethnic backgrounds,
but the majority were of British ancestry. The term western is used to describe the
society and culture of these Europeans. It is not intended to suggest that either
Aborigines or Europeans had a single homogenous culture. Similarly people of Asian
descent have often been lumped together as Chinese, Malays, Japs, or Asiatics,
regardless of their ethnic origins. Choo, of Asian descent herself, explains that:
People from Asia were sometimes distinguished by an ethnicity or nationality that was wrongly
ascribed to theni by non-Asians. Chinese were often identified as Japanese or Malays: the
identity of Koepangers from Timor, Indians and Malays from Singapore were niixed up.6

Choo further states that:
Asian is a generic term that includes people from the countries from the Eastern shores of the
Mediterranean to the border of Russia and Alaska, an area that has widely diverse geography,
languages and cultures.68

When Asian is used in this text it refers to people from countries in the region to the
north of Australia; that is, south, south-east and east Asia. It includes people from the
various areas that now make up Indonesia, the Philippines, the Malay Peninsula, India,
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China and Japan. Some of the terms used to describe these people are also often
derogatory and I have limited their use only as they appear in primary documents.
At this point I need to present something of my own story. I am British born and
migrated to Australia in 1969, raised four children there and attended James Cook
University in North Queensland from 1986 to 1990 when I majored in Australian
history. It was at James Cook that I was introduced to the fascinating subject of post
contact Aboriginal history. I studied under Henry Reynolds, noted for his attempts to see
history from an Aboriginal point of view. He became a pioneer in the collection of
Aboriginal oral history and through his work, numerous Aborigines and Tones Strait
Islanders have provided insights into what it means, and has meant in the past, to be a
black Australian. His scholarship has created a greater understanding and respect for
Indigenous culture and traditions among the non-Aboriginal society. I admired him
tremendously and sought to emulate him.
I then worked for a time with the then Department of Social Security, (DSS) and later,
the Commonwealth Employment Service, (CES) both epitomes of white colonial power.
I worked with Aboriginal people as my peers and my superiors and as clients who
sought financial assistance. I became a field officer and interviewed many Aboriginal
people in their own homes, in the park or on the banks of a creek. I was confident and
enjoyed working with them.
When I was given the opportunity to do my doctorate at the Northern Territory
University I chose Aboriginal women as the subject of my thesis. When it was suggested
that I research missionary influence on an Aboriginal community I was extremely
enthusiastic. I was raised, in a fashion, in the Anglican Church, and like many young
people I questioned the entire concept of Christianity and left the church at the age of
fifteen. My antipathy towards religion increased with further study until I became almost
an agnostic. I deplored the manner in which missionaries foisted what they considered a
superior religion on Indigenous people and welcomed the opportunity to denounce
missionaries much as Tinker and others have done. When I was confronted with a
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Catholic missionary the challenge was even more enticing, since I held the typical
Protestant suspicions and aversion towards Catholicism.
However, by meeting some of the missionaries concerned, studying the Catholic
doctrine, and by analysing the available data, I found myself defending the missionary
enterprise at Port Keats. Any bias that I had against Christian missionaries, especially
against the Catholics, was quickly dissipated; the evidence that I have unearthed
provided no other interpretation.
That is not to say that I am unaware of the damage that all missionary enterprises have
done to the culture of Aboriginal people, particularly in their recasting of the role and
status of women in their efforts to emancipate them. Richard Docherty did indeed share
many of the prejudices of missionaries from all denominations. Even so, I approached
the study with a more open mind, achieving that "critical distance" so necessary for
research of this type.
Robert Tonkinson, who has done extensive fieldwork in Australia's Western Desert,
acknowledges the need to maintain an unbiased and non-intrusive perspective:
The new wave of reflexive studies looks closely at the nature of anthropological discourse and at
how its authority is constituted. This trend was long preceded by an attack on notions of the
anthropologist as an unbiased, objective and non intrusive presence in the field. Both kinds of
corrective demand the same thing: critical self examination by the researcher, the
acknowledgement of bias, an analyses of the relationship between bias, behaviour, recording and
presentation of data.

His remarks apply equally well to researchers from other disciplines and he too was
highly critical of mission endeavours with the Aboriginal people in the Jigalong area.
He now recognizes this bias as being one of his own shortcomings and I also urge the
reader to also put aside any bias they may harbour towards missionary work at Port
Keats. Other biases unfortunately remain with me. I am a white, Anglo/Australian
69
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female and no doubt come complete with that "cultural baggage" despite my best
attempts to dispel it.
From the outset, the fundamental question of the thesis concerns the means by which the
Catholic Church raised the status of women at Port Keats during the period 1935 to
1958. To answer this question I address several issues. I give a chronological history of
the region, particularly that connected with the establishment and maintenance of the
mission from 1935 to 1958. I discuss Catholic doctrine, especially that of the order of
the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart (MSC), the body responsible for Catholic
missionary activity in the Northern Territory. I research and analyse the backgrounds
and personalities of the missionary priest who established the institution at Port Keats,
and also that of his mentor, Bishop Francis Xavier Gsell. I discuss the prevailing social
discourse for the period in question to assess the current attitudes and expectations of the
mission. I make a thorough research of all available primary data, collecting, analysing it
throughout the text, and moving towards a conclusion. I approach the question from
several different perspectives as outlined above, and hope to add to the available
knowledge about Catholic missionary endeavours to the Aboriginal people. Although
this thesis is about Port Keats, many of the issues relate to all missionary enterprises and
will inform organisations that have an interest in the lives of the Aboriginal people.
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Chapter Two: The Catholic Story
This chapter will examine the history of the Catholic Church within Australia and in
particular the doctrine and activities of the Order of the Missionaries of the Sacred
Heart (MSC) in the Northern Territory. This religious order claimed to focus on love
and charity in its dealings with the Australian Aborigines. Its northern representative,
Francis Xavier Gsell, acted as mentor to Richard Docherty and selected him to start
the mission at Port Keats. Government representatives, though mostly irreligious and
quite opposed to missions, grudgingly respected and admired Gsell's policies. His
unorthodox approach towards promoting monogamy among the Aboriginal people
earned him world-wide fame, and his methods were replicated at other missions.
Catholic missionaries were late starters to the Australian mission field. Several
Protestant endeavours were established from 1821, years before their Catholic
counterparts. John Hams criticised the Catholics for this late involvement, claiming
that they were:
aggressively expansionist in South America and elsewhere, but it was to be many years
before the Catholic Church expressed formal interest in the Aborigines.

The late start appears to be much regretted by the Australian Catholic community:
The record of involvement of the Catholic Church in Australia with the Aborigines is largely
one of neglect; there is little room for pride.., in the 19th Century .the Christian Church
..

among the Aborigines has been represented much more by the Protestant Churches than by
Catholics.. almost all the energy of the Church was being expended in expansion and
education. There was nothing left to devote to the other Australians. 2

In light of the prolific criticism of missionary endeavours and their perceived
interference with Aboriginal culture and religion, the Catholics' tardiness to
participate in the Australian mission field could be seen more positively. Even so, the
late start was not necessarily caused by a lack of interest or of neglect. There was,
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and still is in some circles, considerable animosity towards the Catholic Church in
Australia.3

Although one third of the First Fleet was Catholic, no priest was officially permitted
to exercise his ministry until 1803 and that permission was withdrawn less than a
year later. It was to be fourteen years more before another Catholic priest arrived and
he received similar treatment to the first. The Catholics of Sydney organised a
vigorous protest and the liberals in Britain took up the issue, resulting eventually in
the admission that Australian Catholics had a right to their own priests. In May 1820,
thirty-two years after the First Fleet arrived, two Catholic priests were finally
permitted to minister to their congregation.4
There was still much discrimination towards them. Governor Brisbane claimed that:
"every murder or diabolical crime has been perpetuated by Roman Catholic s".5 They
were paid less than half the wage paid to their Protestant counterparts, were
forbidden to celebrate mixed marriages and debarred from educating children in
government orphanages.6 By contrast, the Anglican Church was favoured with huge
grants of land. In 1825 The Church and Schools Estate Corporation Charter was
passed, which gave one seventh of colonial land grants for the maintenance of the
Anglican Church.7
This enmity shown towards the Catholics had a long history. In the British Isles,
penal laws originating in the Reformation still oppressed Catholics and their religion.
In many parts of Europe the Papacy itself was reeling under the blows of the French
Revolution. Indeed, the Pope was Napoleon's prisoner from 1809 until 1814.
Everywhere Catholicism was at a disadvantage.8
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In addition, the Australian attitude towards Catholicism stemmed from Irish
resistance to British rule from the sixteenth century, which culminated in the
rebellion of 1798. Many of the transported convicts were Irish political prisoners.
They were regarded with suspicion and contempt and Catholic priests were thought
to be their leaders. They were seen as a menace to the higher order of civilisation, a
state then credited to the English Protestant. Irish and Catholicism were viewed as
one and the same.9
In 1829 legislation emancipated Catholics in Britain and this relative freedom was
reluctantly extended to those Catholics who were in Australia. As a result, Dr. John
Bede Polding, of the Benedictine Order, was consecrated Australia's first Catholic
bishop in 1834.10
Polding was deeply interested in the plight of the Australian Aborigines and even
attempted to learn an Aboriginal language, but urgent demands of the European
population prevented any especial attention being given to them. The Protestant
Churches had, by now, been established in Australia for over forty years and had
commenced missionary endeavours to the Aborigines. Polding contacted the Sacred
Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith ("Propaganda") and tried to attract
overseas missionary organisations to Australia. Polding had a high regard for the
Aboriginal people, stating:
I have felt sincere and deep regret for not having a priest to devote to the conversion of the
savage nations. I am convinced by my own experience that the faith would easily spread
among the tribes ... These savages, the object of so much contempt, appear to us intelligent,
cheerful and very deserving. I have had, from time to time, the opportunity of seeing them,
and when I speak to them of religion, I find it very easy to make them comprehend.'

As a result of Polding's appeal, the Catholic Church was able to establish its first
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Australian Aboriginal mission, less than ten years after the bishop's appointment.
Four priests of the Passionist Order opened a mission station on Stradbroke Island in
Queensland in

1843.12

Polding's compassion for the Aboriginal people was reflected in his response to a
question regarding the failure of missionary work that was posed by the Select
Committee on the Condition of Aborigines, appointed by the Legislative Council of
New South Wales in 1845:
The want of success must be attributed to the bad feeling and want of confidence, naturally
caused by the mode in which possession has been taken of their country-occupation by force,
accompanied by murders, ill-treatment, ravishment of their women, in a word, to the
conviction in their minds that the white man has come for his own advantage, without any
regard to their rights. Feeling this burning injustice inflicted by the white man, it is not in the
nature of things that the black man should believe the white man better than himself, or
suppose the moral and religious laws, by which the white man proposes the black man to be
governed, to be better than those of his own tribe. Let charity and Christian equity

-

the

means which the grace of God employs for the dissemination of truth amongst the uncivilised
natives be used, and from esteem and affection will proceed confidence. Without this you
-

will neither civilise nor Christianise. '

The Passionist mission was abandoned after four years, but it was to be the first of
nine attempts, albeit rather belated, by the Catholic Church to establish missions
during the nineteenth century. Polding meanwhile became the most controversial and
outspoken of all church leaders in the following generation, attacking the
mistreatment of the Aboriginal people.
Several different religious orders were represented in the early Catholic endeavours,
each having their own set of values and policies, and all coming from overseas. The
Italian and Swiss Passionists, the English Cistercians, the Spanish Benedictines, the
Irish Augustines, the Austro-Hungarian Order of Jesuits, and the French Trappists all
attempted to bring their version of Christianity and western civilisation to the
Indigenous people of Australia. Only one persevered, that started by the
12
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Benedictines, Joseph Serra and Dom Rosendo Salvado, in New Norcia, Western
Australia, in 1847.14
The success of New Norcia can be attributed to major differences between the
Catholic mission and those of other denominations. One of the most important was
the decision not to have dormitories, preferring to keep the families together.' 5
M.J. Alroe claimed otherwise:
Salvado directed his efforts to the children conversion of the adults was despaired of. So
-

parents were induced, often despite their great reluctance, to give up their children to the
missionary. They signed a form giving up all 'rights, claim and authority' over their child to
'his lordship as manager of the New Norcia Institution'.'6

Alroe's article is particularly hostile to the Catholic Church, and it seems that he has
selected particular data to further his argument against them. According to Harris,
dormitories were not introduced until forty years later, in 1887. It was then, that
under the Aborigines Protection Act, Salvado was "reluctantly obliged" [my
emphasis] to accept "orphaned" or "abandoned" children, from the surrounding
areas, and to set up a children's home.'7
Salvado also allowed for the maintenance of traditional skills, by encouraging the
people to go on regular hunting trips and foraging for food. Moreover, he did not
push the wearing of clothing, even though most other missionaries went to extreme
lengths to ensure that Aboriginal people were dressed, believing this to be a mark of
spiritual progress.'8 Salvado did speak out against aspects of Aboriginal culture that
he thought sinful or degrading. These included infanticide, vengeance killing and the
oppression of women. The mission was praised and even envied by the rival
Protestant churches.'9
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In 1848 the Papacy divided Australia into Provinces and Dioceses and the Northern
Territory became the Diocese of Victoria. Serra was appointed bishop of this new
Diocese, and later made Bishop of Perth. His colleague, Salvado, replaced him, but
he was committed to the mission at New Norcia, and neither he nor his predecessor
ever set foot in the Northern Territory, in spite of persistent pressure from superiors
to live there.2°
Despite this, two of the Catholic missions undertaken during the nineteenth century
were established in the Northern Territory. Soon after Serra's appointment, an Italian
priest, Angelo Confalonieri and two Irish Catechists were sent to Port Essington. The
ship was wrecked en route, the two assistants were drowned, leaving only the priest
to continue the mission. This was the first mission of any denomination to be
established in the Territory. It was here that any real interest in Aboriginal culture
occurred. Confalonieri's health deteriorated and he died of malaria two years later,
but he learnt the local Aboriginal languages, and although disappointed that he had
gained no converts to Christianity, he left behind vocabularies of seven Aboriginal
dialects and a map showing their lands.2 '
The second mission, that of the Jesuits, was opened at Rapid Creek near Darwin in
1882, followed by three others around the Daly River area. The Jesuits had been
based in South Australia since 1848 and had worked mainly with the European
population. They built schools and churches throughout the region but since the
1860s they had wanted to establish a mission to the Aboriginal people. In 1881 they
were commissioned by the Pope to establish one in the Northern Territory.22
This assignment came as a result of vigorous campaigning by a Catholic priest,
Duncan McNab. He had worked with the Vicariate of North Queensland, and
protested vehemently to the government of the injustices committed against
Aborigines. He sent long memoranda to Rome asking for religious orders to come to
help them. In 1880 he had an audience with Pope Leo XIII and advised him of the
20
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neglect of the Catholic Church with regard to the Australian indigenous people.
Eight Jesuit priests and eleven brothers were duly sent to the Northern Territory.23
Like the Catholic mission at New Norcia, the Jesuits used methods that differed
remarkably from their Protestant counterparts of that era. Before departure, they
studied as much literature as was available on the Australian Aborigines and
consulted with the few experts who had studied them. They decided on several small
stations in different tribal territories, rather than one large centre, which was then
common to other missions. Apart from the mission at Rapid Creek, the other three
stations were close to the Daly River area. The site at Uniya, on the banks of the
river, was established in 1886, another at Serpentine Lagoon, and a third at what
became known as New Uniya. This recognition of tribal territories was a most
significant irmovation. Aspects of Aboriginal culture that were considered "positive"
were retained, the native language was used, and rewards and punishments were to
be in accordance with tribal law. Corroborees and some ritual circumcision were
maintained. Most missions at this time considered such practices as "heathenish",
"filthy", "lewd", "barbaric" "and "abominable".24 Their aims and policies were
published in the Adelaide Register:
Our idea is to teach [the natives] self-reliance, to understand that they must work for the
good of the whole community, and the more they work the better it will be for them and for
the settlement generally. In fact it is a kind of socialism. Each man works for himself, his
family and the community.. Religion is primarily our intention, but in a manner more
.

secondary in our practice, because we recognise that we must first civilise the blacks before
we can Christianise them.25

This notion that the Aborigines must be civilised before religious conversion was
common to all missions at that time. They also revealed that the "Protestant Work
Ethic" was not confined to Protestants.
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The Jesuits were highly educated people and displayed an exceptional grasp of the
importance of using Aboriginal languages. They praised the Malak Malak language
extensively, but revealed their commonly held sense of western superiority and the
belief that the Aboriginal people had "fallen" from a higher state, when they claimed:
It is a beautiful language or rather, contains the elements of a very perfect one. So
-

philosophical it is, that it forces the conclusion that this despised race in time remote and in
other lands was very much higher in the social scale than we now find it. Their language
abounds in highly metaphysical distinctions unknown to ours. The precision with which they
express the different modes of being is astonishing.26

The Jesuits, however, ignored kinship rules, encouraged the young people to marry
with each other and like missions of other denominations, concentrated their efforts
on the young children. Nevertheless, they were very patient, anticipating that the
"civilising process" might take several generations. They were known for their
compassion and held in very high esteem. In particular, and unlike many
missionaries at that time, they did not aggressively challenge the elders' authority.27
The Jesuits were forced to leave the Territory in 1899 but they provided a model for
members of the Order of the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart, (MSC), who followed
in 1906. The MSC's missionary leaders adopted some of their methods but dispensed
with others. This was a relatively new order, and proved to be considerably more
successful than earlier missionary attempts.
The MSC was founded by Father Jules Chevalier in 1854. It had very humble
beginnings, commencing its operations in a barn in the small village of Issoudin in
France. The movement grew quickly and expanded into other areas. While the
concept of love is at the base of all Christian belief, love, in the form of the "sacred
heart of Jesus" was the Order's primary focus. The early constitution specified the
requirements of its members:
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In order that they might truly be disciples of Him who declared himself meek and humble of
heart, they will combine the greatest meekness towards their neighbour with a deep humility
and complete self-forgetfulness. Their dearest desire will be to persuade Christians that the
yoke of their loving saviour is sweet and his burden light. Intent on following in the footsteps
of the Good Shepherd, they will attract his sheep by kindness, drawing them with the bonds
of love. If necessary they will carry them on their shoulders.28

Chevalier was initially strongly influenced by the Jesuits. He looked to them for aid
in founding and shaping his new religious order. They gave their help most
generously. Their assistance was invaluable. Chevalier imitated much of what they
did, copying Jesuit rules and practices. However, he gradually moved away from this
dependence, substituting new emphases, and replaced old expressions. In particular,
he eliminated all military images; he felt that waving a military flag would more
,, 29

hkely scatter the sheep rather than draw them in by the bonds of love

In his early seminary years, Chevalier showed little promise of a bright future. His
first teachers doubted him and he was admitted to Orders only after some hesitation.
However, he proved a very capable leader, with an unruffled sense of self-possession
and was not easily discouraged. He led through his own personal example and there
is an abundance of favourable testimonies of his personality. His belief in charity
expressed through kindness was characteristic of his whole life. His instructions were
specific:
If you do not try to give others pleasure, if you believe yourself better than they, if you
despise them because they do not share your opinions, if you speak with superiority or
disdain, then you have not charity. If you wound them in discussion by your lack of manners
or kindness, posing as a superior person who claims to know everything and whose
judgements are unchangeable; you prove that charity is not in you.. if anyone asks a service
of you, do not refuse, if something does not please him, make sure you do not speak about it
in his presence, and if he does not agree with you on some things do not disagree with him
harshly. Avoid disputes, murmuring, mockery and sarcasm and also reprimands unless it is
30
your job to make them.
-
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The republicans' persecutions of the Catholic Church in France from 1 879 caused
many problems for the fledgling order. Many of these republicans were Freemasons,
who were strongly opposed to the Church and sought to do away with religion
altogether. It was not merely an opposition to too much interference on the part of
bishops and priests as in the past; it was a real hostility to the church as religion.3 '
The Catholics meanwhile, often aligned themselves with the monarchists. When the
republicans came to power it was not surprising that they should bring in legislation
that would attack the forces of instruction in the faith the Catholic teaching orders.32
-

On 5 November 1880 most of the MSC religious were thrown out of their houses by
the police and armed forces. Only one house was left untouched

-

that at issoudun-

possibly because it was less obviously a "religious house". The MSC was reestablished in an old factory, in Tillburg, Holland.
The persecutions did not stamp out the missionary zeal. The MSC were anxious to
expand and build up the Church in foreign lands. They had already spread to several
other countries including the Netherlands, Spain, England and the United States, and
now in June 1881, the MSC were entrusted with the Vicariate of Melanesia and
Micronesia. A group of enthusiastic MSC missionaries left for New Guinea in
September.33 The missionary effort in Oceania required a base in Australia, and it
was set up in Sydney in 1884. The MSC was given the parishes of Botany Bay and
Randwick and under Father Peter Treand, the Australian Province was gradually
developed.34
The man responsible for MSC endeavours in the Northern Territory, Father Francis
Xavier Gsell, arrived in Australia in October 1897. He was born in Strasburg,
Alsace-Lorraine, in 1872, previously a part of France but now annexed by Germany
as a result of the Franco-Prussian war.35 After leaving school he was apprenticed in a
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cotton-spinning factory but he had a strong desire to become a missionary and was
encouraged to join the MSC Order.36
At the age of seventeen, Gsell entered the novitiate called Le Petit Oeuvre that was
still attached to the headquarters of the MSC at Issoudun. In this way he actually
knew the founder, Jules Chevalier, and learned the basics of the faith from the leader
himself. Gsell pronounced his vows in 1882 and was sent to Rome to study theology
and philosophy at Saint Apollinaire University, studying with Eugene Pacelli who
later became Pope Pius XII, and in 1896 Gsell was ordained as a priest.37
He was promised a place as a missionary in Papua and arrived in Sydney in October
1897. To his great chagrin he was detained in Sydney as Professor of Dogmatic
Theology and Sacred Scripture at the newly formed Scholasticate of the MSC at
Kensington. He recounts his great disappointment in his memoirs:
I alone, to my great regret, was kept in Sydney. My heart bled as I watched them sail away to
their islands: because I had continued to hope until the end that I might also go ... at the time I
could not understand why I had been left. Indeed the blow appeared so hard that I felt it
could destroy the ideal then controlling my life.38

He decided in hindsight that this was indeed a blessing in disguise, good preparation
for his life to come, an opportunity to learn the English language and to familiarise
himself with the Australian way of life. Three years later, on 20 April 1900, Gsell
finally boarded the coaster Moresbv for Papua. He was initially placed in charge of
the mission's shop and ministered to the small number of white people who lived
along the coast, but eventually he realised his dream of working among the
Indigenous people.39
After the departure of the Jesuits, the Northern Territory was without a Catholic
priest. The situation was raised at the Propaganda in 1904 and Father Treand,
Superior General of the MSC in Australia, decided to recall Gsell. He was appointed
36
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Apostolic Administrator of Northern Territory.40 When told of his new appointment,
he was somewhat apprehensive but his stoicism and his faith urged him on, arriving
in Darwin on 15 August 1906.' It took him five years to organise the Catholic centre
in Darwin. He finally turned his attention towards the task of establishing a mission
to the Aboriginal people.42 Gsell was to have an enormous influence on missionary
work in the Northern Territory for over forty-two years.
Although Gsell shared many of the misconceptions and attitudes of all other
contemporary missionaries, there were also many extraordinary differences that set
him apart from other denominations. He became famous throughout the country and
even through parts of the world because of his unconventional approach to raising
the status of Aboriginal women. His controversial method of changing marriage
bestowal arrangements not only kept within cultural boundaries, but also left the
decision making process into the hands of the tribal elders. His methods and attitudes
will be examined in greater detail since they constitute the basis of MSC
methodology in the Northern Territory.
Gsell established his first mission to the Aborigines at Bathurst Island off the
northern Australian coast. He greatly admired the earlier Jesuit missionaries and he
selected the Tiwi Islands since he held the common view that it was necessary to be
far away from the "corrupting" interference of the white population. He claimed that
the final blow for the Jesuits at Daly River came when a copper mine was opened in
the district and "whites poured in like a cloud of locusts".43 Gsell was well educated,
refined and shrewd. He selected the place now known as Nguiu, on Bathurst Island,
because it was then classed in Tiwi terms as "neutral territory". He was keenly aware
of Aboriginal laws concerning tribal frontiers; had he built a mission on land owned
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Plate 1: Map of MSC Missions in the Northern Territory
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by a particular group it would become their possession, and they could forbid other
people from coming to the vicinity. The land that he decided on had previously
belonged to the Mandiimbula people of Melville Island, but they had forfeited their
rights to it:
Either through negligence or inability to defend it, they had forfeited their rights, or they had
allowed their rights to lapse; and the Site had become a no-man's land over which people
came and went as they pleased.44

He then set about getting Bathurst Island declared a native reserve

-

thus protecting

his own work and establishing its legality.4
W.J. Denny, then South Australian Minister for the Northern Territory, granted Gsell
ten thousand acres (or four thousand and fifty hectares), on the south-eastern tip of
the island. In 1911, when the Federal Government took over the Territory, Gsell
gained the approval of Dr. Gilruth, the first administrator, to pursue his missionary
plans. Gilruth gave orders to recover land that had already been sold to speculators,
allowing all of Bathurst Island to become a reserve.46 The establishment of missions
frequently provided the impetus to declare an area like Bathurst Island a reserve. In
later years, these reserves were more easily converted to Aboriginal ownership. Gsell
remained on Bathurst Island for twenty-seven years, only returning to the mainland
when he was ordained Bishop of Darwin.
Gsell's approach to Nguiu was observed with some trepidation since the Islanders
thought him a policeman. They were expecting repercussions after an incident with
some Iwaidji people47 hired by buffalo hunter Joe Cooper on nearby Melville Island.
These armed men had been stealing the women and girls from Bathurst Island, a
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problem that was common to many other Aboriginal groups on the mainland. The
Islanders retaliated, attacking the invaders and stealing their arms when they were
asleep. When it was learned that there were no police on board, the people gradually
considered Gsell as a possible protector and, although the women and children still
stayed away, some of the men came to assist with the building work in exchange for
tobacco and food.48
Gsell, like all missionaries believed that the conversion of the Australian Aborigines
to Christianity was a high priority. He shared many misconceptions and attitudes,
common at that time. He was very paternalistic, considering the people to be like
small children49 and held the assumption that European civilisation was superior to
any other, and that it was a kindness to give it to the Indigenous people. He felt that
their social system of "absolute communism" prevented any form of progress and he
was completely opposed to philosophers, sociologists and anthropologists who
remonstrated against interference.
Gsell argued that those "fine talkers" would abandon the people to "an anachronistic
social system" that would force the Aboriginal people "to go on degenerating, sunk
in their own squalor".50 He believed that the Christian had a double duty towards the
Aboriginal people: of charity, in communicating his faith to his less fortunate
brothers, and of justice by making some sort of restitution to them. He believed that
in addition to losing their land, the Indigenous people had largely lost their beliefs
and customs, and felt that this heritage must be replaced.
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Fifty years later, with the benefit of hindsight, Gsell lamented the lack of good
anthropological data available to him. He claimed that had he had recourse to the
knowledge available now, he might have avoided many mistakes. He admitted that
even after forty-three years of working with the people, he still did not understand
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them. 2 Even so he showed great patience, kindness and understanding

-

a feature

that became common practice among the MSC missionaries.
Fifty years ago. when I started my missionary life, anthropology was still in its infancy. If it
had been developed as it is in our days, it would have been very useful to me and would have
helped me to avoid many mistakes. I had to establish contact with the natives, alone, slowly.
prudently; I had to endeavour, to the best of my ability, to learn gradually their habits and
customs so as to penetrate into their minds and hearts without hurt or shock. 3

Nevertheless, Gsell was anxious to dispel what he considered the superstitions and
myths that the Indigenous people held to and was very conscious, perhaps proud, that
he had dealt a severe blow to their deep-seated convictions when he dug wells
without raising the ire of the spirits. He believed that he had earned considerable
prestige by this demonstration and claimed that the people readily followed his
example. This, he felt, was "the secret of true colonisation".54
Gsell acknowledged that Aboriginal people were very intelligent and he recognised
their religious beliefs, claiming them to be deeply spiritual, convinced of the survival
of the soul after death, with a strong belief in reincarnation. Like his Catholic
predecessors, he did not push for clothing other than a simple loincloth; to do so
would, he felt, be an unnecessary interference into their lives and he ensured that his
successors followed suit.55 He was also very particular that the personal behaviour of
the missionaries should be impeccable, reflecting the aims of the founder of the
Order. He was aware that the missionaries were all under close scrutiny and he
stressed the importance of good example at all times.56
He was in no hurry to gain "converts", biding his time to ensure the people had a
genuine respect for Christianity, as a new way of life, not merely a decoration to
paganism. He preferred them to remain faithful to their own beliefs rather than
exchange it for a false sense of Christianity. Gsell did not want converts "on whom
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the yoke of Christ sat lightly, ready to be slipped off at convenience".57 This attitude
that "Sincere paganism is better than false Christianity"58 was an unusual and
controversial mode of conduct that was to guide the behaviour of other MSC
missionaries in the Territory.
As a consequence, Christian penetration was very slow, but Gsell had endless
patience and perseverance. He readily acknowledged the spiritual nature of the
people and the complexity of their tribal customs. He warned his fellow missionaries
that: "nothing could be enforced with anything approaching compulsion". He
claimed that the Aborigines are very proud, that they consider:
themselves supermen who can never bow the knee to anyone. They begin by looking down
on us from the heights they believe they occupy; but if we can prove to them we are not
grovelling in the valleys, they will learn to treat us as equals. If they see that, in fact, we can
do better than they do, they will respect us.D9

This approach was indeed different from that taken by many missionaries from other
denominations60and it will be shown that Docherty used this advice to gain the
respect of the Wadeye people. Gsell continued in a similar vein: the attitude must
always be of friendly co-operation, work should be offered as a kind of game at
which all may play who wish; gifts should be spontaneous one may put them under
-

an obligation, as a benefactor, but never a master. And that "If they realise you are
helping them the cause is won; but it is fatal ever to attempt to play the boss".61 He
claimed that order and discipline was still necessary even though the foundation of
the mission rested on love. However, his method of enforcing obedience again
differed remarkably from other missions of that era. He believed it could only be
imposed with persuasion and discretion. It was necessary to be just, and he stated
that the people "have utter contempt for liars and cheats"; he warned never to
promise anything that could not be guaranteed: "One's word must always be
honoured". Gsell was in agreement with his founder's philosophy on charity, and
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ensured that his staff did likewise.62 Docherty heeded his advice at Port Keats,
working closely with his "Council of Elders", using persuasion rather than force and
always kept his word.
Two sisters of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, (OLSH), arrived at Bathurst Island 20
April 1912.63 They were thought to be the wives of the priests and were highly
regarded by the Islanders, who then allowed their own children to attend the mission.
Some thought that "they were of another world, angels sent down to look after
them".64 A similar response occurred at Port Keats.
The OLSH were founded in Issoudin in 1874 as a companion order to the MSC. The
first missionary sisters arrived in Sydney in 188565 and the congregation rapidly
spread to other parts of Australia. In 1908 they established a school in Darwin,
originally known as St Joseph's, but later renamed St. Mary's, that catered for
Aboriginal and mixed race boarders.66 Gsell did not underestimate the importance of
the sisters. They were seen as imperative to the conversion of the women, whose
status, he believed, needed to be raised before they could respond to Christian
teaching. The priest shared a common perception with regard to Aboriginal women's
status:
The men, their husbands, consider them as inferior beings, little more than beasts of burden,
who, according to a man's whim, may be cajoled, thrashed, killed or even taken to market to
be traded infamously.67

Gsell accepted advice from the Aboriginal elders and stayed well out of fights, but
attended to the wounded afterwards.68 This use of western medicine enhanced his
prestige and rapport with the people, but after ten years very little progress had been
made.
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He realised that preaching from a pulpit was not the only way to gain conversions.
He believed that the ancient laws and customs were incompatible with Christian
practice and weaning the people from this deep-rooted ancient cult would not be
easy. In addition, polygamous marriage arrangements were contrary to the Christian
and Western ideal of monogamy and Gsell perceived that there was no chance of
converting the women without changing this practice.
Like the Jesuits and other missionaries, he concentrated on the children. However,
unlike many other denominations, he did not ignore the rights of the elders. The
Bathurst Island people gradually felt confident enough in the missionaries to leave
their children with the missionaries. These children soon expressed a desire to remain
there, rather than return to a traditional life in the bush. However, once a boy had
endured the rites of male initiation, the missionaries perceived that it was then
impossible to convert him to Christianity. The tribal hold on him was far too great
and Gsell sought ways of persuading the elders to stop this ceremony.
He finally advised the elders that there were some boys who wanted to be Christians
but could not do this because they were faced with initiation. He asked them if they
would allow the boys to choose for themselves. There ensued a great deal of
discussion amongst the men. It was a long drawn out process; the young people were
told that they would be outcasts; they were threatened with evil spirits and possible
death; and they were informed that they would lose any civil rights within the tribe.
The children were undeterred and accepted the conditions. They were then given
further religious instruction and baptised. They still accompanied their parents for
holidays in the bush, yet, Gsell claimed, nobody ever tried to entice them away from
their faith. On the contrary they were told that even if they begged for re-integration
they would be refused.69
Gsell then turned his attention to the girls. It took him a long time to understand the
system of marriage bestowal, particularly when such young children were involved.70
He was forced to witness the "sexual instruction" by older promised husbands that
69
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Goodale was to relate in her book Tiwi Wives. His recollections kindled horror in the
minds of his readers:

It was always a sad sight to see these poor little mites of from eight to ten years becoming the
plaything of old grey beards whose other, older wives, too often made them drudges, while
he himself thought nothing of making them the object of shameful trading.. .the slightest
prank was followed by a beating, a punishment fully approved of in the eyes of the tribe.7 '

Little by little these jealously guarded girls would be allowed to stay for a short time
with the sisters at the convent. Eventually however, each girl's promised husband
would come and claim her and away she went. The chance to change things occurred
in 1915, four years after the establishment of the mission. It came in the form of a
little girl named Martina.72
Gsell felt that Martina was sent by God to show a way to remedy this situation. Her
promised husband had come to claim her and she did not want to go and begged the
priest to help her. Gsell knew that he could not challenge the authority of the tribe.
He lamented that, "One might not try to persuade, to beg a reprieve for this bright
little one whom we loved".73 Instead he told her that she had to go, feeling powerless
to do anything about it. She returned five days later, speared in the leg because she
had not submitted. She had run away and the husband and his men had arrived to
claim her back.
This was a dangerous situation for Gsell. He made the men welcome and offered
food and rest for the night in order to gain time. He believed that if he could find a
way of getting Martina's freedom, he would gain freedom for the other girls also

-

the very core of his attempt at liberating the women from forced marriages. He
prayed to God for guidance and decided to purchase Martina from her promised
husband. This was a quite different proposition to lending her, which was already a
traditional custom.74 He then set up a table with an array of enticing goods, adopted
'
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a nonchalant attitude, and told them that he wanted to buy Martina. This concept was
in direct opposition to their law. The men could be severely punished by their tribal
elders if they made this bargain and they could win the enmity of the spirits. They
went into council and took a long time to make their decision. The alluring range of
goods on the table was hard to resist, but they finally agreed.7
When Martina was old enough she was able to choose from the pupils of her own
age from the school. She entered into a monogamous marriage and she and her
husband continued to live a nomadic life in the bush, returning to the mission
for a few months each year. When a few years later, Gsell learned, much to his great
horror, that he had not purchased the marriage rights of Martina's daughters, he
ensured that the future son-in law, as well as the husband, surrendered all his rights.76
Gsell was to "purchase" many young girls during his time at Bathurst Island and he
soon earned the title of the "Bishop with one hundred and fifty wives". This practice
became general policy of many Catholic missions in Australia, until at least 1945. 77
The old customs were still maintained, but the women generally enjoyed greater
freedom. It also tended to change the lives of the young men particularly those
baptised as Catholics. For the first time young Tiwi men could marry single women
of their own choice and generation.
Gsell related that he needed to be very tactful when "purchasing" the girls; he could
not be too direct or exert any pressure. Eagerness could cause the husband to change
his mind and decide to keep the girl, and almost always Gsell waited for the husband
to approach him first. The Tiwi people honoured the transactions and never tried to
recover the girls from him. Eventually there were too many offers and Gsell had to
limit his business.78
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Courtship was something very new to the young people since they had never had to
select their own spouse before. Some older females acted as go-betweens and Gsell
was aware that their overtures made by the young people were a result of physical
attraction rather than "true Christian love". The religious did not interfere, except to
ensure that canonical impediments were respected, and Totem law was adhered to.79
This was an extremely important amendment to ensure that no "wrong marriages"
occurred as has happened at many other missions.

When the young people were married, Gsell would publicly announce the
"matrimonial rules" for the young couples. In particular the grooms had to promise
to sell any "promised wives" to the mission. He was not asked to renounce his rights
as he had certain obligations towards his promised parents in law, and Gsell thought
it unwise to interfere with this part of the institution since it could lead to endless
trouble and confusion.8° This was a prime example of Gsell's foresight and respect
for Aboriginal culture that was not then commonplace among many missionary
leaders.

Gsell's position became very strong; not only was he a spiritual leader, medicine
man, and teacher, but he was also tribal owner of most of the young girls. His
controversial actions were soon heard of all over the country and Gsell was ordered
to explain his behaviour to the Federal government. Fortunately, the Northern
Territory Administrator, J.A. Gilruth, who had already offered him so much support,
sympathised with Gsell's attempt at improving the lot of Aboriginal women. Gilruth
replied to the request, and a clearance was duly issued.8 '
However Gsell's problems were not yet over. He was frequently offered money to
buy "his" girls, from Chinese traders, and Japanese pearl divers and he was criticised
by people who bitterly reproached him for buying the girls, unaware that the
Japanese pearling fleet hired all the other Tiwi women for sexual purposes, except
those he had purchased.82 In addition, a newspaper in Prague related a sensational
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story of a Catholic prelate buying and selling young native girls and the news
travelled quickly to other countries including the Netherlands and Italy. In 1947,
Gsell visited Rome, and after giving his explanation, his former friend and colleague
from Issoudin, now Pope Pius XII, gave his blessing to the work .83
Gsell's efforts at Bathurst Island earned him considerable respect from various
government officials, including those who were totally opposed to missions of any
sort. Gilruth has already been mentioned. The irreligious Baldwin Spencer, then
Chief Protector of Aborigines, promoted the use of Christian missions only if they
could emulate the judicious treatment" of the Sacred Heart Mission on Bathurst
Island. Spencer believed that if any mission could do any good at all, it would be the
Catholics because "they sent out good men". Ten years later, he recommended that
all other missions, except for the MSC, should be taken over by the government.84
Even Cecil Cook, the Chief Protector and Medical officer, appointed in 1927, well
known for his extremely poor view of missions, tended to spare the Catholics.
Although he was opposed to any new endeavours, he supported the establishment of
a MSC mission at Alice Springs because it would work with town Aborigines and
when an application for subsidy was received for Port Keats, it was granted, though
somewhat grudgingly. Certainly he regarded both the Catholics and the Methodists
far more benignly than the Anglicans and Lutherans. The Protestant stations
generally were a constant cause of disapprobation.8
By contrast, Sir Paul Hasluck, Minister for Territories from 1951 to 1963, was full of
praise for the Catholic missionaries:
I was struck by the great faith and the great patience with which many missionaries faced the
lack of a quick and complete transformation and the tolerance with which they dealt with
lapses from grace. They continued to work in the faith that all would be perfected in Gods
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good time, perhaps after many generations. They were compassionate towards the
Aborigines as towards children who knew no better and they continued to guide their
faltering steps.

16

The Missionaries of the Sacred Heart firmly established the Catholic Church in the
Northern Territory. Their focus on love and charity, as depicted in the policies of
their founder, is a legacy that was preserved by Gsell and bequeathed to his helpers
in the Northern Territory mission field. Although he was paternalistic and believed in
western superiority, Gsell was patient, caring and willing to learn from others. He
consulted with tribal elders before attempting any radical changes in their social
organization. Even so, he earned a formidable reputation with his unorthodox manner
of promoting monogamy in an effort to raise the status of women.
In 1934 Gsell turned his attention to establishing another mission to the Northern
Territory Aborigines, this time at Port Keats in the north west of the Territory. The
Wadeye people had a very bad reputation amongst the settler society and he was
anxious about how a missionary would be received. With this in mind he selected a
young, enthusiastic and somewhat fearless young priest, who proved to be very well
suited to the position. According to W.E.H. Stanner, this priest, Richard Docherty,
stopped the people from drifting away to areas of European settlement, enabled them
to increase their birth rate and saved them from probable extinction. Docherty's
appointment justified Spencer's earlier statements about the Catholics, who "sent out
good men". The next chapter is a study of his life and personality. It identifies the
qualities that made him so well suited to the Port Keats mission.
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Chapter Three: A Maverick Priest
It has often been said that the success of a mission depends on the missionary leader.
David Thompson, in his article "Bora, Church and Modernization at Lockhart River,
Queensland", discusses stereotypes of missions, stating that:
In reality each one had its own particular characteristics based on many formative actors, not
least of which are the local history and the individuals involved.'

The local history of Port Keats will be discussed in the following episode, but this
chapter will focus on the personality of the missionary priest, Richard Docherty.
While Eugene Stockton, in "Maverick Missionaries" reiterates the common
conception that the Catholic Church had a history of apathy towards the Australian
Aborigines, he claims that some, like Polding, Salvado and McNab, were
conspicuous among the Catholic community for their missionary zeal. He terms
these missionaries, "Mavericks", and defines them as follows:
Typically they work on their own, unless it is with the help of those to whom they minister.
As special needs arise they are inclined to use unorthodox methods. More than the
conventional missionary they are ready to baptise with a modicum of instruction, trusting in
the continuing action of the Spirit in the neophyte. In the long run they are often proven to be
more effective, and memory of them tends to persist together with the faith they try to
communicate. [They] are sustained by a zeal, which amounts to a passion.2
. .

As well as this passionate zeal, he claims that they work through the channel of a
"quirkish" personality.3

Docherty's persona could certainly be described as

"quirkish" and this episode will show that his mannerisms and methods corresponded
with much of Stockton's definition.
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Docherty was selected by Gsell to establish the mission at Port Keats because he
considered him to be the ideal person for the job. He was stubborn, fearless, reckless,
determined, somewhat self-righteous, arrogant, self-opinionated and fiercely
independent. He was a very practical man, adept at many trades and very willing to
learn new ones. He was a master of improvisation, well read and deeply committed
to bringing Christianity and all it entailed, to the Aboriginal people. He had a voice
like a "foghorn" and loved a good argument. He was to remain at Port Keats for
twenty three years, only leaving because of ill health. It became his life's work and
he has become almost a legend at this now thriving Aboriginal community.
He was born on 15 May 1899 at Urwin, Geraldton, West Australia, into an Irish
Catholic working class family. His father worked at a variety of jobs around the
district, mostly in sawmills. His parents were extremely religious and they never
missed the daily Rosary. This was a form of prayer that consisted of fifteen
repetitions of the same group of prayers and was counted on Rosary beads. Each
prayer was devoted to a particular episode in the lives of Jesus and Mary.4 it was
practised by Catholics in their own homes, especially in early days when there were
few priests available in country districts. The family also subscribed to the Catholic
journals, The Annals and The Messenger and Docherty and his brothers read them
diligently.5
Both parents were deeply spiritual; after the birth of each child, his mother would
dutiftilly go to the church to receive the Blessed Sacrament and offer the baby to
God. She claimed that when she offered Richard, she experienced a sensation that
felt as though her heart was being taken from her body. She became the children's
main source of religious instruction.6
His father supported his wife in all religious training, and led by example, promoting
church socials, collecting dues and helping to build the local church. He once
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narrowly escaped death, when a huge log broke free and rolled toward him. His
colleagues thought that he was surely killed but by some means, he was thrown clear.
No one could ever explain how he had been saved. He also claimed to have had a
vision of his two small children who had died some months earlier. He woke up their
mother in great excitement, and although she could not see them, she recalled that
the bedroom was lit up with a strange light.7
It is little wonder that with a religious background such as this, the young Docherty
also became very spiritual himself and deeply committed to his faith. Even as a very
young child he said that he "marvelled continuously at the wondrous pool of light in
which I had my being". When Docherty and his brother Ted took their first
Communion both claimed something akin to a spiritual experience: "Even the
ordinary sounds of every day life were like sweet music to our ears and we both felt
extremely happy."8
This sense of spirituality was to help Docherty understand the Wadeye people and
take more seriously Mulinthin's dream, and to use it as a basis for Christianity.
Mulinthin was a Wadeye man who experienced a vision a few years prior to the
Docherty's arrival. The experience caused an amazing transformation in Mulinthin's
behaviour. This dream will be discussed in more detail in a later chapter. Docherty's
brother, Ted, later became a lay brother with the Redemptionist Order, staying for
five years, and three of Docherty's sisters entered the Convent of Mary when they
turned sixteen.9
The family moved around a lot, living close to the sawmills and Docherty was forced
to attend the nearest state school, rather than a Catholic one.'0 The Catholic
Redemptionists however, visited the area and Docherty loved going to mass, became
an altar boy and fantasised about being able to speak from the pulpit as the priest did.
By the time he was twelve years old, Docherty had already decided that he would
become a priest; he sincerely believed that God had called him. He knew that he had
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little chance of studying for the priesthood, because of the family's financial
circumstances, but he nevertheless clung to his vocation.'
Apart from his religious family background, Docherty led a relatively normal
childhood. He enjoyed fighting with other boys, jumping over high hurdles with the
aid of a springboard and climbing onto the baker's cart. Discipline at home was very
strict and Docherty was the leader in whatever mischief was to be had. His most
dreaded punishment was being sent to bed without any supper, merely a cup of cold
water and a slice of dry bread; punishment with a strap was almost non-existent. His
childhood discipline was to affect the manner in which he operated the mission at
Port Keats; there were no beatings there either. Docherty preferred to withdraw much
cherished tobacco, or for more serious incidents, exile from the mission area.'2
The children were allowed to go to the movies, since they often obtained free tickets
and their mother always ensured that the Rosary was said before leaving. They were
not permitted to go roller skating or dancing; they could not afford it. Docherty
showed considerable promise in oil painting, wood carving and had a good musical
ear, picking out hymn tunes on a mouth organ and tin whistle.
His parents were poor but hard working, and when their mother became very ill, the
children had to do all of the household chores. In addition, his father had a vegetable
garden and at first the water had to be carried in manually. Later, with the help of his
boys, the father dug and timbered a well, using an old lift pump to draw the water.
The children worked hard before and after school to keep the garden going and there
was little time for play. Docherty recalled having to get up before dawn on frosty
mornings, to wash the frost off the vegetables, looking after their herd of goats, and
the "chooks". He claimed he got his training for work "natcherley".'3
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The boys were always intensely interested in what was going on around them and
would race home from school to watch the men at the sawmill or the blacksmith.
They learned a lot about carpentry and how timber was squared, and about tools and
the sharpening and hammering of saws. Their father taught them how to ride and
how to handle teams. Even then, Docherty felt that God was preparing him for the
work that lay before him.
Discrimination towards Catholics was still rampant in Australia. One man recalled:
The fire of sectarianism, then kindled, still burnt furiously in my own day. It was not
uncommon, when I was a boy, to read in advertisements 'No Catholics need apply'... At the
first state school that I attended we Catholics used to be sometimes pursued home to the cries
of 'Protestant Protestant ring the bell, Catholic Catholic go to Hell'.'4

Although Docherty did not mention any discrimination in his memoirs, he did state
that his mother taught him that the Docherty's "were as good as any and better than
most".'5 This philosophy led to a somewhat defensive attitude that was to shape his
personality and outlook towards other people in the years to come.
Docherty left school when he was fourteen and obtained work at pushing waste
timber along skids at the local sawmill, to feed the fires of the huge boilers. He
became friendly with the engine driver and, always an avid learner, gained
considerable knowledge about steam engines. He was not tall, being only one point
seven metres tall (five feet seven inches), but he had a very solid build and broad
shoulders. Physically, he was able to keep up with the men and by sixteen years of
age, was earning a full man's wage.
In 1914, the saw mill closed down and Docherty put in his time hunting kangaroos,
wallabies and looking for honey in the Red Gum and Jarrah trees. He obtained casual
work in carpentry, loading timber, yard work and potato picking. When his father
purchased a ten-acre block, (four hectares), a few miles from Perth, and commenced
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a market garden, Docherty and his brother Bill decided to stay at work and send
money home. They lived at a boarding house, going to the occasional movie or
dance. When a lottery ticket, sent by a mystery donor, won him five pounds, he
purchased a mandolin for himself and a violin for Bill, learned to read music, and
play both instruments.16
The market garden was too much for Docherty's father, and the boys were requested
to come home to help, which meant that Docherty gained further experience with
vegetable gardening. He took outside timber-work when he could get it, and when
the little farm was eventually sold, the family did contract clearing on a sheep and
wheat farm and other general farm work. All this experience was to prove invaluable
for Docherty's future life at Port Keats; throughout these years his desire to become a
priest had not waned.17
It was his mother who found a way for him to begin his studies to realise his
vocation. In 1917, she dreamed that she saw God revealing scenes of her son to her
in two separate conditions. In the one image he was represented "as a miserable
looking creature", in the other he was pictured standing by an altar saying mass. She
told the dream to Father Fagan, the parish priest of West Perth, who offered his
help.'8 On Fagan's advice, Docherty wrote several letters to the MSC requesting
assistance to fulfil his calling:
I have a true vocation, which I believe to be so, arising as it does from a desire to serve God
with my whole heart and soul, and with my whole strength and mind, and from a desire to do
good among my fellow creatures. 9

In these letters he stated his strong desire to become a priest and the pressing need to
save him from temptation:
I have had the desire to become a priest almost from the time that I came to the use of reason,
and as time goes on, it grows the stronger until that desire is fulfilled. Sometimes Father it is
6
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hard for me the way I am placed in working with other men. I have sometimes to listen to
conversations, which exposes me to great temptation, which require all my strength to resist,
but this makes my desire the greater to leave the world and devote myself to the service of
God. Therefore Father I humbly beg you to admit me to the Apostolic School that this may
be made possible.2°

Fagan also wrote to the MSC for assistance since he was already helping another boy
and had no spare money to help Docherty. These requests resulted in Fagan telling
Docherty that if he could buy an outfit and pay half the fees at the St. Ildephonsus'
College at New Norcia, he would see to the rest. Attendance at the college would
help him to bring his education up to scratch in readiness for admission to the "Minor
Seminary" of Apostolic School .21
Accordingly he was ready to go to the college at the beginning of 1918. At the end of
that year he again wrote to the MSC for immediate entrance to the Apostolic School
in NSW.22 He was admitted to the third year of the school and then, in December
1920, he applied for admission into the MSC Novitiate at Douglas Park, making his
first profession of vows of poverty, chastity and obedience on 26 February 1921.
Docherty was a very determined student. Only about one third of the students would
succeed and he considered that this was a testing time for the priesthood. He believed
that one needed a true vocation to succeed and this he had. He determined that if he
failed as a priest he would go as a brother, confident that God wanted him to be a
combination of both.24 His work at Port Keats was to be precisely that.
He felt able to pick out those young men who would and who would not succeed.
He did not consider himself judgmental as others may have done, rather that he was
skilled in assessing people's comparative worth, something he claimed to inherit
from his mother and brothers. He conscientiously tried to reverse his opinions and
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was anxious, in his memoirs, to impress on his readers that he was not making
judgements.2
He criticized some of the teaching methods then used, and questioned the need to
study more French and Latin when he hoped to be working with Australian
Aborigines. He felt that other subjects such as philosophy and psychology would be
more useful. Sport, recreation and outings seemed to take up as much time as study
but he conceded that they were probably necessary to stay healthy. Rather, he loved
to study and resented the time "wasted" on other pursuits. He did, however, show an
interest in drama and tried to get a part in one of the plays that were periodically
staged but he was "squashed" at first rehearsal and never got another chance. Instead
he played the violin, painted backdrops and made stage props.26
He was something of a loner, preferring to go his own way. Special friendships were
to be avoided; all effort should go into his studies; he did not want to be "in" with the
mob. He had no desire to be friendly with those men who would not succeed and did
not care when they were hostile towards him. He was somewhat outspoken in some
of his protests, and not surprisingly perhaps, no one took his advice.
He claimed that the novitiate was tough, and "so it had to be". The weekly "chapter
of faults" was something to be endured. He conceded that he "was a rather stubborn
character" and "needed a good deal of correction". He recalled that his speech, walk,
general deportment, and relations with others all came under review as well as purely
personal things. The master's comments were not easy to bear and "sometimes he
could get more personal that was comfortable". Some of these included statements
such as "rather heavy and dull" "somewhat narrow", "a bit self- opinionated", and
"too fond of his own opinion". He claimed that he really did try to be humble.27
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One criticism that Docherty took to be particularly unfair was in relation to being
multi-skilled; it was considered reprehensible. The comments made by his superiors
were quite scathing:

He believes that he possesses a lot when he possesses only a smack of everything, making
him vulgar in everything but doing better now, since he has been told that he should
-

prepare for priesthood

-

not a lay brother or a music hail operator.28

Many years later he still believed it was better to be "generally busy rather than
generally useless",29 and there is little doubt that his wide range of skills was
invaluable for the mission at Port Keats. The anthropologist W.E.H. Stanner, who
accompanied Docherty when the mission was first established, admired his skills
tremendously saying of him:
There can hardly have been a practical trade or craft that Fr. Docherty could not at this time
turn his hand to with admirable skill. He had had a bush background: as a young man before
entering the priesthood, he had been, I understand, a saw-miller. In the bush at Port Keats I
saw him work as a builder, an electrician, a fencer, lumber-man, a saw miller, a plumber, a
farmer, an all-round mechanic, a butcher, and even a physician and surgeon... at all events
this many-sided and almost omni-competent priest proved himself to be the man for the job
to a splendid degree. All his skills were used: they had to be used, there was no other way in
such a job in so remote a region.30

Many others who saw Docherty at work at Port Keats were to make similar
comments about his varied abilities. Sister David claimed that he was "an
extraordinary man" who could do "absolutely anything" whether it was locating parts
for, and repairing an aeroplane's engine or fixing the mission's bread slicer. She
continued to say that he had competently looked after the patients before the sister's
arrival and was "reluctant to let the nurse take over".3 '
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The Novitiate reports did show more positive aspects of Docherty's character:
mainly that he was a "good religious", "always devoted", "very good and sincere"
and that his vocation was "solid". He was "always willing to receive correction" and
"he now realises his deficiencies and has worked to overcome them".32
His studies for priesthood lasted for six years and were made up of two years of
philosophy and four years of theology. Docherty had no ambition to become a
scholar; his one objective was to do all he could for the Australian Aborigines.
However he loved philosophy, asserting that: "God requires us to use the gift of
reasoning, perfected by our studies to come to our deepest possible understanding of
supernatural things."33
His colleagues believed that New Guinea was more important, and advertisements of
the early 1920's lured young people to the mission fields overseas, particularly Papua
and New Britain, with descriptions of "beautiful Islands" and "glittering seas".34 The
mission's own publication, The Annals oJ Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, contained
many stories of overseas missions, but very few on those within Australia.35
In 1923 the Reverend John Norris claimed:
This rapid survey of the mission field, with a large population of intelligent human beings,
and dependent for salvation on a few scattered missionaries. They will remain plunged in
darkness until Catholic charity will come to their aid. It would be strange, indeed, if in
Australia

-

at least in Catholic Australia

-

there was no one fired with missionary zeal to

bring light to those thousands of his brethren, no effort to assist in so Christ-like a work.
Look out across the seas, which wash Australia's shores, and see those devoted missionaries
giving their lives for those souls whom God has made dependent on our charity.36
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It was not surprising that there appeared to be a general apathy towards the
Australian Aborigines by the aspiring Australian missionaries. Many did not even
know that there were any Aboriginal people left in Australia. Brother John Pye
claimed that he just grew up with the idea about going to the East

-

and then the Far

East:
There was a pamphlet used to come around a lot about the [missions], up in the Far East, the
Chinese and then New Guinea. But I never ever had [the Aborigines] in mind, because I
thought all the Aborigines were shot out.37

When Pye was informed that his colleagues were going to New Guinea, and New
Britain, and that he was being sent to Darwin, he just assumed that he would be
teaching at another school, having taught for ten years at Downiands, in Queensland.
He had absolutely no idea that there were what he termed "primitive Aborigines" still
living. When he visited the mission at Bathurst Island en route to Port Keats he was
astonished:
And then all these Aborigines came out with not much more than a smile. All came out, big
mob of them. They were happy sort of people. I couldn't believe there were so many of them.
There were thousands of them. I thought they were shot out and finished.3

11

Sister Maureen Flemming had also hoped to be sent abroad, confirming that many of
the articles that she had read were about overseas ventures. She claimed that it was
quite a culture shock to be working and living among the Australian Aborigines:
I would have preferred to go overseas to Papua New Guinea or somewhere, most of the
missionary stories were about them... and when I got to Darwin it was quite a culture shock
to see a black man in the house... I couldn't believe it, it was such a shock.39
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Harris noted this general indifference towards the Australian Aborigines:
It was still to be a long time before the Australian Catholic community showed any real
interest in the Aborigines... By 19301, the missionary vocation was still left to foreign orders:
there was still only one Australian Catholic missionary among the Aborigines.
Father E. McGrath, an MSC priest on Bathurst Island.4°

This state of affairs was not to last long with more and more Australians entering the
field. Docherty, by contrast, never had any ambitions to go overseas. He felt that the
need lay with the Australian Aborigines and his whole vocation was centred upon
them. It was perhaps this conviction that set him apart from his colleagues.4 '
Docherty was very set in his own views and had "a bit of Granddad about him". He
criticised the "Modernists" who wanted to change things, yet he appeared to be
somewhat of a rebel lamenting that one was not expected to have any ideas apart
from the majority. He declared:
In my student days I refused to go along with the mob just to be in with them. Those who
choose his own way will have to put up with a good deal of opposition and stand their ground
against what is held to be the thing at the time.42

Docherty certainly went his own way and he did stand his own ground, physically
when the need arose:
I got a good deal of amusement out of the treatment I got and mostly encouraged it. I could
get my own back anytime I wanted to and sometimes with devastating results to those who
went too far.43
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He was ordained a priest in St Mary's cathedral on 30 November 1927, aged twentyeight years. He was appointed as curate to Father Henshke, the parish priest in
Darwin, travelling on the Mare/Ia, and he arrived in Darwin in March 1928. Henshke
was fortunately an easy person to live with and Docherty was somewhat relieved as
he reported to Fr. Flemming: "Father Henshke is well and has not told me that he
doesn't like me so I suppose I suit him".44
His duties consisted of work around Darwin and the country regions, among settlers
and Aboriginal people. The only transport available was the train to Katherine. It
took a whole day just to get to Pine Creek where an overnight stay was necessary,
and there was only one train a week. He made the trip every month for two years,
and he was desperate to get his own transport. When his application for finance was
refused by the local bank manager, who told him that he did not need transport,
Docherty tersely told him that he had not asked for his opinion, only his aid.45
Never beaten, he raised the money by other means

-

tuning pianos and mending

typewriters. He purchased a 1926 model I Ford sedan, paying a hundred pounds and
a block of land. The car had a lot of mechanical problems but the young priest was
soon adept at making repairs. His pride suffered badly when his beloved car was
reported in the Anna/s as "coming in on flat tyres and making a clatter like a load of
tin cans".46
He converted the vehicle from a sedan to a very strong utility truck, capable of
carrying loads of 400 kilograms or more and it became his living quarters when
others were not at hand. He carried every spare part that was necessary, and was able
to perform very major repairs at the roadside. The old Ford was to be of immense
value at the Port Keats mission in later years, and became almost as famous as its
owner.
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Docherty soon earned a reputation as "a tough customer".47 He was proud of his
ability to face issues squarely and not back down in the face of threats. He was very
outspoken, enjoyed arguing, and utterly fearless. One might say he was very
confident and sure of himself. Others may judge him arrogant and foolhardy. When
his life was threatened by a man for baptising his children without his permission,
Docherty did not hide from him but instead purposely set up camp close by,
confronted him about the problem and settled the matter amicably. However
diplomatic means did not always prevail and occasionally Docherty used more
physical means, what he termed "a little muscular piety".48
Generally, though, he was well received. He performed a multitude of jobs to pay for
his keep while doing his rounds. Monetary payment was usually refused but
occasionally he took cash to help pay for fuel. One day he met the police party at
Brocks Creek, returning with witnesses to the murder of the Japanese crew of the
Ouida at Port Keats. Nemarluk, the alleged leader, was still free. Docherty did not
then know that the event would spark interest in the establishment of a Catholic
mission there, or that he would be the one to set it up.
The proximity of Bathurst Island mission to Darwin enabled Docherty to spend
considerable time there to learn about mission procedures. His dream of working
with the Aboriginal people had never faltered. Whenever possible he would visit the
mission and stay for a couple of weeks at a time.
Besides my work as curate I had another interest. When I accepted the appointment to
Darwin I was happy because I would be close to Bathurst Island Mission where I could learn
how to work among the Aboriginals. As often as I could I would make the trip on the
St. Francis and spend a couple of weeks there. I had much to learn from Fr. Gsell and
Fr. McGrath about general mission procedure and always put to practical use my knowledge
of saw milling, mechanics and carpentry and tin-smithing. I knew about steam but not much
about automobile and petrol engines.49
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On one occasion he repaired the diesel engine on the mission lugger the St Francis.
He knew very little about diesel or petrol engines, and although he studied the
instruction book, consulted visiting engineers, and worked on the engine with a
qualified mechanic, he still could not get it to work properly. However, Docherty
was not a man to give up, and he stubbornly persevered. His determination paid off,
and he finally got it operating.
His interest in mechanics was roused and he studied Dykes' Encyclopaedia, a book
that specialized in most makes of cars and diesel engines and also electrical gear. As
a result he became a very adept self-taught bush mechanic and his broad range of
skills was put to good use whenever he visited Bathurst Island, and later at Port
Keats.
His enthusiasm for missionary work and his numerous abilities did not go unnoticed
or un-rewarded. Gsell, anxious to start a new mission on the mainland, and inspired
by the wide publicity that the region attracted because of Nemarluk and his band,
selected Port Keats. Docherty was ecstatic when he was informed of his task.5° Here
was the chance for him to fulfil a life long dream, to help the Aboriginal people and
perhaps, to prove that "the Dochertys" were indeed "as good as any and better than
most".
Docherty was to prove himself very shrewd and resourceful and not afraid of sheer
hard work. He made a preliminary visit to the area shortly after, locating a few
Wadeye men, then living in Darwin, to act as guides while he searched for a suitable
site. When he made the second journey, this time to stay, in 1935, he willingly
accepted W.E.H. Stanner's request to accompany him.5 '
Few missionaries welcomed the attention of anthropologists at this time, but
Docherty appeared keen to take him along and the two became firm friends over the
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next thirty or so years.'2Although the people of Port Keats had a reputation as being
very fierce and hostile, Docherty was not afraid, and when spears were thrown all
around their tents, the priest was completely unconcerned. Stanner recalled the
occasion well:
Night after night there would be a sudden uproar in the adjacent camp: the fires would be
kicked out (so as to make it more difficult to see); spears, clubs and throwing sticks would go
in all directions.D3

Docherty claimed:
There was nothing I could do about that [the spears]. He [Stanner] reckoned he was a bit
scared and on one occasion he looked to see how I was taking it. He said I was reading my
office calmly as though nothing was happening. I suppose it was as he said for I don't
remember ever being scared. 4

This nonchalance was to become a feature of Docherty's methods at Port Keats.
One religious sister remembered that he was completely unconcerned when the
building in which the priest and three of the sisters were meeting, caught fire:
The church was a two storey building; the lower part was used as a dining room for the
children. Docherty would give a conference for the sisters every week up in the church.
There was a cry of Fire! Fire! and people were running everywhere. Sister Xavier went to
the kitchen to check, but Docherty continued his talk. Sister Xavier did not return and Sister
Emmanuel got up and went out. Father still continued talking. Eventually I went out and
Father was still talking. I wondered if he ever stopped.5

Problems in the establishment of the new mission did not deter this somewhat
determined man. It is difficult to assess the feelings of the Wadeye people towards
the new missionary who was suddenly thrown into their midst. It would appear that
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they had some sort of respect for him when he barged into their fights and broke their
spears. A group of women elders recalled:
However the tribes were still enemies of each other, fighting and throwing spears at one
another fighting over wives. Father used to stop them and the people trusted him.56
-

The same group of Wadeye women claimed that when a young girl had run away
from her much older promised husband because of ill treatment, Docherty tried to get
a young husband for her. He only succeeded in obtaining another old man, and the
priest "was angry inside because the young men would not take her, but only the old
man

,,

57

Docherty had clearly tried to intimidate the men, but had failed to move them. He
was obviously frustrated by his failure. Nevertheless, the new husband was
apprehensive that the priest might find out that he already had a young wife.58
Wadeye memories of Docherty were as varied as his moods: he was remembered
carrying a young child on his shoulders when he and a group of the people were out
searching for a new site for the mission. Once on the new mission site, however, he
could also be very stern, punishing the children for stealing from the garden:
When they used to work in the garden they used to steal at the same time. Father Docherty
used to have an electric wire to belt the young boys and girls for stealing at new mission. He
used to belt them when they stole from the gardens. 9

His attitude towards traditional ceremonies, particularly those that he thought to be
morally wrong, was actually supported by some of the Wadeye elders at that time.
Boniface Perdjert, who was the first baby to be brought to Docherty for baptism and
who later became Australia's first Aboriginal married Deacon, claimed that:
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After the mission had gone on for several years. Father Docherty noticed there were several
aspects of our ceremony that in his eyes were morally wrong, so he condemned the ceremony
...my father, Perdjert, along with Mullumbuk, Bunduck, and Tjimar took the side of Father
Docherty. .1 remember clearly the great tensions of that time.6°
.

Evidently he had made an effort to get the elders on side, and the extant remains of
his diary show that he always consulted with his "Council of Elders". This
consultation, while conceivably very one sided, possibly aided by the promise, or
denial, of tobacco and other goods, was nevertheless quite remarkable for this era.
Docherty is well remembered by those people who worked with him in the early
years when the young priest was struggling to get the mission on a solid footing.
These include Brother John Pye who worked there from 1941 to 1944, some of the
Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) personnel from 1943 to 1945 and some of the
religious sisters.
Pye's reminiscences vary from outright admiration to frustration at his lack of what
he saw as correct "priestly" behaviour. Possibly his first impression was of a heavily
bearded man (unusual in priests at that time) who barged into fights like a bulldozer,
shouting with a voice like a fog horn, and breaking spears in his attempt to stop the
frequent fights among the Wadeye men. Unlike his mentor, Gsell, he did interfere in
these fights, and yet he got away with it, an action, Pye said, "that they [the Wadeye
people] would not have tolerated from anybody else." 61
Docherty certainly had a pugnacious trait in his character and he believed that
missionaries should be taught boxing as part of their training.62 However, Pye
declared that the people were not afraid of him at all. Since Docherty was the "boss"
of the food and other European goods, they would "use" him. Pye also hastened to
say that there were no bashings or anything like force but rather there "was
something in his make-up, in his personality that suited these people so much". Pye
claimed that he was a "tough old bloke" who loved the people and that:
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if they had picked some scholarly priest he would have been useless down there, would not
have been able to do it... underneath all this rough stuff there was a very good man, in a
broad sense, he was a straight out good man, no doubt about it.63

Another sister remembered Docherty's frustration and impatience when the lugger,
the St. Francis, on which she was travelling, was grounded in the creek at the
entrance to Port Keats. This was to become a very common occurrence but the sister
recalled that Docherty was fairly "dancing" on the landing:
Twenty or thirty blacks floundered along with Gregory leading, throwing out the logs from
the almost dry creek bed, while Father danced on the landing. "Here you loafers, cut down
these trees, stamp those leaves into the mud. Hurry up you fellows there. I'll go myself and
get the sisters. No I can't, I'll bog to the knees". By this time Gregory and his band turned
the bend, where the crowd awaited us. More leaves stamped in. then, "Take a firm hold of
Gregory's shoulder" said Father, "Give me your hand and jump!"

64

Sister Magdalen, one of the original sisters to arrive in 1941, recalled that Docherty
spelled out the rules for them to follow. He had insisted on the use of good English
rather than pidgin, when teaching the children. She claimed that: "It wasn't such an
easy task for the teacher but somehow we managed to understand each other."6
Docherty though, had little regard for "rules". He flouted them whenever it suited
him, as in the case of baptisms. Docherty asked Pye to act as Godfather on several
occasions, and Pye protested since no Catholic religious brother or sister was
permitted to act as Godparents. Instead Pye continued:
Now Dick had his owii rules. "There's nobody else to do it. I'm the boss here, I am the
king" he could be a bit inflated at times "I'm the king of Port Keats".. .The bishop of
-

-

Darwin [Gsell] wouldn't baptise them or anything. And the mothers would come here with
their babies and they would say "we want our babies baptised", and he would say "No" and
they would say "these are our babies not yours and we want them baptised."
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Pye stressed that the Wadeye people demanded that their children be baptised:
They can be very stubborn people; once they believe in something then they can be very
demanding. Bishop Gsell [at Bathurst] he might not baptise them.. .but at Port Keats they
would just get him by the scruff of his neck until he baptised them.67

As a consequence, Pye found that he was nominal Godfather of many Wadeye
people. Sister Emmanuel when questioned about these baptisms supported the view
that there was no pressure on the Wadeye people:
He would teach them, he would present the scriptures and it was up to them to decided
whether they wanted what he was proposing or whether they didn't; there was no pressure on
them, so that if they didn't want to that was OK. But he was not out to decide for anybody
what was good for them, they had to make that decision for themselves.'8

There is much evidence that a regular supply of tobacco and other goods may have
provoked this somewhat insatiable desire for the children to be baptised. Their
addiction to tobacco was so strong that they were willing to leave their own country;
to live in deplorable conditions; to prostitute themselves if necessary, in order to
obtain it.
Nevertheless, it will be shown that the Wadeye people wanted their children to be
given a western education and that they also wanted the girls to be protected from
illicit sexual contact. There may also have been a genuine desire to embrace the new
religion following Mulinthin's dream. Some of the Wadeye people requested that the
mission be established in their region, and these were able to wield considerable
influence within their community.69 Whatever the reasoning behind it, the children
were still being "purchased" well into the 1950's and, since he became the legal
owner of the girls, their lives came under Docherty's control.
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Similarly there was no huny to get the people to clothe themselves, unlike the
Lutherans at Koonibba on the west coast of South Australia:
Clothing was considered part of the 'civilising' process. Aborigines could not stay on the
mission naked, nor could the missionary allow them to leave without clothing as he believed
it would reflect badly on the mission to have them wandering around semi-clad.70

Instead, Docherty emulated Gsell by ensuring that a loincloth or narga was worn
within the mission grounds, but applied no pressure to wear more than that. The
policy of the mission in this regard was: "Let them wear what they like, their choice,
do not try to introduce or urge them to do anything, leave it till it comes from
them"."
Docherty and Pye meanwhile, wore little more than the people themselves. A pair of
baggy shorts became their main working attire; the uncomfortable and inappropriate
white uniforms, issued by the Church, were worn only rarely.72 In later years
Docherty's eccentric mode of dressing drew attention, and considerable amusement
from the skipper, Bob Brennan, of the Margaret Maiy that called into Port Keats
several times a year:
He used to wear khaki trousers and a white athletic singlet, and a handkerchief tied around
his neck. He had a big beard and he used to wear a pith helmet and he looked like something
out of darkest Africa. That was his normal dress, working in the garden. He also used to
..

wear a biretta, always, the only priest I've known who always wore a biretta when he didn't
have his working gear on.73

The same man recalled an occasion when Docherty exhibited quite alarming
behaviour when on board the Margaret Mary during what turned out to be a very
long, rough, and potentially dangerous voyage:
We knew there was something terrible and the engine broke down several times and there
was people camped all over the deck in this heavy weather. And there was Dick Docherty
70
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wondering around in his flannel pyjama pants and a black cardigan, and the ship rolling
perilously. He was saying [in a loud booming voice] "Oh I quite like this, I like this". I was
desperately looking after the engine and kept thinking that he was going over the side;
anything was possible, it was very rough.74

Brennan continued to remark on Docherty's idiosyncrasies:
He used to subscribe to that publication, News of the World, it was a British publication, a bit
radical nowadays. It used to come on the boat, and then he'd settle down on the veranda at
the table with his mail and his beloved News of the World, and he would supervise the
women in the garden. He'd roar like a wild bull at some woman down there.

This weekly newspaper was infamous for its sensationalised articles on crime and
sex, hardly what one might imagine a Catholic priest to read. His liking for this type
of literature makes a stark contrast to the handbooks and manuals that he normally
conscientiously studied. He was certainly no prude, but it is difficult to fathom why
these tales of English crime were greeted with such relish, given some of the
activities that still occurred at Port Keats.
Docherty was a chain smoker at night, sometimes lacing the cigarettes with
eucalyptus oil if he felt a cold coming on.7 He also enjoyed a glass of rum in the
mornings:
He would come out in the morning, after mass, and put a bottle of rum on the table. It would
be distillery strength rum, [very strong]. He would have a little drop, about as thick as that
pencil, in the bottom of his glass, and it would blow the top off your head. He called that his
"phlegm cutter", to get him started in the morning before breakfast.76

Perhaps this chain smoking, coupled with his early morning drinks of "medicinal"
rum, were a form of "Dutch courage", a means to help him to keep up the image of a
tough leader. Docherty was somewhat defensive of these actions and worried about
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the effect that they might have on others; he used to instruct his staff "you can do
what you like as long as you let me do what I like".77
Pye was rigidly opposed to some aspects of Docherty's behaviour. The teachings of
the Catholic Church, and other Christian churches were very much against "immoral
behaviour". The frank sexuality of many of the Aboriginal people, frequently thought
to be the work of Satan, disgusted many missionaries:
The low intellectual status of the native ... his utter rottenness in things sexual ... this action
was essential... else they would swarm about all night and their mixing with parents and
adults.., would procure the direst results. No white man has any conception, not even the
most wicked white, what depths of infamy these blacks are steeped in.7

When one of the mission's staff members, an Aboriginal man of mixed descent, was
found with a young girl in his room, Docherty's apparent lax attitude toward the
affair enraged Pye's sense of morality and he demanded that the priest do something
about it. Docherty initially tried to fight the man concerned, but the man retaliated
and Pye then had to intervene. Following this initial confrontation the priest allowed
the two to be married on 5 April 1943 and set them up with land and some cattle at
Kulchil, away from the mission. Pye, outraged, unsuccessfully tried to have the
marriage annulled.79
When speaking with the benefit of hindsight, Pye was able to stress that he was just a
"rookie" at that time, newly arrived on the mission field with a lot to learn, and that
"Docherty: wasn't narrow minded, he was the other way, with them, he sort of 'read'
them pretty well that way".8° It was most unusual for a priest to be so understanding
and supportive of such an incident. Docherty could indeed "read" the people, and
was far less judgemental than many of his peers would have been.
Docherty's image of being a "tough customer" was necessary, in his eyes, to
maintain an element of control and leadership towards both his peers and to the
Ibid
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Aboriginal people. Perhaps he needed to conceal a very sensitive and gentle nature
that may have been construed as weak and effeminate. When the first sisters to come
to the mission were evacuated in 1942, he recognized that the sisters were integral to
the success of the mission and his intense disappointment at the turn of events proved
too much. The outwardly stoic and brash young priest broke down and wept.
Although the sisters' departure at the beginning of World War II was a major set
back, he was undeterred in his mission. It was left to himself, Pye and the young lay
missionary from Bathurst Island, Alf Murray, to continue the work. He became the
official coast watcher during the war for the Royal Australian Navy and assisted the
men at the RAAF radar station that was established close by.
He enjoyed the company of the servicemen and he seemed happy that the Wadeye
people were able to work for them and to accompany them out bush. Nonetheless, he
did warn the new arrivals about interfering with the Wadeye women, claiming that
the men would likely get speared. He also advised them never to show fear in their
presence.82 Docherty was very careful not to show any fear; he defied tribal elders,
rushed into spear fights and physically intervened when the need arose. This
fearlessness, or bravado, together with his other attributes would have helped him to
establish himself as a leader, or "king" as he termed it.
Another feature that contributed to Docherty's success at the mission was
undoubtedly that of "medicine man". His use of western medicine, no matter how
crude or unorthodox gave him considerable prestige within the mission. He obtained
medical books so that he could study tropical diseases, and in his endeavour to do
what he could for the women, he even completed an obstetrics course, so that he
would know what to do should the need arise.83 A good deal of psychology was also
used, administering medicine from different coloured bottles, or giving everyone an
Aspro whatever their ailment. Despite his unusual methods, even some of the
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servicemen called on him when they felt that their own medical orderly was unable
to help.84
The war brought publicity for the young priest and his methods at Port Keats.
Docherty obviously relished the attention and his efforts were duly reported:
Catholic fathers established their authority by debunking native magic, formulated by
Aboriginal sorcerers, by ridiculing the totem superstition that it was death for a lubra to see a
Bull Roarer, and by breaking publicly spears of native troublemakers who were disposed to
85
defy them.

This article, sensationalised as it is, implies that Docherty was not carrying out the
MSC's approach towards the application of charity and yet his diary reveals a far
more gentle approach. The Bull Roarer was particularly hated by Docherty because
of the dire punishments meted out to women who saw the object, and he wrote a
rather disparaging article about it:
The muchingas were a source of trouble to the right administration of the mission for a
number of years. Areas were declared sacred so that women and children were very restricted
in moving from place to place, and even the roads were blocked.. it was a simple matter to
call the men together and persuade them to remove the mystery a few miles away. It was
brought back many times until the die-hards gave up.86

His attitudes towards Aboriginal culture have been criticized, even by members of
his own church:
Docherty seemed to have little regard or time himself for traditional or cultural matters.
When it seemed they interfered with church business or were, in his understanding, an abuse
of power, he forbad them, as was the case of the women's ceremony. He revealed his rather
negative and paternalistic attitude to cultural and sacred matters in his article the Bull
Roarer.87
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Plate 2: Father Docherty, (Courtesy M. Fenton)
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Docherty questioned the existence of Aboriginal "culture" and defined the critics
who accused him and others of destroying it:
Now what of the sly remark But you destroyed their culture'. Perhaps I need only to reply:
What culture? To be answered by all kinds of generalizations and prognostications regarding
the performance of their "Christianity".. .We missionaries saved their lives, and gave them
the only worthwhile culture.

This view was shared by many missionaries. Harris replies to the criticism by
questioning whether Aboriginal culture would have survived without Christian
missions:
Those who criticise the early north Australian missions for their destruction of Aboriginal
culture often credit the missions with more success than they ever actually had. There is also
always the big question, too frequently avoided by mission critics, of whether Aboriginal
culture would have survived better if there had been no missions. For Aboriginal culture to
have undergone less change, the underlying assumption would have to be that, in the absence
of missions, Aboriginal people would have remained unmolested in their "inviolable
reserves". There is no evidence that such protective isolation could have been more than a
pipe dream, nor is there evidence that Aboriginal people wanted it and would have remained
aloof from white society. All evidence points the other way.89

Docherty believed that it was important to preserve certain aspects of Aboriginal
culture. He encouraged the Wadeye people to continue hunting and gathering, to
hold their corroborees within the mission area, and to retain their art and craft skills.
He even encouraged his staff to learn the Murrinhpatha language. His approach
towards maintaining the Wadeye culture was actually praised by the anthropologists
who visited the area in 1950:

Box 6004, 18 18-1997, Bathurst Island Mission, Docherty, R.. "Aboriginal Culture, Marriage, Birth
Infantici
de" unpublished and undated document, MSC Archives, Darwin
89 Harris, J., (1990), p. 789

The missionaries have not systematically tried to persuade the Aborigines to abandon their
cultural traditions, customs and mores, unless these, from the missionaries' point of view, are
in direct opposition to Christianity. Father Docherty has, on the contrary, encouraged the
Aborigines to preserve their traditional crafts and has given extra rations of tobacco to those
who have made especially handsome things. He has also allowed them to perform
corroborees at the mission station for the purpose of convincing them that the mission does
not disapprove of their culture. And Father W H Flynn. who came to the mission station in
1946, has learned the Murin'bata language, which he uses in all his sermons.9°

Sister Marion Whelan, who worked with Docherty during the 1950's, also praised
his methods and said that he stood valiantly against government policies of the day:
At that time the official policy for Aboriginal people was 'Assimilation'. He vigorously
opposed this policy as he believed 'assimilation' would result in 'annihilation'.9 '

Whelan claimed that Docherty could be "quite aggravating at times", but also that he
was open for discussion and when pressed hard enough was capable of reaching
more acceptable solutions:
Once his mind was made up it was hard to change it. I remember one occasion where we had
different views and I was just as convinced ofmy 'rightness' as he was of his. I had already
expressed my views and the reasons for them when he came saying, "let's talk about this,
Sister". My reply was something like "You don't really want to talk about it Father. You just
want me to agree with you and I can't do that because, as you know, it involves others
adversely". So we parted but he eventually came up with a more or less satisfactory solution,
which I could accept. I guess it says a lot for him that I could speak so directly without
offending him and he was humble enough to search for another way.92

Whelan claimed that Docherty had a deliberate policy of trying to avoid creating
unnecessary needs and wants, which further distorted the traditional way of life.93
She also claimed that he helped the Wadeye people to create for themselves, those
European goods that they yearned for:
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One of Father Docherty's strengths, it seems to me, was that he helped the people to do for
themselves and make for themselves the things they were coming to value, and he was
prepared to take the time to let this happen, putting his own skills and that of his co-workers
at their service in the doing.94

Sister Marion was full of praise for his methods, even while admitting that they often
had a difference of opinion:
[Docherty was] a very remarkable man, able to do most things and always ready to lend his
help or support when needed even though we often had differing ideas about the best way to
do something!

'

She continued:
Father Docherty's evangelising policy was a "hasten slowly" one. He was content to wait
until individuals felt ready for baptism themselves and were prepared to accept the whole
Christian message. Thus there were quite a few of the older people in situations such as
polygamous marriages who were anxious to have their children reared as Catholics but did
not feel capable of embracing the full Christian moral code. Many of these worked with
Father Docherty in a sort of "Council of Elders" to work out ways of blending Christian
requirements with cultural patterns. As a result it was rare that anyone was required to
repudiate a tribal decision and if they did, it was a matter of a freely made personal choice,
which Father Docherty would then support.'6

The religious sisters who arrived after the war were united in their deep respect for
the priest. All maintained that he was a very gentle man who cared deeply for the
Aboriginal people. Sister Emmanuel Chapman claimed that as a result of Father
Docherty's efforts at Port Keats there was very little violence towards women
compared to other places where she had worked. The sister asserted that Docherty
was a very warm and sensitive man, and believed that he would have had a lot to do
with the respect that the women began to receive:
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He had a very soft heart, he was gentle, when it came to women he was gentle. He would not
tolerate any violence to any woman. So I think the men saw how to treat women from
Fr. Docherty and he certainly respected women. And I think the women got a sort of
strength. They knew that they had someone to go to in Fr Docherty.97

Sister Emmanuel reminisced how Docherty would attend their nightly campfires
where the children and some of their parents would gather each night. He was very
musical and usually played the violin to them.98 Sister Maureen also recalled the
campfires, revealing that Docherty was an animal lover. He would sometimes bring
over half a dozen cats, which he would feed with scraps from the kitchen. Some of
the older women would also attend the campfires. These were women whom
Docherty held under his protection while their husbands were receiving treatment at
the leprosarium on Channel Island.
Sister Marian remembered that Docherty would entertain everyone with funny little
stories and was often accused of bragging:
He was an extraordinarily gifted man who was never afraid to claim his gifts saying, "It's not
humility to say you can't do something if you know you can". True enough! I was to come to
know and appreciate his many gifts over the next few years.99

Despite this "fault", Sister Marian stressed that to the [Wadeye] people, he was
always "Big Father", a sentiment echoed by Sister Maureen:
He was a true father in every sense of the word. He lived for those people, he worked like a
"navvie", very long days. And all the time he was learning, studying books, medicine,
mechanics... he was wonderful, he was very jovial and very spirituaL100
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Sister David also praised Docherty, saying that he had "great big hands, yet he was
so gentle" and that he was a "marvellous man". He was also very kind to the young
girls when money began to be used at the mission:
The big girls would do mending, fetch the washing from the father and brothers, ironing, and
clean the church. Father would give them a shilling plus tea, sugar, and honey or golden
syrup, as their wages. They would go over to the presbytery to the shop and spend it on
combs, bobby pins, soap etc, a lot more than a shilling's worth, but he'd give them quite a
01
few things for their money.

Perhaps Docherty was able to relax and to be more himself when among the religious
sisters; he did not feel the need to maintain that "tough leader" image that was so
necessary when working with the Wadeye men and his own peers.
Sister Robin Reynolds, in her recent PhD. thesis on religious inculturation,
concluded that he was a "gifted, hard working and sincere man" but that his
overpowering personality may have caused a great loss in traditional religion:
His personality and missionary fervour' may have caused loss or distortion of traditional
religious ceremony. Sadly his approach may have caused a fear or reluctance amongst the
people, to consider any form of religious inculturation.'°2

Reynolds had never worked with Docherty and used sources similar to my own to
assess his character. Even so, it is clear that any form of inculturation, such as the
Wadeye Baptism could never have occurred in Docherty's era. Church sacramental
teaching and liturgical practice was then very much tied with the Roman tradition
and Docherty, although unorthodox in many ways, would have been very much a
traditionalist in religious matters. Despite this, Docherty's presence enabled the
Wadeye population to thrive; allowing it to resurrect certain ceremonies and to adapt
some of them to the Catholic tradition.
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Docherty was forced to leave his "beloved" Port Keats in 1958 due to deteriorating
health. After hospital treatment he served at Alice Springs, then Thursday and
Hammond Islands in the Tones Strait where he remained from 1959 to 1965. He was
recalled to Darwin, and then sent to the Daly River. In 1977 he was made a Member
in the General Division of the Order of Australia, (AM).'°3
Pye was unhappy about Docherty's hospital treatment after an accident:
On this day he must have gone down [the ramp] without holding onto anything, and he had a
very bad fall and did his spine in. There is a sad ending and I believe that he was telling the
truth.. really and anyway he went to Darwin hospital

. . .

They didn't believe him, they

reckoned he was an impostor. They were callous, put it that way. Anyway the poor old
bugger, oh he was in agony. I went to the hospital and saw him and he started to say that he
wanted to die because he was in so much pain and agony.. It was nothing to do with the
church, it was a hospital thing.'°4

Docherty was dismissed from the hospital and he went back to his family in Perth
where he died 1 May 1979. He was buried, at his own request, at Port Keats:
His name goes on living, but he used to like these people... and happier in the bush than in a
pulpit in Darwin. He loved the people in the bush and the people in the bush just loved him,
and he was never happy away from them.'°

It is very significant that the people of Port Keats honour Docherty by naming their
Museum and Language Centre after his memory: Kanamkek Yile-Ngala. Kanamkek
is the subject of a traditional story of the Wadeye people:
All the people used to be human until Kanamkek was killed by his son, Thiniminh, the bat.
The people then became totem animals and scattered to form the different language groups of
the Wadeye region. Docherty, known as Yile Nga/a, is seen as the one who brought the
people back together again in one place to live in harmony as Kardu Numidia, one people.
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Docherty was an ambiguous character, far ahead of his time in some ways and yet
extremely conservative in others. He was outspoken and pugnacious, yet gentle,
sensitive and respectful, particularly where women were concerned. He could be
domineering, derisive, brash and very arrogant. He was fearless to the point of
recklessness, had complete disregard for rules and quite happy to use unorthodox
methods to achieve his goals. However he was very committed in his vocation and
faith, sincere, caring, and as Pye put it, "underneath all that rough stuff was a very
good man". One could well say that he had that "quirkish" personality cited as
necessary for Stockton's definition of a "Maverick". He certainly possessed many
idiosyncrasies, and it is these traits that assured his success at port Keats.

a

Chapter Four: The Wadeye Story
By the time the Sacred Heart Mission was established at Port Keats the people had
already undergone considerable social change. The year was 1935, about sixty years
after the European incursion into the Northern Territory. Even though the area
surrounding Port Keats was considered unsuitable for European settlement, and the
Indigenous people were left to pursue their traditional lifestyle, they had already
adapted to the new regime. Many had voluntarily left their traditional land, curious
about the newcomers and in search of European goods. Some were forced to go to
Darwin as witnesses to recent alleged murders and opted to stay there, others were
imprisoned. The people who stayed in their country underwent changes of a different
type and purely Aboriginal in character. Stanner described the changes as amounting
to a social and ideological revolution.
This chapter explores the changes to show how and why the Wadeye people adapted
to the altered circumstances and to present the situation that was evident before the
Catholic mission began its operations at Port Keats. A general contact history is
given but is very brief as much of it has been well documented elsewhere. The Daly
River region is the main focal point and in particular the areas surrounding Port
Keats itself. Much of the evidence for the Aboriginal experience is based on the work
of W.E.H. Stanner who lived in the Daly River region for several years prior to the
arrival of the missionaries and accompanied Docherty and stayed with him when he
first established the mission. Where possible, an Aboriginal interpretation of events
is also given.

There is considerable debate in how long the Aboriginal people have inhabited
Australia, and where they originally came from. People lived in what is now known
as the Port Keats area for more than three thousand years. Stanner, with the help of
some of the Wadeye people, excavated the Yarar Rock Shelter and found an
astonishing quantity of stone tools, charcoal, other organic material and signs of
ancient fires.'
These artefacts had been deposited over several millennia, and Stanner stated that
there was no way of knowing whether the ancient inhabitants were the lineal
ancestors of the Aborigines of today. The Wadeye people firmly believe that their
line goes back locally and directly, to the very beginning of the world. Some of
these artefacts have since been placed under the foundations of the Darwin
Cathedral.2
Since the Aboriginal people did not have a system of writing their history has been
kept alive by other means:
This history is not lost: It has been retained in the memories of successive generations of
Aboriginal people and passed on through the rich oral tradition of song, poetry and legend.
The early history of the Australian Aboriginal people, of their origins and way of life, their
laws, social organization and customs can be found in legends and song cycles. Aboriginal
oral literature can provide us with accounts of the geological changes that have occurred over
the ages since the first discovery of the continent, accounts of drastic landscape changes and
the activities of Great Spirit Beings.3
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Science tells us that at the end of the last Ice Age the seas rose and any community
living on coastal land, such as the Wadeye people, would have lost their entire
territory, causing enormous disruption to their lives. It is remembered well by the
present inhabitants, who related the following story, as passed down through the
ages:
In the time long ago called Kardoorair when all the animals were men, a big rain began to
fall. It fell for many days and nights until finally it covered all the country of the Murinbata
people called Darimun. Soon it swelled the creek and covered all their land. There was only
water. All the people who were then at Port Keats were worried. Karan, the curlew, Pulloo
Pulloo the eagle, Kar Kork the frogmouth bird, Tarduk the friarbird and Weirk the white
cockatoo talked incessantly among themselves about the flood, wondering what to do. Karan
the curlew, the wise father of all the birdmen, knew more than the others. Suddenly he
changed his form and became a bird, he flapped his wings and flew into the sky, calling the
strange cry of the curlew. The water rose higher; seizing the fire stick the curlew called to
the other men to follow him. The birdmen followed; they had no other solution. The small
group moved from one resting point to another but each time the waters came up and put out
their fire. They rested at Doothawa or Table Hill, and met there Yalngook, the King quail
man who was also escaping the flood. Yalngook tried to send the other birdmen away but
Karan's power equalled that of the great Kunrnanngur, the Rainbow Serpent, and they stayed.
Karan cut the top joint off one of the young bird-men's fingers and let the blood run into the
floodwaters. They slowly subsided and finally all the bird-men changed into the bird forms
they have today and flew back to their own tribal countries. Karan flew away high into the
sky and sat down alongside Meerk the moon.4

It is likely that the people of the Northern Territory had a measure of contact with
outsiders long before the British settlement. From the twelfth century it would appear
that the Chinese, Arabs, Portuguese and the Spanish all came close to the Australian
coast but there is insufficient evidence to support any claim that they actually landed.
Their voyages however, facilitated future European exploration.
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The Dutch were the first identifiable Europeans to chart the coastline of Australia.
Willem Jansz in the Duyfken encountered the East Coast of Australia in 1606. In
1623 Willem Van Colster on the Arnheni, saw what was to be known as the Arnhem
Land coast and in 1644 Abel Janszoon Tasman made his way down the north
western coastline of the Northern Territory towards the mouth of the Victoria River.
The people of the Victoria and Daly River districts resisted any invasion from the
earliest contact, earning themselves a reputation as a ferocious and dangerous people.
Tasman described them as: "Bad and wicked, shooting at the Dutch without
provocation, when they were coming on shore".6 Since there were no riches to be
found, Dutch interest in Australia quickly waned.7 Although the fleeting visits of the
Dutch would have had little impact on the Aboriginal way of life in the Port Keats
area, knowledge of their voyages encouraged other explorers to the region.
Some of these explorers included the Macassans who visited northern Australian
waters from at least 1650. They were commonly known as Malays, but they were
actually Makasarese and Bugis who occupied the extreme southwest corner of the
Indonesian island of Celebes, now called Sulawesi. They arrived in their praus and
fished for trepang from dugout canoes. This was then cooked, dried and smoked,
transported back to Makasar and then shipped to China.
It is claimed that the Macassans were only casual visitors to Port Keats, even though
there used to be a forest of old Tamarind trees from Cape Ford to Port Keats, (still
there when Docherty established the mission in 1935), a common sign of Macassan
activity. One expert claimed that the trees might be the result of a much earlier and
maybe more casual contact, "perhaps not even involving man".8 This theory was
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reached after studying the records of Alfred Searcy, a sub-customs officer, who
conducted a thorough search in 1889 from Darwin to the Fitzmaurice River, and
failed to see any sign of the fishermen. Searcy assumed that the area had been visited
seventy or eighty years earlier, maybe more.

However, Aboriginal oral history of the region, confirmed that Macassan traders
certainly did visit the Port Keats area, possibly prior to European settlement in the
Territory, and were well received by the Wadeye people. According to local memory
it was a Macassan man who first introduced sugar, treacle, flour and tobacco to the
Murrinhpatha people:
He collected kindling and made a fire. As regards the flour, he made tucker (of it) then.
(while) he was making (this) tucker he put water on the fire, (where it) was standing cooking.
As he was sitting making food, it boiled. He picked up the leaves' and out them in as they
watched him. While the mob kept on standing watching him in this activity he took it off. He
put the 'sand" (and) stirred it up. He put this flour food in (the fire) (and) covered it up. Then
turned it over. It lay cooking. He turned it over and over. Then he got it out and shook it, this
food. He opened the treacle, [and] put it on the food which was in fact damper. Then he ate it
himself. Then he put treacle on it for them and started cutting the damper up into small
pieces. He spread the treacle on for them and gave it to them all. He drank the tea and gave it
to them. They tasted this food then. And said, "oh, yes, yes. This is tucker alright and it's
good too". So that stuff (the treacle) he put on it (the damper). He gave them the 'water', and
they tasted the tea. 'yes yes, yes, they said (it's sweet.) 'This water is really good
know

-

-

we didn't

and it's sweet! That food we left was 'sand'. (But) sugar, "sand" (as we said) is in

fact really good' they said. (The Malayan) packed his pipe with tobacco and smoked it.
"Taste it!" They tasted it, and said, "This is alright". He taught them these things (so that)
then they made up the flour (into damper) put on the water to cook and stirred in (the tea).
Then they ate and drank.9

The narrator of the above story was born no later than 1920 and claimed that the
events described happened long before his time. Further evidence of regular
Macassan presence in the Port Keats region is supported by M.J. Walsh in his PhD.
thesis who claims that there are several "loan" words in the Murrinhpatha language

Kulamburut, H.P., "Strange Food" recorded at Port Keats, 1972 and transcribed by Michael Walsh,
in Hercus, L., and Sutton, P.. (Eds), This is What flappened: Historical Narratives by Aborigines,
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: Canberra, 1986, p. 57
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that would have come from the Asian fishermen.1° Searcy believed that there had
been a Macassan presence many years earlier, claiming that the people had oriental
features, lighter skin, and were quite unlike any others around the north coast, saying
that they were:
inclined to be copper coloured with rather an aquiline nose. The hair, instead of being
woolly, is long and straight ... 1 have never seen, or even heard of, natives of a similar type
being found on the north Coast. There is a foreign strain in those people somewhere. It may
have come from the Malays, who undoubtedly visited this portion of the coast many, many
years ago. They probably came down centuries ago.1

The government doctor, Dr. A.F. Lynch, who had visited the area many times,
apparently supported Searcy' s observations.12
Contact with the Macassan traders, by contrast with the Dutch and later British
visitors, seemed to have been relatively harmonious, and possibly mutually
beneficial. There was no intention to settle the land or forcibly disrupt Aboriginal
culture. The Macassans were a poor people anxious to maintain friendly relations and
apart from introducing new commodities such as food, iron tools and tobacco, had
comparatively little impact on traditional Aboriginal life. It is possible that the
women offered sexual services in return for goods,13 hence the apparent Eastern
features, and they incorporated some of their vocabulary into their own language, as
was done in Amhem Land.14
However, they may have impacted in other less discernible ways: The introduction of
new illnesses

-

yaws, malaria, leprosy, smallpox and venereal diseases, were all

endemic in the Indonesian Islands. Macassan contact with the local women may have
unwittingly spread Venereal disease in particular, and could have been a major cause
of depopulation during the nineteenth century.
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On the more positive side, the gradual introduction of new diseases may have
increased Aboriginal resistance to later strains of European illnesses.' In addition,
the influence of the Macassans conditioned their hosts, not only to the impact of
outsiders, but provoked economical and technological change in what was previously
perceived to be an unchanging and backward culture.
The remarkable permeation of Aboriginal culture by Macassan influences should provoke
those who maintain that Aboriginal ceremonial life is unchanging, or that conservative elders
dominate the communities to such an extent that economic or technological innovation
proves impossible. That is the most significant lesson of this encounter between Australians
and Asians.'6

The Macassans were still fishing for trepang in the Northern Territory waters at the
time of British settlement. By the early twentieth century they were actively
discouraged in their trading as they were seen to "demoralize the natives". They also
offered intense competition to European fishermen who were also fishing for
17
trepang.
European settlement had a much greater impact on traditional Aboriginal life in the
Daly River district, than had the Macassan Traders. The areas surrounding Port Keats
were not settled until the late nineteenth century. The French explorer, Baudin,
charted some of the coastline in 1803, naming some of the landmarks such as the
Peron and Lacrosse Islands and Cape Fourcroy, but he did not venture ashore. In
1809 Mathew Flinders circumnavigated the whole of Australia, but it was to be
September of 1819 before Philip Parker King ventured down the remote northwest
coastline on the Mermaid and reported on the land there and its inhabitants.'8 It was
he who named the harbour Port Keats, but he was not impressed with the land.
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Some of the party landed and explored the area for fresh water, returning with a most
unfavourable impression: the shores were overrun with mangroves and the
backwaters were inundated at high tide. The country was reported to be low and
sterile, and no fresh water was located.19 This uninspiring coastline kept British
settlers away leaving the Wadeye people relatively undisturbed for many more years.
However, King's other discoveries quickly inspired interest in the northern coast of
Australia. This resulted in the establishment of three British "military" settlements in
the Northern Territory: Fort Dundas, on Melville Island in 1824, Fort Wellington in
1827 and Fort Victoria in 1838, both at Port Essington on the Coburg Peninsula.20
It was at Port Essington that any real interest in Aboriginal culture first occurred. A
Catholic priest, Angelo Confalonieri, was the first missionary to work amongst
Northern Territory Aborigines. His achievements are described in Chapter two.2 ' All
these fledgling settlements lasted only a few short years, with Port Essington being
the last to disband in 1849.
In 1839 John Lort Stokes ventured down the Port Keats coastline and explored what
is now known as the Fitzmaurice and Victoria Rivers. He made glowing reports
about this region sparking massive interest in the land among speculators. Stokes'
memoirs reflect the dreams of many explorers and empire builders:
That colonization will, ere [before] many years have past, have extended itself in this quarter;
that cities and hamlets will have risen on the shore of the new found river, that commerce
will have directed her track thither, and that smoke may rise from Christian hearths where
now alone the prowling heathen lights his fire. There is an inevitable tendency in man to
create; and there is nothing, which he contemplates with so much complacency as the work
of his own hands. To civilize the world, to subdue the wilderness, is the proudest
achievement to which he can look forward; and to share in this work by opening new fields
of enterprise, and leading as it were, the vans of civilization, fills the heart with inexpressible
delight.22

'
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Stokes, like his predecessors, was not overly impressed with the "prowling
heathens". He was speared while ashore at Nanu, then known as Point Pearce.23
Stokes felt the attack was entirely unprovoked and in his memoirs he insisted that the
people were treacherous and extremely hostile, echoing the impressions of the earlier
Dutch explorers. He named the area Treachery Bay.
Surprisingly there is no recollection of this event by the Wadeye people, though a
very similar tale is told by some of the people at the Daly River. Neither are there
any memories of Gregory's later inland expedition, which crossed the Moyle and
Fitzmaurice River regions and included many horses, which surely must have
attracted enormous attention. This omission in the oral histories could have been
either a consequence of the massive dispersal of tribes that occurred after European
settlement, or a breakdown in social hierarchy resulting in the old stories not being
passed onto the younger generations.24
Stokes spent much of the 1850's in promoting his dream of "Little England in the
Australian tropics".25 He was to be severely disappointed. He assisted in the
preparations for the inland exploration of the region by Augustus Charles Gregory in
1855-56. Gregory's explorations drew additional colonial attention to the broad
grasslands of the Victoria River.
Gregory arrived at Point Pierce (Nanu) on 18 September 1855 and landed fifty horses
there. He travelled over the Macadam Ranges crossing the Fitzmaurice River in a
south-western course until he sighted the Victoria River and continued towards
Timber Creek. Here he established a base camp that resembled an English village,
where he stayed and explored the surrounding areas for nine months.26
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Gregory concluded that there was good country on the banks of both the Fitzmaurice
and Victoria Rivers, making an aggregate of three million acres of good grazing
land:
With reference to the capabilities of this part of Australia for the purpose of settlement, it far
surpasses western Australia in every essential quality except climate, which is somewhat
27
warm, though so far as we are yet able to judge by no means unhealthy.

Meanwhile the colony of South Australia was formed in 1836. Land speculation
there in the 1 850's made prices spiral and soared beyond the reach of all but the very
wealthy. Another explorer, John McDouall Stuart searched northwards for new
pastoral lands, creating an overland route between 1860 and 1862. His favourable
comments coupled with those of Gregory prompted the South Australians to demand
that their borders be extended to the Arafura Sea, and in 1863 the Northern Territory
was annexed to South Australia.28 Within months a party of colonists had already set
out with their stock via Stuart's new route for the Victoria River area. It was planned
to establish a trading post between the Victoria River and the South of India.29
The development of the Northern Territory was to be slow, haphazard and full of
failures. By the end of 1872, the telegraph line, linking Adelaide to the new capital of
Palmerston (now Darwin), and thence to Java, and the rest of the world, was
completed. The building of the telegraph line stimulated further exploration of the
Territory for mining and pastoral interests. Small deposits of gold were found near
the new telegraph line and a "rush" followed. When gold production steadily
declined, the search for other metals followed.30

27
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The telegraph line, the goldfields and renewed business confidence finally led to
more permanent development of the Northern Territory. By the end of 1882, around
eight hundred and seventeen square kilometres of Northern Territory land had been
applied for as pastoral holdings, and most of the cattle stations were established.
Destiny was used as justification for grabbing this land from the original occupants.
Surveyor General, George Goyder claimed that:
The mission of those who followed him [Goyder] to settle the north must be to civilize
'these miserable specimens of humanity', to teach them Christianity and the benefits of
working for their keep under the Europeans who were destined to take and use their lands.3

The holdings closest to Port Keats included Victoria River Downs, and Delamere
Station, both established in 1883, Rosewood in 1885, Auvergne in 1886, and
Bradshaw in 1896.32 The new station owners turned to cheap Aboriginal labour, and
they employed many people from the Port Keats region.
Sugar cane was tried at the Daly River by a Melbourne syndicate, Spence Brothers
and Ousten, in 1879. By 1883 the project had collapsed.33 Other farmers, Edwards
and Reece, were said to be farming the area, along with Chinese farmers on nearby
Perron Island. Fisher and Lyons established the Daly River cattle station and
exported live cattle to south east Asia from 1884, but the station was abandoned by
1889.
Copper was found at the Daly River from 1882. The site became renowned for the
killing of three white miners by Aborigines in 1882 and for the barbaric white
retaliation that followed. According to some sources, one hundred and fifty
Aboriginal people were shot.34 A copper smelter was relocated to the Daly in 1904
but it too, became unviable and closed down in 1909. 35

'
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The Jesuits established a mission at Uniya on the west bank of the Daly in 1882 but it
survived only until 1891. A second mission was established at Serpentine Lagoon,
about twenty miles inland, between 1889 and 1891. A third was built at New Uniya
in 1891 and closed in 1899. Nineteen priests and brothers were engaged in
missionary work.36 They planted crops, built up herds of goats, cattle and horses and
established schools using the local language. Chinese farmers took up the land
around Old Uniya and the Serpentine Lagoon and John and Mary Niemaim took over
the mission land at New Uniya in 1899 and lived there until 1906. Mary Niemann
claimed that a large Aboriginal camp was located a short distance from her home.
The women were eager to do domestic work in exchange for tobacco.
A large Aboriginal camp was located about 400 yards away from the Niemann's house. The
Aboriginal women were very willing to undertake domestic labour for haifa stick of tobacco
per day. "The women clamoured for tobacco," Mary wrote. The camping ground was a
-

meeting place for tribes from hundreds of miles around, thousands of natives came for
corroborees and trade, and sometimes native sports gatherings which were a carry over from
the mission time.37

A small gold mine was established thirty five miles south of the Daly River at
Fletchers Gully. At the turn of the century the Nangiomeri people, who lived further
south, adjacent to the Murrinhpatha tribal lands, ventured north to the mine and
worked for the Europeans for food, tobacco and other goods. Durmagam, (European
name Smiler), a consultant and close friend of Stanner, was among them. Once there,
they and the western Wagaman people, never returned to their own country.38
Durmagam was about five years old at that time. His father died there and when the
mine failed his mother and his mother's brother took Durmagam to the smelter at the
Daly River settlement. He recalled that the smelter had become an area of endless
bloody fights between the river and the back-country tribes. It was here that his
mother died.39
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The only known resource at Port Keats was brown coal but that proved uneconomic
in the first decade of the twentieth century. A Sullivan diamond drill was dispatched
to the region in 1905. Water wells were sunk first, both for drinking water and to
service the drill and some of the local people were employed. It seems that they
willingly offered themselves for service in exchange for goods, such as they had
done with the Macassan traders:
Some 15 natives swam to the steamer from the eastern shore on the morning after our arrival,
and during that and the two succeeding days worked well and willingly at the hauling of the
machinery and cargo, for which they were given tucker' out of the rations of the Larrakcyah
boys.4°

A few weeks later in December 1905, Frederick Bradshaw and his crew from nearby
Bradshaw Station were reported murdered by the Wadeye people, close to the
drilling site at Cape Ford.4 ' Searcy blamed the actions of the drilling party:
When the boring party first went to Port Keats, a great number of niggers were there and they
assisted in getting machinery and camp equipment ashore. When the camp was formed they
were allowed to knock about it. Now this was a great mistake, and should not have been
permitted. The party soon found out that was a bad policy, for the niggers became very
insolent and did a considerable amount of stealing. It was noticed that the women
disappeared. That ought to have been sign enough to anybody who knew a thing about
niggers.42

The belief in the hostility of the Wadeye people was reported by the Government
Resident who stated that in the previous twenty-five years, the people had been:
responsible for the murder of no less than 30 men... Since 1902 no less than 16 men have
been murdered on the coast by natives in four attacks... Setting aside the case of the murder
of the late Mr Bradshaw and his companions.43
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The Government Resident called for more police action and a police station was
opened at Cape Ford in January 1906. Two constables and three native trackers were
stationed there for the protection of the government party. In order to staff this new
post, the police stations at Powell Creek and Burrundie were closed.44
Alfred Searcy, in a somewhat one sided manner, related the story of the Bradshaw
murders, and of other murders in the region.45 It was this perceived hostility,
combined with the lack of resources in the region and its inaccessibility that allowed
the Wadeye people to be left mostly undisturbed by the colonizers until the mid
nineteen thirties. Nevertheless, the people were attracted to the availability of novel
goods and many migrated to the areas of European settlement the cattle stations, the
-

farming and mining enterprises of the Daly River, and also the luggers that regularly
sailed the coastline.46
The land around Port Keats was well watered, even in the dry season, and an
abundance of food was readily available. Despite this, Stanner claimed that even in
places where no European had set foot, or was to do so for many years, a demand
had already grown up for iron goods, tobacco, tea, sugar and clothes. There was also
a hankering for a sight of such marvels as houses, machines, vehicles, firearms and
bells, "one of the most alluring things of all".47
Unrest and covetousness had drawn in people from tribes on the outer marches, the Moiil and
Fitzmaurice Rivers the Wingate and Macadam Ranges. Whole tribes like Durmugam's
-

Nangiomeri had migrated, and large tracts had thus been emptied decades before the
-

Authorities or settlers were aware of it. Some of the small tribes of the Daly (Kamor,
Yunggor) had ceased to exist... [Many] had been dispersed by migration or else absorbed
into larger tribes on which they had claims by contiguity, kinship, friendship, or
affinity.... The dwindling in total numbers had been concealed by the inward drift (to the
Daly). There were no more tribes to come, except the Murinbata of Port Keats..
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Stanner was aware of this "tribal drift" in the early 1930's believing that:
This tribal drift is threatening to dissolve such so-called uncivilized tribes into small floating
segments, each of which is likely to leave the main tribe and attach itself in parasitic fashion
to a cattle station, mission, farm or settlement.49

He argued that once this occurred the tribes were halfway to extinction. Stanner was
adamant that this movement was entirely voluntary. He claimed that this type of
disintegration that followed on a voluntary and banded migration was a very
different kind of problem from the kind that is normally visualized:
That of the ruin of a helpless people, overwhelmed by circumstances, and by something like
the mechanical collapse of their social structure.50

Stanner claimed that for every Aborigine who had Europeans thrust upon him, at
least one other had sought them out. He argued that more would have gone to
European centres sooner had it not been that their way was often barred by other
tribes of hostile Aborigines. He stated:
As late as the 1930's I was able to see for myself the battles between the encroaching Myalls
and weakening now sedentary groups who had monopolized European sources of supply and
work... Whatever these secondary causes of the subsequent disintegration in this region, it
was a voluntary movement which began it.51

In 1911 the Commonwealth Government took over the responsibility for the
Northern Territory from the South Australian Government. An agricultural expert
was brought in and three experimental farms were established, including one at the
Daly River 1912 but by 1916 it was closed and converted to an Aboriginal
compound.52
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Land at the Daly River was subdivided and opened for agricultural settlement. The
Government offered free blocks of up to one hundred and twenty eight hectares. In
1914 a dairy was attempted and failed within a year. Some of the new settlers
abandoned their farms and left the area, taking advantage of the offer by the
Government of a free passage south. Jim Parry chose to remain and by 1922, was
able to export two hundred bags of peanuts. In 1929 more settlers arrived and some
of them also survived by growing peanuts and tobacco.53
Baldwin Spencer was appointed as Special Commissioner and Chief Protector of
Aborigines. His suggestion that "a systematic study of the organisation, customs and
beliefs of the various tribes should be undertaken without delay" was well received. 4
The new rulers brought a rigid regulation to the lives of the Aborigines then living in
towns and fringe camps, and to all those of mixed descent. Regulations were
enforced supposedly to protect what was then thought a dying race. Spencer's
greatest concern was the areas of new contact between black and white and he
recommended the provision of adequate reserves on tribal land.
Eight reserves were established by the South Australian Government but on
Spencer's recommendation, nearly one hundred and thirty six thousand square
55

kilometres were added to the reserv e area in 1920:- This included the area around
Port Keats, and it was declared an Aboriginal reserve on 22 August 1920. These
reserves were intended to "protect" those people still living a traditional lifestyle and
shelter them from the effects of civilization. Nevertheless, even with reserves in
place, the people were still heavily influenced by white society. They stopped
making their stone tools, they smoked and became addicted to tobacco, they were
eager for tea, sugar and flour, to which the Europeans had access. There was great
unrest among the different communities; there was a tendency to drift away to live
near white settlements to obtain more readily these new products.56
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Durmugam's life was typical of many of the young Aboriginal youths in the area.
After going to the Daly River with his mother, he worked for a succession of
Europeans. During World War One he drifted southwards following the trade routes
that still linked the Daly to the Victoria River tribes, with other youthful Nangiomeri
and Wagaman. In the middle of the 1920's he was employed by a European and
worked in mining, building construction and cutting sleepers. In 1930, Durmagam
accompanied the European to the Daly River to try farming, and he and his wives
worked for part of each year for a meagre daily ration of food plus tobacco.57
Stanner claimed that, not only young men, but also Aboriginal women were eager for
association with the Europeans and the Chinese, and, married or single, they were
ready for casual affairs. They tried by all means to make semi permanent or
permanent attachments. Their men folk did not object but often pushed them to such
service, which always led to a payment of tobacco, sugar and tea. This arrangement
could lead to a steady income if it could be turned into a "squeeze play" against a
"captured protector". Stanner asserted that:
The moment a settler became attached to or dependent on a native woman, her close kin and
affines put in an appearance and every artifice and pressure was used to make themselves
part of the protector's estate.58

The same thing would happen to a male employee. These arrangements attracted far
more Aborigines than could possibly be employed. A mutual dependency developed.
There was no love lost on either side and the more sophisticated Aborigines were
able to play one employer against another since reliable labour was hard to find.
Each farm became the locus of a group of Aboriginal people who made it the centre
of their lives.
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These enterprises drew more and more Aboriginal people towards them making them
more familiar with Europeans and more dependent on their goods. When an
enterprise failed, (and there were many failures), the Aboriginal people would
wander elsewhere to look for new wealth and excitements

-

to Pine Creek, Brocks

Creek, the Victoria River, even to Darwin itself 59
Government policies towards Aborigines existed but were generally not strongly
enforced. Stanner conceded that there were protective laws and regulations of a good
standard but "there was no spine in their application and a fair amount of humbug".
They were also highly discriminatory. Neglect, indifference and exploitation of the
Aboriginal people were widespread and tolerated.
Meanwhile a great social change was occurring among the Aboriginal people who
still lived a traditional lifestyle in the Port Keats region. This may have been an
indirect result of European infiltration. The migration of people towards European
centres meant that traditional life came under intense pressure. There followed what
Stanner described as "a protracted tertiary phase of adaptation".6°
Stanner claimed that many of the preconditions of the traditional culture were gone.
These included a sufficient population, a self-sustaining economy and discipline by
elders. Much of the culture disappeared including its secret male rites. What was left
of the tradition, claims Stanner, amounted to a low culture

-

some secular

ceremonies, magical practices, mundane institutions and rules of thumb for a prosaic
life.6 ' This is possibly the reason behind Docherty's apparent insensitivity towards
Aboriginal culture, cited in the previous chapter.62 Docherty was firm friends with
Stanner and was greatly influenced by his knowledge.
The old were in conflict with the young, the men with the women. There was a
perception for many of the Aboriginal people, particularly in the Daly River region
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that their own culture hero, the All Father, had deserted them. The evidence for this
belief was found in the infertility of the women, (probably through gonorrhoea),
dwindling game, and the spread of sickness. The "All Mother" cult was revitalised in
the Daly River area and Durmugam's experience was used by Stanner to illustrate
how and why the new cult spread throughout the other tribespeople, including those
that lived in the Wadeye area.63
As stated previously, Durmagam had journeyed along the trade routes that linked the
Daly to the Victoria River people, (possibly the Djamindjung people).64 Once there
he was initiated into the secret rites of the older men. He learned of the religious cult
of Kunabibi, the "All Mother", (also known as Kukpi and Mutchinga at Port Keats).
He was given his first Bull Roarer, or mutchinga, coming for the first time into
Aboriginal high culture. It was this cult that Durmagam took back to his own people,
and since it came at a very appropriate time, its use quickly spread to most of the
other tribes; the Marithiel and the Marringarr were the only people who remained
aloof.65
There was great disenchantment with the Europeans and constant friction with
farmers. The cultivation of the new cult with its expressive rite for the men was a
compensatory outlet. The secret was closely guarded, especially from women, and
there were dire repercussions for any woman who came near the sacred objects. It
became generally known as "Sunday Business".66 Further information about the
Mutchinga is given in a later chapter. Stanner learned of this cult from Durmagam in
1932. He was the only European invited to the ceremony. He claimed that there was
"an elicit theme of fertility, sexual symbolism and the summoned presence of the allmother as natural images of life and continuity". The Bull Roarer was a sacred object
and the people were very fearful of damaging it, believing that the donors, from the
Victoria River, would seek the deaths of the men responsible for any damage.67
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Plate 3: Map of Wadeye and Surrounding District,
Courtesy Robyn Reynolds)
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Port Keats was home to several distinct language groups, the largest being the
Murrinhpatha, and included those from the Marri Jabin, the Murrinh Ke or
Muringide, and the Marrigarr plus several others.68 Many had already wondered off,
some to the Daly, some to the cattle stations and others to Darwin. Some remained or
returned periodically and Stanner believed it was only a matter of time before the
Wadeye people would also have been "scattered to the wind".69 "Sunday Business"
was quickly adopted by most of the remaining Wadeye men.
In addition to the new religious cult, a new means of social organisation took place
among the Wadeye people. For a long time there had been pressure, again from the
Djamindjung peoples of the south, to change the style of Aboriginal social
organisation and culture. The Murrinhpatha people, the largest group at Port Keats,
felt themselves under a strong compulsion to arrange themselves into a social system
of eight categories, largely concerned with marriage and the affiliation of children to
parents, especially mothers. Previously they had managed with two simple
categories, and this change involved very restrictive rules of marriage and adopting a
matrilineal as well as a patrilineal form of totemism. Stanner believed that "It
amounted to an ideological and social revolution, though of the quiet kind".70
Stanner claimed that by 1932 a state of terror existed among the Aboriginal people at
the Daly River:
All the talk was of warlockry and poison... No one dared to walk about alone. To do so
invited speculation about evil notice or risked the assassin's spear. An unescorted woman
was usually raped. Men even within eye-shot of their camps carried a woomerah... if they
went any distance they carried a spear as well. The camps were fenced in with wire netting or
scraps of roof iron. No one slept close enough to the fence to be within reach of a warlock's
arm.7 '

Full details of the various language groups can be obtained from Ward, T.. (1983), p.3
Stanner, W.E.H., (1973), p. 12
70 1bid,p. 10
Ibid. p. 3. Also Stanner, W.E.H., (1959), p. 88
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Plate 4: Language Groups of Wadeye Area,
(Lourtesy 1. Wara(19?33)
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None of the Daly River people would take Stanner along the Coast. They would not
go into the so called Brinken or Marithiel country

-

the Paper Bark tracts; or across

the wide Moiil Plain where the Marringarr and Marri Jabin lived; or anywhere near
the salt water country on the coastal fringe, the home of the Mariwada or
Murrinhpatha and other tribes.72 The ferocious reputation of the people living around
Port Keats was not confined to European invaders.
The region attracted renewed national interest after the killing of the crew of a
Japanese lugger Ouida, and the pursuit of the Murrinhpatha ringleader, Nemarluk.
Ion Idriess73 wrote a somewhat romanticized version of events in 1941. He claimed
to know Nemarluk personally and his book gives a good insight to the life and
general feelings of the Wadeye people just prior to the establishment of the Catholic
mission.

Plate 5: Nemarluk is Captured,
(Courtesy Kanamkek Yile Ngala Archives, Port Keats)

Vd

It was during these difficult early contact times that a Murrinhpatha man, Mulinthin,
had a dream that was to have far reaching effects on the Wadeye people, and which
prepared the way for the Catholic missionary, Richard Docherty.

72

13

Ibid
See Idriess, I., Nemarluk: King of the Wilds, Angus & Robertson: Sydney, 1958

The story is told by Mulinthin's son, Gregory Panpawa Molinthin,74 and a shortened
version, with my comments, follows:
My father used to be a very bad man. He was a kidney-fat man, always cutting out the
kidney fat from people. That and other bad things he used to do. However he was stricken
with a bad disease ... while he was lying there a brown hawk descended from above.. my
father then went into a trance. He had a vision where everything went misty, you know that
sort of thing. Then the bird called my father and they both ascended above, my father with
his eyes closed .... My father opened his eyes and in amazement said "Oh! What's this?
what's this glorious place?"

Three figures were pointed out to Mulinthin -"our brother", "our mother" and "our
Father", and a large group of people who had previously died. Some of these people
danced before him and he was given what became known as the Malgarran song and
dance, and the Mu/urn Kanarra songs. Molinthin continued the story:
After that vision he was lying there awake at Kurduntullulu Yirrminhirnu area and from then
on he was a good person. The people who were camped there were then returning from the
day's fishing and zamia fruit expeditions. That afternoon he sat up and looked up. His face
and hair were shining, he was radiant all over. From that time on my father was no longer a
..

kidney fat man, nor did he do any of those other bad things.

The words of the songs were not known or understood by anyone presently living
and may not have been known to Mulinthin himself, although he made up further
songs at a later date, with more of the words being understood.
It has been claimed75 that Mulinthin probably "saw" the Murrinhpatha beings of
Kunmangkur, Mutchinga (or Kukpi) and Thiminin. This kind of vision or dream,
often initiating new songs and ceremonies was not unknown in traditional religion.
On the other hand, it is possible that some Christian beliefs may have filtered through
from the early Jesuit mission at the Daly River.76

Gregory Panpawa Molinthin, "Mulinthin Story", Taped Interview by Mark Crocombe with English
transcript, Kanamkek Yile Ngala Archives, 1997
75
Stockton, E., "Mulinthin's dream", in Ne/en Yubu, Nelen Yubu Missiological Unit in Northern
Australia: Darwin, Autumn 1985, Vol 22, pp. 3 11
76
Ibid, Footnote 1, p. 3
-
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Nevertheless, the Wadeye people believe that Mulinthin saw the Christian forms of
Jesus, Mary and God, and believe him to be the first missionary in the Port Keats
region. They revere Mulinthin and accept without question the story of the dream,
together with the Malgarran songs. Although Stockton could find no evidence to
support the idea that the Docherty had ever capitalised on the story, it is highly likely
that it helped with the successful establishment of the mission. The story dropped out
of circulation and was unknown until 1985, possibly because of cynicism on the part
of many of the missionary staff. Stockton claimed that:
if this had been Europe, a Marian cult would have sprung up after due ecclesiastical
investigation, a shrine at Kurdarntiga would now be attracting people from afar, as an
antipodean Lourdes or Fatima, and the Church would be exploiting the devotion to the full in
its apostolate to Aborigines. Of course one can appreciate white hesitance in accepting such
a phenomenon, for we pride ourselves on being pragmatic and down to earth and we feel
uncomfortable with anything which smacks of mystical experience. However the Church has
long been familiar with such phenomena and the means of testing them.77

He continued:
Everyone, including eyewitnesses, affirmed the big change in his [Mulinthin's] manner of
life. Not only were the bad old ways abandoned, but there is a suggestion of a subsequent
sense of mission in him, both evangelical and prayerful. In this close-knit community it
would have been impossible to get away with any insincerity or affectation.7

The dream was made evident to Docherty when, on showing Mulinthin pictures of
Mary, the man claimed to have seen her before. A similar response was given by him
when he was shown a film of Jesus. Docherty, being very spiritual himself, would
most certainly have believed in the dream, and Pye, Docherty's close companion and
helper through most of the war years, strongly agrees.

77
71

Ibid, p. 9
Ibid, p. 10
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Plate 6: Mulinthin's Vision of Mutchinga
as Depicted in Wadeye Church,
(photograph by author)
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Docherty regarded Mulinthin as a very special friend, even though he would not
agree to baptism until 1943, and still lived in a polygamous marriage. When
Mulinthin died, the RAAF persoimel, then stationed near the mission, built his coffin
and draped it with a red cloth. Docherty had indicated his desire to be buried beside
him, but when the time came, the bishop decided otherwise, causing great
consternation among the Wadeye people.
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Stanner was supportive of the welfare work of missionaries during the 1930's,
claiming that they were responsible for almost all of any humanitarian contact in the
outer bush; that missions were the only centres where Aborigines could expect any
solicitude. In his 1973 address to the MSC, Stanner summed up the situation of Port
Keats at the time the mission was established:
The new mission superimposed a new revolution on an ideological, social and religious
change already in being. None of us knew that at that time there was a kind of dynamic
internal and absolutely Aboriginal still at work within the almost ruined society, which
Docherty found at Port Keats in 1935.

79

79

Stanner, W.E.H., (1973)
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Chapter Five: A Social Problem?
The Wadeye people were possibly one of the last communities in Australia to be
affected by the European invasion. By this time there were feeble attempts at legislation
alleged to be "protecting" what was then considered a dying race. However, it will be
shown that much of this legislation was more to do with protecting the white society
from the "evils" of a mixed race population and from the spread of disease. The
Ordinances and policies, introduced during the first sixty years of European settlement
in the Northern Territory, were aimed primarily at Aboriginal women. Most were used
to gain control over sexual relations between Aboriginal women and non-Aboriginal
men.
The history of relations between the Europeans and the Aboriginal people is generally
far from pleasant. The invaders frequently had very little regard for the Aborigines and
even less if they were seen to interfere with commercial development. Although the
people of the Northern Territory were spared from invasion until the late nineteenth
century, the atrocities that had occurred in the southern colonies were repeated in the
north and large numbers of people were killed in the name of so called "pacification".
Two major "dispersals", which occurred at Barrow Creek in 18741 and the Daly River,
ten years later 2 were examples of white attempts at so called peace keeping.
Catholic missionaries were among those who alerted southern philanthropists to the
appalling conduct towards the Aboriginal people. Reid suggests that the resulting outcry
may have had more to do with morality rather than with genuine humanitarianism:
Yet it was not so much the ill-treatment of aborigines which finally stirred southern feelings, but
rather the 'immorality' of aboriginal sexual relations with other races, the increasing number of

Reid, G., A Picnic with the Natives: Aboriginal- European Relations in the Northern Territory to 1910,
Melbourne University Press: Carlton, Victoria, 1990, P. 326
2
Christie, M.F., "Discourse and Disclosure: The Daly River Outrage 1884-1885", in Austin, T., and
Parry, S., Connection and Disconnection: Encounters between Settlers and Indigenous People in the
Northern Territory, Northern Territory University Press: Darwin, 1998, pp. 125-154
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half-caste children, and incidence of disease and opium smoking. Victorian morality rather than
humanitarianism was the motivation.3

The outcry was followed by the first serious attempt by the South Australian
Government to formulate legislation to protect the Aboriginal people.4 A report on race
relations in the Northern Territory was duly requested and this, along with other
evidence, eventually resulted in The Northern Territory Aborigines Bill, passed on
7 December 1910.

Much of the evidence produced for the report, collected by Charles James Dashwood,
cited sexual abuse against young Aboriginal women by European and Asian men, the
subsequent birth of mixed race children and the spread of venereal disease. He claimed
that in the settled districts, many of the women prostituted themselves with the consent
and connivance of their husbands. When questioned about the premise that an
Aboriginal man would sell his wife "for a plug of tobacco" Dashwood replied:
So they will sometimes, and for any other consideration; but while the native is prepared to allow
you the service of his lubra for a consideration, he does not appreciate your taking her nolens
volens from him, or running her down in the bush and collaring her. If you give him a stick of
tobacco, or say a handkerchief of a pretty description, or anything of that sort which appeals to
his fancy, he will no doubt let you have the use of his lubra in many cases.

Many young women and girls were just kidnapped and raped:
What I complain of is the forcible taking away of the lubras.. Inspector Foelshe, and the men
who have been connected with the police force of the Northern Territory nearly all their lifetime,
will tell you how men on stations seeing lubras in the bush will pursue them, run them down on
their horses, and take them away. That is the kind of thing that takes place in the Northern

Reid,G.,(1990),p. 144
Ibid. p.156
Ibid, p.189, and Austin, T., (1997), p. 3
6
Part of evidence given by Dashwood to the Select Committee on the Aborigines Bill. South Australia
Parlia,nentary Papers., 1899, No. 77, pp. 5, 26,

3
'
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TelTitory; and it is not on my knowledge alone I depend, but information I have received from
officials of niany years' standing in the Territory..

These sexual encounters resulted in widespread cases of venereal disease and sometimes
very young girls were affected. Reports drifted in that described how young girls were
"run down" by white men and purposely infected with gonorrhoea in the hopes of
ridding themselves of the disease:
Another brutal thing I would like to bring under your notice Sirs, and that is bushmen cohabiting
with young girls and giving them a loathsome disease and well knowing it. A very silly yet
general impression exists amongst some ignorant bushmen that when suffering from gonorrhoea
all that they need do is to impart the disease to some female, then the severity of such disease
upon themselves will be greatly modified, or perhaps totally cured... I have seen poor young gins,
mere children between 11 and 14 years of age, suffering from syphilis in all its stages. The old
blacks assured me that white men had run them down and ruined them.8

Considerable evidence was concerned with the rising numbers of mixed race children,
arising out of these sexual encounters, and the question of who should be responsible for
them:
Another very important question is the half caste. Every father of a half caste should be
compelled to register the birth of such half caste, and contribute towards its support through the
protector. Some mean fellows think it is a very clever and manly thing to saddle a young lubra
with a half caste child. One time the gins used to kill these half caste children, but they have
learned to fear the consequences of such unlawful acts.

Problems associated with the presence of mixed race children were not confined only to
economic considerations; Reid claims they were more likely due to fears of
miscegenation.

Letter from R. C. Thorpe, M. C. to Justice Dashwood, the Select Committee on the Aborigines Bill,
South Australia Parliamentary Papers, 1897, No. 77, pp. 113-114
Ibid
Letter from R. C. Thorpe, MC., to Justice Dashwood, in South Australia Parliamentary Papers, (1897),
No. 77, pp. 113-114
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The emphasis on Dashw000d's Bill was much more upon miscegenation... The attention to half
castes in the Bill and its title indicates the seriousness with which the mixing of races was
regarded in South Australia and elsewhere in Australia at that time.'°

Austin strongly supported Reid's sentiments that concerns regarding the increasing
numbers of mixed race children provoked protective legislation:
The sexual exploitation of women, resulting in growing numbers of children of mixed parentage
known scornfully as 'half-castes'

-

-

was the single most potent reason for calls in the North itself

for protective legislation.'

This interest in the science of eugenics and subsequent fears of miscegenation provided
the basis for policies to control the increasingly worrying situation of mixed race
children. The theory of Eugenics was founded in 1883 and was based on the idea of
natural selection- that "a nation's racial strength was lessened by dysgenic imbalance".12
Miscegenation was an example of dysgenic imbalance and was believed to cause
numerous problems:
Influential studies during the period right up to the 1930's seemed to show that disharmonic
procreation resulted in physical abnormality and a greater incidence of disease in children,
delinquency, alcoholism, prostitution, and feeble mindedness.'3

Although the science of Eugenics was slowly losing its popularity, its ideas still lingered
in the Northern Territory where the mixed race proportion of the population was
unusually large.14 As a result, administrators were preoccupied for decades, almost
exclusively, with the "half caste problem". In Queensland it was even suggested that
Aboriginal women be sterilised to stop this "evil":
It is difficult to see how this social blot can be erased as long as the white and black races are
allowed in contact, no flatter how stringent the laws may be made. Only complete segregation of

'
'
14

Reid, G., (1990), p. 162.
Austin, T., (1997), p. 3
Ibid, p. 20
Ibid, p.21
Ibid, p. 23

the black races, which is financially impracticable at present. or, as suggested by some,
sterilisation of the females, an absolutely unacceptable solution, will prevent the results of
intercourse.'

In the Northern Territory, some officials, including the Chief Protector, C.E. Cook,
actively promoted a policy of "biological assimilation". This involved marrying mixed
race women with white men to "breed out the colour". Other policies evolved where
mixed race children were taken from their families to be sent to institutions, supposedly
in the best interest of the child's welfare. It was thought that in time, these children
would reject their Aboriginal ancestry and acquire the "more acceptable" European
ways. 16
It was agreed that some forrn of protection for Aboriginal people, especially Aboriginal
women and girls, was required, although some of its proponents had a somewhat
"Utopian" view on what "protection" actually entailed:
By appointing temporary protectors, the aborigines themselves would soon begin to know whom
to look to for protection, and to whom they could state their grievances.., the protector ought, first
of all, dispel every atom of fear from the black's mind and make them perfectly satisfied that the
protector is a friend.' 7

The Northern Territory Aborigines Bill was a result of Dashwood's report and was
intended: "to make provision for the better protection and control of the Aboriginal
inhabitants of the Northern Territory". It was passed three weeks before the
Commonwealth assumed control and was then embodied in the Northern Territory
Aborigines Ordinance in 1911 and remained in force until 1918 when it was then
revised. An Aboriginal Department was established to control and promote the welfare
of the Aboriginal people. It would be staffed by district Protectors led by a Chief
Protector who became the "legal guardian of every aboriginal and every half-caste child,

15

Queensland's Protector of Aborigines Annual Report 1932, Queens/and Parliamentari' Papers 1, 1933,
pp. 9-10
16 lbid, p.18
'
Letter from R. C. Thorpe, MC., in South Australia Parliamentary Papers, 1897, No. 77, p. 114
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notwithstanding that any child has a parent or other relative living, under the age of
eighteen years".'9
These young people could be detained in an Aboriginal institution or industrial school
and extraordinary power was given to Protectors, with nothing in place to regulate their
activities or any abuse of power. The Act was particularly concerned with Aboriginal
women and children and was characterised by an oppressive paternalism that denied
those civil liberties that whites took for granted.'9 Most of the restrictions outlined below
were related to the control of Aboriginal women's access to non-Aboriginal men. This
was achieved by restricting their employment prospects or by confinement to a reserve
or institution:
The removal of any Aboriginal people who were under eighteen years of age,
without authority, from one district to another was now considered an offence.
A reserve or other Aboriginal institution could be declared, a superintendent
appointed and Aborigines and children of mixed descent were now required to
remain within its boundaries.
These boundaries could be altered and reserves abolished; non-Aboriginal people
were barred from them, although provision was made for miners to apply for
entry.
An annual licence to employ Aborigines was now required; Asians were banned
from having a licence and a "bad" employer could have theirs cancelled.
No male Aborigine under eighteen and no female of any age could be employed
in or around a boat.
A Protector could direct wages to be paid to himself or to a police officer rather
than to the employee, and he could spend that money on the wage earner's
20
behalf.

Austin, T., (1997), p. 4
'9 lbid

'

20

Ibid
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There was an assumption in the first few decades of European settlement that Aborigines
of full descent were becoming extinct and in need of protection while they died off 2 '
Some believed that Aboriginal people had declined from a former higher state and had
lost any good qualities that they might have had, and had now sunk to "a mean and
thriftless condition". Others saw them as having a child's intellect, which only
missionaries believed had any potential for development. These attitudes stemmed from
interpretations of both Biblical sources and the writings of Charles Darwin and were
used to justify ill treatment and tyranny. The Aborigines' extinction was believed to be a
natural part of evolution.2 . Gsell, however, questioned some of these assumptions:
It has often been said that the aborigines come lowest in the human scale, so near the animals,
indeed, that some travellers and so-called scholars are willing to question their capacity for a
spiritual life. But those of us who have lived amongst these people know that while it is true that
they are endowed with life, as a tortoise or a dog is, they are also living beings to be numbered
with those whom our Lord will judge "when He comes to judge the quick and the dead". They,
these Australian aborigines, possess a conscience; they are capable of mental, even intellectual
and spiritual processes, and given the opportunity, they can reach as high a standard as the best. 23

Education was seen by some to be an appropriate solution to the perceived mental
defectiveness of the Aboriginal people. Others felt education was dangerous, believing
that "civilized blacks" committed the most murders and thefts, and that educating "halfcastes" was considered even worse, beliefs that lingered well into the 1930's.24 Even
Gsell believed that mixed race people were inferior to other Aboriginal people:
It is remarkable that these half-caste children, the offspring of white men, are inferior to the
children of coloured men. The pure native children are intelligent in the main, and, if taken in
hand at a fairly young age, they can become useful citizens of their country. But how easily the
little half-caste beings can sink into a condition of moral squalor or, at the least, into passivity, if

21

Ibid, p. 5
Ibid, p. 8. Similar attitudes prevailed in other parts of Australia. For example see Haebich, A., (1992),
pp. 47-51
23
Gsell, F.X., (1956), pp. 21-22
24
Austin, T., (1997), p. 8
22
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they are not cared for with much vigilance. The adventurous spirit and moral laxity of their white
fathers does not mix well with the instability of the black.2

Even so, it was the missionaries who fought for the right of mixed race children to be
educated and Gsell was anxious that these schools should be "centres of education,
never reformatories".26 While some provision was now in place to teach the mixed race
children, the government did nothing for the children of full Aboriginal descent except
to provide a very small and completely inadequate annual subsidy to Christian missions.
Sir Walter Baldwin Spencer, noted anthropologist, biologist and administrator in the
early decades of the twentieth century, was very influential in the formation of
government policies towards Aboriginal people. Although he was an agnostic himself,
he recommended that Christian missions should play an important role in the care of and
protection of the Aborigines. He was particularly impressed by the Catholic mission at
Bathurst Island, claiming that the Catholics sent out "good men". However, he despised
some of the other missions, especially that of the Lutherans at Hennannsburg, and
concluded ten years later that only the Catholic mission should remain and that the
others should be taken over by the government.27
Spencer saw a need to take children of mixed descent away from Aboriginal camps to
educate them in order to raise their status, but gave no thought to the emotional effects
of snatching them from their families. He strongly believed that the children must be
taught to earn their own living and in so doing would lose the ability to obtain food by
traditional means and hence be forced to halt their nomadic lifestyles.2 He greatly
strengthened the powers of the Chief Protector to take people of full and mixed descent
into custody and remove them from the perceived deleterious effects of white settlement.
He proposed that police officers and others, such as mission superintendents, should be
made Protectors, and he was among the first to call for women Protectors. However, this
latter demand was still being sought twenty five years later.
Gsell, F. (1956), p. 153
1bid,pp. 153- 154
27
Austin, T., (1997), pp. 47-50
28
Ibid, p. 32
26
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Spencer sought legislation to prevent sexual abuse of women and girls.29 It was revealed
that many Aboriginal women were aborting their unwanted babies, resulting in sterility
and a breakdown in their health. It was claimed that the women had been "tutored and
debased by vicious association with Asiatics and other disreputable people".3°
Two homes were established, one called the Kahlin Compound in Darwin and another in
Alice Springs, known as the Bungalow, in 1914. Julie Wells supports my view that this
segregation of Aboriginal people in specially created homes was about protecting white
society:
The reasons for the establishment of the [Kahlin] compound was not exclusively altruistic,
however. In townships such as Darwin, governments not only wanted to protect Aborigines from
settler exploitation, but also to protect settlers from the threat of disease which was said to derive
from both Aborigines' unsanitary habits, and their inherently amoral behaviour which were in
racist terms, both considered characteristics of the Aborigines. Contemporaries believed that the
basis of Aboriginal ill health was "the natural proclivity of Aborigines to engage in unsanitary
and unhygienic practices and social vices.3 '

Both homes became targets for white men in search of sexual gratification with the
women and girls. The Bungalow was situated behind the local bar and the staff waged a
constant battle warding off men.32 At Kahlin there was a very high incidence of sexual
contact between the Aboriginal women and Darwin whites and the spread of Venereal
Disease became alarming. Although sympathies appeared to lie with the Aboriginal
women, and the men were socially condemned, disciplinary action was nevertheless
targeted at the women.33 Unemployed Aborigines were restricted from going into the
town, curfews were introduced, and regulations were enforced to keep Aborigines in and
non-Aborigines out.34

29

Ibid. p. 34
Ibid, p. 35
'
Wells. J., (1995), p. 40
32
Austin, T, (1997), p. 65
33
Ibid, p. 66
34
Ibid. p. 67
3()
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Sexual encounters, many unwanted, were still taking place throughout the Territory.
White workers at the newly opened mine at Maranboy raped almost all of the young
Aboriginal women and girls and spread Venereal Disease:
I have known of young lubras forced to cohabit with white men against their will and their
husbands flogged or knocked down senseless for protesting. I have known of white brutes, when
rotten with venereal, outraging children of nine or ten years of age. And these brutes have
knocked senseless the mothers or sisters who strove to prevent the children being outraged.

The revised Aborigines Ordinance, launched in 1918, was noted for its preoccupation
with mixed race girls and the fears that they might become the future mothers of more
"tainted" children.36 Government control over mixed race people was increased. The
new Ordinance allowed for different treatment of males and females. Girls of mixed
descent could now remain under guardianship indefinitely like those of full descent.37
C.E. Cook became the Chief Protector, Quarantine Officer, Chief Health Officer and
Chief Medical Officer on 9 February 1927. R.H. Weddell was appointed Government
Resident of North Australia38 in the same year and four years later became
Administrator for the whole of the Territory.39 The appointment of these two men
brought about significant changes to the administration of Aboriginal affairs, particularly
that of missionary work.4°
In 1928, the Chief Protector of Queensland, J.W. Bleakley, was commissioned to
conduct an investigation in the Northern Territory. He was to enquire about the
condition and treatment of Aborigines and children of mixed descent, and to provide

Northern Territory Times, 30 November 1918, Cited in Austin, T., (1997), p. 82
Austin, T., (1997), p. 75
37
Ibid, p. 81
38
In 1926 the Northern Territory ceased to exist when it was divided into two near Tenant Creek. Each
part was called North Australia and Central Australia and had its own administration. The arrangement
was abolished in 1931 and the Northern Territory was returned to its old system of control. See Powell,
A., (1982), p. 169
39 Austin, T, (1997), p.97 and O'Brien, V.T., "Weddell, Robert Hunter (1882-1951)", in Carment, D., et
al, (Eds.), Northern Territory Dictionary of Biography, Volume one: To 1945, Northern Territory
University Press: Darwin, 1990, p. 311
°
Austin, T., (1997), p. 97

35
36
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advice about future treatment and welfare. The Bleakley Report was released in January
1929, verifying much of the evidence of the southern agitators. It confirmed reports that
women on pastoral stations were forced by starvation into prostitution with white
employees and that white men frequently engaged in "gin sprees" from the nearby
settlements. It recommended improved working conditions for mixed race girls, and a
halt to the abuse by Protectors who forced girls to stay in the workforce by withholding
their wages.4'
Bleakley's description of the government-operated Kahlin Compound was far from
flattering. He stated that there was little "moral protection offered to inmates, which had
after all been one of its functions".42 He spoke well of the missions, recommending that
education of children of mixed descent should be entrusted to them and be compulsory
till the children were aged sixteen years. He dismissed anthropologists' objections that
mission activities destroyed cultures, saying that they needed protection from
unscrupulous people. Their best hope, he said, lay with missions motivated by
benevolent aims and able to attract workers imbued with other than mercenary motives.
Subsidies should be increased substantially with the aim that the mission would
eventually become self-supporting. He believed that by paying missions to play a bigger
part in Aboriginal welfare, the government would be able to free resources for its more
important task of developing the Territory.4'
Cook protested about the investigation, angry that so soon after his own appointment, an
outsider, with no apparent knowledge of the Northern Territory should be brought in. He
accused Bleakley of plagiarizing his own work and consequently opposed many of his
recommendations. He vehemently disagreed with any increase in the work and influence
of missions, and instead sought greater powers over their operations.

Ibid, p. 123
"The Aboriginals and Half-Castes of Central and North Australia", Report by J.W. Bleakley, Chief
Protector of Aborigines, Queensland, 1928. Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers, No. 21, 1929. Also
Wells, J., (1995), p. 42
43
Wells. J., (1995), p. 42. Also Austin, T., (1997), p. 127
42
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Both Cook and Weddell disliked missions and were convinced that the government
could provide superior care. Cook was almost belligerent in his insistence that missions
succumb to government controls over sanitation, diet, employment conditions, education
and health care. Even then, the off shore Sacred Heart Mission station on Bathurst Island
continued to be viewed benignly, though the Protestant missions were still a constant
cause of disapprobation.44
J.A. Carrodus, then Chief Clerk in the Department of Home and Territories, accepted the
recommendation that all missions were required to become accountable for their work.
Subsidies would now be paid on the basis of how much the mission spent on Aboriginal
welfare; what education was received; what industrial work was carried out, and how
profitably; what results were achieved by the mission; the way the station was managed;
and any logistic difficulties. Detailed reports and financial statements were now required
and periodic inspections were to be made by government officers.45
This was a win for Cook who had campaigned long and hard for greater controls over
missions. He was able to issue detailed instructions to his medical officers that resulted
in comprehensive and revealing mission reports and subsidies would be paid to new
missions only after they had proved their worth.46 He belligerently stereotyped
missionaries as lazy, uneducated and worthless:
[They were] individuals of low intelligence and poor capacity, who find missionary work an
avenue of employment agreeable to them. It offers them a livelihood which their personal ability
and merit could not elsewhere attain, it affords the idle and incompetent a safe and comfortable
existence and it places persons of subject mentality into positions of authority which only too
often are exploited by their vanity to establish them as autocrats whose administrations, inspired
by personal advantage, marred by indolence and unguided by intelligence, has a disastrous effect
upon the welfare and morale of native peoples.47
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Cook believed that missions should focus on training and welfare and that Christianity
was detrimental to the gradual process of cultural change. He considered that missions
provided inadequate health care and that their methods of assembling large numbers of
people in unaccustomed sedentary conditions, were unsanitary. The latter criticism is
somewhat perplexing, since Cook pushed for government-controlled village settlements
as a basis for his own assimilation policies.
Nevertheless, Cook continued to view the Catholic missions rather more kindly than
other missions. When the MSC established a mission in Alice Springs, Cook was much
better disposed towards it and personally approved a subsidy. Here at least was a
mission that attempted to work with, and provide schooling for, urban Aborigines.48 A
subsidy was also granted to the new MSC mission at Port Keats in 1935. The claim of a
considerable amount of medical treatment and the effort at rudimentary education for
adults and children, were possible reasons for the application being successful, as Austin
suggests; but it could also be Gsell's indignant reaction to the letters of rejection:
To tell you the truth, it has caused me intense disappointnient and pain, not so much for the
refusal of the subsidy than for the reason of the refusal. Your letter states: The report shows that
the activities of the mission authorities have been confined to establishing themselves, and the
progress in assisting the natives is yet to come". Well to my experience it is just the other way
about. I have spent a week there lately and have observed the matter thoroughly. My finding is
that the mission has spent most of its time and money to help the natives and had not enough time
and money left to establish itself properly...

Cook was undoubtedly racist but he was also well informed by contemporary scientific
opinion. In addition to his other qualifications, he had taken a course in anthropology
and while Stanner was anxious to see him removed from the position of Chief Protector,
he grudgingly acknowledged that Cook was exceptionally knowledgeable about the
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Aborigines .5 ' Austin believes that he was sincere in his determination to improve
Aboriginal welfare, especially by providing superior schooling and improved conditions
at the homes, but concedes that he was nevertheless an ardent advocate of the "White
Australia policy".52
Cook gained considerable control of the mixed race Aboriginal women at Kahlin
Compound. In his efforts to make them live like white people, he urged them to produce
clothing for sale, to establish a laundry service and he developed a special training
scheme for Aboriginal nurses.53 In addition, the women were induced to marry white
men without the niceties of courtship, in order to facilitate Cook's aspirations of
biological assimilation. Men would select a young woman and go through the
formalities, and Cook would assist them to find jobs and provided low cost housing.54
The 1930's heralded a considerable change in policy towards Aboriginal people, and
towards Aboriginal women in particular. Increasing public exposure, both within
Australia and overseas, of the treatment of the Aborigines in the Northern Territory
brought about substantial pressure for reform. Sensational articles about their
mistreatment were published in the English, German and Swedish press, and caused
considerable anguish in Canberra in 1934 and 1935. 55
Public regard for Aboriginal people slowly improved, aided by the work of
contemporary anthropologists. A.R. Radcliffe Brown, the first Professor of
Anthropology in Australia, conceded that they were not racially inferior to white people.
H.K. Fry stressed the humanity of Aborigines and A.P. Elkin even praised their social
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organization and cult life at the 1935 Australia and New Zealand Association for the
Advancement of Science conference.56
However, even among anthropologists, there were those who still used contemporary
scientific evidence to justify paternalistic treatment. As late as 1937, S.D. Porteous
maintained that brain size remained an important determinant of racial intelligence. As a
consequence, Aborigines, he claimed, had a brain capacity of twelve to thirteen years.
He also claimed that Aboriginal women lacked individuality and thus the potential to
57
adapt.
Fry, and others, supported Porteous' findings claiming that children could be reasonably
educated until adolescence, and that Aboriginal women were unresponsive and had no
"personality".55 It was concluded that Aboriginal women were dull individuals, poorly
equipped for assimilation. In addition the apparent "uninhibited emotions" of the
Aborigines, were considered contrary to logical thought. This was said to be a major
factor in western intellectual degeneracy so the Australian Aborigines were then linked
with the mentally and morally disabled.59
The Aboriginal people, themselves, were also becoming more assertive, although some
were out of touch with the situation in the Northern Territory and were as paternalistic as
the non-Aboriginal bureaucrats. They fought for parliamentary representation, with full
citizenship rights for all Aborigines, but only for those "who may be qualified to
exercise them".6°
In particular, William Cooper, Secretary of the Australian Aborigines League, lobbied
for the adoption of all "approved" Aborigines of full or mixed descent of an independent
status, giving them equal political economic and legal rights, equal access to old age
pensions, invalid pension, maternity bonus, and unemployed relief. He fought for the
Austin, T., (1997), p. 12
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right of Aborigines to live in segregated inalienable reserves; equality of treatment for
all Aborigines; equal education opportunities for children; the right to employment
training; and land settlement programs designed to enable people to become
economically independent. They were laudable aims except that "unapproved" and
"unqualified" Aborigines were not included in these basic human rights.6 '
The noted author Xavier Herbert was better aware of the situation in the north and
established The Northern Territory Half Caste Association. He successfully demanded
independence for mixed race people from the Ordinance.62 Herbert's publication of
Capricornia in 1938 did much to increase exposure of the treatment of Aborigines in the

Territory. The book described the inmates of the Kahlin compound and the conditions
there.

63

Cook was a firm supporter of a policy of assimilation, both biological and economical.
He believed that Aboriginal people had a capacity for economic independence and that
they could eventually be elevated to what he termed "a civilised peasant class". He
strongly disagreed with segregating the Aboriginal people on reserves, believing that it
was crucial that the people be employed and therefore needed to be close to town.
Rather, he argued that Darwin needed a source of cheap labour and that the people
would benefit from being taught useful skills.
Cook's request to establish a new Aboriginal settlement, to replace the Kahlin
Compound was approved in the late 1930's, but a bitter debate followed between
himself and the influential anthropologist, Elkin, over its location.64 Elkin and Herbert,
wanted it to be in a relatively isolated position on the Cox Peninsula, but Cook wanted it
to be in Darwin. In this instance Cook won his argument and the new settlement, known
as Bagot Reserve, was established just five miles from the city.65
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Elkin was also a supporter of an assimilation policy, but unlike Cook, he believed that
missions were crucial to its successful implementation. Assimilation was considered
necessary for Aboriginal people to take an active role in the political and economic life
of the new settler society. It meant that they must be absorbed, or incorporated into that
society and follow a similar way of life. The term was widely used in America for new
immigrants, as a method by which they could become accustomed to the American way
of life. Wells cites an American definition that was held in 1927, which used the process
of assimilation to ensure the hegemony of the nation state:
It is the name given to the process or processes by which people of diverse racial origins and
different cultural heritages, occupying a common territory, achieve a cultural solidarity sufficient
at least to sustain a national existence.66

Elkin and other anthropologists actively sought to influence government policy, giving
advice about the best ways to effect social change. They argued that their sophisticated
knowledge of the Indigenous people enabled them to offer better guidance towards any
forms of government intervention.
Stanner objected vigorously to the notion of assimilating the Aboriginal people, and
continued to argue against it right through the assimilation era. He questioned the
various resolutions that were bandied about at the initial Commonwealth-State
conference on Aboriginal welfare, held in 1937:
One resolution urges the need of a declaration about the 'destiny' of the race, but mentions only
the mixed bloods. Another resolution urges the need for uniformity of legislation, but would
leave administration into six different authorities, Another establishes a legal test of who may
properly considered a native.67
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Stanner was particularly concerned with one of the resolutions about "absorption" of the
people of mixed descent:
One resolution of great importance shows that the conference felt the need of a clear
understanding of the biological and social destiny of the mixed bloods. According to this
resolution, these mixed bloods should be 'absorbed' by the white people of the Commonwealth.
What 'absorption' implies was not dealt with, yet the conference recommended that efforts be
made to secure that objective, the assumption being apparently that it was a matter of fairly
simple political decision. Is it really so?60

It appeared that many representatives at the 1937 conference still considered that
admission to the white society would depend on racial origin and the colour of the skin
rather than the mode of living, causing Rowley to liken those assumptions to that of a
stockbreeder.69
Stanner most certainly saw the need for reform. Nevertheless, he was far more
concerned with provision of improved medical services and increased funding for food.
Despite arguments to the contrary, he believed that the Aboriginal people were a dying
race and since the government and others professed a keenness to "preserve" them,
something must be done urgently to halt their probable extinction.70
Richard Docherty, close friend of Stanner, also disagreed with the concept of
assimilation. Sister Marion Whelan, who worked closely with Docherty during the
1950's, recalled that:
At that time the official policy for Aboriginal people was to work for "assimilation". He
vigorously opposed this policy as he believed "assimilation" would result in "annihilation".7 '
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Cook, meanwhile, was among many who believed that the philanthropic intentions of
both anthropologists and missionaries to "trap' the Aboriginal people on reserves, thus
denying them full participation into the new society, were contrary to economic reality.72
In February 1939, John McEwen, then Minister for the Interior, issued a policy
statement in which he promised a "New Deal" for Northern Territory Aborigines.
Humanitarian groups were delighted. The objective was to raise the status of Aborigines
so as to entitle them by right and by qualifications to the ordinary rights of citizenship
and enable them to share the opportunities that were available in their own native land.
The statement differed surprisingly little from recommendations that Cook had espoused
many years previously with the major exception than any notion of biological absorption
was removed, and the concession that all Aboriginal Australians could aspire to full
citizenship.73
Elkin's influence helped to ensure that patrol officers, who replaced the network of now
discredited "Protectors", would be trained in anthropology, in an effort to promote better
understanding of Aboriginal religious and social life and, hopefully, that any
intervention would be made in a more appropriate manner. Elkin also argued
successfully on the inclusion of religion in the assimilation process.74
The people were divided into categories but were now depicted in various stages of "The
Long March"75 towards the goal of citizenship. The people living in the towns would be
cared for, trained and controlled within village settlements established for their
rehabilitation. Much of this "training" was focused on women.
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The "Myalls" who were still living in a traditional state would be left alone and
protected from intrusion of whites until further progress was made with the "semi
detribalised people". Reserves should have either government stations or Christian
missions "to act as buffers between the tribal people and the outer civilization", to
facilitate gradual contact with the settler society. Missions would get increased subsidies
and would provide religious training to replace their ancient philosophy and moral code,
destroyed by contact with white civilization.76 In addition the missions would train and
control the children born of an Aboriginal mother and white father, since the future for
mixed race people was unchanged; they would be absorbed by the white society. The
children were subsequently moved to off-shore Catholic, Anglican, and Methodist
missions.
With the advent of World War II, it would be another decade before significant attempts
to provide for the general welfare of Aboriginal people evolved.77 However the war
provided alternative employment possibilities for many Aboriginal people and many
men from Port Keats were employed at the RAAF unit known as 39 Radar, established
jut a few kilometres from the mission grounds.78 By 1942 almost all of the white civilian
population had been evacuated, and over one hundred thousand service men and women
worked in the Territory during the war years. Many Aboriginal people flocked to the
military camps in search of a better life.
Two young anthropologists, Catherine and Ronald Berndt, visited these army labour
camps as part of a survey in Aboriginal living and working conditions.79 They found that
conditions for Aborigines in the military camps were far superior to those on pastoral
stations. The army camps provided nutritious food, medical services, regular
employment and suitable rates of pay.80
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The Berndts were also enthusiastic about the treatment of Aboriginal women who were
trained as house servants, nursing aides and orderlies. Women's placements in the army
camps meant that they could stay with their families, the children received rudimentary
education and generally, (though not always),8 ' they were protected from sexual
exploitation.82
At the end of the Second World War, two major changes occurred in domestic and
international relations. The first was the development of Australia as a welfare state. It
was conceived that the government was now under an obligation to provide the means
by which a minimum basic standard of living could be achieved as a right for all
citizens. By 1945 Australian citizens could obtain child endowment, widows and old age
pensions, unemployment and sickness and funeral benefits.83
Another major change occurred in the international arena. In 1946 the United Nations
established the Commission for Human Rights for the protection of the minorities, and
the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race, sex, language or religion. This
resulted in the United Nations Charter, duly endorsed as the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. This Charter provided a recognised international criterion by which
Australia could be judged, and it could be used to challenge existing practices and the
formation of new laws.84
Both the Declaration of Human rights and the emergence of the welfare state aimed to
ensure all citizens had access to a reasonable standard of living. As a result Aboriginal
activists lobbied for political rights and social services. However, as before, their
demands excluded many of the Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory, especially
those still living in a traditional lifestyle:
We do not ask that wild Aborigines should be made citizens, but we do expect that we educated
aborigines should be treated as fellow Australians and given the same political rights and social
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services as our white Australians. We are not unreasonable and do not ask that community
services be given to all natives for we know that many are not able to understand these matters
and as little able to benefit from them!

The Conference of Commonwealth and Aboriginal Authorities of 1948 recommended
that full social service benefits should be made available to all Aborigines except those
living under primitive or nomadic conditions. This was followed in 1950 by further
recommendations that access to benefits should be based on contribution to community
during "active" life; understanding the value of money; good character; reasonable
intelligence; and a decent standard of living. The mixed descent people soon gained
citizenship but other Aborigines were subjected to increased regulation and more
vigorous enforcement of the Aborigines' Ordinance.86
In 1951 Paul Hasluck was appointed Minister of Territories. He was a staunch supporter
of both the "white Australia policy" and the assimilation policy and he believed that
only successfully assimilated Aborigines should be considered for citizenship. Since he
could not grant citizenship to unassimilated Aborigines, he created an alternative means
of governing them. This was by making unassimilated Aborigines "wards", with the
Director of Welfare acting as their guardian. With this in mind he initiated two major
reforms in his period of office, The Welfare Ordinance (NT) 1953-1955, and the Wards
Employment Ordinance (NT) 1953-1958.
Since he found any kind of racism abhorrent, and, no doubt with the United Nations
Charter in mind, he removed all references to race from the new legislation. From now
on, the Northern Territory Aborigines were considered a social pro blem.87
In the period prior to Hasluck's appointment, administrators tended to concentrate on the
future of the mixed race population and it was expected that the people of full descent
would also be assimilated after a long transitional period. Hasluck was anxious to
promote the assimilation of all Aborigines, even those segregated on reserves.
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Significant refonis to the Territory's bureaucracy were necessary, since he was
unimpressed by the efficiency of the Native Affairs Branch in Darwin. He was scathing
in his criticism of the staff, saying that the person in charge:
seemed to be half asleep whenever I sought his views and the activities carried on by his clerks
were desultory. In every settlement and mission I visited there were complaints of inattention or
poor communication from Darwin. At head office I found ineptitude.88

This state of affairs was also experienced by C.R. Lambert, the Secretary of the
Department of Territories. He too, was frustrated by the "ineptitude" of the Director of
Native Affairs, and he gave a contemptuous reply after F.H. Moy had sent him the 1951
Annual Report for Port Keats:
My general feeling after reading the report, is one of distinct uncertainty as to whether the Native
Affairs Branch is fully seized of the aims of the policy and its obligations as the instrument for the
furtherness of those aims, whether it really has a proper conception of how a station should be run, or
of the relation between a station and a native reserve and whether it has directly, or by established
relations with other branches, the organization which is promoting, directing and supervising plans for
the achievement of the aims. Generally there seems to be just a foundering along with little
appreciation of what requires to be done and how to do it and a general uncertainty as to what is
wanted, particularly amongst government station supervisors and mission station supervisors.
On the few stations I have visited there seems to be concentration on care and welfare and education
of a sort, not always best adapted to the objectives, with little constructive or progressive activity
directed to the advancement of the natives to usefulness in the conununity. In some cases the
emphasis on care and welfare as it is interpreted in comparison to the neglect of fitting the native to
-

-

and making him occupy a life of usefulness in the community is having a deleterious effect and could,
if not corrected, undermine native morale. Argues little constructive analysis of it or comment
whether satisfactory or adequate and complete absence of any statements by the inspector of specific
directions given by him to the mission supervisor. 89
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Lambert was aware of the renewed interest towards the "problem" of Aboriginal people
and that the aim was to ensure "the social advancement as well as the protection of
people of the Aboriginal race".9° Greater emphasis was now placed on fitting the
Aboriginal people to the European society and making them useful members of the new
society rather than merely offering welfare, which was considered to have the opposite
effect. His letter to Moy demanded tougher measures to ensure that missions did what
was expected of them. Lambert readily assisted Hasluck to find a replacement for Moy;
in 1953 Harry Giese was appointed and the position was renamed Director of Welfare.9 '
Hasluck likened shortcomings in bureaucratic offices to those of many Christian
missions, and extolled the virtues of good leadership:
After a fairly extensive experience, my opinion is that the quality of the mission depends more on
the quality of the missionary than on any other single factor. Just as a good headmaster makes a
good school, a good missionary makes a good mission. The shortcomings of a mission may be
due in part to lack of services, local difficulties, poor planning, and lack of money and staff, but
none of these handicaps can be overcome without good missionaries.92

These comments closely mirror those made by David Thompson in an earlier chapter. In
1955, in an effort to end any future confusion, Hasluck voiced the objectives that
missions and other institutions should aim for:
Settlements are not an end in themselves. They are only a means by which the ends of the policy
are served. Our objective is not segregation in any form but assimilation. In working towards that
objective we use every method available to us. By all means let us make use of settlements and
missions for health, education, vocational training and even to provide occupation but they
should not become an end in themselves. The final test of policy would be the progress made by
the human beings to whom we are ministering and not the flourishing state of the institution we
had created for own purpose.93
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There is little doubt that Hasluck was committed to the advancement of Aborigines; he
was a deeply moral and highly principled man. His parents belonged to the Salvation
Army and he was brought up in a religious environment. It is likely that this background
instilled in him a strong sense of duty and altruism. Although a Protestant himself, he
like his predecessors, was full of praise for the Catholic missionaries:
I was struck by the great faith and the great patience with which many missionaries faced the lack
of a quick and complete transformation and the tolerance with which they dealt with lapses from
grace. They continued to work in the faith that all would be perfected in God's good time,
perhaps after many generations, They were compassionate towards the aborigines as towards
children who knew no better and they continued to guide their faltering steps. 4

Giese occupied the position of Director of Welfare for many years and the new
Ordinances, when combined with other existing legislation, gave him extraordinary
powers over the lives of many Aborigines who had now become "wards". There were
now strong leaders at the helm, and sufficient financial means to enforce them.
A register of wards was necessary and for the first time there was a census conducted of
every Aboriginal adult in the Northern Territory. The register became known as the
"Stud Book" and was considered extremely offensive. Anthropologists such as Stanner
roundly condemned it because of its lack of sensitivity towards Aboriginal culture.
Stanner identified the most sinister achievement of the register, that it facilitated
assimilation of the individual rather than as a group:
It may have to do with the insistent official view that henceforth the aborigines must be treated as
individuals and not as 'groups'. I am afraid this authority does not know what it is doing. No
policy or law can transform the Aboriginal from what he is in this region a social person, tied to
-

others by a dozen ties which are his life.9
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This was the aim of assimilation, to cut across Aboriginal naming systems and tribal
affinities in order to establish the existence of a single individual with whom the state
could negotiate. The Register, which took four years to complete, had just over fifteen
thousand two hundred and eleven names entered.96 It would mean a loss of identity,
trading their Aboriginality for that of a black European.
Wells uses the government-operated Aboriginal settlement at Bagot as an example of
how the process of assimilation was put into practice. The aim of the policy was to
facilitate social amelioration by taking whatever measures were deemed necessary to
raise the standard of living of the Aboriginal people. Many of these measures were
aimed at Aboriginal women. Oppressive and intrusive strategies of guidance and
tutelage were used with the result that Aboriginal women underwent progressive loss of
autonomy, a loss of personal direction and apathy.97
Accommodation at Bagot was completely inadequate. It comprised of a collection of
small timber and iron huts that could only be used for sleeping. They were overcrowded
and quickly became dilapidated. There were no cooking facilities, electricity, running
water or bathroom.98 Suggestions for the people to build their own homes, or to add any
improvements were squashed until 1959 when they were finally given permission to
build small shelves or cupboards.99 The poor housing conditions gave women very little
opportunity to practice the "home management" skills that they were taught at the
settlement, and at least one staff member was aware of the dilemma:
If these people are able to occupy accommodation which is not overcrowded then there will be
an improvement in the management of the home as far as women are concerned.., if they have to
occupy overcrowded dwellings then the initiative will be killed and may be replaced by a
lethargic attitude.'°°
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Aboriginal health was targeted for reform, the medical services at Bagot were upgraded
and Aboriginal women bore the brunt of intrusive surveillance and punitive measures,
particularly in relation to personal hygiene. The women were blamed for their lack of
hygiene, rather than the environment that they were forced to live in:
Hygiene inspections are carried out daily and constant pressure is applied to the group but I feel
sure that if pressure was released and inspections not carried out, within a month Bagot would be
something akin to a pig sty. I only say this to indicate that there seems to be no natural repulse to
filth amongst the majority of these people.'°'

Food production was another area in which Aboriginal women lost their autonomy. The
use of bush tucker and cooking over campfires was actively discouraged.'02 Instead a
system of communal feeding was put into place. The benefits of this included economy
of supplies, adequate nutrition for all residents, and effective hygiene and control. The
alternative, that of allowing the people to cook for themselves would involve the
provision of cooking and storage facilities to each cottage, individual supplies of stores
and constant supervision to ensure hygienic practices were observed. Aboriginal women
were not considered sufficiently advanced to cook for their own families.103
Communal messing was seen as a tool of assimilation. It would force the people to eat
the same foods as the European population, use cutlery and tables and chairs, and create
and even greater distance from traditional life styles. Tim Rowse concluded that:
Communal feeding... most forcefully imprinted on the act of giving the donors assumption of
superiority ... the setting of cooked food in front of an individual Aborigine in a communal dining
room went further than ever before in distancing the recipient from the cultural resources which
had given indigenous meanings to food and its exchange.'°4
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Education of Aboriginal and part Aboriginal children was yet another avenue where
government initiatives eroded women's traditional role. Margot Moeckel explains:
Traditionally the Aboriginal woman was the guiding influence in the formative years of her
child's development. With the assistance of other women kin, her children learned from her until
they reached about ten years of age. Learning took place in real life settings where a variety of
experiences stimulated the child to learn about his culture and language. On reaching puberty the
young girls commenced their ceremonial education, separated from the boys and men under the
guidance of the women more particularly their auntics. Soon after puberty, the child bearing
,

and child rearing practices began and so the new aboriginal mother continued the learning cycle
by becoming the teacher of her own children.

'

Hasluck and others, however, felt that giving a western style education to Aboriginal
children, meant giving these children "a chance", allowing them to be "whatever he
wants to be and is capable of being, within an evolving society".'°6 Aboriginal activists
campaigned for equal education opportunities and there is much evidence that many
Aboriginal people wanted their children to go to school. According to Sr. Marian
Whelan, even Richard Docherty, though opposed to assimilation, felt that western
education was a necessity. Whelan also claimed that the Wadeye people were keen to
have their children educated:
We both supported education as a means for the aboriginal people to make informed decisions
for their own future which, given the world we live in, must inevitably mean accepting new ways
in many areas. There was a lot of evidence that the people also wanted their children to be
educated. There was no compulsion to bring their children to the mission for education but most
of them freely did so without any prompting.'°7

Increased "training" in childcare was also introduced at Bagot, further undermining
Aboriginal women's role and sense of identity. It was demeaning and intrusive, and was
based on middle class western ideology. Non-Aboriginal staff gradually took over child
1115
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rearing roles, supposedly in the best interest of the infant, and officers from the Welfare
Branch commented on this state of affairs:
Unless some corrective is applied, mothers will find themselves never learning to do these
things, and doing less and less because of the inefficient, unhygienic and even dangerous (to the
health of their children) methods which they employ in carrying out their domestic tasks, and
which, for this very reason, they cannot be allowed to employ. Furthermore, mothers will find
themselves with very little work to do, whilst their children will find themselves being
"processed" by specialists instead of being brought up by parents who are able to use the services
of specialists as they consider the occasion demands.'°8

It was recommended that Aboriginal women attend special training to learn what the
government thought were essential skills:
(i) Preparing and purchasing food orders, arranging menus. (ii) making household linen, craft
articles, (iii) purchasing clothes, linen and household utensils, (iv) care of home- its furniture and
furnishings, (v) full responsibility of child care- infant and preschools, schools and adolescents,
(vi) Personal hygiene, manners,(vii) entertaining family and friends, (viii) personal grooming,
decorating home, beautiFying garden, (ix) sports, socials, church, hobbies, (x) saving of money,
economical spending of money.109

These training schemes involved even greater intrusion into the lives of Aboriginal
women. They now had to demonstrate that they were successfully assimilated before
they were allowed to rear their children and order their domestic domain. This process of
tutelage and guidance was unconstrained by notions of personal liberty and Aboriginal
women found that their autonomy was challenged from all directions.' '
The implementation of the assimilation policy did little to promote Aboriginal
independence, rather, in the case of Aboriginal women, it had the opposite effect; it
fostered apathy and indifference. The publication of Stanner's essay, "Continuity and
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Change", in 1958, set the agenda for other anthropologists and social scientists to
challenge the concept of the assimilation policy. Stanner predicted that none of the
Aboriginal people he knew, including those from Port Keats, would ever become
assimilated into European society, neither would they want to:
None of the many hundreds of Aborigines I have studied at first hand impress me as already or
as likely to be "incorporated", or "absorbed", or "assimilated" into the surrounding system of
Europeanism. The very contrary is true.

He blamed the loss of identity for their predicted "very determined" opposition:
Assimilation means that the Aborigines must lose their identity, cease to be themselves, become
as we are. Let us leave aside the question that they may not want to, and the possibility I would
-

put it far higher than a possibility that very determined forces of opposition will appear.''2
-

In 1965 important changes were made to the assimilation policy. The word "choose"
was included in the text, which removed the notion that assimilation was compulsory.
The term "integration" was now favoured rather than "assimilation", representing a new
policy direction and a new way of conceptualising social change. The notion of
citizenship was redefined, incorporating different languages, customs, beliefs and
values, without threatening the hegemony of the nation. Australia had moved from a
concept of a monoculturalist society to that of a pluralist society. Aborigines could now
be integrated into white society without giving up their language, beliefs and customs.' '
Nevertheless, Docherty was just as vehement in his opposition towards integration as he
had been to assimilation:
Father Docherty held many views that were not too popular and were often ahead of his time. For
example he was fiercely opposed to the 'integration' policy and used to say 'integration' means
"
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As part of the move to integration, Aboriginal people were encouraged to move out of
Bagot into better quality Housing Commission homes. It had never been intended to be
a permanent establishment and was described as being akin to a concentration camp and
to allow the people to stay there would be to condone segregation:
Aborigines should be liberated from repressive and discriminatory legislation and therefore have
the opportunity to find their own place in society on their own terms. The settlements were the
sites of segregation and, as such, were monstrosities in an affluent egalitarian society.
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There were other more sinister concerns, one being the obvious commercial value of the
Bagot reserve to developers, situated as it was so close to the city. Nevertheless, all
attempts to "integrate" the people from Bagot into the wider society met with
considerable opposition from the residents themselves; they preferred to stay with their
families and friends, rather than live in the housing commission houses, which created
unaccustomed and unwanted "social isolation". It was obvious in the nineteen sixties
that many Aborigines did not regard assimilation or integration as either a personal goal
or one that their family and community embraced. Instead, true to Stanner's predictions,
they rejected both assimilation and integration.
Much of the legislation that was introduced in the Northern Territory to "protect"
Aboriginal people from the exploits of the new white settler population was targeted at
Aboriginal women. Despite its accompanying rhetoric, it was really aimed at the
protection of the white race. Concerns were more about the dangers of miscegenation
and the spread of venereal disease. In order to contain these, Aboriginal women's
sexuality had to be controlled and draconian powers were introduced to contain it. In
addition their lighter coloured offspring were taken away, and these mixed race girls
were encouraged to mate with white men as part of a process of biological assimilation
in order to keep Australia white.

Wells, J., (1995), p. 221
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These powers were gradually increased until they controlled almost every aspect of
Aboriginal women's lives. Those who lived in government operated homes, such as at
Bagot, were subjected to intense "training" that was both intrusive and demeaning,
resulting in a loss of autonomy and a sense of apathy and dejection. Their child rearing
practices, their personal hygiene and manner of looking after their homes were all
brought under close scrutiny. They were no longer allowed to educate their own children
nor were they permitted to even cook and prepare their own food. Government
assimilation policies, while aiming to give Aboriginal people a better, more equal way of
life, had the opposite effect. The 1967 referendum made little difference to the
Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory. From 1971 they were included in the
national census; they were now considered part of the Australian population. It would be
1972, with the election of the Whitlam government, before Aboriginal people were
permitted to have any input into their own destination.
Aboriginal women were perceived to have had a very low status, both within their own
traditional society and in the wider settler society. In order to appreciate the manner by
which the Catholic Church aimed to improve their lives, their changing roles and status
needs to be examined and will be analysed in the following chapter.
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Chapter Six: Wadeye Women
Wadeye women are recognized as being important members of their community.
They hold significant positions in the Kardu Numidia Council and have led the way
in developing strategies to improve the way of life at Port Keats. This is a far cry
from their position in 1935 when Richard Docherty established the Catholic mission
at Port Keats. He described their position as being "mere goods and chattels" and
that:
Women's lot among the aborigines was a very hard one. All the hard work fell upon the
women, and all the heavier burdens were carried by theni when on the march. Not only did
the women carry all the belongings and the baby if there was one, but all the spare weapons
of her lord and master. If there was talk of a scandal about a woman, the husband would
coolly spear her through the leg or thigh, in order to keep her from gadding about.'

The Catholic Church, and by extension, Christianity, has always held the status of
women as a high priority since ancient times. The early creation stories placed
women as companions to men, and the first woman, Eve, was a part of Adam's own
body. Men were taught to marry women and to "cleave together as one flesh".2
Monogamy was implied, and loyalty and fidelity towards women was taught by
Moses when he forbade men to "covet another man's wife" or to commit adultery.3
Jesus Christ possessed these values and urged the people to do likewise. The early
Christians interpreted Christ's teachings towards the position of women and there are
many exhortations throughout the New Testament teaching husbands and wives how
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they should behave towards each other. The Epistles of St. Paul are particularly
noteworthy:
Let every man have his own wife, and let every woman have her own husband.
Let the husband render unto the wife due benevolence: and likewise also the wife unto the
husband.
The wife hath not the power of her own body, but the husband: and likewise also the husband
hath not the power of his own body, but the wife.'

Although Paul believed women were secondary to men, he insisted that they were
part of man's own body, and should be treated accordingly:
So ought men to love their wives as their own bodies. He that loveth his wife loveth himself
For no man ever hated his own flesh: but nourisheth and cherisheth it, even as the Lord the
church.
For we are members of his body, of his flesh and of his bones.
For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall be joined unto his wife, and
they two shall be one flesh.
This is a great mystery: but I speak concerning Christ and the church.
Nevertheless let every one of you in particular so love his wife even as himself; and the wife
see that she reverence her husband.

Vincent Torley claims that the treatment of Roman women was appallingly poor
when compared to that of Christian women. He argues that it was this difference that
helped the new doctrine supplant the pagan beliefs of Rome.6 Torley declares that
new converts occur when a people are alienated from their own religion and are more
willing to accept unconventional religious ideas. Christianity offered an attractive
alternative for Roman women.
In Rome it was rare to raise more than one daughter. Female infanticide was
practised and a significant number of women died having abortions. In addition

Corinthians 7:2-4, There are many other references e.g. Ephesians 5:22-29, Colossians 3: 18-19 in
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many girls were married before the age of thirteen, usually to older men, and were
frequently subjected to sodomy to avoid pregnancy:
According to one historian's estimates, there were 130 males for every 100 females in pagan
Rome, owing to the widespread and legal practice of exposing unwanted female infants.
Even in large families it was rare for parents to raise more than one daughter. Another reason
Roman women were in short supply was that significant numbers of them died having
abortions under unsanitary conditions. Many, perhaps most, were at the behest of men.
Roman law gave the male head of the family the power to order any female in his household
to have an abortion. Matrimony was no picnic for women in pagan Rome. Twenty per cent of
them were married before the age of thirteen, often to men far older than themselves. Wives
were routinely subjected to sodomy by their husbands as a means of avoiding pregnancy.

Christians claimed to live by Moses' command "Thou shalt not kill" and since the
life of a baby was believed to have begun on conception,8 both infanticide and
abortions were forbidden. This saved the lives of countless women and girls.
Moreover, Christian women married at a later age and while pagan Rome had a
double standard with regard to male and female infidelity, Christians demanded
chastity of both sexes. Even in religious life, Christian women enjoyed far more
influence than pagan women; they were welcomed as patrons of churches and often
worked alongside of men as deacons, evangelists and teachers. Within three hundred
years women predominated in Christian congregations outnumbering men at five to
one, and their commitment to their new religion frequently resulted in the conversion
of their husbands.
The status of Australian Aboriginal women was perceived to be extremely low by
almost all philanthropic European observers. Gerontocratic Polygyny, child
betrothal, the custom of lending women to others for sexual services and punitive
rituals that denigrated women, were seen to be especially abhorrent. The "liberation"
of Aboriginal women from these customs became a primary goal of all Christian
missions.

Ibid. p. 41
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Gsell confronted these practices at Nguiu on Bathurst Island and found a somewhat
unorthodox way around the dilemma, without overstepping cultural boundaries. His
methods of purchasing the marriage rights of the young girls, emulated by many
missionaries around the country, have been described in chapter two. When Docherty
established his mission at Port Keats, similar customs were practiced there and he
quickly adopted those same measures:
Having learned all this from Father Gsell before I began my mission at Port Keats, I at once
applied his solution the problem, got the children by rights of purchase and at once baptised
them.9

Gsell lamented the shortage of information available to him when he established the
mission in the Tiwi Islands. He claimed that anthropology was still in its infancy and
had it been developed as it was in 1956, when writing his memoirs, he acknowledged
that it would have helped him to avoid many mistakes. Instead the early missionaries
could only be influenced by their own personal observations and the limited and
often misleading information that was then available.
This chapter compares Aboriginal women's standing within their traditional society
to their position that evolved after European settlement. It shows that Aboriginal
women already had a comparatively low status within their own community and the
advent of European settlers eroded their position even further. When the MSC
established a mission at Port Keats, many women sought protection from the young
priest, perhaps justifying his interference with the existing "status quo".
Comparative studies of this nature are difficult because of the scarcity of good
anthropological information pertaining to Aboriginal women in traditional society. In
the early post contact days, when it was still possible to observe and study Aboriginal
women in their traditional lives, female anthropologists were in the minority. It was
not until the 1930's that female anthropologists published a few short articles that
focussed on the lives of Indigenous women in Australia. Work relating to Aboriginal
women was then considered by the male dominated profession to be second rate and
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of little importance. It was probably because of this attitude, that women like Ursula
McConnel, Olive Pink, and Daisy Bates were reluctant to undertake gender specific
studies.'° A. P. Elkin offered his explanation:
There is some excuse for this dearth of information regarding women in Aboriginal life.
Almost all the writers and observers, trained or not, have been males, and have somewhat
naturally sought their information from, and studied native life through, the men. Further the
rigid dichotomy which exists between the sexes in the ceremonial life and to a lesser degree
in social and economic life, causes the male anthropologist to become identified with the
men and their ceremonial life, and therefore, in principle, taboo with regard to many matters
which belong to the life of the women... In any case the male worker refrains, for reasons of
courtesy and delicacy, from inquiring into some aspects of a woman's life.''

It was not until Elkin took over the Anthropology department at the University of
Sydney that the role and status of Aboriginal women became a legitimate area of
study. Elkin encouraged female anthropologists such as Phyllis Kaberry and
Catherine Berndt to undertake this very important aspect of research. In 1939,
Kaberry published what eventually became a most original and important book,
Aboriginal Women: Sacred and Profane.12 This work was one of only three books on
Australian Aborigines to be published by social anthropologists in the 1930's, and
was one of only a handful that dealt exclusively with the study of Indigenous women
world-wide. Aboriginal Women was initially greeted as a pioneering work and in
later years, it acted as a foundation for other female anthropologists, such as
Catherine Bemdt, Jane Goodale, Fay Gale and Dianne Bell, to follow suit. However,
its findings were not accepted by many male anthropologists, and she did not gain
due recognition for her work until the 1970's, when feminist anthropologists were
forced to reconsider the status of Aboriginal women.
There is now a plethora of good quality research that attempts to reconstruct the
lives, role and status of Aboriginal women. These studies have gone a long way to
clarify many of the misconceptions that missionaries and other non-Aboriginal
10
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people had in the early decades of the twentieth century. The investigations have
focussed particularly on those controversial issues of marriage bestowal, polygyny
and women's roles in the economic and religious sphere. This material was
unavailable to the early missionaries and needs to be placed within that context. Even
so, there is much debate and very little agreement about Aboriginal women's actual
position and the paradox about their status remains unsolved. What is readily
apparent is that women had very little control over their own bodies and were
severely beaten or even killed for any transgressions.
Phyllis Kaberry did her fieldwork in the Kimberley region of West Australia during
the mid 1930's. She stated that most women were either residing at missions or
concentrated around the cattle stations, employed in stock work, gardening and
domestic duties. It was during the "wet season", between September and March that
she was able to accompany them to intertribal meetings and corroborrees and to join
the women on food foraging expeditions. The people had been in contact with
Europeans for over forty years, spoke good pidgin English and many changes would
have already taken place. However there were still people alive who could remember
the "old ways" who could inform her work.
Kaberry dispelled many myths associated with Aboriginal women. She insisted that
women had rights, privileges and complex social personalities on a par with men.
Kaberry argued that the impression of their servility was merely superficial; they had
a rich social, sexual and spiritual life that had been denied importance or escaped
observation. In particular, their economic contribution to their society gave them a
certain amount of power and independence. Kaberry claimed that the unreliability of
hunting conferred a special advantage on women, which they were not slow to
exploit. She argued that: "Her economic skill is not only a weapon for subsistence,
but also a means of enforcing good treatment and justice".'3

3
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There appears to be general agreement regarding Aboriginal women's economic role.
Betty Hiatt was one supporter. She claimed that in tropical regions, (such as that at
Port Keats), Aboriginal women were more important than men as food providers and
were therefore more highly prized.'4 Dianne Bell was also in agreement, stating that
women's economic role made them indispensable to their husbands. Their role as
food providers gave them power over the distribution of the food and they were able
to influence important decisions such as the location of the camp.'5
However on matters regarding marriage, polygamy and child bestowal, Kaberry is
less than convincing in her defence of such practices. She concurred that a girl was
handed over to her husband when still very young, between the age of nine and
twelve years. She argued that full intercourse did not take place until puberty, but
admitted that intercourse without penetration did sometimes happen.'6 She insisted
that the girls were well prepared for marriage and were already familiar with the
facts of intercourse before they went to their husband's camp.
Catherine and Ronald Berndt agreed with Kaberry's assertion that young girls were
psychologically prepared for marriage and claimed that no one was left stranded or
uncared for. They maintained that Aboriginal people believed that young people
could not make good decisions, and that elders knew best. Individual choices were
considered selfish and could undermine the whole social structure. They argued that
women had a fair say and a fair measure of independence. They could leave their
promised husbands, elope and accept the consequences. Women, as mothers, could
exert tremendous control and influence over their children's lives, and there were
occasions when wives were able to exert power over their husbands. There was
some wife lending, but the Berndts claim, only with the woman's approval. Life after
death existed for both sexes, and here they received equal treatment.17
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Annette Hamilton claimed that in many cases Aboriginal women had the final say in
the bestowal of their daughters and that polygyny meant there was a scarcity of
women, rendering them much more valuable to their partners.18 Jane Goodale added
yet another dimension, claiming that in Tiwi society they practiced mother in law
bestowal rather than wife bestowal. The mother in law could revoke the bestowal,
therefore the son in law had to keep her happy otherwise he might lose his wives.
Thus the birth of daughters consolidated woman's power, assured her of security and
influence, as she grew older:
The young mother in law begins one of the most enduing social relationships that either may
have. .in return for this promise of future alma [wives], the son in law accepts the
. .

responsibility of "feeding" his an2brinua [mother in law] from this time on until his or her
death.

..

it means much more than just supplying her with food. He must supply her with all

she demands in service or goods, including today clothes, tobacco, money and the like ... his
responsibilities do not end even when he has received all of her daughters; they end only with
her death.'9

Diane Bell also defended polygamy and marriage bestowal. She claimed that co
wives were often sisters, they enjoyed a good relationship with each other, shared
chores, child rearing and food collecting; they had solidarity. There were plenty of
affairs between young people even though promised or already married. Women
displayed a fair degree of independence in pursuing men they desired and controlled
their own sexuality. They were able to appeal to relatives for support if they had any
serious problems with their spouse: 20
Women were autonomous decision makers. They may determine where a family group will
camp; they may curtail male ceremonies; they may run away and form liaisons with young
men; they may marry and remain in their own country; leave men who are unfaithful; and
maltreat those who accuse them; They control their own sexuality: it is theirs to bestow as
they please and to a large measure they also control their own fecundity.21
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However, Bell's work has been strongly criticised and in more recent years she has
answered those critiques and acknowledged that with the benefit of hindsight, she
can now see her approach was somewhat naïve. She was probably right in stating
that Aboriginal women were able to control their own fecundity, there is ample
evidence to show that they practiced both abortion and infanticide. Baludja, an
Aboriginal woman from the Roper River area, described how she killed two of her
babies simply because she did not want to care for them:
As soon as it was born I closed its nostrils between two fingers and held my hand
over its mouth so that it could not breathe. Soon it "been finish". I wanted my life
to go on being lazy, just finding food for Lennie and me. I did not want another one
to find food for. It was much easier to get rid of the baby than have the trouble of
looking after it... A few years later I had another baby which I smothered as soon as
it was born. You white people do not seem to like our doing that, but as we have lots
of babies we do not want, that is one of the ways we lose them.22

Nevertheless, Bell's description of Aboriginal women's lives is rather too optimistic
and romanticised and both she and the Berndts have understated the consequences if
Aboriginal women had affairs, eloped or disobeyed the men. Punishments were
extremely severe, and often included death. Thus, in reality she had very little
freedom to change the status quo.
The Falkenbergs studied the forms of marriage at Port Keats in 1950. Although the
mission had been established fifteen years, it was still possible to interview people
who had lived and remembered the traditional lifestyle. Girls were promised at birth
and sometimes many years before they were born .23 Although Bell claimed that
often wives were sisters and had a good relationship, this was not necessarily the
case at Port Keats. A rule that stated full sisters should marry the same man did exist,
but since it disadvantaged the wife givers, it was generally not enforced.24 In addition
the relationship between the women of the group was sometimes fraught with
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problems, but they were forced to live and work with each other whether they liked it
or not.2 Bell's notion of solidarity among women was not necessarily so.
The people responsible for the girl's bestowal were predominantly men and could
number up to eight or ten. However there was never more than one woman, that is,
the girl's mother. Although this woman was severely outnumbered, the Falkenbergs
stressed that she did have considerable influence and that her role should not be
underestimated.26 As common in other regions, when the girl bore a daughter, her
prestige increased significantly and although she was not quite the "piece to be
manipulated in the game",27 her body was still very much under the control of men.
Even when widowed, her late husband's brothers "inherited" her.
The young girls were normally first married when they were rnadinboi, or when their
breasts first began to develop. However, shortly before the missionaries arrived,
three of the language groups, including the most numerous, the Murrinhpatha,
extended the age to na:aru, or when the breasts were fully developed. This, the
Falkenbergs claim is of great social significance; the madinbois, were considered
sexually attractive and were therefore in danger of having illicit sexual relations.28
As Kaberry and the Bemdts suggest, Wadeye girls were also well prepared for
marriage. Many small girls had considerable sexual experience with the
uncircumcised boys in her group; whether or not it was welcomed is difficult to
ascertain. Although sexual relations between the sexes were banned until the boys
were circumcised, it was, nevertheless, a very common occurrence and gave the boys
considerable prestige among their peers. These girls were not physically ready for
intercourse and difficulty was experienced but the male informants eagerly told the
anthropologists that the sap from a local plant was used as lubrication to facilitate the
act.29 Even so they were not necessarily "psychologically prepared" for marriage.
When the time came for her to join her promised husband, the young Wadeye girl
25
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was usually very reluctant to go and had to be seized by the head, arms and legs and
carried "wallaby" style across the husband's shoulders back to his camp.3°
A circumcised man was allowed to have intercourse with other women outside of his
immediate group and with certain women within his group but he was not permitted
to marry until many years later. Since the Wadeye girls were married when very
young, the youth's sexual experience had to be with married women, with or without
their husbands' approval, or with the very small girls. According to the Falkenbergs,
the young men had no difficulty in finding sexual partners among married women of
other groups, especially those married to old men, who had greater freedom to have
illicit affairs.31 However, punishments for the women were very severe and many
men kept a watchful eye on their younger wives. One method was by keeping a
careful check on the amount of food that she brought back to the camp. In an area as
plentiful as Port Keats, any shortage could mean that she had been spending time
with a lover and she was beaten whether guilty or not:32
Several times we saw a husband (sometimes together with his brother) having violent
quarrels with his wife, ostensibly because of the latter's relations with other men. Not
infrequently these quarrels ended by the husband giving his wife a hefty blow, or even
several blows, on the head with his club, so that blood ran down her face, neck and
shoulders. At first we thought that the woman was being chastised for her sexual liberties,
but after awhile we realised that the reason for her husband's "jealousy" was frequently the
fact that his wife had returned to camp with too little food in her bag, because she had
obviously wasted time with her lover in the bush.33

Physical violence, similar to the above, was sanctioned in resolving marital and other
disputes. Since early childhood, Aboriginal women were taught obedience to their
elders and to their promised husband, and non-compliance would result in severe
physical punishments. Having little other real choice, most women accepted their lot,
as did Buludja:
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we are taught early in life that we are given to a boy and must obey and be loyal to
him. Some, though very few, break the Law and risk the very heavy punishment
which is inflicted upon them. The decision of the elders is final and must be obeyed.
Our husbands not only expect complete loyalty from us, but also service. Obedience
is instilled into us from our birth. We are generally not ill-treated, but are often
beaten for small offences. We lubras do not consider ourselves a servile or inferior
class, but realize that each sex has its own duties to perform. 4

She claimed that physical violence towards women by their promised husbands was
justified if the woman failed to obey her spouse, and especially if she retaliated. She
cited the story of "Mary Ann", who was beaten over the head until she pleaded for
mercy.35
Wife lending was also a common occurrence at Port Keats, though it is unlikely that
it was done only with the woman's approval, as the Berndts claimed. At Port Keats,
a man did not have exclusive rights to his wife's body; a number of other men also
derived both sexual and economic benefits from the woman. This was particularly
true if a man had more than one wife.36 All his brothers and those classified as his
brothers could obtain sexual and economic privileges from the marriage. Often
brothers had intercourse quite openly with each other's wives and if a man left the
area for a time, his brothers could assume the marital rights while he was away. Sons
were also sometimes permitted to have intercourse with their father's wives, though
not their own mother, and it was common to offer "sexual hospitality" between two
friends from different groups, to consolidate their friendship.37 The Falkenbergs gave
no indication that the women enjoyed these experiences. Although they were brought
up to believe it was one of their duties, it does not mean that they were actually
happy to comply. Perhaps certain partners were a pleasant diversion, but others
would most certainly have been repugnant and any non-compliance would have been
met with a severe beating, and probable rape.
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There was an avenue by which a girl could escape an unwanted marriage, but it
meant considerable courage and endurance, and perhaps death. At Port Keats, Gsell
witnessed an incident, which he compared to divorce.
Whilst at Port Keats the Father witnessed a tribal law incident. An old Aboriginal, who had 4
or 5 wives, desired to have another wife, a girl aged 12 years. This girl declined to become a
wife of the old man, who, incensed at her action, beat and punished her without the desired
result. Eventually the young lubra was placed near a tree and according to tribal custom the
man, armed with 10 spears and a woomerah, took up a position 30 yards away from the tree.
The 10 spears were aimed at the lubra, who dodged the lot successfully, and the angered
would be husband rushed for some shovel headed spears to throw at the girl but was
prevented by the tribe from using any more weapons, whereupon the aboriginal cried out in
his own language "Airight I divorce you". The girl is now freed from further molestation and
persuasion from the disappointed party.38

Isobel White claims that women accepted their position, just as Buludja appeared to
have done, and that many religious beliefs validated her junior status. However,
White also acknowledges that there is a totally conflicting body of myth telling of
ancestral woman's superiority, which was reversed when men stole the women's
power, and created symbols of that power, which they jealously guarded.39 Violent
and sometimes fatal punitive measures were in place for women who violated these
sacred items, whether intentional or not. These items were introduced to the Port
Keats region in the 1920's and had a profound effect on women's lives.
Women played a substantial role in the religious sphere and this is one area that was
severely understated by the early male anthropologists, including the Falkenbergs
and Stanner. Wadeye women had held considerable power in the distant past. The
local mythology portrays women as major creative beings. In particular, Muthingka,
(also known by various other names, for example Kunabipi and Kukpi.), was, and
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still is, revered as the Mother-of-All, a "woman of importance, authority, power and
leadership

...

the life giver and the nurturer".40

Women had their own ceremonies that went unnoticed or trivialised by the
predominantly male anthropologists. Men's initiation ceremonies, or Punj, were
given enormous attention in earlier scientific writings, but it was not until female
anthropologists commenced their studies of Aboriginal women's lives, that it became
evident that a similar rite for young girls was practiced.
The first menstrual period was an important event in a girls' life, transforming her
from a girl into a woman, and had great importance to her position in her society.
Kaberry described the "young girls" ceremony, stating that introcision was practiced
in some areas, and was meant to facilitate sexual intercourse and delivery at birth.4 '
The Merrk ceremony, held at Port Keats was a corresponding rite and although it is
highly secret and cannot be described, it is probable that it was similar to that
portrayed above. It appears that older women performed the ceremony, and that men
were forbidden to be present .42 The ceremony was banned by Docherty in 1945 and
not revived until 1986 when a group of Wadeye women elders resurrected it.43
We kept the story alive. When Darrananthi and Benigna came and talked to us, we were
ready. The women wanted the ceremony back for their young girls. They knew we still had
it. They asked us and we said yes.44

However in some regions, the ceremony was brutally performed by men. Buludja,
recalled her own experience when men lacerated her skin in horizontal bars between
the breasts and across the upper arms that were then filled with cinder dust to make
raised scars. She said she was also instructed in the "matrimonial customs" but since
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she was speaking to her white employer, did not give any further, more intimate
details of this tutelage.4
In some areas "tutelage" meant gang rape. Most researchers agree that girls were
required to undergo initiatory rites that sometimes involved invasive and brutal gang
defloration. F.J. Gillen cited such an event about the Arunta people.46 These events
according to Merlan are still recalled with fright in some places today.47 Life was not
easy for Aboriginal women, despite all the claims to the contrary.
Isobel White thought that she had resolved the paradox about the position of
Aboriginal women in traditional society. She concluded that women were 'junior
partners" that their clearly segregated roles were judged by their importance to the
society as a whole:
Women collect the vegetable food, men hunt the animal food; women care for and feed
young children; men initiate the boys; women teach the girls how to behave towards their
husbands, men arrange the marriages; women are responsible for the comforts of the camp,
men for its defence and for relations with other groups; women give birth to children, men
perform ceremonies for the creation of spirit life.4

However, she conceded that some women were indeed the pawns of men. She and
other writers understated the consequences of elopement and other transgressions.
Punishments for infidelity by a woman were severe and brutal and often included
death. In central Australia it was "frequently punished by cauterising the vulva in a
horrible manner".49
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A woman's status in her society was far from equal. She may have enjoyed relative
autonomy in the economic field but she had little control over her own body. From
the time she was a child, she was taught to obey men. She had fewer rights in
marriage and even when widowed, men selected her next husband, with or without
her permission. Richard Tonkinson sums up her position:
They could not divorce their husbands, they could not engage in polyandry, they could not
dictate their choice of marriage partners, and they were usually the losers in domestic
violence ... In these and many other aspects of the culture, gender based differences in status
invariably favoured initiated males.

...

Taking the social system as a whole it would be a

distortion to characterise women as either "separate" or "equal"

511

The Wadeye people were not living in a truly traditional life at the time of the
mission's establishment. It has already been shown that most, perhaps all, had come
into contact with the invading European society in some manner or other and that
many changes had already taken place. Even those still living in their country had
worked on pastoral stations and passing boats. Some had been liaising with
Europeans for many years, and had, perhaps, spent their entire lives at the cattle
stations, the Daly River farms and mines, or even in the rapidly growing town of
Darwin. While Bell's premise that Aboriginal women lived fairly autonomous lives
in the pre-contact days is under question, her claim that the incursion of the
Europeans usurped much of that autonomy, could ring true.
Rapid social change was inevitable and modifications to the status and role of
Aboriginal women undoubtedly took place. Some of these changes may have been
beneficial to Aboriginal women but some undoubtedly had the contrary effect. Her
sexuality became her main power base. Women's work on the cattle stations
provides a good indication of how their status was altered during these early post
contact times. The historian Ann McGrath gives considerable insight to the life of
women on Northern Territory cattle stations. McGrath agreed with Kaberry and
others who claimed that women's sexuality gave them considerable prestige in their
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society. Aboriginal women had, she claimed an open approach to sex and had
considerable knowledge and awareness of their sexuality:
Sex was a normal part of life, provided they followed the strict laws dictating the correct
skin' or kinship relationship of permissible lovers. They most probably had more experience
than the average white woman. In many tribal groups most males and females underwent a
puberty ritual which involved a form of sex education. Amongst older women, they were also
able to speak freely about sex and were thus able to acquire wider knowledge of techniques.
They took pride in their ability to excite and satisfy men, and sometimes this became quite
competitive between the women fo1k.

McGrath acknowledges that it is difficult to know how much control an Aboriginal
woman had in the bartering of her body but, like Buladja has argued, she was
brought up to believe that it was one of her duties. McGrath cites the benefits,
claiming that some women welcomed the variety and enjoyed the lovemaking and
the gifts that they received. They were able to apply their own initiative, secure gifts,
admiration and pleasure. They could exert a great deal of influence over white or
black men through the sexual pleasure that they provided. They became very useful
employees on remote cattle stations in the North, and perhaps even reduced the
prospect of homosexuality developing between lonely white men:
Aboriginal women thus filled the gap left by the lack of white women. Their "availability",
willingness to perform arduous work, and the advantage of using them in the dual roles of
worker and sexual partner made them an extremely lucrative prospect for white men,
especially those bushmen who were away from the eyes of white society. And as Russell
Ward argued in the much maligned Australian Legend, black women helped keep sodomy
out of mate ship. 2

Prostitution became a very lucrative role. Normally the customer paid a small
payment of "Niki Niki" chewing tobacco, flour, sugar, tea, liquor, and opium.
Payment varied according to the generosity of the customer and the bargaining
power of the Aboriginal woman or her husband. Some women had regular customers
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from nearby settlements and certain drovers when they passed through. They could
exert a great deal of control over their customers through sexual pleasures and
quickly learned that secrets gleaned from them could be used advantageously. 3
There was considerable advantage in being the boss's stud, and Aboriginal women
were very pleased to achieve such status. It implied a certain protection and
economic security for themselves and their family.
Women's memories of such events vary considerably. Some claimed to enjoy the
exchange, some remember only cruelty and others are silent. McGrath claims that it
is misleading to suggest that women were mere chattels just because, on the surface,
it appeared that Aboriginal men had control of the hiring out of their wives. This
ignores the social norms of Aboriginal society; women used to tell the men that she
had been sent by her husband to indicate that intercourse would not result in
retaliation. It was also a gesture of respect and a peace-keeping measure.
Many Aboriginal girls were sometimes happy to see a white man coming, since he
could offer possible protection; he could provide an escape from tribal restrictions
and rigors:
White men thus provided the women with a choice, which enabled them to evade due
punishments, or avoid marrying a promised husband they feared or disliked.54

There were other benefits too. The women were often the first to learn the language
and social norms of the alien intruders. They were the first to be allowed into their
houses and to glimpse their mortality, to see them as less than spiritual ancestors or
devils. Aboriginal women acted as agents of civilization on the frontier. They taught
the young boys how to communicate with the white men, who in turn taught the
older men; they acted as intermediaries and agents in the "taming of wild blacks".
They were "silent partners in the process of colonization".55
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However, the situation was not always so rosy. The practice of sexual service
towards the invaders became a dangerous and heart breaking one. Aboriginal women
were exploited by their Aboriginal husbands, in a manner that would not have
happened so frequently before contact:
In the early days men did not permit women to come forward they were kept back... at later
56
times the men exploited the women she was a useful asset that could be used for proht.

The women were exploited by the white men too; they were used not only as "perks"
for white station workers, but also to induce young Aboriginal men to work.
Aboriginal men who were under European protection could get wives without going
through the traditional negotiations, and contributed to the breaking down of tribal
social organization and the loss of authority of the elders.57 Young girls were
sometimes sold to white men, and there was little recourse to justice through some of
the police.
Constable Willshire's view of Aboriginal women is now well known:
Men would not remain so many years in a country like this if there were no women, and
perhaps the almighty meant them for use as he has placed them wherever the pioneers go.

58

Wilishire used women as trackers to lead his men to make contact with and
sometime kill the bush people. He picked up the two daughters of one Aboriginal
man to be used by his "black boys" to "perfect themselves in the art of love".59
There were numerous cases of exploitation by white men, some of which have
already been mentioned in the preceding chapter. Aboriginal women were sometimes
forced into sexual intercourse, and they were frequently not paid for their services.
White station managers offered them as "bait" to attract workers; they were used as
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mere vessels to be discarded afterwards.6° Had they not been compliant, many white
men would have just raped them. The strong young Aboriginal men were frequently
away from the homestead working and women were therefore left very vulnerable to
rape. Rough treatment was often boasted about, McGrath cites Matt Savage, whose
attitude was fairly typical: "I got her young and treated her rough and she thrived on
it".6t Any station owner that tried to prevent workers from raping the Aboriginal
women was threatened and scorned as a "gin shepherd". Terror tactics were
sometimes used on stations, guns being used to back up their demands for women as
part of their wages.
Sexually transmitted diseases were rife, jealousy was common, pregnancies could be
physically hazardous and if the child was of obvious mixed ancestry could lead to
personal devastation when government officials took it away. For the most part,
women, like men, simply tried to survive.62
Aboriginal men were helpless to defend their women63 and some men speak with
bitterness about how they had to rely on women to share the goods that they procured
by sexual services. As fathers and brothers and husbands they were unable to protect
their women as their own Law required them to do.64
The Aboriginal population of the Northern Territory had already been seriously
depleted by disease and other factors. There were at least two outbreaks of smallpox
in Australia, one in 1789, and another in 1829, which decimated the population.
There is strong evidence to suggest that Macassan traders had unwittingly brought
the disease in through the Northern Territory coast.6 ' Since women and children were
more susceptible, this resulted in a possible imbalance of males to females and had
far reaching effects on the ability of a group to recover. Reconstruction of Aboriginal
social organization prior to European settlement was caused by the impact of this
dreaded disease.
°
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There was a significant increase in conflict, due to competition for women. This
conflict promoted inter-tribal wars and raids for women and Rose claims that this
may have prompted the requirement for the older men to dominate in an attempt to
control this rivalry.66 At Port Keats, raids for women were commonplace:
This story happened at Duthumpurl. The people made camp there. There were other tribal
people come to visit them. Muthay and her family made their camp at the beach a fair way
from the others. The people saw the other people coming. These people were all men. They
came to sneak up on the women. They came for malagampa (to steal women). The women
knew what the men were after. These men came and picked any woman they wanted. Naye
was only a little girl then. She was hiding behind her mother. Some of the women were taken
to Daly River by the people from Moyle River. Some of the men involved were the Kardu
Kura Thipmam tribe. They fought with other men at the camp for women. There was lots of
fighting that day over women.67

It has already been shown that according to Stanner, the Subsection system was only
acquired in Port Keats in the 1920's, and that it had been learned from people of the
Victoria River district, who themselves had learned it from other groups from the
North West. Stanner also found that the Bull Roarer cult, commonly known as "Big
Sunday Business", was also introduced into the region from the same source. This
cult had a profound effect on Wadeye women's lives.
The story behind the Bull Roarer cult varies from region to region. In Port Keats the
myth concerns Mutchinga, who was formerly a human being and exercised absolute
power of authority. She was an old woman who was guardian of the novices during
the initiation ceremonies. She did not watch them properly and she swallowed all of
them. When the people returned, and realized what had happened, the men set off in
pursuit. They discovered Mutchinga, killed her, cut open her belly, and found the
children still alive inside her womb.
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The Bull Roarer, (popularly known as the Churinga in other regions), was carved in
wood, a sacred symbol representing Mutchinga, giving the keepers of the object, the
men, the power that she once had. It was to be kept completely secret from women,
or they may try to wrest the power back and there were dire repercussions for any
woman who inadvertently saw the sacred objects. These repercussions included pack
rape or death.
The Falkenbergs witnessed one such event in 1950. Three women had walked close
to where the sacred objects were buried, and a meeting of the initiated men was held
to discuss the appropriate punishment. Since the women had not actually seen the
objects they were not sentenced to death. Instead, they were sentenced to collective
rape every night for two months. The Falkenbergs described the punishment:
The men stand in a long line, one behind the other. They symbolise a unit the men's group
-

-

in their relation to the women. One by one they have intercourse with the woman who is held
by two or three men. This is repeated every night during a certain period. Considering that
30-50 men may be involved, one understands that this punishment is no small matter.68

As already stated, inter-tribal wars, mostly related to marriage arrangements and the
theft of women, were central to Aboriginal life during the first decades of European
settlement. Available country was rapidly diminishing owing to the presence of
European settlers. There was a huge displacement of people, resulting in increased
ecological and social pressures within the available refuge areas, that caused still
more competition for women. These wars spread to the relatively unaffected areas
around Port Keats. The acceptance of the "Sunday Business" cult by the Wadeye
men could have been used as a compensatory outlet for them, since their own power
was being gradually eroded since the arrival of the European invaders. The wars
added to the already rapid decline in Aboriginal population, a decline that could have
been as high as ninety five percent with a very high infant mortality rate. Many of the
children who did survive were of mixed ancestry and were taken away.
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Sexually transmitted diseases further decimated the population levels, with venereal
disease being one of the most destructive. Women suffered and became infertile;
those diagnosed with a contagious disease were sent to Darwin and housed at the
Kahlin compound. Conditions there were described as hideous; worst of all was the
plight of women who suffered Gonorrhoea. They were kept in a white washed iron
building chained to iron beds by the leg and were left like that for years.69
Hansen's Disease, or Leprosy, was yet another disease that affected a great number
of Northern Territory Aborigines. The rigid imposition of quarantine preferably on
offshore islands was the preferred method of control. In the early 1930's there was a
major outbreak of the disease and leprosaria were established to handle the crisis, but
no cure was available until 1955. Lepers were confined, ostracized, and banished.
Women suffered most of all; they were forced to give up their babies to avoid further
infection, and forbidden to marry.70
The outcry from philanthropists for protection of the Aboriginal people, especially
Aboriginal women and girls, has already been examined in the preceding chapter.
The resulting legislation and policies were discriminating and forced many women
into homes or reserves where any autonomy that they may have possessed, was
quickly eroded. Policies were especially focussed on women's reproductive lives and
their offspring. Any power or prestige that they may have possessed in the sexual
arena was severely curtailed.
It became an offence for an Aboriginal or part-Aboriginal women to "solicit
prostitution" and it carried a sentence of three months jail, making it far more
difficult for Aboriginal women to obtain those highly prized European goods. It also
made it more difficult for them to use white men as protection against the rigours of
traditional life and unwanted promised husbands. It is not surprising that many
women colluded with their white lovers to evade detection:
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The laws formed painstakingly by the social planners were evaded in various ways, often
with the assistance of the law enforcers who understood what it meant to miss female
company, and followed the ethics of mate-ship. The women adapted to inter-racial sexual
restrictions as another peculiarity of the white man's culture, assisting their men to evade the
law. They responded quickly to glimpses and sounds of police approaching from a distance,
and now see the humorous side of being forced out of a boyfriend's bed in the quiet coolness
of the pre dawn hour so they could sneak away undetected.71

By 1935, governments and other bodies were actively pursuing ways to "protect", or
rather, "control" Aboriginal women. In many ways they depleted their status. They
limited their employment prospects; reduced their main power base their sexuality;
-

they took away their mixed race children; decided who they could and could not
marry; kept them in institutions until they were at least twenty one years old;
confined them in deplorable conditions if they had an infectious disease; and
controlled their lives in many other ways, that were a gross infringement of human
rights.
Survival for many Aboriginal people lay between working for the white man on his
own terms or keeping out of the way among the hills.72 By the time the Catholic
mission was established at Port Keats, few Wadeye women were still living in a truly
traditional life style. Most had had some contact with alien influences for fifty years
or more. Many men and women had drifted to outlying stations at Legune,
Auvergne, and Victoria River Downs; they worked for the farmers and mines at the
Daly River, and went to Darwin and other centres of civilization.
On the cattle stations, Wadeye women performed all kinds of stock work. They did
droving, slaughtering, butchering, skinning, tanning, caring for goats or milking
cows, and they were cooks and domestics in the homesteads. They also were
involved in road building, house construction, and they worked in the mines. They,
like other Aboriginal women, were frequently expected to be available for sexual
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service. This was almost certainly the case of the legendary Nemarluk's wife, who
had a son by a white station manager prior to coming to the mission.73
Wadeye women also performed a wide variety ofjobs in urban centres. They worked
as domestics in private households and hotels, as laundresses, gardeners and
cleaners. One Wadeye woman was remembered working for a family in Darwin
during the early 1930's. A young RAAF serviceman, Bill Eacott, stationed at Port
Keats during World War II, recalled:
I had no sooner climbed out of the aircraft than a young aboriginal woman rushed towards
me, cried out "young bill Eacott!" and flung her arms around my neck. To say that I was
surprised would be putting it mildly. I could well imagine the bewilderment of the onlookers
at such a demonstration of affection. It transpired that the young woman and her husband had
been employed as "house servants' at our home in Darwin about seven or eight years before.
I had lived in Darwin from 1931 until after the first Japanese air raids, and in those days it
was customary for many residents to employ aborigines, and part-aborigines, on jobs both in
and around the house. I recall being somewhat flustered and feeling obliged to explain the
circumstances.74

Eacott claimed that she came from the Kahlin compound, would do various
household chores and return each evening after her day's work. He was just a small
boy that time, but the woman had obviously built up a motherly affection towards
him.

75

Even when the people stayed in their own country, outsiders had a great influence on
them. Women often went to passing boats to offer sexual services in return for
tobacco and other goods. The following story, is told by two Wadeye women:
A long time before the mission started the people lived along the coast. In those days they
had visits from Japanese who came in boats carrying cargoes to Kunnunurra, Wyndham,
Timber Creek and other small stations. When the people saw the boat coming they waved to
the Japanese to come to shore. By then the Japanese had passed the Old Mission a lot of
times and they knew what the people wanted. The people would let the Japanese take the
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women onto the boat for the night in exchange for flour and tobacco. This exchange had
gone on a long time. They would travel to Nangu or to Fossil Head to wait for the Japanese
to come back from their trip to unload their cargoes. From Fossil Head the Japanese took the
women wherever the women wanted to be dropped off. But the men would walk back
feeling satisfied, because they had tobacco, flour and many other stuffs. The old men from
that particular camp were: Perdjert; Cumaiyi; Thugurrin and Nemarluk.76

The murder of the Japanese crew by Nemarluk and his men occurred because the
Japanese men did not pay the women for their services.
It is difficult to describe the actual status of women at Port Keats at the time of
Docherty's arrival. Those who were still living close to the traditional lifestyle had
considerable power in both the economic and religious sphere but had very little
autonomy over their own bodies. From early childhood they were taught to obey men
and there were severe physical punishments, even death, for any transgressions. They
were bestowed in marriage to older men from before their births, and were required
to copulate with whomsoever their husband selected. In addition they were the
"spoils" of intertribal warfare. Their status improved somewhat when they had
daughters of their own, and grew older, but even when they were widowed, other
men "inherited" them.
After the European invasion, some Wadeye women used their sexuality to improve
their status. They were able to gain economic rewards for themselves and their
people by a form of prostitution. Through their work, they were able to gain
knowledge and teach their community about the newcomer's ways. They became
highly valued commodities among the pastoralists; they were able to work in a
variety of jobs and also acted as a sexual inducement for other men, both white and
black, to work there. It was also possible for the women to gain protection from some
white men, to avoid promised marriages and to escape certain punishments from
their own society.
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However their new, elevated status was, for many, short lived. Many women were
viciously raped and kidnapped by the alien settlers and were frequently infected with
venereal disease. Their spouses urged them to have intercourse with white men in
exchange for tobacco and other desired items, regardless of their own wishes.
Government officials took away their lighter coloured children and they were
subjected to restrictive and discriminating legislation to control their sexuality and
reproductive lives. The introduction of the Bull Roarer cult within their community
added to their misery, keeping them in a constant state of terror. The right to seek
any form of protection from white men was also denied.
The arrival of the Catholic Church at Port Keats allowed many Wadeye women to go
back to their country and to live under the protection of a different kind of white
man, the Catholic missionary, Richard Docherty. He introduced a new doctrine,
which from early Roman times had sought to improve women's lives and status. His
success is reflected by the important roles that Wadeye women now have in their
community. His manner of doing this is examined in the next three chapters.
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Chapter Seven: Birth of a Mission
The Catholic mission was established at Wadeye shortly after the arrest of Murrinhpatha
man, Nemarluk, who, with his followers, had killed the Japanese crew of the shark
lugger Oiuda. The region had received a great deal of unwelcome publicity; Nemarluk
evaded capture for almost three years and caused significant humiliation for the local
police force. The local newspaper, the Northern Standard reported:
Residents who are qualified to express an opinion, say the force sent to arrest Nemarluk was far
too weak and the result of this cheese-paring may now cost the country hundreds, and possibly
thousands of pounds to apprehend the wanted man. The authorities knew they were seeking the
arrest of a desperate fugitive and deserve censure for not sending a sufficiently strong force to
bring their quest to a successful end.'

Soon after the Japanese killing, two other white men, Adolph Koch and Stephen Arinski,
alias Cook and Stevens, were reported missing, presumed murdered in the vicinity.2 The
surrounding area had long been perceived as inhospitable and the people that lived there
had a ferocious and hostile reputation. The land was gazetted as an Aboriginal reserve in
1920 but many of the people had drifted to centres of Anglo-European settlement. Those
who remained were feared by neighbouring Aborigines as well as the white settlers.
Police action was limited. "Dispersals" in the name of "pacification" were no longer
seen as appropriate. The bureaucrats in Canberra were on their guard against adverse
publicity, particularly from overseas. In addition, the general public, particularly those in
the south, now had a higher regard for the Aboriginal people, and philanthropists from
all walks of life vigorously protested against any so-called punitive measures.
Aboriginal activists were also becoming more assertive in their demands for better
treatment, and there was a gradual move towards the creation of new policies to deal
with the alleged "Aboriginal Problem".

'North st. 2.33 "Nemarluk at Large", in Northern Standard, undated newspaper clipping, Kanamkek Yilc
Ngala Archives
2
Northern 195, "Prospectors Missing", in Northern Standard, 1932, Kanamkek Yile Ngala Archives
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The publicity drew the attention of the Catholic priest, Francis Xavier Gsell, who was
contemplating the founding of a new mission on the Northern Territory mainland. Port
Keats was eventually chosen for the new venture and Richard Docherty, a young and
very enthusiastic priest was selected to manage it. Docherty was shrewd enough to
recognise that he needed to establish himself as a respected leader from the very first
instance if the mission was to be successful. This chapter will examine the methods that
he used in the first few years to achieve his goal. It will also focus on his early attempts
to liberate Wadeye women from oppressive practices.
There are differing reports about whether or not the mission was a Government, Church,
or even Aboriginal initiative. There is general consensus among the Catholic community
that the Government asked the MSC to establish a mission at Port Keats, in an effort to
"quieten" the people there. This claim has been reiterated many times, since the 1960's.
Bishop John O'Loughlin stated in 1966: "The Administrator of the Northern Territory
invited my predecessor, Monsignor F. X. Gsell O.B.E. to establish a mission in the
remote area between the Daly and Fitzmaurice Rivers".3
The anthropologist W.E.H. Stanrier also believed in 1973 that the government had asked
Gsell to start a mission in the area: "in an endeavour to both save the people from
extinction and to pacify the region, the government asked the Catholic Church in the
Northern Territory to found a mission in the area.4
Docherty, likewise, understood that it was the government that requested Gsell to found
the mission after the killings of the Japanese crew and the two white prospectors:
It was because of this, and the later disappearance of two white men who had gone prospecting
up the Fitzmaurice River, that Bishop Gsell was asked to begin a mission at Port Keats, to
quieten the natives there.5

O'Loughlin, J., "Effects of Raising Aboriginal Wages on the Mission Economy." Paper delivered at the
Centre for Research and Aboriginal Affairs, Monash University, Melbourne, 1966, p. 1
Stanner, W.E.H., "The Story of Port Keats Mission Newman Graduate Association, Canberra, 1973,
p. 6
Docherty, R., "An Autobiography", (1967), p. 32
",
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There is, though, no documentary evidence to support this fact. On the contrary, while it
is very possible that the police or other minor officials may have suggested that a
mission be established at Port Keats, it is highly unlikely that there was ever any official
request. Gsell did not mention anything about it in his published memoirs, saying only
that he was reminded by the Holy See of the "undoubted right of the more primitive
natives to receive the Gospel".6 Docherty did not mention any Government request
either, in an article that he wrote in 1935, for The Annals oj Our Lady of the Sacred
Heart. Here he merely stated:
The Very Rev. Monsignor Gsell, full of zeal for the Missions, has ever been on the lookout for a
chance to extend his missionary enterprise. Various opportunities have occurred during the time
of his administration to found a mission on different parts of the North Australian coast, but lack
of funds up to the present time has proved an insuperable obstacle to his missionary zeal. Now
that this obstacle has in part been removed, he has decided to open up a new field.7

The supposed invitation was not even used as an argument when applying for a
government subsidy. The applications were rejected several times and Gsell was most
indignant by the refusals, but still did not mention any kind of government request.8
Indeed, the Administrator at that time, R.H. Weddell, was, as shown in an earlier
chapter, very much against missions.
A letter in the archival records from Gsell to the Administrator, which attempted to
clarify an earlier correspondence, may have caused the confusion. This letter apparently
contained "the bald statement" of the Catholic Church's intention to resume a mission in
the Daly River district. Gsell stated that the objective was to establish the mission at
Port Keats or surrounding area, rather than at the original Jesuit site on the Daly River.
There was absolutely no indication that it was at the request of the Administrator.9

Gsell, F.X., (1956), p.149
Docherty, R., "Our Aboriginal Mission: The Expedition from Bathurst Island to Port Keats" in The
Anna/s of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, 1 May 1935, p. 232
CRS Fl 1938/533, 1934-1941, correspondence dating between December 1935-25 July 1936, National
Archives of Australia, Darwin
CRS Fl Item 1938/533, 1934-1941, letter from Gsell to Administrator, 20 September 1934, National
Archives of Australia, Darwin
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It is a far greater possibility that the request came from the Wadeye people themselves.
Jean Marie Kolumboort, who was a little girl at the time of Docherty's arrival, told me in 1966
that her older brother Palada, who was living in Darwin in the 1930's, asked the missionary priest
to stay with his people. It was Palada, Harry Luke Kolumboort, who was to accompany Docherty
on the initial voyage to Port Keats. 10

It has already been shown that there were many Wadeye people living in Darwin, either
by choice or otherwise, and who may well have been desirous of returning to their
homelands. I would argue that the Catholic Church initiated the founding of a new
mission in the Northern Territory; that the spate of publicity concerning Port Keats drew
attention to that particular area; that the local police suggested Port Keats as a suitable
location; and that some of the Wadeye people made it clear that they would welcome
and assist with such a venture.
Docherty had met the police party, returning from Port Keats with some prisoners,
wanted in relation to the Nemarluk case. At that time he had no idea that he would be
chosen to start the mission, but they recommended an area adjacent to Wadeye Creek, as
a possible mission site." Docherty went to Bathurst Island to prepare for the voyage,
and he carefully selected four Wadeye men to accompany him:
Arriving there [Bathurst Island] we busied ourselves with more proximate preparations for the
journey. All necessary provisions, tools, and other requisites for at least a three weeks' stay at
Port Keats had to be made. On Friday the 281h September, all was in readiness, and at 2p.m. the
St Francis, towing a 16-foot motor launch, recently built at Bathurst Island, set sail. The party
comprised Brother Smith, in charge of the boat; Alphonso as assistant navigator, and myself, and
a number of black boys as crew. Among the black boys we had four aborigines who belonged to
the district we were to explore.'2

°

Reynolds, R., (1999), p. 110
Docherty, R., (1967), "An Autobiography", (1967), p. 25
12
Docherty, R., "Our Aboriginal Mission: The Expedition from Bathurst Island to Port Keats", in The
Anna/s of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, MSC: Kensington, I May 1935, p.232
°
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Harry Luke Kolumboort confirmed that Docherty selected four Wadeye men to
accompany him.
The bosses in Darwin had a big meeting. They told the people that there was going to be a
mission at Port Keats. We said "all right". There were a few of us there. Then out of these few
Father Docherty first selected four.13

The Kulumboort family were typical of many Wadeye people who left their homeland to
seek opportunities in the centres of European settlement. Some of the Wadeye women
related how the family came to be in Darwin at that time:
He had been to school in Darwin and he knew how to speak English. Before Fr. Docherty came,
his family went on foot from here. [Wadeye] They travelled through Daly River and through
Adelaide River to Darwin. They took him to school there. On the way they caught a train
heading for Darwin. They stayed there for a while and then came back on the first boat to explore
the site for the mission.'4

On arrival at Port Keats, the region was practically deserted but Docherty's guides
advised him that people would be camped close by. One man offered to go and bring
some of them back and he returned the next day with four men, four wives, and four
children. All were healthy, especially the children.'5
He first arrived at a place called Kirnmu. There was no one there except a few old people, my
grandpa, Kmapurt, my other grandpa, Nalpu, my uncle Mapunanh and Thangmak. Those were
the people Father first saw. They were the only people there, some of the others were over at the
Daly River, some were at Bradshaw Station and some at Legune Station. That's where all the
Murrinhpatha people were.'6

"

Tape A 174, Harry Luke Kolumboort, "The Coming of the Mission 2", Kanamkek Yile Ngala Archives
A032 Mary Naye Cumaiyi, (ET. AL.), "The Coming of Father Docherty as Witnessed by the
Aboriginal People", 1993, Kanamkek Yile-Ngala Archives
15 Docherty, R., "Our Aboriginal Mission", in The Annals, 1 May 1935, p. 233
16
Tape A174, Harry Kolumboort
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Docherty related how he then searched for a safe anchorage and fresh drinking water:
After looking around a little on the beach area, round [Lounga] the island, which is now called
Docherty Island, we found quite a good anchorage: some five fathoms, and in a sheltered
position, and a good beach landing where we could easily get our stuff ashore. We looked for
water, fresh water, that was another requirement besides a boat and anchorage, and made a bit of
digging so that we did get water that was at least potable, and with a little care and boiling and
that would be all right for a beginning. We found also there was a pool of water the natives used,
only about three quarters of a mile further on. The site was alright.17

Docherty, with the help of one of his guides and by using sign language, found the area
recommended by the police officer, but at first sight, it did not look too promising; it did
not have the necessary conditions for permanent settlement. Instead he and his crew
explored the region for a more suitable mission site over the next few days. Water was a
major consideration and they set about sinking a well.
Eventually he found a place that seemed to meet his requirements, Werntek Nganayi.
There we found a beautiful beach running as far as the eye could see, and pools of fresh water
lying within 50 yards of the high tide watermark. The soil is a red, sandy loam with a substratum
of lime and shell. Vegetation appeared in abundance, and a thick jungle ran for miles along the
outer fringe of the mangrove swamps.

Docherty planted some coconut trees there, replenished the meat supply and returned to
Bathurst Island to report his progress. He was told to be ready to leave after the wet
season and was instructed, in the meantime, to saw timber for a house. This was
achieved within a month but other problems were encountered. The rudder-post and the
water tank in the St Francis had to be repaired; a new floor had to be installed; the
rigging was slack; the ropes needed renewing; and the engine was giving problems.

'

NTRS 226 TP897 and TS729, Richard Docherty Interview, 1974, Northern Territory Archives Service,
Darwin
18 Docherty R., "Our Aboriginal Mission", in The Annals 1 May 1935,
p. 234

They then decided that they needed an additional boat. Their old skipper, Alphonse
Abalero, had now got his own vessel, and it took another ten days to get that boat ready.
In addition, Docherty's most prized possession, his old motor car, had to be dismantled,
and, still defensive from the description of it written in the Annals some months earlier,
he stated:
It is not a luxury car, but an honest to goodness old Ford that has travelled all over the Northern
Territory, the same that was referred to in the "Annals" some five and a half months ago as
rolling along like an asthmatic steamroller. It yet lives, and it will be a credit to its inventor in
spite of criticism, as you will see later. It is too early to talk now. It is all in pieces and looking
down in the mouth, as though it had coughed its last asthmatic cough.'9

Some of the Wadeye people had already left Darwin and were on their way back to their
country. The remainder were living in the Kahlin compound. Dean White, the welfare
officer, advised them that they were all going home, but there were at least two men who
were reluctant to go. They were informed that the priest would be taking all of them,
which left them little choice in their departure.2° Nevertheless, one man, "Tommy", was
very eager to return home and had specifically asked Gsell if he could accompany
Docherty and assist him. Tommy had been involved in the Bradshaw murders
committed at Port Keats in 1905,21 and had recently completed his gaol sentence. He
was much appreciated by the religious and Gsell paid tribute to him in his memoirs.22
Those Wadeye people, who were passengers on the second voyage, included
Kolumboort and his wife, Ruby, Billy Majjindi, Albert Anglitchi and Albert Muta with
his two wives.23 W.E.H. Stanner was also on board; he was living at the Daly River
township, had heard about the plan to set up the new mission and wrote to Docherty to
ask if he could accompany him. The request was eagerly accepted and resulted in a
lasting friendship between the two men.

19
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Docherty, Stanner, and two laymen, travelled in the St Francis, with Stephen Cugobi as
skipper, and Aif Murray, a man of mixed descent from Bathurst Island, as ship's
engineer, and a crew of eight men from Bathurst Island. The Wadeye people sailed on
the Aroiki, owned and captained by Alphonse Abalero. The Aroiki had sail only, but the
St Francis had an engine.24
The journey to Port Keats was, from all accounts, quite gruelling, but Docherty kept his
sense of humour:
On Saturday June 151h all was ready. After Mass on Sunday we sailed out of Darwin harbour
with joy in our hearts, though for some of us that joy was somewhat dimmed when the sea began
to rise. We took only four days to do a two and a half day's journey. What joy for the sailor and
sorrow for the land lover! Cooking was impossible, for the great waves came over and put out the
fire. The engine struggled bravely, yet it too, had to bow to Neptune for a time; its triumph would
come later. Meanwhile leave it and sail; but we made heavy weather of it with the I 6fi launch
trailing behind. Alphonso caught and passed us fairly left us wallowing in the trough of the
25
sea.
-

By contrast, Stanner recalled being violently seasick for the whole four days, but
claimed, "The sense of high adventure with which we had set out was still there when
we anchored inside Port Keats and looked at the unwelcoming shore".26 He paid tribute
to Docherty's seamanship, which he said was "like everything he did, was muscular and
direct. He thought it effeminate to pay overmuch regard to rocks and sand-bars".27
They arrived at their destination 20 June 1935. The timber, provisions, a tent, and
Docherty's motorcar was unloaded. Stanner said that a police party under Constable
Wally Langdon had been despatched to coincide with their arrival in case of trouble, but
had been delayed.
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They did not need such protection; on the contrary, Stanner was befriended by one of the
Wadeye men:
One of my most vivid and earliest memories of Port Keats is of lying on the beach, still sick
from the sea, and opening my eyes to see a black fellow looking down at me with compassion.
He said: "Poor bugger white feller: Him sick".29

Kulumboort remembered everyone unloading all the boats, setting the tent up, and
celebrating the first Mass. The beach was deserted:
There was nobody anywhere, not even footprints. The people were all at Piyirt, Kura lenhiin and
Kartirnu. Some were not around the area at all. They were all at stations like Bradshaw, Legune,
Auveme and Daly River.29

The Wadeye men then went in search of the people to tell them that the missionary had
arrived. Some had adopted the European habit of using hair oil and this caused great
consternation as they approached Piyirt:
When they were coming near the camp the camp people could smell something different. The
newcomers had put lots of hair oil on their hair. The people thought it was the smell of buffalo.
They started running up the trees. Then one of the visitors called out to one of his cousins who
was with the camping group: "Hey cousin, it is only me and I have come from Darwin". They sat
down and told them that Father Docherty had arrived from Darwin with them and was now at
Wemtek Nganayi. When the people heard this they were really happy.30

The search continued:
That same night some men left the camp to spread the news to another group of people who were
camping at a place called Kura Lenhthenka... some other men left the camp and went to a place
called Kerntirnu and told the good news. Two of the men from that camp had already left for
Legune Station so the others followed them to bring them back. they caught up with them at a
..

place called Nimati . . they told them Father had arrived from Darwin. They all walked
.
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back.. until they got to a place called Manthype. Some People had already begun to arrive...
Dave Kurawul, my grandpa Nalpu, my grandpa Kamburt and my brother Narburup were among
the first lot to arrive there. They had young boys with them. Johnny Chula and his brother Paddy
and another called Thewath were among these boys. The next morning many people were seen
walking up the beach. These were the people who had got the news while they were camping at
Kura Lenhthenka, Kerntirnu and Piyirt. But the other mob who had camped at Manthythpe were
still coming. The next morning those at the mission saw that group walking up the beach.. They
had no clothes on. Father was ashamed.

Kolumboort recalled how Docherty gave out loincloths, or Nagas, for the people to
wear, the only clothes that the people were ever forced to wear, during Docherty's era:
Next morning Father did not work. Instead he cut up some calico for the people to wear. When he
had finished cutting it up he handed it out to them. They were now wearing clothes for the first
time.3'

Within four days of landing many Wadeye people arrived at the new mission site:
Before the expedition left Darwin, news of its projected departure for Port Keats circulated by
means of the "bush telegraph". Within four days of the landing of the missionaries, the blacks,
who had been in hiding, watching and summing up the mission party, appeared from the bush.
They belonged to the Muriwudi [Murrinhpatha] tribe, of the Port Keats area. There were many
piccaninnies in proportion to adults, showing that the tribe was flourishing. It was learned that
other strong tribes were hovering in the background, and it is expected that they will come into
the mission within the next few weeks. All the aborigines seen by the missionaries seemed well
nourished and healthy. 32

The people helped with the work of cutting down trees, digging wells and the building
of the presbytery. The search for more people continued:
The people were all out bush, some at Kulthil, some at Nardirri. Billy Majindi and
Albert Anglitichi went around looking for them. Those who were camping at Kulthil had left
there and were heading for Table Hill. The boys went after them and when the people got to

'
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Table Hill

..

.Billy and Albert had tobacco to give them. These two said to the people: "Come on

now. There is a priest at Wemtek Nganayi." At that time the people were still worried about the
police. Old Pultchin and his son went out another way and told the Pcrdjert families... The next
morning the people who were living around there got up early and packed their belongings. They
travelled to Old Mission. These were from the Murrinhpatha tribe, which lived on the coast and
inland. Some people also came from Kuy. They came in a big canoe and arrived at Old Mission.
Father erected a fish trap with the help of the people. They caught a great haul of fish. People
from Wudipuli, Nardirri, Nangu and Kulthil came.33

Plate 7: First Mass
(Courtesy Kanarnkek Yile Ngala Archives)

It is readily apparent by the above stories that the Wadeye people, who had come down
from Darwin to assist Docherty, saw the arrival of the priest in their country as a great
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windfall. They aided considerably in the search for people, spreading the "good" news,
and reassuring their countrymen that the priest's arrival would be most beneficial. Their
actions augment the theory that it was they who instigated the mission at Port Keats.
In the midst of all the activity, the police patrol arrived. Docherty had arranged the visit
as a precaution, as protection for his party and also to ensure that the people knew that
he had government backing. The threat of further patrols, the promise of tobacco and
other goods, combined with the exhortations from Kolumboort and others, permitted
Docherty to establish himself as a person of authority.34
A report was sent to the Protector of Aborigines, Dr. C.E. Cook, and appeared in the
MSC's publication, The Annals of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart. The people were
described as:
splendid physically, with noticeably refined features in many individuals. Notable facts: great
number of children in proportion to adult population. Little disease. All seem well nourished.
Most of them tractable. A sprinkling speak Pidgin English. Some seeni to have wandered up the
coast from Darwin, others have had contact with luggers, some have been gaoled in recent years,
a few taken as witnesses.3

Docherty paid credit to those Wadeye people who had assisted him, was optimistic that
more would be induced to come into the missions and that apart from some eye troubles,
health among them was generally very good. Docherty believed that "properly
administered" the mission might conserve "much of the aboriginal life in this sector".
He described how the people had left their spears in the bush as a sign of friendliness,
and that the women and children had initially stayed behind, but were now confident
enough to come into the station.

Docherty, R., "An Autobiography", (1967),
CRS Fl 331839 1938/533 1934194, "Report of New Mission" 25 July 1935, author unknown, possibly
Docherty, National Archives of Australia, Darwin. Also similar by Docherty, R., "Good news from Port
Keats" in The Annals, 2 September 1935, pp. 388 -389
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Docherty shared Stanner's concern for the conservation of Aboriginal life. Stanner
stressed that at the time the mission was established the Murrinhpatha people were "a
dying tribe". He estimated their number to be approximately one hundred and fifty, and
be alleged that they were very unsettled psychologically. He stated that their condition
had a four fold base.
There was high mortality rate from disease: leprosy, malaria, and, Stanner
suspected tuberculosis.
There was a large amount of inter-tribal fighting.
The people were already undergoing massive social change in the religious and
structural spheres.
White settlement in the surrounding region was causing severe disruption, as
described below.36
It was not that the Europeans were attacking the people or taking their land. It was
simply that the Murrinhpatha people were "seeping away" to the north and south in a
search for goods like tea, tobacco, sugar, clothes and iron tools. The demand for such
goods was easily generated but the ring of traditional enemies in the hinterland inhibited
this population drift. The repeated attacks on coastal fishing vessels and wandering
Europeans were an effort to quell this unsatisfied demand.
Stanner reminisced about those first few "adventurous" days at Port Keats:
At the time of our visit, it was thought very adventurous, if not foolhardy. It was freely predicted
that we would be murdered. The Port Keats blacks had a bad name throughout the Territory.
Several Europeans and Japanese had recently been killed in the neighbourhood, and police parties
had been attacked. However when we arrived in two weather beaten old luggers, the Sr Francis
and Ariadne, we were greeted very peaceably. 37
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Docherty recalled spears flying around their tents during those first few nights, but that
he had felt quite unafraid. On the contrary he firmly believed that the people were
extremely happy with his arrival:
I wasn't concerned with what the people were doing. If they wanted to kill us they could have
done it, and that would have been that. But I didn't think so: they received us, and apparently
were very joyful about it.38

Stanner did not share Docherty's confidence, but looking back he realised that they had
not been in any serious danger:
I am pretty certain that none of us was ever in any danger of being killed, although for some time
after the landing we were at risk of accidental injury. Night after night there we would be a
sudden uproar in the adjacent camp; the fires would be kicked out (so as to make it more difficult
to see); spears, clubs and throwing sticks would go in all directions, including simply by
-

accident in the darkness ours. None of use ever came to harm. The disturbances were due, I
-

learned later, to jealousy over the division of goods of various kinds.39

Within just two days, approximately forty Aboriginal people had arrived at the new
mission site and within three weeks the house was erected. The amount of iron needed
for the roof had been miscalculated and the fly from the tent was used to patch the hole.
As the numbers of people coming to the mission site increased, so too did the amount of
medical work that Docherty performed. His unorthodox cure for Sandy Blight was
particularly successful, and it was not long before he had earned considerable prestige
among the people as a medicine man. With the help of the Wadeye people and within a
few weeks of establishment, timber was felled, a road was cut through the bush, and
wells were sunk. Advertisements for much needed items, such as tools, medical
supplies, a stationary engine and various household requirements were duly placed in the
Annals.4°
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It has already been shown that the Wadeye people were in the middle of a social and
religious revolution. From some time earlier in the century, new rites and mythologies
had been coming up from areas in the south, displacing older rites and myths. At the
same time and from the same direction a new and complicated system of social
structuring was being introduced; the Wadeye people were struggling to fit the eightsubsection "skin group" system onto their traditional social framework.
Mulinthin's vision, experienced several years before Docherty's arrival, provided a link
between Aboriginal theology and Christianity. The three figures that Mulinthin "saw"
could have been the Murrinhpatha mythological figures of Kunmangkur, creator of
everything, his son, Thiminin, and Muthingka, the Mother of All. It is not difficult to
conceive that these three figures should now be paralleled to the Christian God, his son,
Jesus and the Mother of God, Mary. When Docherty showed pictures of Mary to
Mulinthin, he said he had seen her before, that she was Muthingka. The Catholic
Church's particular reverence for Mary has inspired Wadeye women to regain their
rightful place as powerful leaders within their culture.4 '
There is a belief in Wadeye that: "Mulinthin was given to understand that later someone
would come bringing "more story" about the vision:42 If this was so, the path was clear
for Docherty to commence his mission. M.J. Wilson observed: "A Christian missionary
could be happy at finding a people so prepared for hearing the other sort of "good news"
that he had to bring".43
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During these early months, letters were sent back and forth to the Administrator, R. H.
Weddell, to finalise details of a suitable lease, and to make application for a government
subsidy. W.M. Henshke, then Parish Priest of Darwin, advised that a lease would not be
applied for until the following year when it could be verified that the present site was
suitable. There was concern that the location might be prone to flooding, the final
undoing of the earlier Jesuit mission at the Daly River. As it turned out, Docherty was
forced to search for a new site early in 1936.
Docherty recalled:
It was becoming obvious that we would soon have to find another mission site, for several
reasons. The sea was cutting in on us. We were in a corner and no place for an aerodromc.
Limited water supply. Not central to all tribes. As the present site was only considered temporaly,
we could not put up any worthwhile buildings. So we decided to go walkabout and find a suitable
place for a permanent settlement.31

The letters that were sent to apply for a government subsidy gave detailed reports of the
mission's progress and its aims during those embryonic months. By early March 1936 it
was reported:
Many cases of sickness and sore eyes have been cured and everyday wounds and sores are
cleansed and dressed. Besides they are giving food and tobacco to quite a number of natives who
visit the station. At times there are close on 200 camped on the site. Some acres of land have
been cleared and are now under cultivation.45

The Chief Protector, C.E. Cook, arranged for an inspection of the fledgling mission by
Dr. G. Anson. It has already been noted that Cook was determined to make missions
accountable and, through his medical officers, was able to obtain comprehensive and
revealing reports. This state of affairs made it very tough for new missions with their
shortage of trained staff, severely limited resources, and difficult climate and terrain.
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At the time of Anson's visit, the staff comprised of Docherty, two religious brothers,
Quinn and McCarthy, and a layman, Johnson. Anson commented on the isolation of the
mission and of the presence of sand flies and mosquitoes46 and described the
considerable improvements that had already been made in the six months since the
mission was established. The presbytery had been built with verandahs around, housing
a kitchen, wash-house, storeroom and church. A well had been sunk, pig yards and goat
yards erected and approximately two acres of land had been cleared for a market garden.
This was already producing maize, peanuts, sweet potatoes, yams, tomatoes, paw paws,
pineapples, bananas, eggfruit, beans, watermelons, marrows, and nursery coconuts.
Young Aboriginal women were employed in milking and taking care of a herd of goats,
and a pig yard was situated a little further from the house.
Nevertheless, Anson felt that these improvements were for the white staff s use only;
very little had been provided for the local people. One earth closet was erected for
missionaries but none provided for the Aborigines. A wooden urinal buried three feet
into the ground was in use but it drained into the well, and Anson recommended its
removal. Garbage and night soil was dumped into the sea, allowing the tide to take it
out. Drinking water came from a shallow well and no attempt had been made to protect
it from contamination. No provision had been made for the preservation of rainwater. A
bath had been erected for the use of the white residents but nothing for the Aboriginal
people, although the doctor did concede that the sea obviated the necessity. The washing
of the missionaries' clothing and bedding was performed by Aboriginal women.
The only clothing, provided by the mission, was a "calico" used by the women and girls,
and a "nagar", used by the men.47 Anson further reported that no school had been
established, and no attempt had been made to educate the people, though some religious
instruction was given. No hospital had been built; medical stores were inadequate; and
none of the mission staff had any practical training in medicine. Yaws, gangosa,
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ringworm, hookworm, and one case of venereal disease were observed, but no sign of
malaria or leprosy. The report continued:
Supplies of flour, rice and treacle, plus one tenth of a stick of tobacco was issued to the Wadeye
people, and wild game was plentiful in the region. The Aboriginal people were employed for set
times in the garden, in the erection of various buildings and all general work. They received flour
and tobacco as payment.49

Docherty was proud of these achievements, but he was also patient and understanding as
revealed in his article published in the Annals in June 1936:
Our vegetable garden has provided us with an abundance of good things during the past six
months. The natives steal a few things now and then, but on the whole they have not given us
much cause to complain. They could not resist the watermelons. The temptation was so great
that one night they took all but one melon. Those they took were far from ripe, but that didn't
matter, for they are used to anything of that nature.49

The Aboriginal population at the time of Anson's visit was seventy five with the greatest
number reported to be one hundred and eighty. They represented the whole of the
Murrinhpatha people. Anson further reported that the mission site had been visited
several times by male members of the Moyle people and that the priest hoped either to
extend the mission activities into their country, or to break down the existing prejudices
and allow them to visit the present mission location. All the Wadeye people had stated
that they preferred mission life and influence to their natural nomadic existence, but
Anson stubbornly believed that the issue of tobacco had influenced their predilection.
Despite his negativity, Anson felt that missionary influence could maintain population
levels and prevent the extinction of the Wadeye people. He reported that Docherty was
intent on preserving many of the "native customs and tribal organisation", but that he
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aimed to "encourage them to eliminate their more barbarous practices from their rituals
to convert them to Christianity, and to establish monogamy".50 Anson concluded:
Under present tribal conditions polygamy is practiced. At the time of inspection there was a
majority of adult males, yet some of the men had two or three wives, therefore most of the young
adult males are single. This state of affairs causes females to be taken as wives long before they
are matured, which perhaps is the cause of much apparent sterility. The ages of the thirteen
piccaninnies range between 3 and 10 years, there are no babies in arms and only one pregnant
lubra. If conditions go on as they are without help, the Murrumbata tribe, in a few generations
will cease to exist. If the missionaries can get sufficient control over the natives to get them to
practice monogamy, and control the mating of males and females of suitable ages, it might be the
means of preserving a tribe of aboriginals which is otherwise doomed to extinction, and thus
justifying the establishment of a mission at Port Keats.5'

The application was still rejected, on the grounds that little was being done to actually
assist the Aborigines. This resulted in a somewhat indignant letter from Gsell who
remonstrated: "To tell you the truth, it has caused me intense disappointment and pain,
not so much for the refusal, than for the reason of the refusal".52 He described the work
being carried out, insisted that the children were being educated and claimed that a huge
amount of medical treatment had been given to the Aboriginal people:
Epidemics of colds, sandy blight and yaws follow each other at frequent intervals, sores, bruises
and spear wounds are a daily occurrence. During my stay there five lubras were being treated for
spear wounds... Instruction is given to adults on Sundays only... children have 2-3 hours a day
four times a week, but schoolwork cannot be taken properly in hand until the sisters are
established on the station.53

A subsidy of one hundred and fifty pounds sterling was finally granted.
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It has already been established that both government authorities and the Catholic Church
were especially concerned in the welfare of women and girls. Usell had carefully noted
five women who were brought in with spear wounds during his one week's stay at the
new mission, evidence of physical violence towards them. Docherty was keenly aware
of their plight; he did not waste any time in the implementation of policies to 'protect"
Wadeye women and girls from customs that appeared to denigrate or physically harm
them. He began by stopping the fighting, much of which was related to women:
The tribes, however were still enemies of each other, fighting and throwing spears at one another,
mainly over wives. Father used to stop them and the people trusted him. Father used to take all
the spears and burn them. At other times he broke them in half but the people made new ones
again.54

This was quite unlike the approach taken by his mentor Usell at Bathurst Island. Gsell
had been advised to stay out of the fights but Docherty, headstrong and wilful, barged
right in. He was determined not to show any fear of the Wadeye people, believing that to
do so would diminish their opinion of him.
Docherty was keen to preserve those customs and traditions that were compatible with a
Christian way of life. He instigated a procedure where the families would alternate two
weeks in the mission and two weeks out bush, not only to conserve mission resources,
but also to maintain hunting and gathering skills, so necessary for the people's survival.
This was completely opposite to the government operated home in Darwin where
communal feeding was put into place. At the Kahlin compound, the collection of "bush
tucker" and cooking over open fires was actively discouraged; the arrangement caused a
significant loss of autonomy for both men and women. Communal feeding was used as
a tool of assimilation and, as shown in the previous chapter, caused significant apathy
and low self esteem particularly among the women. Docherty, by contrast, had no wish
to force the people into a sedentary life, dependent on European foodstuffs. The
arrangement had the added advantage that the Wadeye people were able to continue
their ceremonies and rituals relatively unhindered.
54
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It was not long before Docherty was confronted by certain punitive measures dispensed
to women in association with the Bull Roarer. The priest has since been accused of
having a rather negative and paternalistic attitude to cultural and sacred matters,,55 but
Docherty insisted that this particular rite had already changed considerably from its first
usage long ago:
It called for reverence in the days of long ago, but when I first heard it, its original purpose had
changed to one of urgency in some places. The women must obey its call to go to an appointed
place for imnoraI purposes. The Port Keats men said it was not used in their area, but they knew
it was used in that way in other areas.56

This theory was borne out by Stanner's description of the plight of Durmagam's wives,
when the Bull Roarer was used as an excuse to sexually assault them. The rite also
carried the death penalty for any woman who, intentionally or otherwise, saw the sacred
object. Soon after Docherty's arrival, some Wadeye women sought his help when they
found a woman, Malem, being brutally attacked:
In my first year among these people the distressing evidence of the death penalty came to light.
Old Malem one day opened her son's blanket roll to get something she wanted. In it she saw
what no women should see a sacred Muchinga. Her judges did not treat it as accidental, and
-

punish her son for placing it in his swag, as they should have. The judgement was "she saw it,
therefore she must die". The traditional manner of death was to take out her kidney fat through an
incision in the abdomen. The cut was then sewn up, and she was to be placed face down in the
mud of a mangrove swamp, and left there to drown when the tide came up. Providentially in this
case, Malem screamed so loudly on being attacked that women, food gathering in the vicinity
heard her, and came before the ritual murderers could do much damage. The incision was made,
and enough damage to cause peritonitis. The women brought her in as soon as they could and we,
Br. Quinn and myself, were able to save her life by constantly draining off the fluid using cotton
wool swabs, the only means we had. We took four-hour shifts day and night for a week, until
there was no more fluid. Only then could the gaping wound be closed, and given a chance to
heal. Old Malem lived for twelve years after her ordeal. 7
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Punitive measures, associated with the Bull Roarers, were still occurring in 1950, as
recorded in the preceding chapter. Docherty claimed that they were a constant source of
trouble; areas were declared sacred so that women and children were very restricted in
their movements. It is clear that he saw them as a great nuisance, but he did show a
certain amount of respect; he always requested the men to remove the objects before
taking women into their vicinity:
When I took them [the women and children] for a ride in the truck, I could find where the road
was blocked. It was then a simple flatter to call the men together and persuade them to remove
the nlystery a few miles away. 8

Docherty shared most European observers' viewpoint about the status of Aboriginal
women. He considered that women at Wadeye were enslaved and he sought ways to
liberate them from oppressive practices, especially forced marriages. He initiated
Gsell's practice of purchasing the marriage rights of the young girls almost as soon as he
arrived:
[I] got the children by right of purchase and baptised them. There were very few children in the
beginning, but I got the men's consent to do this as long as I was in charge. I made it plain that
no-one from the neighbouring tribes would be able to take their children from them. The
situation often became critical, but Dick Perget and Nyrn Bunduck stood up for the new order,
and suffered many minor wounds in consequence.

This group of men, that he called his Council of Elders, was to be invaluable to the
missionary priest, over the next few years. It is also significant that he promised to
protect the girls from neighbouring Aboriginal groups who often engaged in raids for
women. The madinbois, those unmarried prepubescent young girls were especially
vulnerable.
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Docherty interfered when a very young girl, aged about thirteen years, ran away from
her brutal husband. Just as the other women had asked Docherty for help with Malem, it
is possible that Mary also beseeched the priest for assistance. Mary and a group of
Wadeye women, tell her story:
Melpi got angry with me and I told him I would not conic back to him because he hit me with a
boomerang on lily head. He was not promised to me because he was my brother. She was then
..

aged about thirteen. Docherty told Melpi "she is not for you; she should go back to her tribc'.6°

Docherty tried to find a new husband for her and asked some of the Wadeye men. Some
refused because they already had wives, and others declined because they feared Melpi.
It was Mulinthin who finally agreed to marry her, and although Docherty was
disappointed that she had not been able to marry a younger man, Mary was happy with
the match, and Mulinthin took good care of her.61

Plate 8: "Old Mission", Late 1930's

(Courtesy Kanamkek Yile Nga!a Archives)
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The 1936 Annual Report indicated that a school cum infirmary had now been built, as
well as some small houses for the Aboriginal people. The garden had been extended to
five acres, and the mission now had a stockyard, an aerodrome, a fish trap, two wells
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and a small increase in livestock. There were about two hundred people who were
making use of the mission but because they operated on a fortnightly alternate basis, one
hundred were actually present in the mission area at any one time. Education was now
given five days a week, and the school had between twenty and thirty pupils.62 The
women remember those early schooldays, attended by both young and old: "We all used
to go to school at Old mission. Even the old ones used to go to school too. We would
sing Baa Baa Black Sheep etc and Pussy Cat".63
Docherty's methods of protecting young women were questioned by Cook in 1937,
when it was revealed that one of the mission staff, accompanied by some of the
Murrinhpatha people had been visiting camps in the Moyle country and removing young
girls and women from them to marry with the men of Port Keats.64 There was no answer
to this enquiry on file, and one can only speculate at this stage; perhaps he went to
purchase those girls who were stolen in raids for wives as previously described, and
return them to their rightful county.
By 1936 it was painfully obvious that the mission site was unsuitable and Docherty,
accompanied by some of the local people, searched for a new location. The women
recalled that the kindly priest had carried a small girl on his shoulders:
Jean Marie was a little girl then and Fr Docherty carried her on his shoulders. They went right
around the coast, from Nangu right up to Table Hill. He climbed up one of the hills to see if there
were any boats passing by. They then came up another hill called Nganthalinh. Polly Lintha
Bunduck climbed up with Fr Docherty. They climbed up and looked out and saw that it was no
good anywhere for a landing place. They kept going and stopped at a place called Kumperi. Then
they kept going to Yarra. They climbed up and saw it was too far off for a landing.
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Plate 9: Richard Docherty in the Old Ford Truck
(Courtesy Kanamkek Yile Ngala Archives)

It was to be Tommy who pointed out the new site for the new mission site. The Annual
report for 1938 stated that work had already commenced, and, despite adverse weather
conditions, everything was shifted by June 1939:
A white man named Paul was helping to clear the land at Wadeye. He was a married man. A lay
missionary... There were women clearing the ground, picking up stones with crowbars. It was a
big job.. .We ladies were strong in those days. Two of us, Mary Nye and Agatha Perdjert worked
together. Polly Bunduck cooked Father's meal in the kitchen. The women were working in the
gardens and the men cutting down the trees.. Women and men were doing this work. Some of
these have already passed away. When the men used to cut down the trees the women used to
dig up the stumps with crowbars and bum them with fire.66
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An American man, Paul Bynam had the contract to clear the airstrip, and Brother Quinn
was given the job to level it and complete it for landing. It was Quinn and a few Wadeye
men, who, in 1938, made a mammoth journey to bring cattle to Port Keats. They
acquired forty breeders and two bulls from Tipperary station, and drove them three
hundred miles overland to the stockyards that had been built close to the mission. The
story of the expedition was related in the Annals:
The trip was full of excitement and hard work, especially during the last four or five days on the
return journey, when the cattle had to be walked all day and watched all night by the Brother and
his black stockmen. Twice the cattle broke on the journey one as the result of a tremendous
-

sneeze and once at the Daly River when a motor truck was encountered. But the hardest job was
getting them across the Daly River.67

Quinn trained the young people in stock work and built up a sizeable herd of cattle and
horses. The enterprise ensured a good supply of fresh beef to both the mission at Port
Keats and to the one at Daly River that was established in 1955. Like most of the staff
employed at Port Keats, he had a great sense of humour. He told the reporter of The Sun
newspaper that he helped his numbers along by doffing the "clean skin" cattle from the
neighbours.68
Meanwhile, still more Wadeye people were hearing about the mission at Port Keats and
were eagerly making their way homewards. Evidently they considered that a mission led
by Richard Docherty was preferable to life on the neighbouring cattle stations:
At this time, Gypsy was still working at Legune Station. She found out about the mission from
her two brothers, Joe Biarri and Nym Bunduck. They told her that our country is now a mission.
Gypsy asked where the mission was and they said Wadeye.
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The mission was settled into its new location at Wadeye by 1939. Much was already
achieved. The young priest had established himself, not merely as a figure of authority,
but as a respected and admired leader. This respect and admiration was partly due to his
fearlessness; he was not easily intimidated, audaciously intervening in fights, and
challenging some of the traditional laws. He had started a school for the children,
commenced religious instruction and had attended to numerous medical problems.
He was deeply concerned at the plight of women and did his utmost to protect them
from oppressive traditional customs. They, in turn, sought Docherty out as a protector.
At their request he saved a woman from certain death because she had unwittingly
transgressed tribal law. He also ensured a better marriage for a thirteen-year-old girl,
forcibly married to a cruel tyrant. He purchased the marriage rights of female children in
order that they should have a greater choice in their future spouses. He even attempted to
bring women and girls back from the Moyle country that had been stolen in "wife" raids.
Nevertheless, Docherty was keenly aware that the real work with the women and girls
could not properly begin until the religious sisters arrived. From the mission's earliest
days, Docherty eagerly awaited their arrival and plans to build a suitable convent for
them were recorded in Anson's report and every subsequent report. It would be 1941
before the sisters finally got there and their stay was cruelly cut short, when they were
abruptly evacuated.
Government initiatives had meanwhile resulted in a policy of assimilation enacted in
February 1939. The Minister for the Interior, John McEwen, promised a "New Deal" for
the Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory. The objective was to raise the status of
Aborigines in order to enable them to become citizens of their own country and to be
granted equal rights with the settlers. Missions would receive increased subsidies to
gradually prepare the Indigenous people for contact with the settler society.
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However, the advent of World War II placed a hold on any significant attempts to
assimilate the Aboriginal people and Docherty was pennitted to continue relatively
unhindered by government bureaucracy. The war years were very significant for the
newborn mission. Although serious work to "liberate" the women was seriously
hampered, increased resources were made available that permitted the mission to
survive. In addition, the arrival of defence personnel to Port Keats provided a welcome
respite to both mission staff and the Wadeye people. The community was able to
develop slowly in an era of hitherto unknown camaraderie.
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Chapter Eight: Wartime at Wadeye
The advent of World War II initially had little effect on the isolated newborn mission,
but when the Japanese became involved, its future looked very bleak. Nevertheless, the
war years proved to be a very significant time for Wadeye people. They provided a
breathing space for the community to become accustomed to the rapid changes that were
taking place within their society. The proximity of the defence personnel allowed the
Wadeye people to experience an alternate type of white man. Implementation of the
dubious assimilation policy was deferred and government interference was minirnised.
The mission itself benefited from increased supplies and other services and the
servicemen provided a welcome relief from the isolation and loneliness experienced by
the young priest and his helpers. The "liberation" of the women and girls was severely
curtailed by the sudden evacuation of the religious sisters but Docherty continued to
protect them against punitive measures and forced marriages. This chapter will examine
this hiatus in the life of the young mission.
In 1939 Darwin became the scene of a dramatic increase in defence works. These
included coastal guns, anti aircraft defences and a boom net that was said to be the
longest in the world. Buildings such as hospital facilities and the Lanakeyah Barracks
were constructed and a Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) aerodrorne was established.
Increasing numbers of RAAF and navy personnel were transferred into the city, and the
rapidly deteriorating international situation accelerated these works.1 Darwin had now
assumed the role of a strategic base for the defence forces and with the increased
expenditure in the town, the city evolved from a rough frontier town to being the "most
prosperous town in Australia".2
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The missionaries at Wadeye were not omitted from these preparations; Docherty became
Coast Watcher for the Royal Australian Navy (RAN). A transmitter and receiver were
supplied and it was his duty to report everything in a designated code.3
The mission was now established in its new permanent location and it became possible
to erect more substantial buildings. These included a convent, especially built to house
the religious sisters, whose arrival had been eagerly anticipated. It was also at this time
that Docherty began the process of extending the southern boundary of the reserve to
include the Fitzmaurice River, part of the traditional country of the Wadeye people. This
land had been included in Bradshaw Station and the owner had surrendered his lease on
8 December 1939.
By the end of 1940 the convent was completed, a new residence had been built to house
the priest and brothers and a new church was constructed. Twenty acres of land were
now cleared for cultivation and the building of a school, dispensary and other
outbuildings had already commenced. School work had suffered somewhat due to the
move, but the sisters were expected to arrive within three months. Due credit was given
to the Wadeye people for their contribution in the work. The 1940 Annual Report stated:
"All natives have assisted willingly with work to move the mission".
The religious sisters, Dionysius, Magdalen and Xavier, arrived at Wadeye in late March
1941. They had made the thirty-hour journey on the St Francis accompanied by a new
and inexperienced brother, John Pye. Docherty, Brother McCarthy and the whole
Wadeye community greeted their arrival with tremendous enthusiasm. Docherty was
convinced that the sisters were integral to the success of the mission, particularly in the
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work of "uplifting" the status of the women and girls. Docherty was unstinting in his
appreciation of their work:
Oh it meant everything because, in my estimation, the sisters are the soul of the mission. You
can't succeed until they come without their influence, their teaching you can't succeed on any
-

-

mission. So as soon as possible, I did what they asked for: got the house ready for them. When I
reported that it was built and ready for their occupation, they very quickly came.6

This statement differs from the view of Hilary Carey, who argues that religious sisters
had low status and whose work was rendered invisible and dispensable.7 It is true,
moreover, that their contribution has been much neglected by many historians. John
Harris8 barely mentioned them in his comprehensive work, although to be fair, his
history is mainly concerned with Protestant missions. They were also omitted in the
collection of articles in Aboriginal Australians and Christian Missions, a work that
constitutes a major study of missions in Australia. Noni Wales has gone some way of
addressing this omission in her unpublished honours thesis but she focuses on the wives
of Protestant missionaries rather than Catholic religious sisters.9 Even Robyn Reynolds,
herself a religious sister, and who widely used the testaments of sisters who worked at
Port Keats for her PhD. thesis, says little about their contribution.10 Carey claims that
this neglect is "part of a wider pattern in which gender has been left under examined as a
tool for the analysis of Australian religious history".1 '
Notwithstanding this omission, there is an abundance of articles about the sisters' work
in the MSC's Annals and I have drawn on these, together with letters and interviews, to
illustrate their considerable input. In addition, their importance to the mission was
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officially demonstrated when, soon after their arrival, the mission was named Mission of
Our Lady of the Sacred Heart in their honour.'2
Originally it was planned that only two religious sisters would work at Port Keats but
Docherty artfully contrived to get a third using the isolation of the mission as his
rationale. Sister Magdalen was supposed to go only as a companion until the other two
sisters were settled in, but having acquired the extra helper, the priest was unwilling to
relinquish her, claiming that the mission was too lonely a place to have just the two
women.'3
Docherty's reputation preceded him; according to Sister Magdalen, the sisters were all
very excited about the prospect of working with him:
They were all talking about this famous Father Docherty, and how they were all going... were
coming here with him. They were all excited. And heavens above, I didn't even think of coming
here. [I thought] I wouldn't be able to live with a great man like that. I thought he must have
been absolutely marvellous the way they were talking about him well he was too.'4
-

Prior to their journey, the sisters made preparations for their new vocation. They
gathered useful articles, drawing charts for use in school, copying music and buying and
checking up on supplies needed for the new convent.'5 Sister Concepta, in Darwin,
accumulated a collection of second hand furniture that was much appreciated by the
sisters. Sister Magdalen recalled: "Just as well she did, because there wasn't much in the
way of furniture or anything when we got here".
The voyage was unusually uneventful; it was made in record time, with fortunately, no
cases of seasickness. The entire Wadeye community, then consisting of about one
hundred and fifty scantily dressed people, greeted the boat. There was much excitement;
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many had never seen white women before and certainly not religious sisters in all their
attire. Some thought they were wives of the missionaries and it was learned later than
many thought they were spirits.

Plate 10: Arrival of Sisters and Brother Pye, 1941
(Courtesy Kanamkek Yile Ngala Archives)

However, there were no speeches or processions. The sisters were given a cup of tea
and some damper and then inspected their new quarters. The boat was unloaded and
their belongings were taken up to the convent.16

16
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The convent was a very basic structure:
The sisters' house is built on piles. Underneath is lathed in for the girl's dormitory. A flight of
stairs back and front lead on the outside to the sisters' apartments on the inside another flight of
-

stairs to enable them to get to the girls at night without going outside. The usual tropical place,
one room in the centre, surrounded by a verandah about twelve feet wide, louvred all round, so
that it can be closed off for the rain, and that with a turn of the hand. One side is curtained off for
a dormitory, another side serves as a community room. The kitchen, which is also the sisters
refectory room is detached, built on the ground. It is roomy, convenient and comfortable.
Their store room opens off from it. At the back of the store is a big room which, is now being
used as a school, but which later be the women's work room.' 7

Sister Magdalen described the shower:
And the shower wasn't working properly. You had to get in, and there was a bucket of water
above your head, and when you were ready to have your wash, you tipped the bucket up, and it
would spill, and if you weren't quick enough you'd miss the water! That was the shower room.' 5

The sisters were soon put to work. That same night some of the elders arrived with a
group of ten young girls, aged between seven and eleven years, who said they wanted to
live with the sisters. Despite protestations that there was no room and that the shower
was not working properly the girls were insistent. They said they would live on the
ground downstairs and brought a blanket to sleep on. Their enthusiasm refutes any
notions that the missionaries forced the girls into dormitories, taking them away from
their families as may have happened in other places.
On the contrary there was no evidence of resistance at all. It appears that the children
were eager to come and their families just as eager to have the sisters educate and take
care of their daughters. These children were mostly "purchased" by Docherty in the
manner of Gsell, but according to Wadeye oral histories t9, their families were keen for
them to have an education and to be protected against illicit sexual contact. The newly
7

'
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arrived brother, John Pye, claimed that the parents "wanted them here. They were all for
it".20 The sisters themselves did not know the reason for the eagerness, and they were
certainly shocked by their visit. When questioned, Sister Magdalen said that: "They just
wanted to be with the sisters, I think. But we hadn't thought about them wanting to be
with us".2 '
Sister Magdalen was in charge of their education, holding the classes in the storeroom.
She was inundated with students:

"

the blessed boys wanted to come to school too, of

course, so there was six or seven of those, I think. They were only little fellows
..

-

we

couldn't take everybody".22 Sister Xavier worked in the kitchen and Sister Dionysius
taught the women handcraft. Docherty insisted that the "Queen's English" should be
used, and that no Pidgin would be tolerated. Sister Magdalen complained that "It was no
easy task for the teacher but somehow we managed to understand each other".23
The sisters, meanwhile, fed and cared for the children, constantly needing to improvise,
since resources were so scarce. Sister Dionysius was very clever with her hands and was
very creative. Plates were made from flat iron, and wrap around skirts for the girls were
74
made from bags dyed with mangrove dye: Within Just a few months they had planted
a vegetable garden:
The sisters have a garden, a chain square, planted since their arrival. They have flourishing
bananas, paw paws, arrowroot and beans, tomatoes, radishes, a few lettuce and cabbage.25

Later they were forced to live on sweet potatoes and pumpkins for weeks, cooking them
in all sorts of different ways to add some variety to their diet.26 They wore their
traditional habits despite the intense tropical heat, and their personal discomfort must
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have been tremendous. Pye recollected that they wore these clothes:
all the time, at night, and cooked [in them] and everything. I don't know how they did it. No, it'd
make you perspire to think about [it]. It's good that things have changed.27

The sisters were strong and very independent women. Many came from poor rural
Australian backgrounds, which helped them to adjust to the impoverished conditions.
They had deliberately chosen mission work as their vocation, rather than a more
contemplative lifestyle. While Carey stresses that it was important to pay "proper tribute
to the depth of religious commitment demonstrated by the many women who spent a
lifetime in service to an heroic spiritual ideal", she nevertheless argued that because of
their vows of chastity and poverty, they "could be readily subordinated to the better
articulated demands of both the Catholic Church and the state governments".28
Choo also commented on the alleged subordinate position of women religious:
Division of labour was strictly according to gender specific roles, which complemented the
highly structured gender divisions in the Catholic Church in which men held, (and still hold)
positions of power in all spheres except in the running of institutes for women religious. The
superior position of men which has been reinforced through structures and processes developed
to exclude and circumscribe the participation of women in the church over centuries, had been
"9

justified as divinely instituted.'

Choo further stated that the priests were the patriarchs and father figures, with full
responsibility for the management and administration of the mission.3° This means that
the priests were father to both the sisters and brothers who were in sibling role to each
other. Neither Choo nor Carey mention that the religious brothers were also bound by
vows of chastity and poverty and that they, too were subordinate to the priest. In
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addition, the OLSH sisters were actually an autonomous congregation; unlike the MSC
priests and brothers, they were not subject to the Bishop in Darwin.31
I would argue that many of the religious sisters who worked at Port Keats were far from
being submissive "daughters". Their opinions were frequently at variance with those of
Docherty and they were not afraid to tell him so. In addition they could easily get him to
work for them by using a fonn of reverse psychology:
You'd only have to tell him he didn't know, [how to do something], and he'd prove it to you. If
she [Sister Dionysius] wanted something done, we had no tank, see, we had no water. If the water
supply ran out we were stuck, we didn't have a tank. The makings of one was hanging around for
ages; only needed putting together. So she said to him this day: "Did you see the beaut tank Peter
De Hayer built for somebody up here?" He said: "Did he?" "yes. Only he could do that". "Well,
if he can do it, I can do it," he said. Of course that's what she wanted him to say. [Laughs] He
went to work and he made the tank and two others.32

Nevertheless, having a strong man around the place did have advantages. Docherty was
extremely useful when he came to one sister's defence, a situation that could have
resulted in her death. The incident came as a sharp reminder of the dangerous situation
that the missionaries were actually in. Sister Magdalen recalled the incident:
Then sister was trying to get her garden going. She was planting- I think it was bananas, one day,
or paw paws, I forget. Anyway she was going around planting them, around the convent. And
we had a houseboy, and one of his little boys and somebody else were coming up behind her, she
didn't know. And as she was putting them in, they were pulling them up. When she found out, I
don't know whether she threatened them or whether she smacked their bottoms I don't know;
-

she did something. But anyway it upset one of them. One didn't take any notice at all.. but the
other one, he came over that night with spears. Father Docherty had seen him, and he came over
with him to the convent, and Father Docherty called out to us. He said: "Don't come outside,
Sisters" And we didn't. The fellow was going to spear us for what she'd [done], she probably did
smack him. I don't know.33
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Docherty challenged the man to put down his spears and "fight like a man". This he did
and a fight ensued in which Docherty suffered a black eye and swollen nose, but he
nevertheless emerged the victor.34 Even so, the incident gave the sisters quite a scare,
making it very clear that any perceived violence towards the children would not be
tolerated. Any ideas that fear of police, or loss of material goods would serve as a
deterrent, was not necessarily the position with the Wadeye people. Had Docherty not
been able to display superior physical strength, all his credibility as a leader would have
vanished.
Pye was considerably alarmed at the sight of his new posting. His first impressions of
the Wadeye people were "primitive" and "very ferocious looking", "built like buffaloes"
and "all painted up", clad only in loincloths and leaning on their spears. The flimsy bark
huts that served as accommodation for the brothers offered very limited protection, and
Pye had some serious misgivings. Docherty wasted no time in introducing the young
brother to a missionary's life at Port Keats:
The night after the boat left, I experienced my first real spear fight. I was in the bark hut with
Bro. McCarthy it was in the early hours of the morning. Bro. assured me that as long as I stayed
-

in the hut, there was no danger. This was consoling until shortly afterwards, Fr. Docherty,
looking like Ned Kelly with his enormous beard put his head inside and said to me "come up to
the camp and we will break the spears, and so break up the fight. It is going too long and getting
serious 35

Pye reluctantly accompanied Docherty, and did his bidding. The fight suddenly ended
when one man got a spear through his neck, and Pye held the lantern while Docherty
removed the object. Pye believed that the man would certainly have died without
Docherty's aid.36 He returned to the hut full of excitement and enthusiasm for his new
post.
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Pye soon discovered that Docherty was quite unlike any priest that he had known in the
south, and that his personality was certainly somewhat eccentric as described in chapter
two. Pye said he was the only man who could perform three jobs at once, he would be:
sitting on the toilet, reading his office book and giving orders for the day. He'd have a voice
like a fog-horn. Everyday he gave the orders for the day, "Sawmill, Joe and Bill and Wagon"
and so on.37

Pye noted Docherty's medical expertise was also somewhat unorthodox:
He was very good at niedical things... The old presbytery had shells all around and all these
coloured things, blue, yellow black and green bottles. An old fellow would come to see if there
was anything wrong with him and he'd ask him how he was and he'd say "Ooh, say what bottle
did you have yesterday? And he'd say the green one, Oh well we'll try the blue one today. In the
end the old doctors were coming and asking him about different things the scabies is one of the
-

worst and horrible things

..

anyway it baffled even the doctors what to do about them. And he

used sheep dip on it. A pretty violent thing but he got rid of those.3

The Church had issued white uniforms for the men to wear but the garments were not at
all practical in this extreme northern climate. Instead the men wore little more than the
Wadeye people. They went bare-chested, wearing only baggy shorts during the day,
unlike the sisters who dutifully wore their hot and heavy habits. However, sometimes in
the evening, Pye would don the white suit and he noted that it had a strange effect on the
people:
Port Keats was very hot and the sand flies are terrible down there. So many days when you go,
you know, for a walk, and I hate to see something not being used so I'd put the white suit on. I'd
walk out and the fights would stop and I thought they must like me. And they told me, some of
them, just recently, "No it wasn't that", they said. "You were Brother Pye in the daytime and you
were a spirit at night".39
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Great progress was made at the mission during this first year, and, according to Pye,
many of the Wadeye people remember it as the best year of all.4° The school was built
from local timber; the airstrip was extended; a new vegetable garden and tropical fruit
orchard was established; and a supply boat, carrying three tons of stores for the mission
came regularly.
About two months after the arrival of the sisters, Sister Concepta visited the mission.
Unlike the voyage of the other sisters, her journey was rough and uncomfortable. She
took along Mother Adrian and lamented that the poor woman would not be induced to
go again unless she took a plane. Within an hour of leaving Darwin they were both lying
stretched out over the hatch with a tarpaulin partially covering them. There they stayed
for the entire journey.
They arrived at Wadeye creek the following Saturday afternoon, where because of the
low tide, they had to disembark and complete the voyage by dinghy, wary of the
presence of crocodiles that lived in the river. They arrived at the convent at 5.30pm and,
exhausted, they went straight to bed.4 ' Sister Concepta's letter reveals much about
Docherty's progress with the young girls, particularly his method of purchasing and
baptising them:
The sisters have 19 little girls and it is marvellous what they have done with them in two months,
considering they couldn't speak a word of English. They very likely understood as they were
about the mission with their parents. There they have 72 baptisms to date. Father is anxious to
baptise as many children around, but the bishop favours slow progress. Each child that is baptised
is bought, and Father says he has no power or influence except with the baptised. Two of our
girls are unbaptised, and if the parents or tribe demand them, we must give them up, no matter
what their fate might be. Many of them fall into white man's hands on the neighbouring
stations.42
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Sister Concepta and Mother Adrian also had a dreadful trip back. They had gale force
winds and both women were soaked from the spray and suffered greatly with
seasickness. Sister Concepta reported to her colleagues that: "All those who have been
to Port Keats have had the same experience, all agree it is the most awful trip you can
have". She also revealed that many thought that the mission was in the wrong place and
that it would all go for nothing. This has not been the case.43
On 13 September 1941, the mission was officially recognised as an institution for
Aboriginal people. A statement was issued thus:
In pursuance of the provisions of section thirteen of the aboriginals Ordinance 1918 —1941, and
by virtue of all enabling powers, I, the honourable Charles Lydiard Aubrey Abbott, the
Administrator for the Northern Territory of Australia, hereby declare the Ronian Catholic
Mission at Port Keats to be an Aboriginal Institution for the maintenance, custody and care of
aboriginals and half-castes.
Richard Joseph Docherty, M.S.C. is to be the superintendent of such institution.44

Shortly afterwards, the entry of the Japanese into the war had a huge impact on the
young mission station. On 7 December 1941 a coded message was sent to the
missionaries stating: "Greater care is now required of you for we are now at war with
Japan

,, 45

By early 1942 the Northern Territory was used as a jumping off point for American and
Allied forces deploying to the Netherlands East Indies (now Indonesia). With the threat
of a possible Japanese invasion, most of Darwin's civilian population, particularly the
women and children were evacuated, the last leaving Darwin by aircraft on 18 February
1942.
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The missionaries at Port Keats believed their isolation rendered them safe and there was
no thought of evacuating the sisters. However, their superiors thought otherwise. On
1 7 February, the St Francis, skippered by Brother Smith, suddenly appeared with news
that sent shock waves through the community: he had orders to evacuate the sisters
immediately.
The sisters recalled the children clinging to them, begging them not to go, imploring the
nuns to go bush with them, saying that they would protect them. However, at 5.20 pm
they reluctantly boarded the St Francis and they spent the night anchored at Lounga
Island (Wallaby Island).46 Their return journey, which finally ended in Victoria, was a
nightmare.
They spent a very uncomfortable night, lying on the hatch, since there was no cabin. The
boat tossed and turned in the rough seas that were produced by the tail of a cyclone; rain
poured down and wet them right through. At dawn they set off again. The weather was
still bad and they were blown completely off course; the boat just floated around all day,
no one knowing where they were. All through Thursday night they were again tossed
around, and they felt sick and miserable. They had had nothing to eat or drink since
supplies had been very low at Port Keats, and they had come away empty handed. Soon
after midday on Friday 19 February they found themselves finally entering Darwin
Harbour. The delay proved extremely providential. The Japanese had bombed Darwin
earlier that day. The sisters described the scene that greeted them as they approached the
town:
But

the sea now looked very strange. First little dribbles of oil. Then a whole sea of oil-black and

evil smelling. Said we to one another, "Darwin has been bombed!" We were still outside the
harbour but by this time the weather had changed to the boiling heat of a tropical afternoon. All
of a sudden a shot was fired across our bows. Most of us thought the Japs had bombed us, but
Brother interpreted the shot as a warning from the dock that we were to stop. So we sailed round
and round in circles waiting for the inspection boat.47
46
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Eventually the inspection boat arrived and they were curtly interrogated, and then
ordered to follow the boat in. They were still not told anything but believed more
strongly than ever that Darwin had been bombed. The sea was "black" and "shiny" and
"thicker than ever with oil":
All kinds of things now began to float by-ships' doors, men's clothing, brooms, blankets,
windows, pillows everything imaginable. Then we saw the harbour! The whole wharf was still
-

burning and smoking. The hospital ship, IvIanunda had been hit but was not seriously damaged.
A big ammunition ship had been cut in half and one part was upside down. Everywhere boats had
gone down. Leaving their masts or funnels sticking out of the water.
We made our way across to where the sea planes land. We could see the wounded being brought
down on stretchers to be taken across to the damaged hospital ship. It was a dreadful sight. Some
of the poor soldiers had lost an arm or a leg. Others were just a mass of bandages. Some were
unconscious, others suffering shockingly.
Darwin had been smashed to pieces. Everyone was in a panic and looked ready to die with fright.
At the little restaurant at the top of the jetty were sixteen or seventeen dead bodies, which had
been washed up on the shore from the sunken ships.45

The story of the Darwin bombing is now well documented. At 10 am, 19 February 1942,
Japanese bombers had come over the city in close formation. For a whole hour the
bombs were hurled onto the little town. At noon another twenty-one planes came. Two
hundred and forty three people died that day.49 Eight ships were sunk, and many more
were damaged. Twenty-three aircraft were destroyed, communications were cut, and the
township of Darwin was shattered.5° The Japanese made a total of ninety-six attacks on
the northwest and eastern coast of Australia. Darwin received most of the attention, but
Broome, Wyndham and Derby in the northwest also suffered.51
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The sisters were bundled into the presbytery truck and taken immediately to Adelaide
River and thence to Pine Creek They were the last women to leave Darwin. They spent
the night at Adelaide River, camped in long wet grass with nothing to cover them. They
were surrounded by about four hundred men who had fled various offshore islands and
lay in complete darkness in case of further attacks. After yet another uncomfortable
night, they were taken to a train, merely a line of open trucks, and the women were
bundled inside the guards van with some other women and a few shell-shocked people.
They arrived at Pine Creek at dusk, where they met Gsell, the Darwin sisters and those
children of mixed descent who had been evacuated from Melville Island. All had been
through a nerve-shattering ordeal. Eventually they were transported to Alice Springs
and thence through Adelaide to Melbourne.52 They caused somewhat of a sensation:
White clad nuns, black children

-

a crowd of them in the very heart of civilisation! People lined

up at every station. Everyone wanted to see us-to have a look at us. We put the windows and
blinds down but they would force themselves into our carriages to give the little darkies

-

alas

-

chocolate and watermelon, just when we were at our wits end to keep them clean!D3

After a short stay at Mandeville Hall, in Melbourne, the children were finally transported
to Carrieton in South Australia, a tiny mission station especially set up for them. There
were to be no religious sisters at Port Keats until 1945, and it was 1946 before Sister
Magdalen, believed to be the author of the above narrative, returned. 4
These raids of February 1942 led to a repositioning of armed forces in the region. Camps
were rapidly established, airstrips were developed, and Alice Springs became the
railhead and supply base for the north. Bother Smith, the skipper of the St Francis, was
enlisted by the navy and made a lieutenant. His knowledge of Northern Territory waters
was considered rare and invaluable.5
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The North Australia Observer Unit, commonly known as the Nackaroos or Curtin 's
Cowboys, was formed in mid 1942. This unit, led by W.E.H. Stanner, included many
local Aborigines. The corps carried out surveillance of the desolate coastline from
remote, dangerous camps. Aboriginal people were of tremendous value to the entire war
effort in the Northern Territory, and it is only in recent years that they have received any
recognition for their work.56
The loss of the sisters was a huge blow to the mission. The normally stoic priest, strong,
tough, resilient, and fearless, broke down and wept:
And much to my sorrow, of course there's quite a story attached to that, how I wept bitterly. I
-

certainly did, I was like a child wept bitterly over their going. But they were here for a year, and
-

in that time we were able to do quite a bit of useful work, and the liberation of the young girls
began at that time. The few that we had under our care had to be given back to their families,
but it was fortunate that the people did respect their promises. I lost only two. One we recovered
later, and the other one has not yet been returned to us, though we hope it will be. 7

Docherty, Pye and Aif Murray were the only missionaries left. Supply boats ceased
coming and they were almost out of stores. They felt despondent, and were convinced
that any rescue was highly unlikely; nevertheless, they were determined to keep the
mission going somehow. The sisters were badly missed, not just because of the work
that they were doing with the women and girls, but also, Pye said, because of their bright
company.58 This statement suggests that the sisters were not considered as just a cheap
and obedient source of labour.
The work was divided into two parts. Docherty controlled the presbytery side, workers,
sawmill, medical work, fights and church business. Pye controlled the school, kitchen,
garden and bush trips. In effect Pye took over the Sisters' work. Pye joked that he
"became the Reverend Mother", although he drew the line at looking after the girl's
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donTnitory. He said he would have had the male members of the tribe bashing at his door,
ready to kill him. 9 Instead the girls were all returned to their families.
Shortly after the Darwin air raid, the Southseasman, pulled into the Port Keats landing
and invited the religious to go with them to Forrest River. They declined, unwilling to
leave the mission. The ship's crew, instead, stayed at the old mission site for three
months. Soon after their departure yet another boat arrived, captained by John Ryan. He
asked for refuge and stayed for some months, working in the garden. However, Ryan
clashed with the local people as he had a Murrinhpatha girl on board. He returned to
,,60

Daly River where he was later killed by an Aboriginal man Old Jimmie

About this time, there was trouble at the Daly River settlement between the military
personnel and the local Aboriginal women. This involved Captain O'Connor, Lieutenant
Fleming and five members of the Independent Forces, supposedly "specially picked and
selected men." Local constable Tom Turner reported to the Director of Native Affairs
that on 20 May 1942, he had received a complaint that four of the men had contracted
venereal disease and that O'Connor had requested that the Aboriginal people be moved
away from the camp.6 ' Turner stated that he had informed O'Connor that the Aboriginal
women and girls had been free of any disease up to the time his forces had arrived.
Turner also informed him, that as long as they employed Aboriginal men, those men
would act as agents to procure women for the soldiers.
Turner reported that he had spoken to the women in question who then complained that
the men had continually indulged in pack rape.
The soldier men were no good; four had connection with the one lubra, one after the other. All
the same dog. One soldier finish another jump longa top same lubra. Soldier been catch em every
lubra. Every night want lubra
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The same woman informed Turner that these men had also been "having connections"
with a young girl aged about thirteen years. Turner seemed to have some sympathy for
the Aboriginal women and girls under his care, but little respect for the "specially picked
and selected servicemen".62
In August 1942, other servicemen arrived at Port Keats to build and operate the 39
Radar Station at Mount Goodwin, a few kilometres from the mission. They stayed until
the war was over in 1945. These servicemen appeared to be of a different mettle, and the
missionaries had many pleasant memories of their presence.63 The occupation by the
RAAF was to prove most fortunate for the young mission, providing entertainment,
company, roads, regular air services, and regular food supplies. There were mutual
benefits, since Wadeye people provided labour and local knowledge, and the mission
provided gravel for the roads and airstrip, cypress pine from the sawmill, and the use of
Docherty's old Ford and other machinery.
The Wadeye people also benefited by the RAAF presence. The establishment of radar
stations and other military camps in remote tribal regions brought Aborigines into
everyday contact with a new form of European contact, and a military way of life. The
regulated life, the work routine, and above all the easy camaraderie of the servicemen
led to a tolerance, understanding and mutual respect between the two races.
Conditions were not easy for the RAAF men. The weather was hot and humid and the
insect life ferocious. Their memories provide an insight on what everyday life was like
for the missionaries, especially the sisters in their heavy apparel. Extracts of a diary kept
by one of the guards, Bob Meredith, described day after day of heavy rain and how he
developed a bad attack of "prickly heat" caused by the hot humid conditions.64
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Several men recollected the intense tropical storms. Radar operator, Ron Richards,
spoke of the "terrific afternoon storms when the blue lightning would strike the sides of
Mount Goodwin in a spectacular, if frightening display of power".6 Oscar Boyland
recalled the "intense lightning and the consequent thunder reverberating around the
ironstone ridges".66 Ian Grayling also had vivid memories:
In the wet, the storms would gather and stand over our hilt and the Doover for hours. Flash/crash
lightning and thunder both together. From time to time, trees were struck and were totally
disintegrated to chips and scattered leaves. We always continued operating in the storms. The
operator in the Doover would always know when we'd been struck because millions of sparks
would stream down the inside walls, but I know of no Radar Op. who was hurt by it.6

The Operations Record Book confirmed the poor weather:
6/3/44 very rough weather has been experienced since the first day of the nionth. 15 inches of
rain, barometer dropped to 29.264 the lowest reading since the mission started 8 years ago. Wind
at tinies reached gale force bringing down trees, telephone wires and power wires in the camp
area. Radar station was closed because strong wind interfering with the aerial turning road to
landing.66

The insect life was particularly difficult to endure, and the area was teeming with
mosquitoes and sand flies. The march flies were described as "terrible", they would
"take a big piece out of you" and "there were hundreds of them".69
A huge centipede was deftly skewered to the floor by one man's bayonet, and John
Howell was bitten on a very sensitive place by a scorpion:
Johnny Dodd a school teacher from New South Wales, earned our respect one evening when
using his bayonet like a throwing knife when he skewered a huge centipede to the floor of our
65
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hut. And I was bitten by a scorpion on a very private part of niy anatomy. The swollen organ
caused howls of mirth from the unsympathetic multitude. 'Mac' McDonald, a pharmacist from
N.S.W. and our no. I Medicine Man, smirkingly informed mc that there was no treatment and
only time would produce a reduction in pain and swelling.70

Despite these tribulations the servicemen enjoyed their visit to Port Keats, and
remembered especially their contact with the Wadeye people. Several Wadeye boys
worked at the military camp and emulated some of their mannerisms:
[We had] four young aboriginal lads working constantly at the camp and sometimes others as
well. But the four lads were a fine type and willing workers. The eldest Neddy was 19 and a real
doer, he was the 'boss'. Gabriel, Paddy and Mickey were the other three, the last being about 13
or 14 years of age. The four were rather vain about their appearance. They all used to comb, oil
and wave their hair, wash every day and have a clean 'narga' or loin cloth. They used to trim
their own hair, shave and so on.71

Meredith recalled teaching one of the boys to clean his teeth:
We gave him a tooth brush and toothpaste, although he had beautiful white teeth, and showed
him how to brush and wash out with water. Every morning after that there was Danny sitting
outside our hut with a four gallon kero tin of water, a brush and paste, cleaning his teeth. He
wouldn't stop until all the water was gone He loved it! But with no more toothpaste he soon
.

stopped.72

This was a far kinder way of teaching the people European ways than the strict
regulations that were introduced at the Bagot home. By contrast, many of the servicemen
had great respect and admiration for the Wadeye people, and accepted them on their own
terms.
The native boys and men were wonderful, and some of us RAAF boys became very friendly with
them. I particularly went for niany long walks with them and was amazed at their deep
knowledge of the things around us. They could walk or even run through rough bush in perfect
safety while watching one single bee away up in the tree tops returning to its hive, and of course
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next day, they'd have the honey. They could run along smooth, unmarked sandy beach, always
laughing, and dig quickly and pick out turtles' eggs. They were happy and proud to show me
their skills, while showing not the slightest interest in our radar.73

Hunting trips were a common source of enjoyment for the servicemen and Meredith
remarked about some of the methods used by the Aboriginal people; in this case the use
of a small child to "bait" a crocodile:
Some natives appeared on the landing with a boy about 6-7 years old with a rope around his
waist, then eased him into the water. He just swam and splashed about for a while, then the men
pulled him in back to the landing. I would say he would have only been in the water a minute.
This was repeated quite a few times until a yell went up and there it was on the surface.74

The crocodile was shot, and pulled to shore. Meredith strongly defended the men's
methods, saying that the boy was the son of a mission man, that the children were
swimming before they could walk, and he believed that there was little or no danger. He
felt that the boy was in good hands and that the child was very willing.
The Wadeye people also appeared to enjoy the presence of the servicemen. Their
laughter and sense of humour were frequently cited

-

usually a result of actions of the

servicemen themselves. Grayling fell from the rafters of a building and landed,
unconscious, sitting upright. When he came to, he was aware of a strange noise, and
realized that it was the boys laughing:
Laugh! Those chaps were always laughing, but this time they really let theniselves go. Some
were lying in the grass writhing and howling; others ran round and round the hut, bent almost
double, and screaming with laughter. Two were standing each with arms tightly hugging himself,
quite helpless, and leaning against each other for support, only to fall to the ground, almost
drunk with laughter.75

Very little work was done that day, and to save his pride, the matter was never reported.
73
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Plate 11: The RAAF at Wadeye
(Courtesy M. Fenton)
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Another occasion was when the Wadeye people were trying to teach the servicemen how
to throw spears:
I remember a time a few of us were on the strip with some natives who were teaching us how to
throw the long combat spear... The best part was the fun the natives had, if you could imagine a
scene of 25 or so natives of all ages, all men grouped about us 5-6 people, all doubled over
holding their stomachs laughing their heads off for quite a while when we made a hell ofa mess
of those blasted spears!. It was terrific fun for all and they wanted more.76

Cricket and other fornts of entertainment were soon organized by the servicemen. In
March 1943, an ant bed cricket pitch was constructed with the help of the Wadeye men,
and "many a minor test was then desperately fought out". Docherty and Pye became
"Honorary Members of the Association, and acted as patrons".77 Meredith recalled:
The natives helped us make an ant bed cricket pitch on the airstrip. They pounded down the
material with their feet (a real dance they made of it) and helped carry the material in baskets
they made. They thought the whole thing wonderful and never stopped laughing. But when we
got to play a game of cricket between ourselves they thought we were mad.78

Sports days and picnics were also part of the entertainment. Pye recollects how he ran
against them for a wager

-

the prize a carton of wine

-

much needed by the Church at

that time for the Sacrament.79 There was even an art show, displaying work done by
servicemen and Aboriginal people with prizes for the best exhibits in all classes.
An art exhibition was held this evening. The exhibits consisted of various articles such as rings,
pendants, ashtrays etc., and sketches the work of members in their spare time. A variety of
-

native curios were also shown. A visiting officer judged the entries and presented prizes for the
best exhibits in the various classes.88
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Picture shows were provided for the servicemen and the Wadeye men and boys were
perinitted to attend. These began around mid June 1944 when a cinema operator
commenced flying to outlying stations on a regular basis. Movies such as The More the
Merrier and The Hunchback of Noire Dame were shown.8 '
A concert held on 30 May 1945 was the highlight. It was organized by the RAAF pastor,
"the Padre" and two visiting "welfare lads" who supplied an accordion, saxophone, and
a clarinet. The mission lent its organ and the stage was built from tins of bully beef. The
mission also provided a sewing machine for the purpose of sewing up costumes, and
since the men were "not adverse to throwing on a frock", ballet dresses and other gowns
were made from sheets and mosquito netting. Make up was created from burnt corks for
mascara and the dye from red library books was used for lipstick and rouge.82 The
concert was a huge success:
The mission natives overflowed outside (no seating). When we did one bit, the natives went mad
with enjoyment and laughter, they clapped and clapped so much so we had to encore!!! This was
my highlight at Port Keats, these fun loving people were tremendous. Fr Docherty and Br Pye did
not attend the concert but they did approve the attendance of the natives.

The Wadeye people also provided entertainment for a party of selected RAAF men in
the form of an initiation ceremony. One boy was selected for the circumcision, after
which he was taken to Docherty to administer "good mission" or medical treatment. The
men then gathered around the RAAF men who distributed tobacco, more or less as
payment for the privilege of being allowed to watch.84
There was a more serious side to the presence of the RAAF, and that was in relation to
the women and girls. Docherty warned the servicemen against ever touching the Wadeye
women, for fear of reprisals.
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The warnings were effective for a time at least:
After all we were young ourselves, and dead scared of those spears anyway... we did not conic
into much contact with women, as our duties most always were with men. Women were always
at the mission, the older women were always with their husbands in camp or going bush.

85

Despite this, sexual liaisons did occur. Eacott heard about a man who had contracted
venereal disease while at Port Keats, but he argued of the majority:
It wouldn't have entered their mind to have a sexual relationship with an aboriginal woman.. .1
heard about it but I was surprised, because we were more interested in the job, and they were
remote.. it was not as though they were walking around the place. It was a separate entity, the
16
camp and the mission.

Eacott had been enthusiastically greeted by a young Aboriginal woman at the Port Keats
airstrip on his first arrival. The event proved quite embarrassing for him, and he was
deeply concerned by what others must have thought of her intimacy with him. His
embarrassment reflects the double standards that were prevalent in the Territory at that
time. Although sexual relations between the white settlers and Aboriginal women were
commonplace, there was also a stigma attached to those men who had "fallen". They
were derogatorily labelled "Combo", "Burnt Cork", and "Gin Jockey". A man who
formed any kind of attachment or who made a habit of having sex with an Aboriginal
woman was considered a social degenerate. His social mobility was curtailed and any
hopes of future relations with white women were abruptly ended.87
Despite the close supervision of the missionaries, women and girls were still able to visit
the RAAF camp. Meredith recalls:
On terribly rainy days we introduced Danny to Poker. He loved it, and of course in fun we
sometimes cheated. One time, having put everything in the centre including his loincloth, or
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narga, he "put in" his .,irl friend as well. Of course he lost. We laughed and forgot about it. Next
morning before dawn along came Danny to deliver his girl friend to us ! We had a terrible time
convincing Danny to take her home. No way! And so we had to play a special hand of Poker
there and then, so he could win. Of course he did.09

Not everyone would have refused the offer, and the custom to lend a woman for sexual
purposes was still popular even among those boys raised at the mission. Pye did not
deny that the trade went on, but claimed that the cases were very isolated: "I think the
Army

were very strict on that. They had to be at least three miles away in each direction.

And of course you've got to remember too that the black fellow, all the way along, they
sold their wives."99 Pye, when pressed, admitted that the women seemed to be willing
partners in the transaction, but he emphasised that the problem was not a big one.
It wasn't a big town and they know their officers know the police and that was one thing. They
used to line them up sometimes and that was it. They'd never do it with one, they'd do that if it
got out of hand.90

Although few would admit the liaisons because of the stigma attached, it obviously did
occur, and on occasions, possibly "got out of hand". It is possible that Docherty assisted
in the transactions, perhaps to control the spread of disease and possible infighting.
Meredith recalled that the priest, after warning him about interfering with the Wadeye
women, had "strangely" told him to: "come and see him with a tin of cigarette butts if
you feel that way".9' If this was the case, it would demonstrate that Docherty had great
understanding for traditional cultural practices, even when they conflicted with his own
religious beliefs. It is more likely though, that Meredith heard of the "going rate of pay",
a tin of cigarette butts, and confused Docherty's real meaning.
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Pye protested that the servicemen were very young, barely eighteen or nineteen years
old, and were "virgins". He felt that the Aboriginal women exploited the men rather than
the other way around.92 However, the servicemen were not innocent either. The incident
at Daly River has already been noted and it was reported that some men in another
location, had fraudulently used Monopoly money to pay for sexual services.93
Meredith was a frequent visitor to the mission and said that it appeared to be well
organized and busy with work going on to improve it. Women, he claimed, were badly
treated by their spouses:
Their husbands were the boss and they always let them know that. I never experienced any
extreme violence (just a slap or a whack!!) but I did hear that some violence did occur but out in
the bush. I never ever came to grips with the male's attitude to the female, it was quite clear to
see, even at the mission.94

Meredith may have also been a product of his times, with no anthropological knowledge,
but this perception was commonplace to many observers.
Another serviceman, Jim Flaherty, recalled a woman being speared through the neck by
her husband95 and Pye claims that he witnessed many instances of brutality towards
women, that the women frequently sought protection from the missionaries. "He had the
women on his side. They came to Docherty and to me [Pye] to intervene in bashings;
yes, they came to all of us; there was no peace for them".96
Trouble was to come from within the community rather than the RAAF. It came from
one of the mission's own staff members, Alf Murray, a layman of mixed descent from
Bathurst Island. The incident caused dissension between Docherty and Pye. At the
beginning of 1943, Pye caught the man with a young girl in his room and demanded that
92
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the priest do something about it. Docherty went out to him, Murray attacked the priest,
and Pye was forced to intervene. Despite this, the following morning, Docherty wanted
to "marry" the couple. This seemingly lax attitude towards the incident outraged Pye's
sense of morality, but affirmed Docherty's ability to accept Aboriginal social values,
even when conflicting with his own.
The priest allowed the two to be married on 5 April 1943, setting them up with land and
some cattle at Kulchil, away from the mission. Pye, in his anger about the affair, claimed
that he had tried to get the marriage annulled:
And then tomorrow, blow me down, Father Docherty wanted to marry them so I got onto the
church people and had them I had the marriage nulled [sic] and void. Poor little girl. You can't
-

marry people like that.97

Pye later admitted that Docherty could "read" the people well and that Pye himself was
just a "rookie". He lamented later that the Catholic Church in general, was too strict on
sexual matters.95 Even so, the marriage was doomed to tragedy, details of which will be
related later in this chapter.
The occupation by the RAAF inadvertently gave Australia-wide publicity to Port Keats
and to Docherty's missionary methods. In May 1943, two war correspondents arrived,
and in a somewhat sensationalised article, the activities of the mission were broadcast to
an eager audience. The article cited the belief that the Wadeye people would soon
become extinct, caused by a combination of wife stealing and "the old men of the tribe
who devised laws and superstitions which gave them power over what lubras had
escaped the raiders".99 Docherty's methods of releasing the women from the power of
the elders were said to involve the ridicule of commonly held beliefs, and the breaking
of spears of troublemakers in front of the women to make them lose face.
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Docherty also used his considerable debating skills to gain control:
We learned to beat the trouble makers in eloquence. We didn't give them an opportunity to
speak, and we talked them out in front of the women: but we had to keep straight faces. If the
natives see a twinkle in your eye, the whole case is lost.'00

While this description of Docherty is extremely likely, given the accounts of his
personality by eyewitnesses of both religious personnel and servicemen, it should be
remembered that Docherty also practiced these "skills" on his own race. It also displays
his determination to protect the women from those whom he considered harmful.
Nevertheless, in reality, the Wadeye elders were not as easily intimidated as the article
suggests. Docherty's diary describes several occasions when his methods failed, and
implies that the withdrawal of tobacco and banishment from the mission was a far more
effective method.'°' In addition, there is a keen sense of mischief and humour in
Docherty's disclosure. He was undoubtedly playing to his audience, revelling in the
attention; the softer, more gentle side of Docherty was carefully hidden.
Docherty's unconventional form of medical treatment was also noted by the servicemen.
Meredith observed:
All the patients lined up at 9 am. in a long queue, up to 50 in all, then they passed one by one in
to see Father Docherty. He asked them their trouble, then gave them each a tablet which had to be
taken in his presence. The problems were wide and varied.. tummy ache, sore toe, head ache,
pregnancy, he dealt with them all. Afterwards we asked him how did it go? "Good oh" he said
"All got the same treatment ... one Aspro each.. it works wonders, and they all feel much
better". 102
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Despite his unusual methods, Meredith did not hesitate to call the priest when he had a
huge ringworm on his chest; he had more faith in Docherty than he did in the RAAF
medical orderly:
Iliad a huge ringworm

on my

chest the size of a dinner plate, perfectly round, and getting bigger.

Father said after seeing it "Follow me" and down the track and across the mission to the power
house we go. He grabbed a handful of cotton waste, dipped it into a drum of power kerosene and
slaps it all over my chest. Outside we go and he gives me the cotton waste saying on the way
back to give it a couple of soaks but do not cover it up, let it thy on the skin. Next day, you would
not believe it, the skin all over my chest was peeling off. Except for a little burning pain there
were no problems. In a couple of days it was all gone, no more ringworm and a new skin.

Docherty's medical expertise was not always successful, and on at least one occasion he
sought help from the traditional Wadeye medicine man, "Waggin". A woman was
brought in to Docherty with a barbed spear through her neck. Both Flaherty, (who had
some experience in the medical field) and Docherty vainly attempted to remove the
spear but it would not budge. Waggin, the husband of the woman, and the person who
had inflicted the wound, was called in to assist. He:
planted one of his feet on the woman's head, gave the spear a few experienced twists and out it
came.

the wound healed beautifully. And the next day following the 'operation' she was

.

walking around with her husband.

104

The incident revealed the extent of the violence towards women still occurring at Port
Keats at that time.
Patrol Officer Bill Harney visited the mission during May 1944 and reported on its
progress. Pye had now left, and was replaced by Brother Commerford. Health was good
and births were far in excess of deaths. Docherty had reported a few cases of leprosy
along the coast, possibly those who had escaped the Darwin Leprosarium during the
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105
evacuation. At this time around forty men were working for the RAAF, receiving
rations for themselves and dependents in return. Five acres of land was under
cultivation, women doing most of the work. There was, he reported, a definite increase
in the population and believed that "with proper control can be assured of an increasing
tribe of controlled people". (My italics). Harney said that he used his visit to Port Keats
to: "give a long talk to the soldiers on the reserves and natives etc to give them an idea
of the work of the branch and the missions and also to explain the ordinances relating to
the aboriginals". 106 This acted as a sharp reminder that assimilation legislation, although
shelved, was not completely forgotten during the war.
Docherty used Harney's visit to request the return of a Wadeye man, Albert, his wife,
Stella and their children, who had left the mission two years previously and were now
working at Auvergne Station. The family had left after the sisters had been evacuated,
but prior to the arrival of the RAAF unit. Albert had been one of the original Wadeye
men who had travelled down from Darwin and assisted Docherty in establishing the
mission. Possibly he was disappointed by the changed circumstances. Although the
children had been returned to their families, the sisters were gone and the supply boats
were not getting through. That meant a shortage of those coveted European goods,
especially tobacco. The mission appeared to be in dire straits at that time.
Albert's departure from the mission had vexed Docherty for some time who claimed that
"such wilful disregard of mission rules is bad for discipline and provides an incentive for
others to drift from the reserve".'07 It was not just the discipline that he was worried
about, but concern for the children; he was keenly aware that the children would be
sexually exploited once they were back on the station.
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The ensuing correspondence regarding this matter between the director of Native Affairs
and the Protector at Timber Creek, reveals a reluctance to force the family back to the
mission. It was thought that Albert's desire to obtain employment had been his motive
for leaving the mission, that he was a "civilised and intelligent boy". The Protector, G.
Stott, advised that there were a "few loafers" from the mission who were congregated at
that particular station and also a few "undesirables" from the Fitzrnaurice, and that it was
his intention to start some of them home. However, it was decided that Albert and his
family would not be compelled to return to the mission. Failure to provide adequate
employment on the mission was used as a reason for Albert's flight:
Mission industrial activities should be developed to provide congenial employment for married
couples which would conduce to their being near their children whilst they were being educated
at the mission. The failure of missions to provide employment and or adequate sustenance
encourages the drift of natives to cattle properties, which

in

the case of married natives involves

the removal of their children also... The compulsory segregation of children from parents should
the children be compelled to remain at the mission for education, is a question of policy
involving considerations which cannot be adequately determined at present in the absence of any
legislative aids. Any compulsion could be objected to on ethical, legal and moral grounds. Whilst
this branch recognizes the desirability of native children receiving the benefit of education at
missions, due regard must be paid to the parent's implied rights concerning custody. Until this
complete question of native education is determined present difficulties would be met by the
mission directing their efforts to appease the parents which can only be by attractive conditions
of employment.. .to enable competition with employers on pastoral holdings.'°5

The above statement illustrates the confusion that the authorities had in enacting the
assimilation legislation at this time. It also illustrates their ignorance of mission
procedures since the children were still living with their parents at Port Keats. Docherty
would not have been pleased at the decision but he did not leave the matter there. His
diary entry for 25 November 1945 reveals that he successfully coerced the Wadeye
people into getting the family back: He "refused to take the [runaway] girls back again
unless Catherine is brought back from Auveme and also young Albert and family".
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During Harney's visit, a spear fight occurred that was apparently caused by the RAAF
presence. The servicemen had unwittingly caused a "trade war" between the Wadeye
people and those from the Moyle River. Apparently the radar operators had traded
tobacco for goose eggs from the Moyle River people but the Wadeye men believed they
had a monopoly on any trading. Retribution was sought, and a "war" ensued, witnessed
by the servicemen and Harney.'°9 After the required number of spears had been thrown,
all participants retired to the camp together to get a hand-out of the trade tobacco.
In February 1945, it was considered safe for the OLSH sisters to return to their posts in
the Northern Territory. Those going back to Bathurst Island went home first, and on 22
February 1945 they were received with great jubilation:
The sisters yes, three of them. Three years ago or a little more, other planes had caused their
-

reluctant departure. Never, I feel sure in saying, has such jubilation been seen on this thirty four
year old mission. The natives cried in sheer joy and sang a welcome in their native tongue as the
pilot made a perfect landing and taxied the Avro Anson up to the convent door.HO

These sisters were followed shortly afterwards by those returning to Port Keats. Both
Sister Xavier and Sister Dionysius returned to their original post, but Sister Magdalen
did not come until the end of the following year. Instead Sister Françoise accompanied
II
the other two.1
There are, unfortunately, no records available of their arrival, but their reception by the
Wadeye people would have been every bit as jubilant as for those returning to Bathurst
Island. Most of the young Wadeye girls were returned to the sisters and Docherty was
persistently trying to get the others back, especially Albert and his family.
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The few extant fragments of Docherty's diary give much valuable information on the
way he ran the mission and of his methods to raise the status of women and girls in the
community. Most entries are concerned with runaway girls, forced marriages, and
punishments meted out to women. One such entry for 10 May 1945 reveals that
Docherty held regular meetings with the men to discuss mission "rules". These included:
Wallabies or birds shot for the mission. Agreed that no ban be placed on any of the convent
girls to eat them.
Re right over girls. Agreed no promise to anyone is valid. The mission has the right.
Re prostitution of women as punishment for certain faults. Agreed not right. Payment may be
made in food.

These conferences were frequently held to promote monogamy, stop punishments
towards women and to ensure young girls married at a later age."2 Docherty's over
bearing nature and his access to tobacco and other goods, certainly made opposition to
his mission rules somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, although Docherty could be "a bit
inflated" at times and frequently proclaimed: "I'm the boss here. I am the king... I'm the
king of Port Keats",' 13 there is no evidence to suggest that the men were physically
afraid of him. Instead the Wadeye people were very shrewd and would "use" the
missionaries to serve their own ends:
No they wouldn't be afraid. It wasn't fear, they had a lot of stuff that they hadn't before. A lot of
this food was coming... he was the boss of all that. They're very shrewd people, in real life,
they'll use him. There was no bashings or anything, no force. If you did it would never last."4

Docherty had to use his wits to implement his missionary aims. Physical force was not
possible or desirable; it was only used to defend himself or to save another from getting
hurt. However, the supply of tobacco and other foodstuffs was certainly effective in
getting his way. The importance of material goods bears out Stanner's theory that the
people were lured to centres of European settlement. The presence of the mission had
112
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acted as a catalyst to stop the population from drifting away from the region and also as
an incentive for those who had left, to return.
Nevertheless, withdrawal of goods gave Docherty some control, but not all. Banishment
from the mission appeared to have been much more successful. Banishment implied that
the people were reasonably happy with the status quo at the mission, and that many did
not wish to return to their old nomadic lifestyle. The following diary entry shows the
extent to which a man would go to avoid banishment, a punishment dealt him for
running away with one of the girls:
17' May_ Saw Jimmy this morning He proposes to give his little girl from Kurndle to mission
without receiving payment, to niake amends. The matter is rather difficult to decide in view of
the fact that others can come in at the same tactics in running off with the girl of their fancy. But
in this case I have no right over the girl. This manner of running off was underhand. This
banishment for two years seems a fair punishment for that.

Refusal to allow runaway girls back into the convent, surprisingly, also proved an
effective method that Docherty employed to achieve his goals. Two girls had absconded
from the convent at 8pm on 21 November 1945 and were being hidden by their mother.
Docherty asked that they be returned the following morning, but they did not show up.
Docherty then "shut down on tobacco" as an incentive that would normally produce
results. After another meeting with the men, a much respected and feared Wadeye elder
agreed to do the job. The two girls, and a third one, were bought back a few days later,
but the third girl ran away again. It was then that Docherty refused to take the girls back
unless "Catherine" and Albert and his family were returned from Auvergne.' 15
This tactic of refusing to have the girls back underlies the premise that the majority of
Wadeye people felt that it was a good thing for their daughters to be housed at the
convent undergoing Christian teaching and education, and being protected from illicit
sexual relations. Since the sisters had only been back at Port Keats for a few months, it is
quite possible that these girls were now approximately fourteen years of age, sexually
lb
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active, and resented their freedom being curtailed in this manner. However, the sisters
refused point blank to have one of the girls back at all and Docherty had no alternative
6
but to send her back into the bush with her father.' No matter how "difficult" or
persistent Docherty might have been, he was no match for the religious sisters.
The war was now ended; the radar station had been on a "care and maintenance
programme" since May. When hostilities ceased on 20 August 1945 the servicemen
were gradually shipped out and the equipment was dismantled. A few weeks earlier
Docherty, sensing trouble was brewing at the mission station, sent a letter to the police
requesting a patrol to be iade."7 It is likely that the anticlimax caused by the gradual
departure of the servicemen may have left a general feeling of dissatisfaction and
restlessness.
In early September Alf Murray, the layman whose marriage had caused dissension
between Docherty and Pye, killed his two children and tried to kill his wife. The rifle
jammed, and they both returned to the RAAF camp. The police were brought in, and
Murray was certified mentally ill and committed to a hospital in Adelaide, where he
18
remained for twenty years' Docherty's diary gives an insight to his understanding and
generosity towards Murray:
Aug. 2711 1945: AIf indicated wants to leave Port Keats. Discussed situation at length.
28t11

Aug. AIf decided to walk to Daly rather than go to Darwin or Batchelor. Intends to join the

Parry's agreed the best plan for him. Gave him permission for ten days for himself, Annie and
-

the children. Took him out 5 miles to the road's end in the truck gave him 3 pounds and 20
rounds of ammunition for his rifle and a letter for Mr. Fitzer.
29th

Aug. Went to Cichill [Kulchil] to gather up things Aif left. It niade me sad to see again the

efforts he had made at gardening and how he failed. The cattle yard is a good one.

16
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Sept 4th Aif and Annie were brought in from Tuitcam. In the truck this morning. They came to
the camp naked. Aif said he killed his two children and tried to shoot Annie and himself but
failed. He appears to be mental. I got the message away to Fr. Hensehke to send police. The plane
arrived at 4pm with a policeman on board. AIf went away without any trouble and apparently no
regrets.

119

Two weeks after the killing, Constable Fitzer from the Daly River arrived to collect
possible witnesses to the murder, but a message was received at the mission the day after
his arrival to advise him that witnesses were not now required: "Tell Fitzer Aif Murray
certified lunatic. Witnesses not required. Locate and bury bodies Use every endeavour to
possess rifle".' 20 Fitzer returned from the murder site four days later, bringing back
Murray's swag and the rifle. He did not find the remains of the children, only three small
bones. He returned the money to Docherty, but took away the man's suitcase and
personal effects.
A week after Murray killed his children, another tragedy occurred, this time involving
RAAF personnel. On 11 September, a plane had trouble when approaching the airstrip,
caught fire and crashed. The pilot escaped with only superficial burns and shock, but the
passenger, Wing Commander Ryan was killed and incinerated with the plane.'2 ' The
pilot was rescued by Wadeye men, Johnny Chula and young Danny, and many years
later, they were awarded a Civilian Service Medal for their bravery.'22
The sisters were by now well settled into their post and the young Wadeye girls were
kept under their watchful eye in the convent. According to a letter written in October
1945 by Morrie Fenton, one of the last of the servicemen to be stationed at Port Keats,
the girls were raised under strict supervision and locked in at night. They were
instructed in cleanliness and other things and at sixteen they were ready to marry.

'
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A young Wadeye man, "Neddy", informed Fenton how easy it was to break into the
girls' quarters:
Well Neddy didn't like being kept away from the girls who were locked up every night as a
further precaution and so he decided to do something about it. He became friendly with a lubra
who knew how to open the door and so every night Neddy had access to the madden boys (sic).
When then the old lubra who let him in got wild because he wouldn't pay any attention to her
[she] put him in to the sisters.123

It is not known whether the girls were willing accomplices, or what the reaction was
when Docherty found out, but the incident reveals that illicit sexual contact still occurred
despite "close supervision". It also supports the sisters' claim that the girls were locked
in to keep intruders out, to protect the children at their parents' request. It suggests that
the young people resisted not only mission rules but also those of their own society.
Docherty arranged to fly to Darwin to welcome back Bishop Gsell, who had now
returned to Darwin, after his evacuation during the war.124 It was the first time Docherty
had left the mission in the ten years since it was established.125 A few days later, a six
man maintenance team set off in the Yalata from Darwin for Port Keats to bring back
the remaining men and equipment.'26
On their last day at Port Keats, Brother Commerford invited the maintenance team to
have tea at the mission, an experience that was relished by all. The influence of the
sisters over the young mission girls was evident at this memorable occasion. Fenton
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remembers being in awe of the whole proceedings. After "a hurried grace" with "eyes
popping out of his head" they were treated to a "marvellous meal", served by some
young Aboriginal girls. Fenton admitted that:
Those girls really frightened Jini and me. though they were so quiet. They stayed out of sight
until they were wanted and then without a sound they'd be behind you ready to serve. The only
noise I heard them make was when they were clearing the table, one touched a couple of plates
together. No grabbing anything. One hand would glide slowly by yours and pick up a plate or
dish and soundlessly glide back again.

127

Fenton recalled that the buildings were constructed of unpainted roughly hewn timber. A
small chapel surmounted by a cross was the most impressive of the group. The floor of
the dining area was hard earth, and the setting sun streamed through the cracks between
the wall slabs, providing most of the light. A rough table, tastefully decorated was
practically the only furniture and a screen of slabs shut off one end, presumably the
cooking area.
While the buildings and furnishings were humble indeed, the sisters and their young
helpers were able to produce a relatively opulent banquet.
There were serviettes and glasses set on a snowy white tablecloth, and a bottle of beer for our
host, and lolly water for the less seniors. On the table also were two big bowls of bananas and
lovely ripe paw paw ... 1 spread my serviette and looking across the table at Tom who obviously
approved of the table arrangements as much as I did. Then noiselessly a plate of braised meat and
vegetables was placed in front of each of us. We were being waited on by two or three maddenboys (sic)

-

the young girls of the mission. Barefooted, clad only in the usual wrap around skirt,

the girls moved on the earth floor completely without sound. Again without sound, they
disappeared behind the screen, and we then gave our full attention to the meal which was
excellent. After each course, a dark arm would silently glide past my ear, take the plate, and
silently replace it with another with the next course. With the braised meat, there were roast
potatoes, beans and some sort of root vegetable. The dessert was peaches and banana custard,
then of course a cup of
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tea, followed by whatever natural fruit took our fancy. I enjoyed a slice of paw paw, then sat back
deciding no one could ever wish for a better meal. In all the meal lasted for about an hour or
more, and then, when returning thanks, the occasion concluded, during which our attendants
made not one sound, or spoke one word.' 2

Probably the young girls were as awe struck as he was; certainly they were very shy and
timid. The experience reflected not only the training that the girls had received under the
watchful eyes of the sisters, but also the greatly improved standard of living that was
now enjoyed at the mission. The year ended with a special Christmas sports day.
Docherty recorded:
Sports for natives began 11a.m., continued till 1230p.m. Again between 2 and 5p.m. Plenty of
drinks and prizes. The natives had a good day. The bun eating contest and obstacle races made a
bit of fun. 129

The sports day provided a fitting end to the tumultuous war years. Implementation of
any assimilation policy in Aboriginal affairs had been impossible during the war. The
Wadeye people were spared from the strict regulations that would soon be enforced,
supposedly in their best interest. Docherty had operated his mission with little
interference by government bodies. His plans to raise the status of women and girls had
been thwarted somewhat by the evacuation of the sisters in 1942 but the RAAF
servicemen had provided considerable consolation. The Wadeye people, particularly the
men, enjoyed a few years with a different type of white man and had experienced a
sense of camaraderie rarely known before.
The women, most of whom were kept away from the RAAF camp, had been protected
from some of the harsh punishments of their traditional society, and many of the young
girls had been released from future unwanted marriages. The end of the war heralded a
new beginning for the young mission. Over the next thirteen years, Docherty would
consolidate his work and bring the mission to maturity.
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Chapter Nine: The Work Begins
The war was now over and the real work of raising the status of Wadeye women was
about to begin. The first ten years of the mission's life were ones of excitement and
adventure for both the religious personnel and the Wadeye people. They worked
together as allies in building the infrastructure; they moved the whole enterprise to a
more permanent location; they cleared and planted many acres of land to supply fresh
produce for the growing community; they established a successful cattle station; and had
weathered the tumultuous war years together. The religious sisters returned and work
could now begin in earnest to raise the status of Wadeye women and girls.
For the next thirteen years, Docherty would build on these achievements, working
closely with the Wadeye people to bring the community to a stage where he felt able to
allow others to take over. These years were not without their problems but he continued
to place women's welfare and status within the community as a high priority; it was time
to consolidate his work. This chapter explores the methods that he used and focuses
particularly on the areas of health, education and traditional practices that appeared to
denigrate women.
Nineteen Forty Six began with an emergency at Wadeye when a woman became
dangerously ill after giving birth to a baby girl. Docherty sent an urgent radio message
to the Darwin priest, Fr. Henshke, who forwarded the memo to distinguished doctor and
MSC Parish Priest, Frank Flynn. Flynn was formerly a well-known eye surgeon in
Sydney, who during World War Two had served with the air force as Chaplain and
consultant eye specialist. When the war ended, he continued as part time Chaplain and
held the rank of Wing Commander. Within an hour of receiving Docherty's message,
Flynn arranged for Flight Lieutenant Jack Slade, the commanding officer of No.6
Comflight Unit at the RAAF, Darwin, to fly him to Port Keats.'
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Flynn described the "hilariously enthusiastic welcome" that he received on his arrival,
and he observed that the people looked very healthy, clean and had a "natural grace in
their bearing and movements". He commented on Docherty's deep voice, thick spade
shaped beard, hearty greeting, and his numerous achievements:
You see a beautiful plantation of bananas covering the fallen ground... In the presbytery garden
are clumps of sisal hemp and a species of cactus, from the leaves of which Father Docherty
prepares fibres for string making and the weaving of fabrics. Higher up beside the road leading to
the mission cemetery is a freshly sown peanut crop, which will soon provide large supplies of
these delicacies... Father Docherty has had considerable success, also, with paw paws,
pineapples and various types of melons, so no danger of vitamin deficiencies among the Port
Keats natives exists. The central room of Father Docherty's presbytery reflects the many-sided
activities of the mission. There is his first aid kit, well equipped with all manner of drugs and
appliances. Indeed some of the surgical procedures, to which Father Docherty has turned his
hand, could scarcely be classified as first aid measures; they would be more accurately described
as major operations. Then, in the radio corner, is the highly efficient radio transceiver by nieans
of which Father Docherty maintains a twice-daily schedule with Father Henshke at the Darwin
presbytery. Also, night and morning he sends detailed weather reports to the civil aviation station
in Darwin... In the remaining space of this many sided room stands a well-stocked library. In
view of all the work a visitor sees going on in and around the mission, he naturally asks: "When
would Father Docherty or Brother Commerford find time to read?" Through the side door of the
presbytery you step almost directly into the large workshop. Here more surprises await you, for it
seems remarkably well equipped for its purpose. Father Docherty has surely collected wisely and
well in this department.

The sick woman was in a critical condition and she and the tiny baby were quickly made
comfortable in the cabin of the plane, flown to Darwin and immediately admitted into
the army hospital. Since there were no facilities there to cater for the care of the new
baby, little Josephine was flown to the obstetric ward of the MSC's mission hospital at
Nguiu on Bathurst Island. Here a local woman, Camilla, who had recently given birth to
a son, fostered the tiny baby.3 The woman and her daughter both owed their lives to the
Catholic mission.
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The assimilation policy, as suggested by McEwen in 1939, was now slowly and
haphazardly being put into action around the Northern Territory. It would be from 1951
onwards, with the appointment of Paul Hasluck as Minister for Territories, that its full
impact would be felt. Even so, reports were now required more frequently and regular
inspections by the police and government officials were instigated. While this scrutiny
was somewhat intrusive, especially to Docherty, who disagreed with many of the
recommendations, they nevertheless give the historian considerable information on the
progress of the mission.
They also give the names of the staff currently working there and their qualifications.
This is extremely helpful in keeping track of the religious sisters employed since there
are few extant records of their service. For example, the June 1946 Half Yearly Report
indicated that the female staff consisted of Sister Xavier, Sister Francoise and Sister
Killian. All were fully qualified teachers. Sister Magdalen, one of the original sisters
from 1941, arrived as a replacement for Sister Killian soon after the report was
submitted.4
In 1946 child endowment was being received for the children, boosting mission funds by
nine hundred and eighty seven pounds sterling and the annual subsidy had increased to
two hundred pounds. While this increase was helpful, expenses were almost double that
figure and had to be augmented by the Catholic Church. The mission staff worked only
for their keep, just as the Aboriginal people did.
The report also indicated that the camp people cooked their own meals over an open fire
and that even the girls housed in the convent were encouraged to do likewise. Docherty
was keen to maintain these traditional skills; he had no desire to promote a sense of
dependency or apathy that was to occur elsewhere.6 Many missions and governmentoperated homes considered communal messing to be far more efficient, and the practice
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provided them with an effective tool for assimilation. Docherty was opposed to
assimilation and defied many of its policies whenever the opportunity arose. Instead he
encouraged the Wadeye people, including the children, to eat traditional food. This was
obtained by regular shootings and hunting and foraging trips. The parents contributed
bush food such as goose eggs, fish, shell fish and wild fruit for the children in the
dormitory.7 This food was supplemented by flour, rice, bully beef and a plentiful supply
of garden produce to provide a well balanced diet. Meals were made more palatable by
using jam, syrup, tea, coffee, sugar, baking powder and salt.
Docherty's determination to encourage the use of traditional food was also to
supplement his supplies of imported foodstuffs, which frequently dwindled to such a
degree that Docherty had to reduce the number of people on the mission station. Indeed,
soon after the 1946 report was issued, Docherty was forced to reduce the number of
adults by yet another third, since the boat with supplies had still not arrived.8 This
practice ensured that the Wadeye people were able to maintain some of their ancient
ceremonies in the privacy of the bush, as well as retaining their independence and bush
skills. The report particularly praised the standard of health, a standard that was
maintained for many years under Docherty's management:
Physical conditions of natives has been vastly improved and the standard of health is remarkably
high. Special mention should be made of the cleanliness of all. There is a gradual decrease of
polygamy and child marriage and a great increase of birth rate. There has been a decrease in the
child mortality rate.9

This refutes, in part, Suzanne Parry's allegations that missions in the Northern Territory
contributed significantly to Aboriginal ill health. Subsequent government reports of the
Port Keats mission during Docherty's era testify that a good standard of health was
maintained. This was achieved because of Docherty's methods, which frequently
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differed from that of other missions, and often clashed with the suggestions of
government inspectors.
In her article "Mission Endeavour: The Impact of Christian Missions on Aboriginal
Health", Parry cites several cases where inadequate diet, introduced diseases, and poor
medical care on mission stations caused severe outbreaks of disease.'° At Port Keats the
well balanced diet was frequently praised in government reports over a lengthy period of
time'' The authors of these reports were both government officials and doctors who
included both positive and negative comments about the mission. The negative
comments imply objectivity and add authenticity to the documents, rendering them
reliable sources. The small amount of imported food that was given by the mission
effectively inhibited the people from venturing towards areas of white settlement to
obtain them, and this actually reduced their chances of contacting infectious diseases.
Parry observes that the congregation of people at mission sites also posed severe heath
problems. The adoption of western forms of dress, inadequate housing, and poor
sanitation are particularly condemned.'2 These problems were minimised at Port Keats.
Both Gsell and Docherty were keen to maintain any customs that were not contrary to
Christianity. With this aim in mind, western dress was not adopted at Port Keats until the
mid-sixties, and affords yet another example of Docherty's deliberate opposition
towards assimilating the Wadeye people. Any disease attributed to clothing was not
evident.
Nonetheless, the Report of 1951 criticised the mission's facilities. The dormitories were
considered overcrowded, and only small, poorly ventilated huts were provided for the
married couples. These "cottages" were too small with no kitchens, latrines, washing
'°
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facilities or water supplies. Although the occupants received training in hygiene and
home craft, there was no opportunity to use this instruction in their new homes. This was
considered a "retrograde step" 13
Housing for the Wadeye adult population certainly lacked modern western facilities. A
kitchen was not considered necessary since the people cooked in their traditional manner
over an open fire and bathing facilities were thought superfluous since even the
government doctor acknowledged that "the sea obviates the need". However, as late as
1963, reports indicated that the people used their huts only for storage and shelter in wet
weather, preferring to maintain their traditional living arrangements.'4 Docherty had
deliberately designed the houses this way so that they would not be considered a
permanent home. He intended to preserve the traditional customs and mores as long as
possible.
Most houses are single small rooms of bush timber and iron construction. They are used as stores
and as shelters when it rains. Their design is not such as to tempt people accustomed to living in
the open air to adopt the habit of living in houses.1

Even the investigating officer for the Welfare Branch agreed that there was little point in
building houses before people felt any need for them.'6 Nevertheless, showers and
latrines were installed in the dormitories and a separate kitchen was established for
cooking the food of the children and staff from as early as 1946. Health problems were
minimised considerably because of Docherty's insistence that the people vacate their
campsites on a fortnightly basis, returning to the bush for two weeks at a time. It was not
until the mid sixties that a later superintendent, Fr. O'Bryan, ended the practice and a
move to a European style of housing was then deemed necessary. Until then, school age
children, the elderly and the infirm were the only people who resided permanently at the
mission.
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Poor sanitation arrangements caused outbreaks of dysentery and diarrhoea on many
missions and Parry cites the case of the newly built latrine that was contaminating the
water supply.'7 This criticism is somewhat unjust since the problem, once pointed out by
the inspector, was rectified immediately. The report stated:
On my arrival there a wooden urinal buried about three feet into the ground was in use, but as the
ground sloped towards the well, about fifty yards distant, I recommended its removal.- this was
done /rthwith. [My italics]10

There is nothing in any of the reports to indicate that Port Keats was ever affected by
these diseases during Docherty's time.
Lack of medical knowledge was also seen as a severe impediment to the health of the
Aboriginal people living on mission stations. Few missionaries had expert knowledge
and it has already been shown that Docherty used some quite unorthodox methods

-

perhaps those "quack remedies and out of date methods of treatment" that were cited in
Parry's article.'9
Nevertheless, Parry did give due credit to Gsell's operation at Bathurst Island,2° and
similar credit should also be given to Docherty. He, too, was medically unqualified, but
was very eager to learn and read copiously on the subject. He performed numerous life
saving operations and was recognised for his unconventional, but effective cures for
sandy blight and yaws. At least one of the RAAF personnel, stationed at Port Keats
during the war, preferred the priest's methods to those given by the resident medical
orderly.
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Indeed, the medical assistance that was given, especially to the woil3en, was highly
praised. Reports indicated that many mothers were now having their babies in the
hospital aided by the religious sisters. Nutritional supplements were given to nursing
mothers and their babies and survival rates were boosted considerably:
Sister Benedicta, a double certificated nurse, is in charge of the niedical work... The nine babies
born on the mission in 1950 were all born in the hospital indicating the confidence the native
women have in the hospital facilities. A small well-equipped kitchen is attached to the hospital
for cooking the meals of in-patients. Apart from seasonal epidemics of colds etc. the only
epidemic during 1950, was one of high temperatures with no deaths. Regular pre-natal, postnatal and outpatient clinics are held, 30-40 outpatients are treated each day. Milk and other
nutritional aids are issued to nursing mothers; twenty infants from 9 months to 3 years of age are
receiving nutritional help to relieve their mothers.21

This "small well-equipped hospital" was also praised profusely by two visiting nurses,
Eileen Fitzer and Elma Marsh:
The bed linen, floors, walls, in fact everything, including the little patients were spotlessly clean

-

a pleasure to see such efficiency and cleanliness so far from other civilisation tucked away in the
surrounding wilderness.22

In 1951 it was reported that the mission had among its staff a very well qualified nurse,
Sister Benedicta. Other staff consisted of Docherty and Bill Flynn, both priests, and two
religious brothers, D. McCarthy, a carpenter, and F. Quinn, a cattleman, Sister Maureen,
a trained teacher, Sister Jacinta assistant teacher, and Sister David, who was in charge of
the mission kitchen.23
Parry is disparaging of the way missionaries used addictive and health-destroying
tobacco as a means to secure power. Docherty used this medium extensively, even when
criticised by the various government officials for doing so. He did not cause the
obsession but its use helped to stop people from travelling to areas of European
21
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settlement to obtain it. His action minimised the chances of contracting many other life
threatening diseases and stopped the "population drift" that Stanner believed would
result in extinction. Docherty's use of tobacco as payment encouraged the Wadeye
people to adopt a lifestyle that would improve the health and well being of women and
girls in the community, increasing the population substantially and adding many benefits
that would have been difficult to achieve without it.
Parry acknowledges that in some individual cases, missionaries provided care in acute ill
health and injury that would not have been available had they not been present. This
statement is indeed true. She also concedes that there were no dramatic changes after the
implementation of the assimilation policies and that it would be several decades before
qualified medical staff would be employed on government settlements. Despite these
obvious advantages, she still claims that these benefits should be offset against the
coming of the mission at all.
Missions were criticised for being centres that enabled introduced diseases to take their
toll and unfortunately Port Keats was no exception. Parry is reasonably accurate when
she states that there is little to suggest that Aboriginal people suffered significant health
problems prior to the white invasion. Many of the Wadeye people were in good health at
the time of the mission's establishment, probably because they had been living "beyond
the reaches of white settlement and not yet burdened by the yoke of colonisation". 24
Despite this, Stanner was convinced that the Wadeye people were doomed to extinction,
citing malaria, leprosy and possibly tuberculosis as contributing factors; diseases that are
likely to have been introduced by Maccassan traders. Nevertheless it was definitely a
European-borne disease that was introduced at Port Keats. In 1949 a tragedy hit the
developing mission: an epidemic of measles swept through the community, caused
indirectly and unwittingly by mission endeavour. One hundred and twenty cases were
recorded from April till the end of June with six deaths.
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The sequence of events that brought about the disaster began when a small boy put a
bead into his ear, which no one at the mission could extract. Medical help was called for
and the child was taken by plane to Darwin. The father of the boy was distraught by the
decision, he blamed his in-laws for not taking good care of the boy and a spear fight
ensued. Seven people were wounded, and three of these were also flown to Darwin for
medical treatment. Another small boy, who had a nasty cut under his eye, was taken on
the same flight. Normally the missionaries would have attended to the boy themselves,
but the visiting government doctor decided to take him along also. This boy came into
contact with measles in Darwin and brought the disease back to Port Keats. The
epidemic was a huge blow to the mission and W. Flynn tried to find answers to the
tragedy:
Six died during the epidemic, two women and four little boys whose ages ranged from two years
to one week. One of the women was getting on in years and she was baptised almost at her last
gasp. The other woman was the mother of the little boy who put a bead in his ear. She contracted
measles, which developed into pneumonia, and during this time she gave birth to a son. The little
fellow lived only a week. He was baptised immediately after his birth. The mother was not long
in following him to the grave. I baptised her a couple of days before she died. Two of the other
little boys were the children of Catholic mothers. This is a young mission and only six girls are
married. It was a matter of real joy to us that God had already blessed four of them with children.
But the ways of God are beyond our understanding. 25

Even so, had the mission not been there, the majority of the Wadeye people would
almost certainly have been exposed to many more diseases. It has already been
demonstrated in chapter three that prior to the establishment of the mission, a large
number of people had left their traditional home and were living and working at nearby
cattle stations, mines and farms. Some had ventured as far away as Darwin, either
voluntarily or by force, and exposure to imported diseases was accelerated. The lack of
suitable medical care by station owners, miners and even government agencies, would
have ensured many more deaths. By contrast, any illnesses were promptly attended to at
Port Keats.
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Women and girls were at a particularly high risk. Sexual encounters with the alien
society, whether by force or prostitution resulted in widespread cases of gonorrhoea and
syphilis. Even those who stayed in the Wadeye region were exposed to disease through
their contact with passing ships. The spread of venereal disease became one of the
driving forces to legislate for "protection" for the Aboriginal people. The mission and its
accompanying moral dogma limited illicit sexual encounters and thus the spread of
many diseases. It has already been demonstrated that Docherty earned prestige among
the people and government for his unorthodox but effective cures. In addition the
presence of trained religious sisters provided medical care that was difficult to emulate
in outback country regions.
In 1951, a medical survey was conducted and this again, was positive about the health of
the people and of the facilities provided for them. The missionaries were considered to
be well qualified. More latrines were needed and the sand flies and mosquitoes were
difficult to control. Nevertheless, the physical and general health was reported as good
despite a hookworm infestation. There were no nutritional deficiencies evident and very
few cases of yaws, a fact credited to Docherty's expertise.26 The report also stated that
the Wadeye people had assisted the medical officer to bring in thirty cases of
"refractory" lepers.
A major outbreak of leprosy occurred in the early 1930's, prior to the establishment of
the mission. There was then no cure for the dreaded disease, but suspected cases were
taken into custody and isolated in a leprosarium on Channel Island, in the Darwin
Harbour. It was a feared and dreaded disease, and Parry did some excellent research on
the situation that existed in the Northern Territory.27 Any police officer or medical
officer was authorized to take a leper suspect into custody and to enter any premises to
effect such an arrest. This, Parry claims, likened every person suffering from leprosy to a
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criminal: liable to arrest, certification and indefinite detention.25 It is not surprising that
many went into hiding. Treatment consisted of twice-weekly injections of chaulmoogra
and hydocarpus oils that were excruciatingly painful, and offered no guarantee of
success.29 By 1950, the introduction of new suiphone drugs meant a cure for some and
these people were being released and returned home free of the disease after a relatively
short absence.
The Catholic Church had offered to staff the leprosariurn from as early as 1930 but
owing to Cook's enmity towards missionaries, their offers were continuously rebuffed.
With the bombing of Darwin by the Japanese in 1942, the patients were encouraged to
leave the island and to fend for themselves. Those who chose to remain on the island
were left without treatment or supervision. Gsell was then finally asked to provide staff
and Sister Gabriel and Sister Campion were appointed; they were soon joined by two
more religious sisters and Brother McCarthy. The OLSH sisters continued to take care
of the patients at Channel Island until 1955 when it was moved to the mainland.
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Sister Benedicta had been one of these nuns and her experience there enabled her to
oversee the treatment and care of lepers at Port Keats, and to provide excellent medical
care for the Wadeye people. Parry is unstinting in her praise of the sisters' work, while
blaming the government for their negligence:
The staffing of leprosariums by Catholic nuns who, as unpaid help, did tremendous work under
very trying conditions, is nevertheless indicative of an abnegation of responsibility on the part of
the authorities.3

One of the MSC religious, H.D. Morris, recorded his impressions of the leprosariurn
when he visited Channel Island in October 1952. He was greeted by a group of twenty
young, laughing children, all lepers. He recalled that not one came near him to shake his
hand; they had been carefully tutored by the sisters not to touch any visitors. Morris
20
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recalled that he "nearly choked with sorrow".32 Morris had previously understood that
there was no pain attached to the disease, and was shocked and deeply distressed to see a
small child suffering. He criticised the amenities there at that time:
Anger and pity and surprise mounted in me as I went. It was all weatherboard and corrugated
iron, of the flimsiest construction when it was not sisal paper and rags and bags! And this in the
tropics, with monsoonal rains, to say nothing of white ants and sandflies. .The conditions on
.

Channel Island are quite deplorable. n

Several Wadeye women worked at this leprosarium, under the tutelage of the OLSH
sisters. These included Dolly O'Brien, who worked there prior to her marriage.34 After
the leprosarium was transferred to East Arm, at least four young Wadeye women
worked there as preparation for the sisterhood.35
Parry's implied criticism of segregation of the Aboriginal people needs also to be
questioned. It was certainly beneficial to missionaries' proselytising endeavours, but it
also meant that the Aboriginal people were shielded from disease and exploitation. In
addition the people did not suffer the distressing psychological effects of being away
from their own country. Missionaries frequently supported arguments for inviolable
Aboriginal reserves and it was these reserves that later became used as a basis for
successful land rights claims. At Port Keats, Docherty was responsible for the extension
of the reserve to include part of the nearby Bradshaw property.
There were several important health benefits that were directly attributable to missions.
Docherty's methods of controlling the marriages of the young girls, ensuring that they
were more mature before being taken as wives, and encouraging them to marry into their
own age group, meant that fertility rates, and survival rates were increased, resulting in a
threefold increase in birth rates during his era.36
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The increase was officially recognised as being due to the maturity of new mothers.
Compared with other Aboriginal communities there are few girls under 21 married and with

children because the mission has succeeded in preventing early marriages and girls rarely marry
before 17 or 18 and commonly later. 37

There were fewer cases of abortion and infanticide, not merely because of Docherty's
watchful eye, nor of the Catholic faith being ingrained into the minds of the young
women, but also because of the availability of food supplies and relative feelings of
security. Sister Marion did recall one woman who regularly aborted her babies at Port
Keats, but she was alerted to this fact by the Wadeye women:
They told mc of one woman known to be willing to procure an abortion. She was also
promiscuous and given to aborting any unwanted pregnancy that might occur, so they said.38

While many of the Wadeye women did not approve of this practice, and were quick to
inform the sister, it is also demonstrated that there were women who still took control
over their own fecundity in the mid 1950's.
Docherty had instigated social change in areas that strategically affected women and
girls but his demands were negotiated in such a manner that the majority of the Wadeye
people accepted them and even applauded them. Indeed, according to the 1963 Report,
certain conditions had been set down as a requirement for the mission to be established
at all:
The people were required to abandon (1) pagan rites; (2) the practice of artificially terminating
pregnancy and infanticide; (3) marriage of girls as children; (4) polygamy and (5) murder. In
enforcing the abandonment of child marriage and polygamy the girls' dormitory has played an
important part but one has the impression that these changes have on the whole been accepted
gracefully and even gratefully. A permissive attitude has been adopted towards the performance
of most rituals and the continuance of existing polygamous unions. 39
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While Parry raises many important criticisms relating to missions, most of these were
not applicable at Port Keats. The MSC mission could not, in all fairness, be denounced
for being "part of the wider colonising force that have contributed to today's crisis in
Aboriginal health".4°
The provision of western education was also used to raise both men's and women's
status at Wadeye. By 1946 instruction was given each morning in English, arithmetic,
singing and drawing to forty girls and thirty two boys.41 This was in sharp contrast to the
situation in Darwin where the government provided schools only for Aboriginal children
of mixed descent.
Margot Ford relates how, in 1947, three hundred Aboriginal workers took to the streets
in strike action to demand, among other things, a school for Aboriginal children.42 Their
demands were partially successful and negotiations began for a school that would cater
for all Aboriginal children. Even so, funding for Aboriginal or "native schools" was not
allocated until the 1950/195 1 financial year.
Initially there was an attempt at maintaining some aspects of Aboriginal culture in these
schools:
The Australian native must not however be allowed to feel that his own rich tradition and
heritage is to be discarded. It is right that he should retain and respect many of the customs and
beliefs of his people while becoming acquainted with ours ... Native customs and stories may
enter into class work quite naturally and should always be treated with respect and
encouragement by the teacher.43
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In addition there was a suggestion by D. McCarthy, a consultant employed by the
Commonwealth Office of Education, that Aboriginal women should be especially
encouraged so that they may be able to influence their sons and husbands. The same
report also suggested a "Council of Elders" to provide advice and assistance in the
classroom.44 However shortly after, McCarthy recommended a policy more in keeping
with the developing assimilation policy, and suggested that the curriculum should
closely parallel that of white schools. When the new Welfare Ordinance was introduced,
in 1954, the Commonwealth Office of Education no longer had anything to do with the
"native schools" and Aboriginal children were required to think and act like Europeans
and to reject their own culture.45 Docherty by contrast, ensured that the mission school
curriculum retained much of Wadeye's rich heritage, particularly in art, craft and dance.
In 1952, a report that focussed primarily on education at Port Keats was made, and this
provided interesting insights into the mission school's operation.46 The inspector was
greatly impressed with the craftwork being taught to the women and girls. Fibres from
bananas and indigenous plants were used for weaving mats, for which there was a ready
market in Darwin. Needlework was also taught using Aboriginal designs and singing
and dancing was an "outstanding" feature at life at the mission with a large repertoire of
songs and several dances incorporating both European and Aboriginal dance steps. The
women that I interviewed could remember little of this but they confirmed that they
were taught to make dilly bags by some of the older Wadeye women.47
Enrolments had now increased to eighty six children; western style school terms were
not adhered to except for a two week break at Christmas. Formal schooling commenced
at 8.45 a.m. and went till noon. During the afternoon the girls were engaged in domestic
work, laundry, sewing and gardening. English language was the medium of instruction,
but counting and the use of money was not taught since a cash economy had not yet
been introduced at Port Keats. Docherty's curriculum was designed to fit in as much as
44 Ford,
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possible with traditional lifestyles rather than that of the European and a cash economy,
together with counting and the use of money was deliberately evaded for several years;
it provided yet another example of his opposition towards assimilation.48
Docherty's reluctance to teach counting and the use of money at Port Keats could be
open to criticism and yet the omission reveals his deep understanding of the problems
that would be encountered when a cash economy was eventually introduced at the
mission. Soon after Docherty's departure cash wages were initiated and there was some
trepidation experienced by some of the older Wadeye men. One man actively opposed
the transition, claiming that the Wadeye people would lose their economic independence
by accepting it. Fr. John Leary who was superintendent at Port Keats after Docherty left
declared:
I recall Pallarda, a middle aged man calling an urgent meeting of his Murrinbatta countrymen.
There were about two hundred present. Pallarda had his first "Training Allowance" wage packet.
He was waving it about in one hand. "This is something new," he addressed the group, "It is a
new way to live. It is not my way. My way is living in the bush, teaching and supporting my
children to live there. What if I leave my old way and try to live this new way. I know what will
happen to me. I will end up ma kadu literally a non-person, a nobody.49
-

In many ways Docherty was far ahead of his time, and in light of the present
circumstances at Port Keats, where a high proportion of the adult population are now
dependent on welfare payments, his stance against the cash economy could be justified.
Docherty did eventually capitulate by establishing a small store at the presbytery that
sold items such as soap, bobby pins and combs. He would pay a nominal wage to the
women and girls who worked in the laundry and kitchen, money which they would then
spend at the shop. °
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There were several staff changes among the sisters. Sister Maureen, regarded as highly
competent by the inspector, was due to leave to be replaced by Sister Helen. Sister
Jacinta was still in training. Discipline was described as "sound", and maintained along
"traditional lines". It could not have been too rigid since the reporter noticed that the
children were "obviously interested in the school and were willing workers". Class
periods were kept short and there were frequent changes in activities. The report noted
that the mission had concentrated its efforts on training the girls, rather than the boys
who, it was felt, needed as much attention. It was this training of the girls that was to
ensure a higher status for them in their community when they became older and this
would continue right into the sixties. It may have allowed the women to influence their
husbands and sons, as McCarthy had earlier suggested. Criticism that the girls were
favoured over the boys continued throughout the remainder of Docherty's era. The
importance of the dormitories to the mission was recorded:
Mission obviously attaches a good deal of importance to the dormitories. Although these dormitories
give young aborigines an opportunity to live, for a least a few years, a life as close as possible to that
lived by the normal European child, their greatest value to the mission is undoubtedly that they reduce
camp and tribal influences to a minimum and provide the maximum opportunity for the religious
and other training of the children.'

The dormitory system was by now an established feature of life at Port Keats. The
practice of separating young children from their families has attracted a great deal of
censure. Harris drew attention to the need to distinguish one type of dormitory, where
the parents were camped close by and were able to see their children regularly, to those
that operated elsewhere, where Aboriginal children were removed, often forcibly, from
their homes and raised without ever knowing their families.52 The dormitory system at
Port Keats evolved to ensure the continuity of education of the children while their
families were out bush and the children were sent to live there voluntarily.
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Sister Maureen arrived at Port Keats in 1949 and stayed until around 1951. She
accompanied the boy who had contacted measles, and her first months were marred by
the tragedy that followed. When asked about her recollections of Docherty's methods to
"liberate" the women, using the dormitory system, she described a "contract" that
Docherty had devised, when "purchasing" the children:
Before any children were accepted to live with the sisters. Father Docherty made some sort of
legal contract with the parents, the fathers had all the authority over them evidently,.., he would
get them to put their mark (signature) on this piece of paper and then he would give them a
quantity of tobacco, calico, flour etc and other practical things which pleased them greatly... the
arrangements seemed to be completely satisfactory to both parties and also the children. I never
heard of anyone, boy or girl, who wanted it otherwise. 3

Sister Maureen further claimed that the children were happy to have the sisters looking
after them: "Absolutely... there was not a doubt about that" and could not recall any
children who wanted to go back to their parents. 4
This was supported by the Wadeye women that were interviewed for this thesis. They all
had very fond memories of this era. They remembered being "very sad to leave parents,
very sad",53 but they recalled that older relatives helped to take care of them and that the
sisters were particularly loving and caring:
Sister Marion time, she loves me when I was little girl. I was little girl about five years old, gave me
lollies or biscuit to stop us crying. Bigger girls used to look after us, they were close relatives. We got
used to it, but used to cry for our mother in the night time, used to get lolly or biscuit to shut us up,
stop us crying.56
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Dolly O'Brien, now living in Darwin, who attended the school from about 1950, also
claimed that she liked the sisters "a lot", and continued "1 was happy there, the sisters
were very good" and that she was "very happy". She indicated that her parents were
"happy with the dormitory".57
The women asserted that they preferred dormitory life to living with their parents. They
recalled that they became close friends with the other girls and reminisced about some of
the fun that they had with the sisters. They remembered drinking goat's milk at
lunchtime, and recalled that it tasted like "like breast milk, from our mum". They
reminisced about the camp fires around which they would sit in the evenings, singing
songs, dancing and telling stories. They recalled Docherty joining them and said that
they liked him, that they used to play around with him, that he was a very kind and
gentle man.58
They recalled some of the pranks that they would get up to, like trying on the sister's
habits when in the laundry and playing cards and gambling. Others remembered some
boys visiting the girls at night and how one of the sisters caught them. The sister told the
girls that if their boyfriends came again she would shoot them with Brother Quinn's
gun. 9 Punishments were mild and included being banned from going to the movies on
Friday night, being made to stand up throughout the church service and the occasional
smack. They said everyone was naughty sometimes, but good girls were rewarded with
lollies.
The dormitories were locked at night from the outside and this practice is found to be
particularly abhorrent by would-be critics, yet the girls seemed happy with the
arrangement. They said that they "felt safe inside"; that they were frightened of wild
dogs and "wife stealers". They slept on the floor on mats and were "very comfortable".
Sunday was the official visiting day, but the children would rush out to greet their
families on their return from their fortnightly bush trips:
57
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When parents and other family returned to the mission camp after two or more weeks in the
bush, the girls would rush out to meet them. They would have small gifts for the children, in the
nature of honey ( sugar bag), duck eggs and other native delicacies. Each Sunday was family day,
officially, for the parents and relatives. They would sit around on the ground in their family
groups, and feed the children with choice tit bits and enjoy the company and gossip that was
available.60

The dormitories were criticised by government inspectors for the constraints that were
placed on the girls. It was argued that they had lost their skills for hunting and foraging,
which they needed on marriage. They further alleged that the young Wadeye men were
dissatisfied with the ability of their young wives to find food:
The method used gives a measure of effective control over the children but the sheltered life in
the girls' dormitory from 5 years of age to marriage cannot be a suitable preparation for the part
hunting economy they must enter on marriage. The young men's estimate of the girls is that they
are useless as hunters, and some of them have had such difficulty in adjusting theniselves to the
61

hunting for, preparation of and eating bush foods, that their health has suffered.

These concerns mirror Phyllis Kaberry's observations in Aboriginal Women. She
describes the process where, in traditional life, young children, especially girls were
gradually educated in the hunting and gathering skills so necessary for their survival.
She foresaw difficulties with missionary practice of restricting the girls to dormitories:
The gradual education of children in the natural resources of their country should be taken into
consideration by missionaries, who often separate them from their parents, and place them in a
compound with little chance of getting to know the possibilities of food in their environment.
How far this will act as a serious disadvantage after puberty, when children are normally
expected to make their contribution, it is difficult to say; the problem may not arise if they
are still fed and supported by the mission.62
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Plate 12: Deacon Boniface Ngipal Perdjert
(Courtesy Robyn Reynolds)

It was Docherty who found a way for them to pursue this path, even though the OLSH
order was not accepting Indigenous members at that time:
None of our religious were accepting Indigenous persons as members. Not because they were
Indigenous but we were uncertain that they were really fully aware of what was involved and that
the transition would be expecting too much of them at this stage. Father Docherty started this
programme that was called "Oblates". [An Oblate is described in the Oxford dictionary as a
"dedicated person"] And Jeannie, later known as Sr. Jean Marie, was the first of these... Two
other girls wanted to join us and so they continued with that role and a couple of them still
wanted to be religious so they got some extra training. The girls who entered with us eventually
were Jeannie (the first one) then Lillian (Sr. Glare) Beatrice (Sr. Basil later changed back to Sr.
Beatrice) Gamilla, and Miriam Rose, (Sr. Agatha). They got so much training and they still
wanted to be sisters, so eventually we had what we called the Juniorate, where the girls could get
their education up to scratch.73

By 1963 several young women were being trained towards the sisterhood:
Four young girls are at present working at East Arm Leprosarium where they are trained with a
view to possibly go on to further training for work in the sisterhood. Five girls are being trained
in New South Wales for the sisterhood. Two of the five are in the novitiate: Jeannie (aged 28) is
in her second year as a novice and Camilla (aged 33) in her first year. Two are postulants:
Beatrice (aged 22), and Lillian (aged 24). One, Miriam Rose (age 22) is in the first year of the
Juniorate. The last named had a better education than the older girls. Another girl of 18 years at
the mission has returned to school for further study in preparation for entering the Juniorate.
Present policy is to train these girls as full members of the order and no essential modifications of
the rule at the various stages are made. They will return to Port Keats after completing training
and before making a decision. Even should some or all choose marriage rather than service in the
order the years of training will have equipped them for useful work in the Port Keats
community.
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Jeannie (Sister Jean Marie) had been the little girl whom Docherty had carried on his
shoulders when searching for a new mission site. Miriam Rose (Sister Agatha) did nurse
training after she was professed and returned to Port Keats to work in the baby clinic.
She was later placed in charge of the clinic at Daly River. She died of cancer 2 October
1984. 75
Sister Beatrice became a religious sister and was professed in 1966. In 1969 she returned
to the Territory where she worked for thirty years. She made a significant contribution to
the early inculteration of the liturgy at Port Keats working with Boniface Perdjert as they
created hymns and dances in their own musical tradition, and later, even parts of the
Mass. She became a drug and alcohol counsellor in 1990 and trained as an Aboriginal
Language Interpreter, giving valued assistance in the Darwin Law Courts. She died in
April 1999 and is remembered for her ability to live simultaneously in two different
cultures with dignity and respect.76
Docherty's initial plan was modified in the ensuing years. One woman who had initially
wanted to become a religious sister, claimed that they were known as "aspirants", and
remembered being sent to Daly River for retreats and placed in a special education
programme:
I was in that group. I went up to Daly River, but I came back. A special nun used to look after us
for schooling, became really good at schooling.77

These women were reared in the dormitories at Port Keats. Docherty had laid the
foundations for them to become religious sisters, even though the order was not
admitting Aboriginal girls at that time. All returned to their own country to work
amongst their own people. Port Keats was the only Catholic mission in the Northern
Territory to achieve this level of success in its evangelising process.
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This level of success was, in Christine Choo's words, the "missionaries' dream".
The missionaries' dream, in line with the most progressive thinking in the Church in the 1930's,
1940's and 1950's, was eventually to have Aboriginal priests and nuns who could minister to
their own people in culturally appropriate ways.78

A similar endeavour in West Australia did not persevere; it lasted only eleven years. The
order, Daughters of our Lady, Queen of the Apostles, was established especially for
Indigenous Australians. As at Port Keats, the young "aspirants" had been reared under
the influence of the sisters who had become surrogate mothers and role models.
However they lost the support of these sisters, and of their own community, when they
were sent out to Balgo Mission on the edge of the Great Sandy Desert. There were no
European sisters there at all, having been withdrawn because of the isolation, severe
climate and harsh conditions. Yet Balgo was considered a suitable testing ground for the
young inexperienced Aboriginal sisters. The environment was very different to the
coastal region of Beagle Bay to which the young women were accustomed, and the
experience produced unprecedented stresses.79
Despite this apparent "failure", the women married and established Catholic families in
the West Kimberley area, continued their work as catechists and support workers, and
have now become important pillars in their communities. The endeavour at Port Keats
was approached quite differently and was much more successful, and those women who
decided against the sisterhood also became valued members of their community.
Docherty encouraged his staff to learn the local language, even though he insisted on
English being used in the school room. As a result, Bill Flynn translated some of the
catechism, and a considerable number of Biblical passages into Murrinhpatha.8°
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Plate 14: Sister Agatha

(Courtesy Robyn Reynolds)
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John Leary also tried to learn the Murrinhpatha language, but after Docherty's departure
this practice was banned.
John Leary MSC recalled that in 1959 he had language charts and Murrinhpatha word lists all
over the walls of his room. On one occasion the Bishop canie to visit him and seeing the display,
forbad him to continue with language 1earning.°

There were many people, Catholic religious included, who believed in the aims of the
assimilation policies and Bishop O'Loughlin probably believed that the people had a
better chance if they focussed on the English language. Sister Marion believed that he
was more concerned with the quality of Bible translations and she did not get the
impression that he banned language learning as such.82 However, the testament of Leary
and the findings of Peter Hearn, in A Theology of Mission,83 demonstrate that
O'Loughlin was, (perhaps reluctantly) a confirmed assimilationist.
These conflicting ideas caused dissension between the religious, and were possibly the
reason why some of the sisters' views were often "at variance" with those of Docherty
and why he was sometimes considered to be "exasperating". It could also have been the
reason behind his subsequent transfer. This is discussed in more detail towards the end
of this chapter.
Education of the Wadeye people took many different forms. Some traditional education
such as hunting and gathering, art and craft, dancing and storytelling continued but in a
much more limited form than previously experienced. However, it was western
education, whether religious or secular, that was seen by governments, Aboriginal
activists and by Docherty himself, as an important step to allow the Indigenous people to
make informed decisions for their own future. In this area there was some consensus.
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A third method that Docherty used to raise the status of women at Wadeye, and the one
most likely to attract excessive criticism, was his determination to end customs that
appeared to denigrate women. These practices included changes to marriage bestowal,
(particularly the practice of marrying very young girls to old men), polygamy, and
excessive punitive measures for perceived transgressions. Even in this arena, the
Wadeye people would only acquiesce when it suited them.
Docherty's attempts at curtailing traditional ceremonies met with little success. One
example concerned the male initiation, or "young men's" ceremony. In May 1947 there
was much ado about going to Legune Station for the event. There would be many of the
surrounding groups of people present, creating an exciting social occasion in keeping
with traditional custom. Docherty was not too pleased with the prospect; work at the
mission would be considerably reduced with all the able bodied men gone for several
weeks. Instead he asked them to reduce the numbers, so that the mission would not be
left at too much of a disadvantage by their absence.
He also tried to persuade them to have the ceremony at Wadeye, on their home ground,
fearful that they might be enticed away from the mission. This he did by inflaming old
feelings of competitiveness and jealousies between the different Aboriginal groups,
urging them not to pander to the whims of their neighbours. However his haranguing
met with little success; the people agreed to stay a few extra days to unload the barge
that was due in, but then went to Legune as planned. Docherty resignedly noted in his

diary "they had a try to give up the pagan practice but has slipped back again". 84

A similar ceremony, Merrk, aimed at the young pubescent girls, was supposedly banned
by Docherty in 1945.85 This prohibition was apparently much more successful since
many of the girls had been returned to his control after the war and were now housed in
the dormitory under the close supervision of the religious sisters.
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Strangely, there are no records of this ceremony in Docherty's diary, and Pye, who
served at Wadeye during the war years and who has been a very valued source, had
never heard of it. Even the religious sisters who became close confidants of the Wadeye
women did not learn of such a ceremony until the 1980's. Apparently the ritual just went
"underground" until the people felt it safe to resurrect it.
This ceremony was important in establishing a girl's identity and place within her
society86 and Wadeye women lamented the loss of their traditional rites and rituals
during the mission era saying: "Dormitory days! Mission days! We missed out! We had
no ceremony all those years".87
Docherty's resolve to promote monogamy in the community was also a very slow
process. In 1950, about one quarter of the adult Murrinhpatha men and one third of all
the Marin'jar men still had more than one wife each. Because of this, half of the married
women at Wadeye were still in polygamous marriages. There had only been nine
marriages arranged by the missionaries during the period 1943-1950; an indication that
their influence was not too great or too forceful. An attempt was made to ensure that
these marriages were in accordance with Wadeye kinship laws,88 but at least one mistake
occurred. The Falkenbergs recalled that the people appeared to tolerate it:
that although the people felt the alliance was wrong they accepted it because it was a result of
"white man's law" but they did not consider it to be a proper marriage, simply a peculiar
arrangement of the kind that might be expected nowadays, when their own culture and society
was in the process of disintegration.89
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Several Wadeye men adopted some aspects of the Christian faith but were unwilling to
relinquish their extra wives. Docherty respected their decision, although he tried his
utmost to persuade them:
He would teach them, he would present the scriptures and it was up to them to decide whether
they wanted what he was proposing or whether they didn't. I think there were some who didn't,
because there was no pressure on them, so if they didn't want to that was OK. But he was not out
to decide on anybody what was good for them they had to make that decision by themselves.90

One of these men brought in his newborn son, Boniface Perdjert, to be baptised as early
as 1936, but it was to be many years before he became a Christian himself because he
had several wives and would not forfeit them. Nevertheless, he and Docherty became
firm friends, each having great respect for the other and the man, became a significant
member of Docherty's "Council of Elders".
Enforcement of monogamy and other controls over marriage arrangements were really
only possible with those girls whom he had "purchased" and who were now baptised
Catholics; because of this, change was a very slow process.
The remains of Docherty's diary provide an excellent source to reveal his attitudes
towards the welfare of the women and girls in his charge, and the entries demonstrate
that prospective marriage arrangements were a constant concern. One item stated that he
had got word that "Nellie" would like to marry "Danny", and that he would investigate
the possibility. Another revealed that he was disturbed by the news that "some trading is
going on our Agatha".9'
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Docherty also sympathised with the husband of a woman now living with a "police boy"
at Adelaide River. It is not known how she came to be there but it is possible that she
was used as a "perk", in order to encourage the "boy" to work for the police.92 In
October 1946, Docherty contacted the authorities about her and requested her return.
She was eventually reunited with her lawful husband, on 20 February 1947. 93
Docherty recorded in his diary that he was still purchasing the marriage rights of young
girls in 1948, generally to rescue them from unwelcome forced marriages. He sent out a
search party to bring one couple back to the mission when he learned that the girl was
very unhappy. He then convinced the husband to "sell" her:
I negotiated to pay for her and set her free. Using Fred as interpreter I managed to get Ned to
consent and paid him immediately a fee of 1501bs. flour and let him nominate the other articles
he wanted. Some we can scarcely afford but it was worth it to set the girl free. I took her out
when I went for the sisters in the evening and everyone was delighted. I will now take efficient
steps to see that these forced marriages will be abolished from the mission area. 94

Those "efficient steps" resulted in a conference between Docherty and the Wadeye men
soon after the above incident. At this meeting he insisted that all the girls must be "free
in their choice of husbands and that the old pagan method of force must be abolished".95
One of the men in the search party sent to bring the distraught girl back declared his
desire to marry her himself. Docherty told him to wait until she was sixteen and then
asked the girl if she wanted to marry the eager young suitor. She at once indicated that
she did, and they were subsequently married.96
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Another fourteen year old girl, about to be married into a polygamous union, was aided
by Docherty's intervention. Her promised husband visited the mission and Docherty
persuaded him to allow her to stay at the convent for two years and gave his word that
she would be returned to him after that time. When the time came for her to leave, she
was reluctant to go and subsequently ran away from her spouse. Sister Emmanuel shares
the story:
The man came in and told Father Docherty
So she did. But Father seemed to imply

...

-

[who] said "you must go back now with this man".

and she understood, that if she ran away again, he

would not make too great an objection. The girl went with the man again and the same thing
happened and she ran away again. The man could see that the girl did not want to go with him;
she wanted to stay where she was.. .He realised it would be just a case of having to chase after
her because she seemed determined to stay where she was. And Father realised this too and he
said to the man "I can give you blankets, a tomahawk, flour, sugar, calico. I can give you these
goods to let her stay where she is". The man realised that this was the best part of the bargain for
him so he took it and he gave up his right over the girl.97

Docherty had connived from the start to gain control over the young girl, but he
shrewdly arranged the situation so that it was not only culturally correct, but that the
man was actually pleased to be rid of his "problem". Docherty's intervention had
ensured a young girl's happiness by protecting her from an unwanted liaison.98 Dorothea
later married a man of her own choosing, had a family and became an "exemplary
woman in the community". Her children now hold important positions at Wadeye.
A few months after the measles epidemic ended, and perhaps anticipating trouble from
the Wadeye people, Docherty asked for assistance from the local police to support his
position as leader. At Docherty's request, a letter was sent to the police superintendent to
request a patrol of the area. 99 Docherty had formulated a set of rules for the mission and
he wanted the police to lecture the Wadeye people on them. They included a ban on
polygamy.
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These rules were repeated in the policeman's report:
I. That no spears of the killing type such as shovel, glass and thin hard wood spears bafted with
bamboo, be kept in their huts or within the mission confines unless handed to him for safe
keeping.
That no Polygamy be practiced by the men; if they did so, no benefits were to be had from the
mission.
No fighting to take place within the mission confines, and abstain from it altogether.
The number of dogs allowed to kept by each abo.
That Father Docherty was big boss belonging to them; all disputes and grievances to be taken to
him for adjudication in the absence of police, who would be called immediately if any serious
fighting took place or anyone was seriously injured.100

Docherty's position was momentarily strengthened and by getting the much-feared
police in to do the lecturing, he was able to deflect any ill feelings that the people may
have harboured against him and his staff. The use of the term "abo", in the constable's
report, reflects his racist attitude towards the Aborigines and this bigotry was
particularly appropriate to Docherty's plans. Nevertheless, polygamy and forced
marriages continued for many more years.
It has already been stated that Docherty only had control over those girls that he had
"purchased". The girls were allowed to choose their husbands from the eligible young
men in Fr Flynn's "work boys":
I know of a lot of apparently silent but effective communication went on between the parties
concerned before any final arrangements were made I believe Fr Flynn was the chief
-

intermediary who finally brought the future partners together for an official acceptance ceremony
of engagement to marriage.10

However, the women that were interviewed at Port Keats all stressed that they had
married their promised husbands and that it was their parents who selected them from
'°°
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the dormitory boys. Docherty apparently had little involvement in these arrangements
and the women asserted that even if they did not like their chosen husband they would
still marry him according to the Law and that only "correct" marriages took place.
Nevertheless, Sister Marion, who has been a most reliable consultant for this thesis cited
at least three cases where the girls refused to marry their promised husband:
They were strong women in defending anything in which they believed, prepared to accept
whatever came from their decisions, if they were outside the norm. For example I remember at
least three young women who refused to marry the man chosen for them, stating the reason for
refusing and standing by their decision. One wanted a Catholic husband, not the one chosen who
was not a Catholic and not known for his virtue. She refused to budge despite physical and verbal
abuse and won through to get the man she wanted, who was also tribally in an accepted line. One
wanted to enter the convent, which she did, and persevered despite the continuing pressure of her
mother long after she was professed. She died a religious of whom her family were now very
proud. The third was also about marriage, but this one married the one promised but not before
he was instructed and received into the church.. and she continued to keep him in line!102

Dolly O'Brien also refused to marry her promised husband because he was "too close"
and chose to marry one of the Catholic brothers, who dispensed with his vows to do so.
She did gain permission from her father. Her mother and uncle, people who she claimed
would nonnally have had the right to decide her husband, were both dead.'°3
From the above examples, it would appear that Docherty had an impact on the bestowal
practices and that a compromise was reached. For the most part, the parents continued to
bestow their daughters and it has been demonstrated already in the preceding chapters
that these children were aware of their promised husbands from when they were little
children. Nevertheless, the parents were more careful to select a younger man who
would be acceptable to the young women, and there were occasions when the girls
refused to marry their betrothed. The girls were able to be assertive in this important
aspect of their lives because of Docherty's intervention.
102
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Meanwhile, Docherty was still battling with government authorities over their
contention that the people were not sufficiently exposed to western lifestyles, as required
by the assimilation policy. Although the Wadeye men had spent considerable time with
the defence personnel during the war, the women and girls had been mostly confined to
the mission. A few women had recourse to visit Darwin for medical treatment, some had
visited outlying cattle stations and all had been exposed to western education, which had
assisted in widening the interests of the Wadeye people.'°4 There was also a succession
of visitors to the mission when a road was pushed through from Daly River.
This road had reduced the mission's isolation considerably. A group of people including
Eileen Fitzer, accompanied by Elma and Vern Marsh, Joe and Bill Parry and their wives
and families and a Murinhpatha guide, "Captain", arrived unannounced one night
causing pandemonium at the mission. Although Eileen Fitzer was considered the "Brain
Child" for the project, she claimed that it was actually the Parry brothers, men of mixed
descent, who suggested the idea and invited her to come along.105 The mammoth journey
took several days and the party arrived at Port Keats with blazing headlights that threw
the community momentarily into chaos. The Wadeye people thought the strange lights
were "devil devils", and even Docherty admitted to being taken off guard. He said: "If I
never had the devil scared out of me before, I ye certainly had him knocked out now„ 106
Once the visitors were identified the party was made welcome and their impressions and
memories of the event give yet another perception to life at Port Keats. The sisters
served a "beautiful dinner” and the children's choir provided superb entertainment for
the evening. The following morning they were taken on a tour of the community and the
party was copious in their praise. The fruit and vegetable garden, they said, "would have
done credit to any market garden in the southern states". 107
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When Sister Benedicta proudly conducted Eileen and Elma (both nurses themselves)
over the small hospital they were extremely impressed. The group then inspected the
kitchen and dining area, and the women remarked on the "marathon job" that Sister
Stephanie was doing: "Everything looked meticulously clean, she was so capable, and
her very willing helpers, disciplined, but happy, made us most welcome". The pupils in
the schoolhouse "appeared keen to learn" and the group finally departed the mission
with presents of freshly baked bread and cakes.108 Docherty had already demonstrated
that he was not averse to outside influences; in fact he had given visitors a warm and
hearty welcome.
There was still a considerable amount of violence directed towards women by the men
and Sister Maureen recalled that women would regularly go to Docherty for help and
this he did, most willingly. The Falkenbergs, who were stationed at Port Keats in 1950,
observed this violence and concluded that much of it was sparked by unwarranted
jealousy. They also witnessed those extreme punitive measures given to women who had
unwittingly been in the vicinity of the Bull Roarer.
Sister Emmanuel recalled that in her time the amount of violence towards women was
actually far less than at other missions where she had worked. This she attributed to
Docherty's intolerance for violence and the respect that he commanded from the men
towards the women. She also believed that because the women felt able to go to
Docherty with any problems they were strengthened emotionally.'°9 They became more
assertive and no longer had to accept maltreatment.
However, Docherty was unable to control those punitive measures that went on outside
his sphere of influence. John Leary recalled the atmosphere prevalent in the vicinity of
the Daly River mission during the 1950's, because of the Bull Roarer punishments:
Dick Docherty had condemned Sunday Business outright. There were murders on the Daly in
1955. There was a lot of violence. The women would lock themselves into the powerhouse in
lOX
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fear of the pack rape. The men deliberately tracked the women down.., the police at Daly got
onto it, but at Port Keats it still went on in the bush. The boss man from Kununurra was bringing
back the old ways. At the time there was a deep conversion in old Bunduck. He blocked the old
man from Kununurra.'1°

The period from 1953 to 1958 marked perhaps the most difficult years for Docherty.
Hasluck's new Ordinances were created to promote the rapid assimilation of all
Aboriginal people, including those living on missions. Missions were now regarded as
useful to provide health, education, vocational training and perhaps employment, but
were definitely not to be considered an end in themselves. Government inspectors
became more demanding and intrusive, and more difficult to ignore:
There was more money, more staff, more paperwork; more demands from government to the
niission to carry out essentially secular tasks; more social, economic and religious questions to
think out concerning the long future of an aboriginal population already growing at a fast rate.
More pastoral and spiritual care needed and given.

The impression that Stanner retained on one of his visits was "an over burdened
religious at unremitting labour of the hardest kind, from early in the morning until late at
night, in season and out"."2 It was probably these increasing stresses that led to
Docherty's ill health that forced him to leave his "beloved" Port Keats, in June 1958.
It is also possible that since he consistently defied government attempts to assimilate the
Wadeye people, and that even some of the religious staff opposed his stance, he was
conveniently transferred elsewhere. While Leary maintains that Docherty was a very
sick man, there is a suggestion that another priest, Father Morduant, wanted Docherty
removed from office. He believed that Docherty was "holding the mission back", that
his methods were out of date, and he asked one of the sisters to write to the Provincial in
Kensington, to this effect. She refused, stating that she did not agree with his allegations
and she obviously felt the request was somewhat underhand.'13
110
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It would appear that Morduant intended going over O'Loughlin's head although the
bishop had adopted the assimilation policies, he still held respect and loyalty for
Docherty. Leary recalled that "Bishop O'Loughlin seemed to like Docherty's methods,
and did not want to change anything, to leave things as they were".' '
The sister was very surprised when Morduant was given the position of leading the
mission after Docherty's departure. This seems to indicate that Morduant had the ear of
someone very influential down south. Despite this, John O'Brien believed that Morduant
did not want to "run the place", but was asked to take over until someone else was
appointed. He said that Morduant was in charge of teaching the older boys and would
prefer to continue with that work but O'Brien also stressed that he really did not know
what was going on there at that time. He had arrived at the time that Docherty was
informed that he was to leave, in fact he had actually delivered the letter to him.''
Morduant was "highly strung" and had what appears to be a nervous breakdown within a
year of office and was replaced with John Leary. Leary stressed that Docherty was very
ill with arthritis. Docherty was frustrated by his incapacity and used to state that he was
now "a useless old bugger". Even so, Sister Marion, who had been at Port Keats for
several years prior to his departure, claimed that although his arthritic hips slowed him
down, he was still very active around the place and still able to take charge. It broke his
heart to leave and she believed that he had been ordered to go. She reiterated that
although he was slowing down he still had command of the situation. She remembered
the division within the church over the assimilation question and although things were
being said about Docherty "holding the mission back", the same things were also being
said of O'Loughlin.

'
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It was a "catch twenty two" situation for the mission. The Wadeye people wanted their
children to be given a western education and to be housed in the dormitories and
protected from illicit sexual contact. The missionaries wanted the same thing. The
government inspectors, who were supposed to be enforcing assimilation, should have
been happy that the girls were raised in a similar manner to European children.
However, they were now concerned that the girls could no longer live in a traditional
manner.
This confusion was typical of government procedures at that time and the Director of
Native Affairs was severely chastised for his ineptitude in his understanding and
enforcement of the Assimilation policy.6 If subsequent reports are any indication,
Docherty ignored all the suggestions and continued to operate the mission in his own
manner.
Even so, Sister Emmanuel, who worked at Wadeye from 1947 onwards, was indignant
at the suggestion that the girls did not know how to hunt and forage. She recalled that in
the afternoons the children would go bush looking for the Thimirnumbe palm to make
string for dilly bags, and search for roots and berries to use as dye. Sometimes they
would collect seafood. Although supervised, she said "It was doing what they wanted to
do. They called the shots

,,
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It was claimed that the girls spent the first six years with their parents and by the time
they came to the dormitories they already had considerable knowledge in this field:
They went out in the afternoon.. if there were yams at one place that's where we went
to gather food. If there were berries at another place ... taking these children out into
the bush to find bush tucker, they could always find it. The little vine crawling up the tree, dig
down under that and you'd find food. They knew the berries at a certain time because a certain
tree would be full of berries. Now those school children then knew the food was available at that
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time and I can't see that those older women wouldn't have known ... you'd go to a certain part,
where they wanted to go.. .away they'd go. And they'd come back with a lizard or something,
and they'd bring back some food, and they'd bring back little berries that were sweet.'

The sister admitted that they would not have had quite so much practice as if they had
spent their whole lives in the bush, but she believed that they did not miss out either. The
Wadeye women agreed with Sister Emmanuel's sentiments, recalling their picnics and
hunting trips with much amusement. They told how they used to take off their skirt,
throw it over their shoulder, and enter the mangroves naked to collect shellfish. Those
skirts were made from sugar bags and dyed red, and were terribly itchy to wear. They
laughingly called it "their school uniform".66 The women that I interviewed stressed that
they had no problems with collecting food after marriage; that they were "good" at
hunting and that everything went "alright".67
Perhaps the young men were disgruntled with the assertiveness of their young wives as a
result of their protected mission upbringing, or perhaps the inspector's interpretation was
clouded by his own beliefs rather than those of the men. Nevertheless, the days were
gone when young girls were raised to meekly accept their lot in traditional Aboriginal
society. The dormitories provided an environment where girls experienced an alternative
lifestyle to camp life and one that they evidently preferred. A quick perusal of the school
attendance charts will confirm that many of the women who now occupy important
positions in the Wadeye community were reared and educated in these dormitories.
Education at Port Keats not only raised the status of women, but also that of men.
Boniface Perdjert, one of the early students at the mission school, later became a fully
qualified teaching assistant and taught the Wadeye children for twenty three years. He
was the first child to be offered to Docherty for baptism in the early establishment years
and religious education was to play a major part in both his subsequent rise in prestige,
and in that of several Wadeye women.
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In 1946 the first sacrament of confirmation was performed at Port Keats and those
children who had been baptised earlier, including Boniface Perdjert, were now allowed
to receive the First Communion. Perdjert was to achieve even greater standing in his
community in 1974, by becoming Australia's first married Catholic deacon.68 Docherty
had actively encouraged Perdjert in his desire to become a religious, seeing him as being
"a bridge between native understanding and Christianity".69
I was a member of the catechists class being conducted by Fr Docherty... I got the idea of doing
something for the Church. My first idea was to become an MSC brother. Fr Docherty approved.
However I did not go on with the idea, and I got married in 1959.70

When Docherty was removed from Port Keats in 1958, Perdjert's ambitions were
shelved until a later priest, John Leary, encouraged him to become a married deacon. He
was careful to ensure the acceptance of his new vocation by his people, saying that he
,,

also asked some of the old men in my tribe. I would not have become a deacon against

their will, but fortunately they said it was a good idea".7 ' It is also significant that
Perdjert made sure that his wife agreed with his decision. This was probably a result of
the Christian emphasis on loving and caring for one's wife.72 In this respect alone,
Christian teaching of the men helped considerably to improve the position of the women
within their society.
Religious education also encouraged several young Wadeye women to enter the OLSH
order as religious sisters. While there is still a sense that women who become nuns are in
a subordinate position in the Church's hierarchy, bound as they are by vows of poverty
chastity and obedience, it is greatly significant that were able to make the choice to
remain unmarried and to pursue an alternative career path to what was traditionally
allotted to them.
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Sister Reynolds was fortunate to have interviewed him personally before his death in
1979. She recalled:
My notes record a man "fiercely independent", still staunchly "Catholic". He strongly defended
his earlier policies and practices. He struck nie as a man with immense confidence, but at the
same time, deep hurnility.'7

The very fact that he still felt the need to "strongly" defend his policies is indicative that
there were those, even within his own peers, who disagreed with his methods at Port
Keats.
Docherty did much to improve the lives of Wadeye women and girls. From the post war
years until his departure in 1958, he consolidated his work and placed the mission on a
very sound footing. With the help of his staff, particularly the religious sisters, he
ensured that women and girls received better treatment and able to make informed
choices about their futures. This he did through various methods but almost always, it
seems, with the full approval of the Wadeye people.
He used the areas of health and education to fulfil his aims but he also focussed on those
customs and punitive measures that he considered caused harm to women. Wadeye
women used Docherty as a protector, a role that the outwardly rough, but gentle hearted
priest was very happy to perform.
He hoped to make the community self sufficient and would have been horrified with
O'Loughlin's new policy of integrating the people into the wider workforce in keeping
with the new Ordinances created by Paul Hasluck.118
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Nevertheless, Docherty seemed satisfied with his work at Wadeye:
Well, having brought the place to a state of perfection, where it could be taken on further by
anyone who understood how to use the people naturally as his allies, that the place lends itself, as
I see now ... to an almost indefinite development.. The town site has been selected and surveyed,
.

and a town plan is in operation. I'm very satisfied and very happy.

Docherty established what later became a thriving community. He worked with the
people "as allies", and wrought many changes particularly with reference to the status of
Wadeye women. Others would continue his work and it would soon become apparent
that the assimilation policies had failed miserably. Docherty defied these policies as
much as he was able, and had retained much of the Wadeye culture; for the "Maverick
priest", his mission was accomplished.

NTRS 226TP897, Richard Docherty Interview, 1974, Northern Territory Archive Service, Darwin
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Chapter Ten: End of an Era
Missionary involvement with Indigenous people around the world has been
consistently condemned for its part in the breakdown of traditional culture and
system of values. Catholic missions in the Northern Territory of Australia were no
exception. Their sustained opposition to polygamy, marriage bestowal and to
ceremonial rites that were considered incompatible with Christianity, attacked the
very core of Aboriginal beliefs. Any suggestion otherwise can only be considered
naïve.
However, some Wadeye people recognised the necessity for change in order to adapt
to the rigours of European colonisation, and requested a mission be established in
their country, Port Keats. The early missionaries adopted a "hasten slowly" approach
and were willing to work with the people to persuade them to adopt Christianity
rather than forcibly thrusting it upon them.
They were keen to maintain elements of culture that did not clash with Christianity.
As a result, the preservation, and even enhancement, of art, craft, music and dancing
were encouraged. Hunting and gathering skills, language, mythology, kinship and
totemic systems were retained. Marriage bestowal was still practised, although the
missionaries provided an avenue of appeal when needed. Traditional art and
corroborees were enduring features of mission life.
However, some other practices, such as polygamy, forced marriages and cruel
punishments were suppressed. This was not possible without the support of the tribal
elders, who were regularly consulted and appealed to, in order to produce the
necessary changes.
Friction was inevitable between those who did not wish to follow the "New way":
Most of the people kept up the old ways. They were not forced to stop them. My father had
three wives, but he wanted to have me baptised . .the old people called the Catholic faith the
.

"New way". They had arguments about it. There was a big meeting fifteen years ago. At
. .

this meeting my father and two other old men stood up against others on behalf of the "New
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way". They said the "Old way" was too dangerous for young people. It was clear that the two
ways would not go together. So the old ceremony had to die out.'

The suppression of certain aspects of Aboriginal culture by the missionaries was not
only for the cause of evangelisation; it arose from a determined effort to improve the
lives of Aboriginal women. Raising the status of women has often been a necessary
accompaniment to mission endeavour. It was usually believed that the success of
mission work could not occur without it.2 It is the methods that the Catholic Church
used to achieve this that form the fundamental question of the thesis.
This closing chapter highlights some characteristics that have emerged as significant
in the course of my research. A brief review of the development of the thesis is
given, followed by a glimpse of some of the changes that took place after Richard
Docherty was transferred. It may then be possible to speculate how successful the
Catholic Church was in its attempts to improve Aboriginal women's status.3
The Catholic Church was relatively well thought of in the Northern Territory, even
by some of its critics and is the subject for the second chapter of this thesis. The
Order of the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart was reputed to "send out good men"
and their approach to the Aboriginal people was less intrusive than many other
missions and government institutions. The pioneering priest, later to become Bishop
of Darwin, Francis Xavier Gsell was a refined and well educated man who urged his
subordinates to follow their founder's doctrine of love, charity and gentle persuasion.
Gsell believed that it was necessary to earn the respect of the Aboriginal people and
urged patience, perseverance, friendly cooperation and justice. Nothing resembling
force should be adopted, only persuasion and discretion. Good personal example was
imperative and one's word must always be honoured.

Perdjert, B., "The Church and the Aborigines", The Annals of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart,
October 1978, P. 2
2
B128 Bishop O'Loughlin, "Christianisation as an Essential Part of Assimilation" in Proceedings,
Missions/Administration Cont'rence Darwin 27 September 1957, MSC Archives, Darwin
Brock, P., (1993), pp.5-8 The question of what criteria is used to assess the success or otherwise ofa
mission is usually given in missionary terms, relating to the number of conversions. Brock also
considers the Aboriginal perspective: whether or not a mission provided solutions to urgent social and
religious problems that they faced at that point in their history.
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Gsell earned notoriety for his attempts to raise the status of Aboriginal women, but
these were eventually sanctioned by the Commonwealth Government and by the
Pope himself. His methods involved the "purchase" of many young girls on Bathurst
Island, in order to end forced marriages, and his system was copied by many
Catholic missionaries.
Richard Docherty was a strong and powerful leader whose idiosyncrasies resulted in
his apparent success with the Wadeye people. Chapter three is devoted entirely to
this somewhat eccentric man, who had a reputation of being outspoken, dogmatic,
self righteous and even pigheaded. Despite this, Docherty emerges as a gentle man
who spent much of his life trying to improve women's standing within their society.
He was the son of a very religious Irish Catholic family who instilled in their
children a strong sense of spirituality and a deep commitment to the Catholic faith.
They were poor, but hard working, fiercely proud, and determined, qualities that
Docherty inherited. He worked at a variety of labouring jobs, but his determination to
become a priest did not waver, and when the opportunity arose he seized the
challenge with fervour.
The novitiate was tough, and Docherty criticised some of the teaching methods, but
he was particularly hurt and outraged by the scathing comments of his superiors
regarding his multi-faceted skills. These skills were to prove invaluable in his future
life and were favourably commented on by many people. He was ordained in 1927
and was sent to the Northern Territory.
He was selected to lead the mission at Port Keats and it became his life's work. His
passionate zeal was responsible for the relative success that he enjoyed there. With
the support of the Wadeye elders he managed to promote Christianity, encouraged
monogamy and protected women from unwanted marriages and severe physical
abuse. At the same time he opposed government assimilation policies that threatened
to reduce the people to apathy and despair. His methods allowed the people to retain
much of their culture, while raising women's standing within their community.
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Chapter four focuses on the history of Port Keats prior to the establishment of the
Catholic mission. The scope of this thesis allowed only a very brief glimpse of precontact days but a more comprehensive version is recorded in Wadeye stories and
legends that have been transmitted orally over many thousands of years. These
stories form the basis of Wadeye traditional religion and many are analogous with
the Old Testament of the Christian Bible.
European exploration excited interest in the Northern Territory and gradually alien
white settlers established cattle stations, agricultural farms and mines within close
proximity to the lands around Port Keats. Many Wadeye people left their homelands
to work for the newcomers in exchange for tobacco and much coveted novel goods.
Those that stayed in their own country were still affected by European infiltration;
women traded sexual services with passing ships for goods and tobacco.
The Wadeye people were left with insufficient population to support traditional
ceremonial life, and gradually the discipline of the elders broke down, creating
unprecedented conflict between neighbouring Aborigines, the young and the old and
between the men and the women. Extinction of the Wadeye people was predicted
because of this voluntary "population drift".
Significant changes occurred in the social and religious organisation of the Wadeye
people, perhaps to compensate for the trauma that evolved. A new religious cult was
introduced, known as "Sunday Business". The sacred objects of the cult, the Bull
Roarers, were jealously guarded from women and severe punishments were meted
out to any woman who inadvertently came near the items. In addition, the
Murrinhpatha people arranged themselves into eight categories rather than the two
classes that they had previously adopted. This change involved very restrictive rules
of marriage and was considered to be a major "ideological and social revolution".4 It
resulted in even more conflict, especially towards women.
It was during these troubled times that one of the men, Mulinthin, experienced a
vision of what is now thought to be the Christian family of God, Mary and Jesus. The
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dream is highly important to the Wadeye people and many believe that Docherty was
sent by God especially for them. It paved the way for successful evangelisation
In the early 1930's the area received widespread publicity when local police attracted
public censure for failing to capture Nemarluk who was wanted for murder. The
publicity drew the attention of Gsell who decided to open a new mission at Port
Keats.
This history, brief though it may be, is crucial in understanding the problems that the
Wadeye people were experiencing prior to the establishment of the mission. The
chapter illustrates that traditional culture had already broken down in many places
and that tribal discipline was disrupted. Women's lives were under great duress and
they lived in a state of tenor with little access to protection. Some of the Wadeye
people, then living in Darwin, saw the establishment of a mission in their homeland
as a windfall, a centre where they could anticipate solicitude in an otherwise hostile
society.
Chapter five examines the social discourse that was current in the first half of the
twentieth century. Biblical sources and the popularity of Social Darwinism were used
to denigrate the Australian Aborigines. Protective measures were introduced, but
despite the ongoing rhetoric, it is demonstrated that the legislation was more
concerned with the protection of the white race from disease and the effects of
miscegenation. With this in mind, draconian measures were put into place to restrict
and control sexual access of Aboriginal women to non-Aboriginal men. Christian
missions were used as a cheap source of welfare and training.
Their involvement was stepped up when McEwen's assimilation policy, known as
the "New Deal" was introduced in 1939. This was a form of training for Aboriginal
people to gain Australian citizenship, to allow them access to the same political
rights as the settler society. The legislation was welcomed by many people, including
Aboriginal activists. The measures that were introduced were described by Julie
Wells in relation to the government-operated home at Bagot. They resulted in
despondency and apathy and the intrusive and demeaning "training" had a crushing
effect on Aboriginal women.
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The legislation was shelved with the advent of World War Two but renewed
determination to assimilate the Aboriginal people occurred soon after the war ended.
Increased controls and constraints were introduced and these were considerably
strengthened with the appointment of Paul Hasluck as Minister for Territories, in
1951. The object was to ensure that all Aborigines adopted the white lifestyle, values
and beliefs as prerequisites to becoming a citizen. This applied even to those still
living on reserves and missions.
The noted anthropologist W.E.H. Stanner consistently objected to these assimilation
policies and encouraged others to challenge the entire concept through his published
articles. This resulted in the measures being relaxed in 1965 and a gradual shift to
policies of multiculturalism and finally one of self management occurred. Docherty,
close friend and associate of Stanner, also rigidly opposed the new policies,
including that of integration. He defied many of the government initiatives wherever
possible, and by doing so, saved Wadeye women and girls from a similar fate to that
experienced at Bagot.
The Catholic Church has always held the status of women as a high priority since
ancient times. It was seen as imperative to the conversion of women to the Christian
faith. The position of Australian Aboriginal women was perceived to be extremely
poor. The practices of polygyny, child betrothal, wife lending and punitive rituals
that denigrated women were perceived to be especially abhorrent. Their "liberation"
from these customs became Docherty's primary goal at Port Keats.
Chapter six describes Aboriginal women's standing both within their traditional, precontact society and within the new society that resulted from white colonisation. The
works of early anthropologists and historians are used, particularly those who
focussed on women and those whose research involved the Wadeye people.
Conclusions are difficult to form and much has been left to conjecture. There is still
considerable debate and very little agreement among anthropologists on their status
and this paradox remains. Despite this, what emerges most strongly is that
Aboriginal women had very little control over their bodies and they were severely
beaten and even killed for any perceived transgressions.
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The investigations of Aslaug and Johannes Falkenberg at Port Keats in 1950
reinforce the view that Wadeye women were in a similar unenviable position. Their
studies revealed that illicit sexual intercourse took place with the very small girls.
Girls were promised to men before they were born and wife lending was
commonplace with or without her consent. Punishments for perceived infidelity were
very severe, and punitive measures for transgressions, particularly in relation to the
Bull Roarer, were brutal in the extreme.
Aboriginal women were sometimes able to improve their status in the new settler
society by using their sexuality as their main power base. However, this practice was
often physically dangerous and they were subjected to increased exploitation by both
Aboriginal and white men. Legislation was introduced, ostensibly to protect them,
but in reality exacerbated their position still further. Any power or prestige that they
may have gained in the sexual arena was severely curtailed and the right to use white
men as protection against the rigours of their own society was denied.
Docherty's position as superintendent of the mission station at Port Keats offered
Wadeye women the chance to return to their own country and live under his
protection. The new doctrine that he introduced sought to improve women's lives
and his success is reflected in the important roles that women now occupy in their
community.
Chapter seven describes the events leading to the establishment of the mission at Port
Keats and reveals Docherty's methods of winning the people's confidence, respect
and trust. There is a strong implication that the Wadeye people requested Gsell to
start a mission in their homelands, and this is verified by Wadeye oral history, and by
the ongoing support of several elders.
Some of the men who accompanied Docherty on the inaugural voyage ventured into
the bush and to neighbouring cattle stations to find the rest of their people and to
inform them that a mission was to be established at Port Keats. They became his
"Council of Elders" and were invaluable in liaising with their people and offering
support to Docherty's introduction of what was, for them, a radical ideology. Their
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response is a clear indication that they thought such a venture a windfall for the
community.
Docherty was keenly aware of the physical violence that was meted out to women,
and took steps to stop it. He began by intervening in fights, which were mostly over
women, and breaking the men's spears. His determination not to show any fear was
one of his strategies to win the Wadeye people's respect and to establish himself as a
leader. As a result, Wadeye women frequently requested his help, both with
unwanted marriages and brutal punitive measures. They used him for their protection
from the institutionalised abuse of their own society.
Docherty initiated Gsell's practice of purchasing the marriage rights of the young
girls almost a soon as he arrived. He promised to protect the girls from illicit sexual
contact, not only from within their own community, but also from the neighbouring
Aborigines who frequently practiced "wife raids". It would appear that he also took
steps to retrieve those women already "stolen".
Other strategies to improve women's lives were also tentatively started in these early
years. These included rudimentary education for adults and children and he earned
considerable prestige as a "medicine man" by his unorthodox but apparently
successful cures. These strategies had a significant impact on the lives of the Wadeye
women.
Chapter eight examines the hiatus that World War Two provided; it afforded a
breathing space for the community to become accustomed to the rapid changes that
were taking place. These years saw the arrival of the long awaited religious sisters
who were seen as integral to Docherty's plans to "liberate" the women and girls.
They were greeted with tremendous enthusiasm by the Wadeye people, many of
whom had never before seen a white woman, and certainly not one dressed in the
traditional religious apparel.
That same night a group of Wadeye elders arrived at the newly built convent with ten
young girls who were to live with the sisters. The sisters were taken aback and
protested that they had no room but the people were very insistent. Their enthusiasm
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refutes any notions that the missionaries forcibly took the children away from their
families. The sisters commenced the education of the Wadeye children almost
immediately, their student numbers rapidly rising, fulfilling the wishes, not only of
the missionaries, but also of the Wadeye people. Western education was an important
proponent to "uplift" women at Port Keats.
Conditions at Port Keats were difficult for the sisters but they were strong and
resilient women. They had deliberately chosen missionary work as their vocation
rather than a more contemplative lifestyle. Suggestions that they were submissive,
dutiful daughters, occupying a subordinate position in a patriarchal organisation, are
not necessary applicable. The Catholic Church recognised their considerable
importance and the fledgling mission was named in their honour. They became
surrogate mothers to many Wadeye girls and are affectionately remembered by the
Wadeye women.
However, the sisters were abruptly evacuated after only one year of service, and their
journey, which finally ended in Victoria, was a nightmare. Docherty's plans were
severely curtailed; they were considered vital to the success of the mission and the
outwardly brash and stoical priest broke down and wept. Those girls who had been
brought to the convent to live with the sisters by the Wadeye elders now had to be
returned to their parents. Almost all were returned to Docherty's care after the war
ended, providing further evidence that the Wadeye people wanted their children to be
housed and educated by the Catholic missionaries.
The future of the mission looked bleak but the establishment of a RAAF radar station
provided entertainment, improved roads and other infrastructure, frequent air
services and regular food deliveries. They also provided work for the Wadeye men
and positive, beneficial contact with white men. The servicemen accepted Wadeye
people on their own terms and the camaraderie that developed led to mutual respect
between the two races.
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Docherty, anxious to protect the Wadeye women and girls from unwanted sexual
attention, issued warnings to the newly arrived servicemen and for the most part
these were heeded. However, sexual liaisons occurred, although they did not become
a major problem, unlike those which occurred elsewhere.
Docherty's power was increased substantially once the sisters were permitted to
return early in 1945. The extracts from Docherty's diary for the latter part of the war
years reveal his ongoing concern for the women and girls and the methods that he
used to protect them. Most entries were concerned with forced marriages and
punishments meted out to women. They reveal that he held regular meetings with his
"Council of Elders" in an attempt to establish some basic "rules".
The tactics that he used to implement his aims included withdrawal of cherished
goods, like tobacco, banishment from the mission area and, surprisingly, refusal to
allow certain runaway girls back into the convent. This provides still more evidence
that the majority of Wadeye people were eager for the mission presence and felt it a
good thing that their daughters were housed in the convent under the supervision of
the sisters. They wanted their children educated and protected from illicit sexual
contact.
Chapter nine focuses specifically on the methods that Docherty used to improve the
lot of Aboriginal women in the post war years until his departure in 1958. Docherty
intervened in three main areas to raise women's status: those of health, education and
traditional cultural practices.
Docherty ensured that all Wadeye people received a well balanced diet, particularly
nursing mothers and young children. He encouraged the use of traditional foodstuffs
and insisted that the Wadeye people, including the children, maintain their hunting
and gathering skills. This was in stark contrast to institutions that practiced
communal messing, which was used not only for the sake of economy but also as a
tool for assimilation. Communal messing destroyed any sense of autonomy for both
men and women.
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Docherty opposed assimilation policies and his insistence that hunting and gathering
should continue, ensured that the people retained a strong sense of independence and
allowed them to maintain some of their ancient ceremonies in the bush. His stance of
having the adults spend alternate fortnights away from the mission also meant that
permanent housing was unnecessary and problems with overcrowding, poor hygiene
and inadequate sanitation were avoided.
The deliberate omission of western style clothing was also beneficial in reducing the
chances of disease The imported food and the much maligned use of tobacco that
was provided by the mission, inhibited the people from drifting to areas of European
populations in search of them. This reduced the chances of contracting infectious
diseases and probable sexual exploitation of the women and girls.
Docherty's medical knowledge, unorthodox though it may have been, saved many
lives and eased much suffering for men and women alike. He was especially credited
with his cure for Sandy Blight and Yaws. He provided a service that was difficult to
emulate in remote areas, and was superior to most government operated settlements.
This service was dramatically improved when the religious sisters returned after the
war and set up a hospital staffed by qualified nurses and midwives.
It was here that women and children had the most to gain. Assistance in child birth
and nutritional supplements for both mother and baby ensured greater survival rates.
In addition women were more physically mature prior to becoming wives and
mothers, and the practice of infanticide and abortion was reduced. Furthermore,
sexually transmitted disease was minimised because of Docherty's protective stance,
and injuries arising from punitive measures were substantially diminished.
The provision of western education also helped to raise the status of Wadeye women.
Education was demanded by Aboriginal activists throughout the Territory and
Wadeye people were enthusiastic to send their children to the mission school.
Docherty saw education as a necessary means of enabling the people to make
informed decisions about their future. However, even in this arena, Docherty was
anxious to maintain, as much as possible Wadeye's rich heritage, particularly in
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dance, art and craft. Education allowed Wadeye women to become nurses, teachers,
councillors and strong community leaders.
Religious education encouraged some women to become religious sisters, allowing
an alternative career path to that traditionally allotted to them. These women
achieved considerable prestige within their community, but what is more important,
they had control over their own bodies, a freedom unknown in traditional society.
Moreover, religious education of the boys helped to raise the status of women at
Wadeye with its emphasis on loving and caring for each other.
The dormitory system became an integral part of Docherty's method of providing
western education. It evolved as a means of maintaining instruction while the parents
were absent on their fortnightly food gathering expeditions. It had the added benefit
of protecting the young girls from illicit sexual contact, an advantage that was
welcomed by their parents. The women that were interviewed all stressed that they
enjoyed their lives in the dormitory and actually preferred it to living with their
parents. They all claimed that their families were happy with the arrangement, and
had very fond memories of this era. The much maligned practice of locking the girls
in at night was also praised, stating that they felt safe inside and were afraid of "wife
stealers".
It is the interference in traditional customs and mores that attract the bulk of criticism
today, rather than missionary involvement in social welfare, which is more readily
condoned. This thesis demonstrates that Docherty's intervention was relatively
minimal and that he actually encouraged certain aspects of culture to continue. He
suggested the mission site as a venue for corroborees, and the maintenance of
hunting and foraging skills, even for the young children within his care, has already
been stated. It was his determination to end customs that appeared to denigrate
women, including polygamy, the practice of forcibly marrying young girls to much
older men, and excessive brutality for perceived transgressions, that attract the most
censure.
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Nevertheless, Docherty practised a "hasten slowly" policy similar to that adopted by
his mentor, Gsell. To effect any changes, he worked closely and carefully with the
Wadeye people, but they would only acquiesce when it suited them. Although
several Wadeye men readily adopted Christian principles they would not relinquish
their extra wives, and polygamy was practised at Port Keats until the late 1 97O's. No
pressure was placed on the people to change the status quo and mutual respect
developed. Some of these men became important members of Docherty's "Council
of Elders". Instead, Docherty ensured that baptised Catholic girls, especially those
that he had "purchased", would go only to a monogamous marriage.
This stance ensured that men were able to marry at a much younger age than
previously since there were more women available, and girls were able to obtain a
husband closer to their own age group. The practice of marriage bestowal was mostly
left in the hands of the girl's family and many of the girls who were raised during
Docherty's era married their promised husband. He intervened only when the girl
did not wish to marry her "promise" and appeals to her family failed. This he
accomplished by "purchasing" her. His intervention gave the girl an element of
choice in her husband, but kinship rules were always adhered to. Because of this
stance few "wrong" marriages occurred as has happened at many other mission
stations, and the Wadeye people felt more in control of their own destiny.
The amount of violence towards women was also curtailed during Docherty's era.
This was because the women were encouraged to go to him when any problems
arose and this they did readily. With Docherty there to act a protector, women were
able to become more assertive and refused to tolerate maltreatment. Nevertheless,
traditional punishments such as those associated with the Bull Roarer were still
meted out to women outside of the mission area, away from Docherty's sphere of
influence. These were continued for many years and indicate that Docherty's
influence over such matters was not that strong or forceful.
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The latter years of Docherty's time at Port Keats, before his transfer in 1958, were
very difficult. The new ordinances introduced by Paul Hasluck became ever more
demanding. In addition, some of his own peers believed that Docherty was holding
the mission back by his defiance of government recommendations. His refusal to
adopt western dress, his encouragement of hunting and gathering and use of
traditional food, the lack of permanent housing and his delay in introducing a cash
economy allowed the people to retain more of their traditional way of life, rather than
adopting that of the alien settler society. Even the curriculum, implemented at the
school, included Aboriginal art, craft and dance, more in keeping with earlier
education policies that aimed to preserve some aspects of Aboriginal culture.
Gsell's successor, Bishop O'Loughlin, was forced to adopt the assimilation and
integration policies. The success of missionary health programmes, particularly those
aimed at women, had resulted in an alarming increase in mission populations. They
now required more infrastructure, better organisation, employment for the people and
a range of other social issues. it was never intended that mission stations would
become places of settlement for large numbers of people and they were now severely
impoverished with insufficient numbers of staff to carry the extra workload. By
agreeing to follow government policies, substantial funding was made available for
housing and other infrastructure, and many missionary staff believed that they had no
moral right to refuse it. Nevertheless, John Leary, who took over the mission at the
end of 1958, claimed that it was "dramatic turning point" in Port Keats history.6
One of the first requirements was to find employment for the Wadeye people on
farms and pastoral properties outside of the mission area. Docherty strongly
disagreed. His vision for Port Keats in 1957 was for a self sufficient community:
My plan for their future employment is not to seek it outside the Reserve, but to develop it
within... We have the possibility to build our cattle up to profitable numbers and the
possibility to utilise our timber resources. Let us work on this seriously and there is more
than enough to employ our people and a profit to be made.7
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Docherty pleaded, unsuccessfully with O'Loughlin to:
Wait a few years longer and do not begin a scheme which I think would not help these people
for a cultural, moral, economic or religious development.K
After twenty three continuous years of service at Port Keats the physical strain began
to show. Docherty was reported to be a very sick man, although it is alleged that he
was still able to manage the mission. His illness was used as the reason by his
superiors to remove him from Port Keats. After he recovered his health satisfactorily
he was transferred elsewhere and others took over his operation at the mission.
Rapid changes occurred at Port Keats after Docherty's removal. These changes
included a move to more permanent housing, a result of the influx of increased
government funding. Western dress was adopted and Wadeye people were now
required to find outside paid work. Greater emphasis was placed on the use of
English within the community and school children were actually forbidden to speak
their local language, even in the playground.9
These changes affected both men and women. By 1960 thirty-seven Wadeye people,
including women and children, were sent to outlying cattle stations for periods of
work. The people complained of the long hours, of being away from their country
and the men were away from their wives and children for long periods while in the
stock camps. One young girl was raped by a white station hand, a brutal reminder of
pre-mission days. Wadeye workers refused to go back there.'°
By 1963, it was reported that five hundred people were living "almost permanently"
at Port Keats. Living off the land, as they had previously done was no longer
possible. The land within "eating distance" was now denuded and there was great
difficulty getting around because wives were "carrying" (pregnant) and had "a tribe"
of very small children at foot.1 ' Docherty's success in improving fertility rates meant
that a nomadic lifestyle was now difficult to achieve.
Ibid
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With the advent of permanent dwellings it was decided that the children could now
live at home, and in 1963, O'Loughlin instructed that the dormitories at Port Keats
be closed. Only a handful of children remained as boarders, generally those whose
parents were employed on cattle stations outside of the mission area. There was some
disquiet about the closure since some Aboriginal mothers and girls saw the
dormitories as having a valuable social role.'2

Plate 15: Father Docherty at Wadeye
(Courtesy of Kanamkek Yile Ngala Archives)

Following the repeal of the Welfare Ordinance in 1964, the prohibition of Aborigines
consuming alcohol was lifted and missionaries were urged to prepare the people for
problems arising from the new legislation. It was hoped that the establishment of a
"canteen" would "train" the people to cope with alcohol in a controlled environment.
It did not. Only men were permitted to drink and problems of alcohol abuse would
feature at Port Keats for several years. Men became drunk and increased violence,
especially towards women, was experienced.

2
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In 1974 the Wadeye people voted to close the canteen.
Fighting was not uncommon just a year ago. it is true: men got drunk and got violent. But a
poil of the settlement's adult population, caused the wet canteen to be closed, and a big
13
majority reaffirmed this decision last month.

Women would have had a big say in the closure. It was reported in the same
newspaper that:
Port Keats Council ... now includes one woman among its ranks, grandmother, Polly
Bunduk. Women are becoming more and more dominant in local politics. Port Keats has a
..

200-strong women's group which meets for two hours every week. They discuss problems
and make recommendations to the Council.14

This newly formed women's group was made up of women who had been raised in
the dormitories. Their input into local politics arose from the increased confidence
and assertiveness that these women developed under Docherty's protection. They
were also influenced by the religious sisters who acted as their surrogate mothers
while in their care. These sisters were strong willed, resourceful women who acted as
role models for their young charges. It was not only "good men" that the Catholic
Church sent to the missions of the Northern Territory, but also good women.
The population of Wadeye is now approaching three thousand people and is the
largest concentrated Aboriginal settlement in the Northern Territory;'5 This is a far
cry from the fears of disintegration and possible extinction that were experienced in
the first half of the twentieth century. Many of the people are under twenty five years
of age and only around fifteen percent are in full paid employment. The remainder
are dependent on government welfare programmes. This dependency has "resulted in
destructive social behaviour, drug use, family violence, self abuse, homicide, incest,
and even suicide".'6
13
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Plate 16: Sisters at Wadeye
(Courtesy of Robyn Reynolds)

Even so, Wadeye women continue to be politically active in their community and
remain strong in their determination to improve the quality of life at Port Keats. In
1996 the Women's Council was formed, an organisation that represented all women
in the community whatever their language group. It held jurisdiction in those areas
particularly related to women's affairs as well as having a large input into greater
community issues.17
By 1997 there were ten female representatives in Melemel, the Council of Elders, an
organisation that is normally restricted to men. They constituted one third of the
representatives, a tenfold increase since 1974. In addition, the Kardu Numidia
Council publicly acknowledged the importance of women to their community when
they appointed Theodora Namdu as president.

17
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Theodora is possibly one of the most prominent of Wadeye women today. She is a
traditional land owner and is currently president of the Wadeye Women's Resource
Centre, responsible for several new industries that provide work for Wadeye women.
The enthusiasm for the creation of work opportunities for women was noted back in
1974:
The mission gets orders for clothing from VRD stations [Victoria River Downs cattle
stations]: These are made by eight girls in the sewing factory who turn out 400 garments a
week, mostly for Port Keats itself. And three Aboriginals [also women] are now being
trained to make bread and cakes, will operate the bakery, which is soon to be opened.19

Their commitment continues today, the women's group, now known as Paingun
Wurnangat, is responsible for a successful screen painting business and also operates
the local take-away food store Mi Patha. Its input is formally recognised as a
considerable asset to Wadeye. Women's enthusiasm was listed as a community
strength:
Enthusiasm from the women to explore their role in our society and to find ways to improve
the level of happiness of all. Wadeye women are still an untapped source of innovation and
inspiration and will play a very significant role in the future of this community. 9

It would appear that the women have coped better than the men in their struggle to be
recognised as leaders:
Women have struggled and continue to struggle to be recognised as leaders in their world
today, while many of the men appear to have given up their struggle to define their role in a
changing society. They have turned to alcohol and drugs to cope.

. .

it became evident ... that

while the traditional role of men as hunters has now lost its importance and the respect for
men is diminishing, the role of women as life giver and nurturer is still of great importance.2°

'

Ibid
"Proposal to Develop Tripartite Agreement between Commonwealth Government, Northern
Tenitory Government, and MelelmlThamurrurr, Wadeye, NT, to re establish Traditional Family
Values (Way of Life) through the Development and Implementation of: Family Support Project:
Kardu Darrikardu Ngumanianpimi and Complimentary Community Infrastructure", in Background
Papers, 1999
2(1
Little, E., "A Spirituality of Leadership in the Indigenous women of the Daly River Region",
30 April 2003
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Early in 2003 it was reported that the people of Wadeye had taken control over their
own destiny by creating a community controlled council that unites all the local
Aboriginal groups. It is an innovative strategy, in that not only are all the groups
represented, each having an equal say, but it is comprised of many younger people to
give them greater involvement in the operation of their community. Twenty five
percent of these are women.
The elder Wadeye women were very enthusiastic about the new form of government.
These women had willingly passed on their authority in the community to the
younger generation in the best interests of their society. This is a revolutionary move,
since traditionally, it is the older women who possess authority. Theodora Narndu,
spoke of her strong support for the new form of local government:
I really believe, deeply within my heart, that a lot of good, a lot of achievement, will come
because the ownership of the structure belongs to the people. It's a new beginning.'

Theodora is the daughter of the visionary Mulinthin and is presently leading a
spiritual renewal movement for the women to "regain the recognition of their rightful
place as the powerful leaders within their culture".22 She is one of the women who
benefited from Docherty's determination to raise the status of women at Wadeye.
There were many others who led exemplary lives in the community, becoming
nurses and teachers and members of the various councils and women's groups. These
have been mentioned in the thesis. Some are now deceased. The women that I
interviewed, now well into their sixties, are content to pass on their knowledge,
experience and power to the next generation.
The Catholic Church used many different methods to improve the status of women.
The early missionaries were determined to protect them from the institutionalised
abuse of both their own society and also that of the colonisers. Polygamy, forced
marriages, rape, domestic violence and cruel punishments, sometimes excused on the
grounds of "culture" or "religion", are now considered to be violations of human
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Little, E., "A Spirituality of Leadership in the Indigenous women of the Daly River Region",
30 April 2003, p. 14
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rights in many countries around the world. There are several organisations that are
committed to end these practices, especially when they pertain to women. 3
In the course of my research I could find no evidence that the Wadeye women
resented the actions of the Catholic mission. They appeared to profusely praise
Richard Docherty and the religious sisters under whose care they were placed. None
seemed to have any regrets, other than a loss of women's ceremony, which they have
now resurrected, albeit in a modified form. There was little resistance from the
women to Docherty's demands; rather they resisted the constraints of their traditional
society and sought protection from the priest.
The thesis has demonstrated that some of the Wadeye people requested a mission be
established in their country. There was a necessity to adapt to the new regime but
they did this at their own pace and negotiated with Docherty on which aspects of
culture should be retained. For the most part they accepted changes that were
relevant to the treatment of women. When policies of rapid assimilation and
integration were introduced at the end of the Docherty era, many Wadeye men lost
much of their self esteem and a culture of dependency resulted. The women of
Wadeye are making a determined effort to eradicate this social malaise. Mission
presence allowed the community to be stabilised and rehabilitated, and created an
environment for cultural regeneration. Wadeye women are a driving force in this
renewal.
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